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Abstract

This thesis aims to study the identification of the Matthean Jesus with Wisdom or Sophia, a personified feminine figure. The roots of this identification are traced to the traditions in Judaism as depicted in Proverbs, Job, Sirach, the Wisdom of Solomon, Baruch and 1 Enoch. The early Christians made use of this Wisdom tradition when speculating on the identity and significance of Jesus, and scholars have identified explicit Wisdom Christologies in Paul, Q and John. The thesis has its main focus in the Matthean tradition and demonstrates that Matthew develops a high Christology from his Jewish and Christian sources by portraying Jesus as Wisdom incarnate.

This thesis studies Matthew’s Wisdom Christology from the perspective of its Jewish and early Christian contexts. How has Matthew been influenced by these traditions, and how has he developed them? The nature and roles of Wisdom in Judaism differ from text to text. In some she is a distinct pre-existent being, subordinate to and distinct from God, while in others she appears to be an aspect of God and not a distinct entity. In terms of her functions, Wisdom is assigned a variety of roles. She plays a part in the creation of the universe as the assistant of God, mediates between God and humans, plays a salvific role and is identified with the Torah. Wisdom can be described in various ways, including mother, lover and counsellor. In the Judaism of Matthew’s time, Wisdom is only one of many pre-existent beings. Other figures that were thought to pre-exist and await a future revelation include the Messiah and the Son of Man, and these too play an important role in the emergent Christology of the first century.
The study of the early Christian texts reveals that the Christians accessed the Jewish Wisdom traditions in different ways. Paul uses the term Ἰσχίον τοῦ Θεοῦ for Jesus (1 Cor 1:24; cf. 1:30), but he seems not to use it as a Christological title. The concept of Wisdom as a distinct figure first appears in the Q tradition. In this Sayings Source, Jesus is not identified with Wisdom herself but as her messenger or envoy. The Gospel of John testifies to a further development. John has a clear Wisdom Christology, especially in the Prologue where the pre-existent Jesus is assigned many of Wisdom’s roles. But this author never refers to Jesus as Ἰσχίον. He prefers the masculine term ὁ λόγος. Between the Q and the Johannine traditions comes Matthew, and it is in this Gospel that the early Christian Wisdom Christology is most clearly attested. In distinction to Q, Matthew makes explicit the identification of Jesus with Wisdom herself and, in distinction to John, he has no qualms about using that particular feminine term. For Matthew Jesus is pre-existent Wisdom, subordinate to God and separate from God, who becomes incarnate in the body of a human through a miraculous conception.

In portraying Jesus in this way, Matthew adopts many of the attributes and roles of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition, including her role in creation, her close relationship with God, her role as prophet and teacher, her rejection by humans and her identification with the Law. Moreover, in constructing his Wisdom Christology, the evangelist reinterprets and develops some aspects of Wisdom’s traditional roles on the basis of Christian claims about Jesus. Thus in Matthew it is significant that Jesus as Wisdom is a miracle-worker, the definitive interpreter of the Law, dies on the cross to save her people from their sins and will come in the future as the eschatological judge.
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What is meant by the identification of Jesus as Wisdom? Such a question has inspired a steady flow of scholars conducting research in recent times. However, the answer is to be found in Matthew’s Gospel and its sources. The roots of Matthew’s identification of Jesus as Wisdom are found in the Jewish tradition of personified Wisdom, or the Greek form of the word Ἔφιξα (Sophia), which translates the Hebrew word הוקמה. When I am referring specifically to Wisdom I will interchangeably use the terms ‘Wisdom’ or ‘Sophia’\(^1\) Some scholars believe Wisdom to be one aspect or personification of God, while others believe Wisdom is a created, subordinate being and distinct from God.\(^2\)

The sources of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology were not limited to the Jewish tradition. The early Christians reckoned with the identity and role of Jesus in numerous ways, and it was not long before Jesus’ relationship with Sophia became the subject of speculation. Was Jesus a messenger of Wisdom, or was he perhaps Wisdom herself? Scholars have argued for such an identification of the two in the Pauline, Q and Johannine traditions, but not all have been convinced. In the case of Matthew, there is a similar scholarly division. While the majority view today is that Matthew does indeed

---

1 Scholars use various terms when referring to Jewish Wisdom in the personified form. For instance, scholars who use the terms ‘Wisdom’ or ‘Sophia’ include M. J. Suggs and E. A. Johnson. Scholars who use the terms ‘personified Wisdom’ or ‘Lady Wisdom’ include C. M. Deutsch. Scholars who use the terms ‘Wisdom’ or ‘personified Wisdom’ or ‘Woman Wisdom’ include B. Witherington. Throughout this thesis, upper case letters will be used when referring to personified divine Wisdom while lower case letters will indicate human wisdom. The two terms divine Wisdom and human wisdom will be discussed later in Chapter 1.

2 A minority of scholars also claim that Wisdom has no divine status. For them, Wisdom is understood as a woman preacher or prophetess, wisdom teacher or self revelation of creation. Details of this claim will be provided in Chapter 1.
have a Wisdom Christology, in which Jesus is explicitly identified with Sophia, there is a strong minority view that opposes this. But even among those who accept the evangelist’s Wisdom Christology, there are clear differences in details. For those scholars who understand Wisdom as an aspect of God, the evangelist’s Wisdom Christology tends to imply the divinity of Jesus. By contrast, those exegetes who conceive of Sophia as a created and independent entity view Matthew’s Christology as less *high*. Jesus may be Wisdom incarnate, but he is distinct from God and subordinate to God. If we are to reconstruct Matthew’s Wisdom Christology, we need to take into account both his Jewish and his Christian contexts. What traditions about Wisdom and about Jesus were available to Matthew, and how did he utilize them in his narrative about Jesus of Nazareth? Scholarly responses to these and other questions have yielded quite different results, as the following survey demonstrates.

1. Survey of Early Studies

1.1 M. J. Suggs

It is appropriate that M. J. Suggs’ work in 1970 on Wisdom Christology in Matthew should commence this survey. Wisdom Christology had been neglected over the decades prior to Suggs’ time and he was one of the main scholars to bring it out of obscurity. Also, he was the one who clearly states that the Matthean Jesus is identified with the Jewish figure of Wisdom. In his book Suggs examines the Christologies of Q and Matthew and how they relate to the Wisdom tradition of Judaism. His methods are those of historical criticism and redaction criticism.

---

Suggs spells out Jewish Wisdom’s various roles and nature in a number of passages. For him, Jewish Wisdom is pre-existent (Prov 8:23), hidden (Job 28; Bar 3:15; Sir 14:23-24; 4 Ezra 14:40-47), a heavenly resident (Sir 24:4), identified with the Law (Sir 24:23; Bar 3:9-4:4), instructor and teacher (Prov 8:32; Sir 23:32-33), bride (Wis 8:2); comforter (Wis 8:16), protector (Wis 10:10; Prov 7) and hostess (Prov 9). Also, she is portrayed as mother (Sir 4:11; 15:2), prophet (Prov 1:20; 8:1; Sir 24:1; Wis 7:1-6, 7b; 8:8), rejected (Prov 1:24; Bar 3:12; 4:12; 1 En 42; 93:8), accepted (Sir 24:8, 11) and God’s revealer (Wis 7:25-26; 8:4). Suggs also sees Wisdom as caretaker (Wis 6:16), revealed (Wis 6:22; 8:8), a defender (Wis 7:25, 27; 8:2, 4, 16; 9:17-18; 10-11) and fashioner of all things (Wis 6:21-22). Additionally, Wisdom’s yoke is found in Sir 6 and Sir 51 (pp. 21, 39-44, 67-69, 84, 93, 100-103, 105-106, 108, 125). In reference to Wisdom’s nature, Suggs states that it is difficult to define this with precision since she is portrayed differently in different traditions. However, in general, divine Wisdom is a personified entity and potentially fully mythological (p. 44). Having stated that, Suggs sees Wisdom as an entity created by God and subordinate to God.

Suggs agrees with the common view that Matthew and Luke had Q as the source of their writings. He believes Q was composed in the middle of the first century (p. 26). Also, he sees Q as an example of the sayings of the sages and a source of Wisdom, which came between the book of Wisdom and the Gospel of Thomas. Suggs notes that, similar to Q, the Gospel of Thomas does not contain a passion story (pp. 5-13). Moreover, Suggs claims Q is Sophialogy (p. 58), particularly in Q 11:49-51 (Lk 11:49-51//Mt 23:34-36) (pp. 13-29), Q 7:18-35 (Lk 7:18-35//Mt 2:11-19) (pp. 36-58), Q 13:34-35 (Lk 13:34-35//Mt 23:37-39) (pp. 63-71) and Q 10:21-22 (Lk 10:21-22//Mt 11:25-27) (pp. 71-89). In

\footnote{I will refer to Q in this way, according to modern convention.}
the original source, Jesus is seen only as Wisdom’s representative and not Wisdom incarnate. It is important to note that Suggs believes that the Q texts are better represented in the Lukan version.

Suggs believes that Matthew develops this theme further, editing the Q tradition into the context of a passion-centered Gospel form and identifying Wisdom with Jesus in a number of passages. He states that Matthew’s editing of Q not only identifies Jesus with Wisdom but also corrects the idea of the gnosticizing tendency in the Sayings Source (p. 130). This is done in the two redactional phrases ‘the deeds of Christ’ in Mt 11:2 and ‘the deeds of Wisdom’ in Mt 11:19, which serve as brackets for the sequence Mt 11:2-19 (p. 37). However, Suggs sees Jesus in Q 7:18-35 only as Wisdom’s representative (pp. 33-58).

In Mt 23:34-36 Matthew has ‘I send you prophets’ while Luke 11:49 has ‘The Wisdom of God says’. Suggs claims that Matthew altered the speaker of the text in Q from Wisdom to Jesus in order to identify Jesus with Wisdom (pp. 58-61). In Mt 23:37-39 Suggs claims that Matthew preserves the Q sequence of Q 13:34-35 and so continues to identify Jesus with Wisdom. But in the original Q material, according to Suggs, it is Wisdom who sends the prophets who are in turn rejected, and it is Wisdom who speaks the lament over Jerusalem. In agreement with the relationship between Jesus and Wisdom in Q 7:18-35, Jesus is identified as another rejected prophetic messenger of Sophia (pp. 63-71).

Moreover, Suggs argues that in Mt 11:25-27, the Matthean Jesus reflects Jewish Wisdom in terms of revelation, reciprocal knowledge and intimate relationship with the Father. Nevertheless, in Q 10:21-22, Suggs sees Jesus as Wisdom’s representative since
the Q text highlights the relationship of Jesus with the Father rather than with Wisdom. Also, Jesus’ Sonship is not emphasized in Q. His reciprocal knowledge of the Father shows that he is God’s representative and not Wisdom incarnate. The Q text only illustrates that Jesus takes Wisdom’s roles in revealing, knowing and mediating God (pp. 71-99). Suggs argues that Matthew creates 11:28-30 in order to confirm his Wisdom Christology. The invitation of Jesus to take up his yoke is the invitation of Wisdom to take up and obey the Law (pp. 99-115). Moreover, Suggs acknowledges the significance of Mt 5:17-48; 7:12; 12:1-14; 15:1-10; 19:18-19; 22:34-40 and 23:23 in relation to the connection between Wisdom and the Law. He claims that as Wisdom, the Matthean Jesus is identified with the Torah (pp. 115-127).

Suggs has made a strong case that there is Wisdom Christology in Matthew’s Gospel. The Matthean Jesus seems to be identified with Jewish Wisdom in a number of Matthean passages. His claim that the evangelist has manufactured this from the earlier Q tradition, where Jesus is merely an envoy of Wisdom, appears to be redactionally sound. However, Suggs’ presentation is rather narrow in as much as only selected passages have been studied and he does not really place Matthew’s Wisdom Christology within its broader Christian context. His seminal study of Wisdom in Q and Matthew can and should be extended.

1.2 C. M. Deutsch

In 1987, Suggs’ work was strengthened in C. M. Deutsch’s monograph, which also emphasized historical-critical methods. Deutsch believes that Matthew’s Wisdom

---

5 C. M. Deutsch, *Hidden Wisdom and the Easy Yoke: Wisdom, Torah, and Discipleship in Matthew 11.25-30* (JSNTSup 18; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987). Further references to this work in this section will be put in brackets.
Christology is emphasized in Mt 11:25-30 in the context of the whole section of Mt 11:2-13:58. She divides this text into the Q component (vv. 25-27) and the Matthean component (vv. 28-30) which Matthew has combined because of their common understanding of revelation. Deutsch refers the theme of revelation in Mt 11:25-27/Lk 10:21-22 to the revelation of God in the Torah in Sir 45:5 and the revelation of Wisdom in the form of the Word in Sir 24:3. Also, she refers to other aspects of Wisdom—pre-existent (Sir 1:1-10; 24:1-27; Prov 8:1-36); hidden (Job 28:12-28) and identified with the Torah (Sir 24:1-27; Bar 3:9-4:4). Wisdom is also depicted as teacher (Sir 4:11-19; Wis 8:6-7, 9:11), mistress (Sir 6:18-31), mother and wife (Sir 15:1-8), hostess (Sir 24:18-21), bride (Wis 8:2) and revealed (Sir 7:8-10; 34:18-22; 35:12; 39:1-11).

Moreover, Deutsch states that Wisdom plays a creative role (Sir 24:1-12; Wis 8:4) and is associated with Spirit and Word (Wis 7:22-27). The significance of seeking Wisdom can also be found in Sirach and Wisdom (Sir 1:10; 4:11; 6:27; cf. 51:13-16; Wis 7:7-8; 9:1-18; 6:12-18; 8:2). Wisdom is linked to the motifs, the fear of the Lord and humility (Sir 1:16; 19:20) as well as righteousness (Wis 4:16-17; 10:20-21). Furthermore, Deutsch highlights Wisdom’s nature in the context of the book of Wisdom. Wisdom is under God’s superiority and guidance (Wis 7:15) and she is God’s power, emanation, reflection and image (Wis 7:25-26). Even though she is capable of doing all things (Wis 7:27), she can only be given by God to those who seek her (Wis 7:7) (pp. 55-63). Thus, Deutsch sees Wisdom as a separate being, very close to God but subordinate to God.

Deutsch spells out the title Ὅσον in Mt 11:25-27. She states that Q’s Jesus is identified with the Son of God who plays Wisdom roles and is linked with Wisdom in terms of revelation. Q’s Jesus reflects Wisdom through his revelation of God and his
commissioning of the disciples in Q 10:3 (cf. Mt 10:16), and in his portrayal of a mother hen in Q 13:34 (cf. Mt 23:37). Also, Jewish Wisdom is associated with the Son of Man (1 En 49:3; 51:3), who is portrayed as eschatological judge, revealing Wisdom and being the anointed Servant (pp. 104-105, 111). Deutsch spells out the title 'Son' in Mt 11:25-27 in the broader context of the Matthean texts of 11:28-30; 12:1-8 and 9-14. As the Son of Man, Jesus reflects Wisdom's deeds, including healing, preaching and teaching (Mt 11:2-6; 12:1-14; 15-21) (p. 104).

Deutsch suggests that the themes of filial relationship and knowledge, or revelation in Mt 11:25-27 can be found in Wis 2:13, 16 and 18. The reciprocal knowledge of the Father and Son can also be found in 1 QH 2:18; 9:30-31 and 1 En 49:4. Matthew clarifies Jesus' Sonship as he is given all things by the Father. Deutsch sees Jesus as the wise one in Wis 2:12-20, the Son of Man in 1 En 48:10 and 52:4, and as the Servant of God in Mt 12:18-21 (pp. 105-107, 111-112).

Through reflection on the parallelism between Sir 6:18-37; 51:13-30 and Mt 11:28-30, Deutsch claims that Wisdom Christology in the Matthean texts is clear. She further states that the image of the yoke can be referred to the yoke of Wisdom or the yoke of the Torah in Sir 6:31; 51:13-30; 2 Bar 41:3-5 and 2 En 48:9. By using various themes, including the figure of the sage, discipleship and familial relationship, Deutsch believes that Matthew presents Jesus in Mt 11:25-30 as Wisdom incarnate (pp. 138-139).

Deutsch extends her discussion of Matthew's Wisdom Christology in her second book written in 1996.6 In this book Deutsch continues to use historical-critical methods,  

---

but also finds feminist-critical principles useful as well. She situates the Matthean community in late first century Judaism when they find it difficult to settle down after the temple’s destruction. For Deutsch, Matthew uses Wisdom in second temple literature as a metaphor to explain Wisdom in terms of a human figure (pp. 9-41). There is no need to elaborate on Deutsch’s study on Jewish Wisdom in this book (pp. 15-18) again as it has been already examined in her first book.

Apart from the Matthean tradition, Deutsch also sees Wisdom Christology in other traditions such as Paul, John, the Gospel of Thomas and particularly Q. She spells out Wisdom Christology in Q where she claims that Jesus is implicitly identified with Wisdom in Q 7:35; 8:18-22; 10:21-22; 11:31-32 and 12:41-42 (pp. 42-80). Matthew makes this identification explicit. Besides the text of Mt 11:25-30 examined in her previous book, Deutsch refers to Mt 8:18-22; 11:19; 12:38-42; 13:53-58; 23:34-36 and 37-39 (pp. 42-80). Like Wisdom, Jesus is hidden, revealed and rejected. He is also a revealer, teacher, hymn singer, prophet and mother. Deutsch uses the Jesus-Wisdom role of teacher as being pivotal to other roles, including prophet, lowly sage and lowly one (pp. 81-110). Matthew’s emphasis on the Torah in 5:17-48 also has Wisdom associations, since Wisdom is often identified with the Mosaic Law (pp. 92-103).

Deutsch’s studies provide strong confirmation of the earlier work of Suggs that Matthew has a clear Wisdom Christology, although she departs from Suggs in her claim that Matthew only made explicit what had already been implicit in Q. This difference between them is important, however, because it affects how we understand Matthew’s treatment of his sources in his construction of his own Wisdom Christology. Nevertheless, Deutsch’s claim that Jesus is Wisdom incarnate in Q is probably
overstated. Suggs has the better part of that argument, as we shall see in Chapter 2, which means that Matthew has radically transformed the relationship between Jesus and Wisdom in the Sayings Source.

1.3 E. A. Johnson

In 1992, E. A. Johnson\(^\text{7}\) published a prize-winning work which stands in firm agreement with the claims of Suggs and Deutsch that the Matthean Jesus is Wisdom incarnate.\(^\text{7}\) The importance of this for Johnson resides in the fact that Wisdom is the most developed understanding of the term used for the female symbol of God. Using reconstructionist theological principles, she examines the actions of the biblical Sophia and then compares the Jewish beliefs about Sophia to the Christian tradition beliefs about Jesus, whom she believes is Sophia incarnate.

For Johnson, Jewish Wisdom has many roles: hidden (Job 28), a public speaker (Prov 1:20-33), a life-giver (Prov 4:13) and divine blessing (Prov 8:35). Also, she is active in creation (Prov 3:19; 8:22-31), a builder, butcher, wine merchant, sender of the prophets and hostess (Prov 9:1-6). While in Sir 51:26, she invites all to take up the yoke and follow her way, in Sir 24:19, 22 she invites everyone to her banquet and in v. 23 she is identified with the Torah. In Wis 7:25-26 she shows her intimate relationship with God (pp. 87-89). She is a fashioner (Wis 7:22) and orders all things (Wis 8:1). She plays a mediating role (Wis 7:27) and a salvific role (Wis 9, 10). She is accepted in Bar 3:37, but is rejected in 1 En 42 (pp. 89-90).

However, Johnson disagrees with Suggs and Deutsch in terms of the nature of Wisdom. While Suggs and Deutsch see Wisdom as a separate being from God, Johnson

\(^{7}\) E. A. Johnson, *She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological Discourse* (New York: Crossroad, 1993). Further references to this work in this section will be put in brackets.
interprets Jewish Wisdom's nature as God's personification. She does so on the basis of the equivalence between the two in terms of functions, especially their active roles in creation and salvation. Consequently, Johnson believes that Sophia is Israel's God in female imagery (p. 90).

In the Christian tradition, Johnson sees Wisdom reflected in Jesus as the image of the invisible God; the firstborn of all creation in Col 1:15; God's glory in Heb 1:3 and mediator in creation in 1 Cor 8:6. As Wisdom, Jesus makes people friends of God in Jn 15:15 and he is a life-giver in Jn 17:2 (pp. 94-95). Through his death and resurrection, Jesus is seen as the Wisdom of God in 1 Cor 1:22-24. Also, as Wisdom, Jesus shows an intimate relationship and mutual knowledge of God in Mt 11:25-27, which is reflected in Bar 3:32; Wis 8:3-4 and Wis 9:9. In Mt 11:28-30 Jesus as Wisdom invites all the weary to take up his yoke and hence he can be identified with the Torah. In Mt 23:37-39 Jesus as Wisdom is supportive, protective but rejected. Moreover, Johnson argues that the Gospel of John clearly presents the Johannine Jesus as Wisdom in his creative function, his sending by God, his rejection, his giving of life and themes of light and darkness (Jn 1:1-18). As further parallels between these figures in John, Johnson cites Jesus as a public speaker (7:28, 37), the I am statements (6:51; 10:14; 11:25), his identification with the Torah, the way, the truth and the life (14:6) and the theme of God's love and friendship (14:23; 15:15) (pp. 95-97).

Johnson's work is important since it places Matthew's Wisdom Christology in its broad first century Christian context. But, as significant as it is, Johnson's study contains some questionable elements. She maintains that the identification of Jesus with Wisdom was a common Christian conviction that finds reference in a variety of the New
Testament texts. If this were true, then Matthew’s claim that Jesus was Wisdom incarnate would amount to little more than his acceptance of a widespread doctrine. It is, however, debatable whether all the texts cited by Johnson can bear the weight she places upon them. Apart from the Q tradition, it is also unlikely that Paul had a concrete Wisdom Christology (see further Chapter 2). Further, while Johnson is correct to see a Wisdom Christology in the Gospel of John, some of her claims about this text can be disputed. One of these is her contention that in the Johannine tradition Jesus is identified with the Torah. This would be similar to Matthew who also seems to emphasize this connection, but it is questionable that John contains such a motif (see further Chapter 2). Another dubious claim is that in the Jewish tradition, Wisdom must be viewed as an aspect of God or as a personification of God. The relevant Jewish texts are more nuanced and less consistent than Johnson suggests, and Matthew (and others) had a number of options in this respect in terms of his depiction of Jesus’ nature as Wisdom. It is doubtful that he identified Jesus with God in any sense. But this debate is important for our topic. It is one thing to see Jesus as Wisdom incarnate, but quite another to see Jesus as an incarnate aspect of God.

1.4 B. Witherington

In 1994, B. Witherington provided a solid presentation of Wisdom Christology in his book on Jesus the Sage. His study runs parallel to Suggs’ conclusion that the Matthean Jesus is Wisdom incarnate. He sees that Wisdom is created by God (Prov 8:22; Sir 24:3, 9; Wis 7:25-26) and is a pre-existent being who plays a creative role (Prov 3:19; 8:22-29; 24:3; Sir 1:4, 9-10; 16:24-17:7; Wis 1:7; 22, 24, 27; 8:1, 4-6; 9:2, 9; 11:25). Wisdom is
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found in the spirit (Wis 7:24, 27; 8:1; 11:25) and comes into the world for the benefit of creation (Prov 1, 8, 9; Sir 24:19-22; Wis 6:12-16; 7:22a; 8:7-9; 9:10-16). Wisdom is life-giving (Prov 1:32; 3:13-18; 8:1-5, 35; 9:1-6; Sir 1:14-20; 6:18-31; 15:1-8; 24:19-33; Wis 7:7:14), dwells with humanity (Sir 24:8-12), becomes one with the Torah (Sir 24:23; cf. 1:25-27; 6:37; 15:1; 19:20; 33:2-3; Bar 4:1) and participates in Israel’s history (Wis 10:1-21). Wisdom is given by God (Prov 2:6; Sir 1:9-10, 26; 6:37; Wis 7:7; 9:4) and can be gained through discipline and ventures (Prov 4:10-27; 6:6; Sir 4:17; 6:18-36; Wis 1:5; 7:14) but is rejected (1 En 42). Furthermore, Witherington agrees with Suggs and Deutsch that Jewish Wisdom is a separate being from God and God’s creation (pp. 3-116).

Witherington agrees further with Deutsch that Q contains Wisdom Christology. He states that Jesus is identified with Wisdom by the deeds of Wisdom in Q 7:24-35 and by the portrayals including the rejected Son of Man in Q 9:58 (cf. Dan 7); the one who is greater than Solomon in Q 11:31; the sender of prophets and apostles in Q 11:49; the rejected Jesus in the lament, who is the sender of prophets, the protective mother in Q 13:34-35 and the searcher for the lost sheep and coin in Q 15:1-10 (pp. 214-229). The Pauline corpus too reflects the same high Christology, particularly in Phil 2:6-11; Col 1:15-20, 1 Tim 3:16 and Heb 1:2-4 (cf. Prov 8; Job 28; Sir 24; Wis 7, 9) (pp. 249, 289). Moreover, Witherington understands that the development of Wisdom Christology could have begun with the writing of the epistle of James as early as the 40s C.E., and he argues that these Christological hymns were composed before the writing of the Gospels (p. 290).
According to Witherington, Paul makes his own contribution to early Christian Wisdom Christology. In Rom 11 Paul presents Wisdom in relation to God's salvific role and in 1 Cor 10:4, the rejected Wisdom in Judaism is seen as the crucified Christ. This Corinthian text also presents Christ's pre-existence based on Jewish Wisdom. Paul reinterprets Wisdom in Wis 10-11 as Wisdom's salvation in Jesus Christ through his death and resurrection. In Rom 10:4 Paul sees Christ as pre-existent and incarnate Wisdom but not the Torah. Paul never makes any connection between Wisdom and the Torah. Rather, he sees that the Torah is a way of being righteous, which has an end in Christ who is God's Wisdom and righteousness. In 1 Cor 1:30 Paul identifies Christ as Wisdom as a result of his death and resurrection. Witherington also claims that if Paul had read Q and taken the Wisdom tradition from there, Q must have been written no later than the late 40s C.E. as 1 Corinthians was composed in the early 50s C.E. (pp. 331-332).

Witherington claims that both John and Matthew present Wisdom Christology, which was derived from earlier sources, particularly in the Christological hymns where Jesus is never called Wisdom. However, through status and actions, Jesus is identified with Wisdom. The identification of the Word with Jesus in the Johannine Prologue (cf. Philo) was considered neuter in gender. It emphasizes the connection of Wisdom and the Word in the book of Wisdom (pp. 249-294). Furthermore, Witherington claims that the language 'before,' 'after,' 'above,' 'below,' 'descending,' and 'ascending' in Jn 1:30 and 3:31 indicates the pre-existence of Jesus. Also in Jn 3, he sees that the Son of Man refers to the descent of the Son of Man in 1 En 70:2; 71:1 and 1 En 42. Jesus as Wisdom descends from heaven and ultimately returns to heaven. In Jn 20 Witherington sees Jesus' pre-existence, incarnation and dwelling with humans for salvific purposes. Moreover, he
believes that the ‘I am’ sayings (Jn 6:35, 51; 8:12; 10:7, 9, 11, 14; 11:25; 14:6; 15:1, 5) indicate Jesus as Wisdom.

In terms of the Gospel of Matthew, Witherington views as significant Mt 1:23 (cf. chs. 18-20) where Jesus is called Emmanuel, ‘God with us’. This reflects Jewish Wisdom who is also present among humans (Wis 7). The call of the disciples (Mt 4:18) reflects Wisdom calling scoffers (Prov 1:22). The upholding of the Torah (Mt 5:17-20) and its commandments reflect the identification of Wisdom with the Torah (Sir 24). The Matthean Jesus gives the disciples instructions prior to beginning their mission (Mt 10) just as Wisdom gave people instructions on righteousness (Wis 7:27 cf. Sir 24:23). In Mt 23:34-36 Jesus speaks using Wisdom’s words and actions in commissioning his disciples. While in Mt 11:19 Jesus is identified as Wisdom, in vv. 20-24 he reflects Wisdom’s rejection (Prov 1:24-25). In vv. 25-27 Jesus presents Wisdom as revealed to the selected ones, thus reflecting Wisdom’s invitation to the chosen ones (Prov 1:22-23; 9:1-6).

It is noteworthy that Witherington does not state that the Matthean Jesus is identified with the Torah. However, he claims that Jesus’ invitation to take his yoke in Mt 11:28-30 is paralleled in Sir 6 and Sir 51 (pp. 239-240). In Mt 12:42 Witherington also claims that Jesus as Wisdom is greater than Solomon and in Mt 13:54 he believes that it is Jesus who speaks as Wisdom. Furthermore, he believes that the woman in the parable of the yeast in Mt 13:31-35 represents Wisdom (pp. 190-192) and in Mt 23:38 Jesus speaks as Wisdom about the desolation of Jerusalem. For Witherington Matthew even depicts Jesus as Wisdom in the passion narrative where he is rejected. Jesus, however, is accepted by God and exalted by his disciples (cf. Mt 28:9, 19) (p. 368). Witherington sees Mt 28 in terms of Jesus as Wisdom being rejected, justified by God,
accepted by all and willing to continue as Wisdom who remains with the disciples through his teachings (pp. 349-366).

In his later commentary on Matthew, Witherington substantially reaffirms his views on the evangelist’s Wisdom Christology and even takes them further; Wisdom seems to underlie almost every Matthean passage and theme. He finds Wisdom Christology in Mt 1:18-25 (pp. 43-47, 68); Mt 4:1-11 (pp. 86-87); Mt 10 (pp. 217-226); Mt 11:19 (p. 235); Mt 11:20-24 (pp. 235-236); Mt 11:25-27 (pp. 237-239); Mt 11:28-30 (pp. 239-240); Mt 12:1-14 (pp. 240-243); Mt 12:38-45 (pp. 248-249); Mt 13:33b (pp. 267-270) and Mt 13:53-58 (p. 278). He also expands his understanding of Wisdom Christology in a number of Matthean passages. In Mt 2:1-23 he claims that Jesus’ birth is announced by the heavenly beings and sought by the wise men, so he is the Wisdom of God (p. 68). The reception of the Spirit at Jesus’ baptism in Mt 3:13-17 shows Jesus as a royal figure playing Wisdom’s role in preaching (p. 81) in Sir 24:33; 39:1 and Wis 7:27 (pp. 83, 237).

Moreover, Witherington sees in Mt 4:18-22, the calling of the first disciples to follow him, reflecting Wisdom who was itinerant in 1 En 42 (cf. Prov 8:1-5) (p. 97). In Mt 5:13-16, the salt and light metaphors refer to Jesus as Wisdom (p. 142). The healing ministry of Jesus in Mt 8-9 reflects Wisdom’s salvific activities in Wis 10:15-21 (pp. 175-178, 192-211), while the feeding of the five thousand in Mt 14:13-21 echoes Wisdom’s banquet in Prov 9 (p. 290). He sees that Jesus reveals the Wisdom of God in Mt 13:53-58, and points out that Jesus’ ability to walk on the water reflects divine Wisdom in Sir 24:5-6 (pp. 290-292). Witherington views the titles applied to Jesus as
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9 B. Witherington, *Matthew* (SHBC; Macon: Smyth & Helwys, 2006). Further references to this work in this section will be put in brackets.
Christ and Son of God in Mt 16:21 and Mt 26:63 as indications of his identification with Wisdom (p. 311). The manifestation of Jesus in the transfiguration story in Mt 17:1-13 refers to the manifestation of Wisdom in Wis 7-8 (p. 324), while Jesus giving back eyesight to the blind in Mt 20:29-34 confirms his identification with Wisdom (pp. 379-382).

Jesus as Wisdom presents God's presence in his community with his teachings in Mt 18:20 (pp. 351-352). In Mt 21:4-5 Jesus as sage and Wisdom is presented as greater than Solomon (pp. 388-389) and the parents' instructions in Mt 21:28-32 has an affinity with Wisdom's instructions in Prov 4:1-2 and Sir 3:3-11 (p. 401). Moreover, Withington likens the wedding banquet in Mt 22:1-14 to the Wisdom banquet in Prov 9 (p. 407). He also sees Jesus as a sage who has Wisdom in the story of Caesar's taxes in Mt 22:15-22 (p. 411). In Mt 23:34 Withington views Jesus as Wisdom who sends out prophets, sages and scribes (pp. 215, 432) and is portrayed as the mother hen in Mt 23:37-39 (p. 422). Additionally, the rejection in the lament in Mt 23:37-39 reflects the rejection of Wisdom in 1 En 42 (p. 433). Jesus' ability to know the timing of the Parousia in Mt 24:1-25:46 is a further indicator of his being divine Wisdom (pp. 455-456). A further motif concerns the suffering of God's people in Mt 25:1-46, which can be found in Job and Ecclesiastes among the Wisdom literature (p. 458). Finally, Withington states that Jesus' resurrection shows that he is divine Wisdom and greater than David or Solomon. As the risen one, Jesus is the sage who is Wisdom incarnate (pp. 532-537).

Therefore, Withington agrees with Suggs, Deutsch and Johnson regarding Matthew's Wisdom Christology. He believes that Jesus as Wisdom incarnate is
consistently presented in Matthew’s Gospel from its beginning to the end (p. 229). However, unlike Johnson who understands Jewish Wisdom as an aspect of God, Witherington, along with Suggs and Deutsch, believes that Jewish Wisdom is a separate being from God. While his study is of great value, Witherington’s tendency to see Wisdom in almost every Matthean passage can be questioned. He seems to prefer quantity over quality. Furthermore, it is not certain that Witherington reflects adequately on Matthew’s Jewish context in terms of the identification of the Torah with Wisdom. This important aspect of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology, so central to the work of Suggs, is surely more important for the evangelist than Witherington allows.

1.5 F. T. Gench

F. T. Gench’s monograph focuses on Wisdom influence in Matthean Christology. She examines a number of key Matthean passages, 23:34-39; 11:25-30 and 11:2-19, in relation to the Gospel of Matthew as a whole and employs redaction-criticism to inform her exegetical work. Gench disagrees with the earlier work of Suggs by questioning Suggs’ claim regarding the reconstructed Wisdom myth which is foundational to a wisdom construal of Matthew’s Christology (p. 26). Gench comments that Suggs suggests one should exercise caution in attempting to draw a clear picture of a single, cohesive myth of the divine Wisdom but she is unconvinced when Suggs also claims that the texts do portray a generalized picture of Wisdom which is sufficiently articulated to be significant (p. 26). Gench does, however, agree to some extent with Suggs’ position about Wisdom nature: as a personified entity, pre-existent, revealing herself to humans, seeking humans to save them, identifying with the Law and being

10 F. T. Gench, Wisdom in the Christology of Matthew (Lanham: University Press of America, 1997). Further references to this work in this section will be put in brackets.
rejected by humankind. However, in contrast to Suggs' claim, Gench believes that there is no recurring feature of Sophia sending her envoys to humanity in the pre-Christian Jewish tradition (pp. 27-29).

By referring to M. D. Johnson's work, Gench states that it is exaggerated to claim that the motif of Wisdom's envoy features prominently in the understanding of the Christologies of Q and Matthew.\(^\text{11}\) She disagrees with Suggs' idea that Wisdom in the Jewish texts (especially Wis 7:22-8:1) sends her envoys to deliver her messages in all generations. For Gench the emphasis in the text is placed on those who seek Wisdom and not on a revelatory function, and she takes the reference to "friends of God and prophets" as those who "enjoy a close, almost mystical association with the deity" (p. 28). Moreover, Gench claims that the book of Wisdom emphasizes other Wisdom functions such as protecting, giving strength, guiding and rescuing but not sending envoys. Therefore, for Gench, it is difficult to claim Wisdom's envoys in Q and Wisdom incarnate in Matthew (pp. 26-29).

Gench also disagrees with Suggs' claims about the nature of Q, which she believes presents a gnosticizing wisdom tendency rather than Wisdom speculation, and she disputes that Mt 23:34-39; 11:25-30 and 11:2-19 contain Wisdom Christology (pp. 28-36). In Mt 23:34-39 Matthew has edited the Q tradition in order to establish a Wisdom motif but not Wisdom Christology (pp. 49-132). He sees Jesus' protectiveness in Mt 23:37 as God's own self (p. 115). Furthermore, the Matthean Jesus in Mt 23:34 is not Wisdom incarnate but the Son of God through his teaching, healing activity, debates and parables (p. 336). Gench also believes that Matthew emphasizes the guilt of the scribes

\(^{11}\) F. T. Gench's argument on the sending envoy motif is heavily based on M. D. Johnson's work. See M. D. Johnson, "Reflections on a Wisdom Approach to Matthew's Christology," \(CBQ\) 36 (1974), 44-64.
and Pharisees and the inevitability of judgment. Matthew highlights Jesus' authority and the reliability of Jesus' words (p. 338). The phrase Behold, I send in Mt 23:34 (cf. Mt 10:16) confirms Jesus' divinity that can also be found throughout the Gospel of Matthew from its beginning in Mt 1:23 to the end in Mt 28:18-20 (p. 339).

For Gench, there is likewise no Wisdom Christology in Mt 11:25-30 where Jesus is simply presented as the Son of God (pp. 146-204, 340). As the Son of God, Jesus has divine status, and it is he who acts as the mediator between God and humans. In addition, the Son of God (v. 28) extends his invitation to carry his light yoke and be rewarded with eternal rest (p. 341).

Moreover, Gench disagrees with Suggs' statement regarding Jesus' identification with Wisdom in Mt 11:2-19. For her, the phrase the deeds of Christ in Mt 11:2 does not refer to the phrase the deeds of Wisdom in Mt 11:19. If Jesus is identified with Wisdom in Mt 11:19, Gench claims that the identification should be applied to both Jesus and John, as Matthew may have equated Jesus with John in terms of their ministries in his Gospel. Moreover, the deeds of Christ in Mt 11:2 can also refer to the deeds of Jesus' disciples in Mt 10. The deeds of Christ means Jesus' preaching, teaching and healing in Mt 4:17-11:1, which are applicable to the disciple's deeds as well (pp. 343-344). Gench concludes that if Jesus is Wisdom, then so too are John the Baptist and the disciples (pp. 343-346). In Mt 11:2-19 Jesus is depicted as the Messiah and this messianic context extends to Mt 16:20. Also, the renounced Messiah is identified with the Son of God in 11:25-30 and 16:16-20 (pp. 217-316, 346).

Gench presents a different understanding regarding Wisdom Christology in that she does not see Jesus as Wisdom incarnate in any Matthean text. She argues that
Matthew uses the language of Wisdom in his writing to emphasize Jesus’ divinity (pp. 346-348). Gench’s detailed work, which denies the presence of Wisdom Christology in the Gospel, provides an important alternative to the views of the other scholars, but a few preliminary questions are in order. Has she accurately captured the significance of Matthew’s Wisdom language, and has she paid due recognition to the importance of the evangelist’s redaction? The specific arguments of Gench will be fully examined in later chapters.

1.6 E. M. Wainwright

Throughout her writing, E. M. Wainwright indicates her approval of earlier scholarship that concluded that the Matthean Jesus is Wisdom incarnate. She also emphasizes that Matthew’s Gospel needs to be read from a feminist perspective. In terms of Wisdom’s nature, Wainwright restates E. A. Johnson’s claims that Jewish Wisdom is an aspect of the Israelite God, the female gestalt of divine wisdom of the sapiential tradition (p. 76 n. 41). Moreover, in her work Wainwright reinforces her claim by calling Jewish Wisdom Sophia God (pp. 63, 81) and by viewing this figure as a personification of God (p. 97 n. 45).

Wainwright uses a Jewish framework to deepen the understanding of Jesus as both Wisdom and Christ. In Mt 1:23 God’s presence in Jesus reflects Wisdom’s praise for her joy in residing with her people in Prov 8:22-31. As God’s presence, Jesus reflects Wisdom’s presence in Jacob and Zion (Sir 24:8-12) and her dwelling with humanity in
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12 E. M. Wainwright, Shall We Look For Another?: A Feminist Rereading of the Matthean Jesus (New York: Orbis Books, 1998). Further references to this work in this section will be put in brackets.
13 On the issue that Jewish Wisdom should be seen as an aspect of God, Wainwright refers to E. Schüssler-Fiorenza’s feminist perspective in E. Schüssler-Fiorenza, In Memory of Her: A Feminist Theological Reconstruction of Christian Origins (New York: Crossroad, 10th edn 2002), 130-140 to which E. A. Johnson also refers.
Bar 3:37 (p. 62). Wainwright argues that the ‚human one‘ which is traditionally translated as ‚Son of Man‘ in Mt 11:19, reflects the ‚human one‘ in Dan 7:13-14 and 1 En 42:1-2. She identifies Jesus the Son of Man with Wisdom in 1 En 42 who was hidden and then revealed. She also sees in Mt 11:2-19 Jesus as Wisdom who is identified with Wisdom’s deeds in Wis 10-19. Not only Wisdom’s salvific deeds are found, but also her creative roles are presented (Prov 8:22-31; Sir 24:1-22; Wis 9:9) (pp. 74-78).

Wainwright claims that Jesus is identified with Wisdom in Mt 11:25-27. She sees the ‚Son‘ as Wisdom who has been revealed by the Father. Through the language of the Father and the Son, there is an indication of the reciprocal knowledge between the two. Wisdom’s unique knowledge of God can be reflected in a similar way. Thus, Wainwright claims that it was Wisdom who had the right to call God as ‚Father‘ while ‚Son‘ was used to replace Wisdom. Additionally, the invitation of the yoke in Mt 11:28-30 echoes Wisdom’s invitation in Sir 51:26-28 and 6:29-31. Just as the yoke of Jesus is the yoke of Wisdom, so too the invitation of Jesus is the invitation of Wisdom (pp. 79-82).

Jesus is also associated with Wisdom in Mt 13:54. She believes that the Wisdom tradition was used in a prophetic and social context and used to link diverse communities (p. 78). Moreover, Wainwright presents the Magi in Matthew’s Gospel as representatives of the Wisdom tradition. The wise ones from the East could represent the wisdom of the scholars and the learned ones rather than those of ordinary people. The knowledge of how to find the infant Jesus came to them through the Wisdom and the prophetic traditions. Jewish Wisdom is revealed to those who seek her and similarly the infant Jesus is revealed to the Magi who seek him. For Wainwright, the knowledge of the Magi
in finding the liberator reflects Jewish Wisdom who is commonly known as the liberator (pp. 61-62).

Wainwright's claims that the importance of the Wisdom symbol in a feminist interpretation of Jesus is that it can be used to resist the patriarchal subordination of women, and her work makes an important point in this respect. More importantly, Wainwright's understanding of Jesus as Wisdom in the context of Matthew's Gospel is in agreement with most scholars. Her feminist interpretation confirms the earlier scholars' approach to Matthew's Wisdom Christology from a different perspective. However, her feminist understanding is in accord with E. A. Johnson that Jewish Wisdom is an aspect of God, while other scholars view Jewish Wisdom as a separate being from God.

1.7 S. J. Gathercole

In his book on pre-existence in the Synoptic Gospels published in 2006, S. J. Gathercole rejects earlier claims of Wisdom Christology in the Matthean tradition. Even though he argues that the Matthean Jesus is pre-existent, he argues against pre-existent Wisdom. He also claims that Jesus' pre-existence is assumed in Paul's writings in Rom 8:3; 1 Cor 8:6, 10:4, 15:47; 2 Cor 8:9; Gal 4:4 and Phil 2:6-8. By dating Hebrews and Jude before the destruction of the temple, Gathercole also shows that Jesus' pre-existence can be found in these books, particularly in Heb 1:2, 2:14, 17 and Jude 5-6 (pp. 1-45).

Gathercole states that the 'I have come' and 'I have been sent' sayings (Mt 5:17, 8:29, 9:13, 10:34-35, 20:28, Mk 1:24, 38, 2:17, 10:45; Lk 4:34, 43, 5:32, 12:49-51, 19:10) indicate a pre-existence Christology. He claims that the sayings should not be understood as Jesus' coming from Nazareth, his coming to the public life or his coming
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as a prophet or messiah to Israel. Rather, they refer to Jesus’ life as a whole not only about either his death or specific missions (pp. 83-112). As a point of comparison Gathercole refers to the ‘I have come’ sayings used by angels to describe the purpose of their coming into the world. These Jewish writings (Dan 9:22, 23, 10:12, 14, 11:2; Tob 5:5) show that the angels come from heaven to the world with full awareness of their pre-existence (pp. 119-122).

However, Gathercole claims that the Wisdom motifs in Matthew’s Gospel are used to describe the identity of Jesus without identifying him with Wisdom. He uses Mt 11:28-30, 23:34 (cf. Lk 11:49-51); Mt 11:25-27 (cf. Lk 10:21-22) and Mt 11:18-19 (cf. Lk 7:33-35) to support his claim. For Gathercole, Mt 11:28-30 merely shows a description of the wise man Simon ben Onias as an identification of Wisdom in Sir 50 (pp. 194-199). In Mt 23:34 he claims that by having Jesus say in the time of his earthly ministry what he will do, the Matthean Jesus does not claim his pre-existence (pp. 199-201). Also, in Mt 11:25-27 Gathercole is uncertain that Jesus as Son can be identified with Wisdom as the gender of each differs (pp. 201-202). In Mt 11:18-19 he believes that the deeds of Wisdom should be applied to both John the Baptist and Jesus, in which case it becomes difficult to identify Jesus alone with Wisdom (pp. 202-204). Furthermore, Gathercole claims that in the Jewish tradition Wisdom is not a pre-existent being separate from God but an attribute of God and a means of God communicating with humanity. She is a personification rather than a person (pp. 207-209). Consequently, for Gathercole, the Matthean Jesus is not Wisdom incarnate but rather God incarnate for God’s purposes in creation and salvation (p. 209). This is clear from Mt 23:37, where Jesus is presented as a divine and transcendent figure who gathers the brood and calls
Israel to repentance throughout history. For Gathercole, this can be considered as Jesus’ pre-existence and involvement prior to his incarnation as God (pp. 210-221).

Gathercole confirms his claim that the Matthean pre-existent Jesus is not pre-existent Wisdom by examining some of the ideas of pre-existence in some of the Christological titles given to Jesus and referred to by the Synoptic evangelists. Titles such as Messiah(Mk 12:35-37 (cf. Ps 110:3); Lk 1:78-79) (pp. 231-242), Lord(Mk 1:2-3, 12:35-37) (pp. 243-252), Son of Man(Mt 13:35 (cf. Ps 78:2) (pp. 253-271), Son of God(Mt 13; Mk 12:1-2) (pp. 272-283) are explored as ways of providing more evidence for Christological pre-existence (p. 231). Thus, for Gathercole, the pre-existent Jesus is not necessarily seen as pre-existent Wisdom.

Therefore, Gathercole claims that there is evidence of Jesus’ pre-existence in Matthew, but he disagrees with Suggs, Deutsch, E. A. Johnson, Witherington and Wainwright that the Matthean Jesus is pre-existent Wisdom. In this respect he agrees with Gench’s understanding of the Matthean Jesus as God’s personification but with no Wisdom connotations; Jesus is the incarnation of God. Gathercole’s work is important as it gives yet another view to consider; Jesus is pre-existent but not Wisdom.

1.8 Conclusion

Most scholars agree that Jewish Wisdom plays a variety of roles in different traditions. These scholars have a common understanding that Jewish Wisdom is presented in the Wisdom tradition, particularly in Proverbs, Job and in the deuterocanonical books such as Sirach, Baruch and the Wisdom of Solomon. They also agree that Wisdom appears in intertestamental literature or Pseudepigrapha, such as Enoch. However, Deutsch also
finds association of Wisdom in other traditions such as Qumran, Philo and the Tannaitic literature.

Yet these scholars draw different conclusions about Jewish Wisdom in terms of her nature. One group understands Wisdom as being of God while the other as coming from God. As being of God, Wisdom is a part, attribute, aspect, gestalt of God or a personification of God's self. However, as coming from God, Wisdom is seen as separate, distinct from, created by and subordinate to God. These different views about the nature of Sophia come to the fore in the manner in which scholars articulate Matthew's Wisdom Christology. The feminist interpreters, E. A. Johnson and Wainwright, accept the first of these views, so that when the evangelist identifies Jesus as Wisdom, he is represented as a female aspect or a female personification of God. Wainwright even uses the terms Sophia God and Jesus God. By contrast Suggs, Deutsch and Witherington conceive of Wisdom as a created being, who is distinct from God and subordinate to God. They accept that, while Matthew identifies Jesus with this figure, there is no corresponding identification with God. Another understanding of this theme is represented by Gench and Gathercole, who both reject the view that Matthew has a clear Wisdom Christology. These scholars argue that in this Gospel Jesus is presented solely as God incarnate.

Furthermore, among those scholars who accept a Wisdom Christology in Matthew's Gospel, there are considerable differences in detail. For example, Suggs, Deutsch, E. A. Johnson and Wainwright emphasize the close connection between Jesus and the Torah which recalls the identification of Wisdom with the Torah in the Jewish tradition. Witherington, however, sees things differently. In Matthew, the Torah is a
burden for the disciples, so Jesus as Wisdom wants to alleviate that burden for them. E. A. Johnson too goes her own way by suggesting that Jesus is the Torah not simply in Matthew but in John’s Gospel as well.

There is a similar diversity of views concerning Wisdom Christology in other early Christian traditions. Suggs claims there is no Wisdom Christology prior to the Gospels, and that it first appears in the Gospels of Matthew and John. In the early Q tradition Jesus is merely an envoy of Wisdom. Deutsch, Witherington and E. A. Johnson disagree with Suggs by arguing that a clear Wisdom Christology emerged very early on and can be found in both Paul and Q. Gathercole presents an entirely different view in his contention that the view of Jesus as Wisdom incarnate first appears in the Gospel of John. In distinction to all of these writers, Gench and Wainwright do not mention Wisdom Christology in other traditions but largely confine themselves to the Matthean tradition.

2. The Plan of This Thesis
The review of the literature has shown that the topic of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology raises a number of important and disputed issues. An obvious issue is that of the precise nature of Wisdom in the pre-Christian Jewish literature, and the different roles she plays. In terms of Sophia’s nature, is she a created being who is separate from and subordinate to God, or is she an aspect of the traditional Israelite God and not distinct from God? Or is it the case that there was no consistent depiction of Wisdom in these texts? Perhaps we find both of these views throughout the relevant Jewish literature.

Chapter 1 will discuss this very issue. This Chapter will begin with a few background matters, including the different notions of wisdom in the Jewish tradition.
These can be termed human wisdom and divine Wisdom. The first refers to human knowledge that can be taught and learnt, while the second pertains to a more transcendent form of Wisdom, a personified entity who is either an aspect of God or one of God’s major creations. The chapter will particularly focus on this figure and attempt to define how she is represented in the major texts (Proverbs, Job, Sirach, the Wisdom of Solomon Baruch, 1 Enoch).

It will be argued that in most texts Wisdom is a distinct created entity in intimate relationship with God but quite distinct from God. She is inferior and subordinate to God but superior to humans. However, it will be conceded that in some texts the exact nature of Wisdom is ambiguous, and in these passages it is possible to interpret her as an aspect of God with no independent status. A major problem in deciding between these alternatives is that Sophia is attributed many of the qualities and the roles otherwise attributed to God, and it is not always easy to reconstruct how the authors understood this phenomenon. It was probably the case that the Jewish tradition had no single or consistent view of Wisdom; her precise persona and her relationship with God was perhaps understood in different ways in different texts. This is important because it means that the early Christians, including Matthew, had a number of different traditions at their disposal when exploring the relationship between Jesus of Nazareth and the Jewish figure of Wisdom.

As for the roles of Wisdom, these are expressed in a variety of ways and with many different (often female) images. For example, she is a prophet, counsellor, mediator of divine knowledge, mediator of the divine will, politician, life-giver, lover, wife, mother, protector and hostess. In some texts she plays an active and crucial part in the
creation of the universe as God’s assistant, and was herself created for that very purpose. She also has a salvific function, and is at times directly identified with the Torah. Once again the variety of Wisdom’s functions reveals that the early Christians had a range of options at their disposal when constructing their own Wisdom Christology.

Chapter 1 will also examine in a broader context the notion of pre-existence in Judaism. Clearly, Sophia is depicted as a pre-existent figure, but she was not the only such figure in the Judaism at the turn of the eras. Good examples of such figures are the Messiah and the Son of Man, both of which are used for Jesus in early Christian literature and both of which are important Christological titles for Matthew. This section provides an important background to the discussion of the early Christian traditions, including Matthew, because it demonstrates that any reference to Jesus’ pre-existence does not necessarily pertain to his pre-existence as Sophia. The author or tradition in question may be referring to him as pre-existent Messiah or Son of Man. In order to substantiate a reference to Wisdom, more evidence than mere pre-existence is required.

In Chapter 2 we turn to the early Christian tradition. The early Christians employed a wide range of titles and concepts when trying to articulate their beliefs about the identity and nature of Jesus. He was the Messiah, Lord, Son of God, Son of Man, Son of David, and it is reasonable to explore whether some Christians identified him with the traditional figure of Wisdom. A major area of scholarly dispute, as acknowledged above, concerned the existence of a distinct Wisdom Christology prior to the Gospels.

An analysis of the Pauline tradition, especially the key texts in 1 Cor 1:24, 30; 8:6; Rom 8:3; Gal 4:4 and Phil 2:6-11, will contend that Paul did not articulate a clear Wisdom Christology. Even though Paul uses the term the Wisdom of God in relation to
Jesus, he does not use it as a Christological title. Moreover, Paul certainly accepts the pre-existence of Jesus and even his role in creation, but he does not identify him with pre-existent Wisdom. The study of Q will deliver similar results. While the Sayings Source, unlike Paul, does refer to Sophia as a distinct transcendent being, it does not identify Jesus with her. Jesus is rather presented as one of Wisdom’s messengers, along with John the Baptist and the Old Testament prophets. The Q tradition is extremely important because it marks, as far as we can tell, the introduction of Wisdom to the life and mission of Jesus. But in this early text, Jesus is only associated with Sophia and is not yet identified with her. This discussion of the Pauline and Q traditions will therefore confirm the earlier work of Suggs that we do not find a distinct Wisdom Christology prior to the writing of the Gospels.

The Gospel of John will then be examined. It will be maintained, in agreement with the majority of scholars, that Jesus is depicted here as Wisdom incarnate. This is especially clear in the Prologue (Jn 1:1-18) where the evangelist presents Jesus in a Wisdom-like manner. He is pre-existent, has a role in creation, has an intimate relationship with God, is a mediator between God and humans, and is rejected. But it is significant that John does not use the term ‘Wisdom’ in relation to Jesus. He uses instead the term ‘Word’. In doing so, John may show influence from a Hellenistic Jewish tradition that is also found in Philo, who also speaks of Sophia using the masculine word λόγος. John’s Wisdom Christology does not follow the tradition that Sophia (or the Word) is an aspect of God, but stands in agreement that Wisdom is intimately associated with God but distinct from and subordinate to God. The Johannine tradition therefore shows a considerable development from the Pauline and Q traditions. Jesus' pre-
existence and role in creation, which was found in Paul, is now merged to some extent
with the tradition found in Q that Sophia was an integral figure in the mission of Jesus.
The synthesis is that Jesus now becomes Sophia herself, although John has reservations
about explicitly identifying Jesus with this feminine figure.

Chapter 3 is devoted to Matthew’s Wisdom Christology. It builds upon the
findings in Chapter 2 that Matthew has edited a number of Q texts in order to make
explicit the identification of Jesus with Wisdom. It will re-examine the significant Q
passages in Matt 11:2-19; 11:25-27 (28-30) and 23:34-39 but now in their Matthean
context. Once it has been established that Matthew has a very clear Wisdom Christology,
other Gospel passages will be considered that may also reflect this theme. Especially
important are 1:23 which refers to Jesus’s pre-existence, and the ‘I have come’ sayings
which have a similar function. Attention will also be paid to the Torah in Matthew’s
Gospel and how it relates to Jesus as Sophia. The analysis of this aspect of Matthew’s
Christology will involve more passages than those studied by Suggs, but it will avoid the
temptation to find, as does Witherington, Wisdom references right throughout the Gospel.

The Chapter will contend that many motifs applicable to Wisdom in the Jewish
tradition find expression in Matthew’s depiction of Jesus as Sophia, notably her pre-
existence and creative role, rejection, hiddenness, salvation, revelation, teaching,
prophesying and identification with the Law. Matthew’s Jesus is depicted as Wisdom
incarnate. This figure is not for Matthew an aspect of God but a created entity who is
distinct from God and subordinate to God. Sophia incarnates herself in the person of
Jesus of Nazareth in order to fulfil the purposes of God, and having accomplished her
mission she returns to God. In this respect Matthew’s presentation of Jesus is not
significantly different from the incarnational Christology of John, except for the fact that
John demurs in using the title ‘Wisdom’. Writing perhaps not long before John, Matthew
has no such qualms and explicitly identifies the male Jesus with the female Sophia. While
this point has obvious and important implications for feminist hermeneutics, these will
not be explored in this thesis.

Yet in constructing his Wisdom Christology the evangelist also conforms the
traditional notions about Wisdom to his Christian beliefs about Jesus. Good examples of
this are the miracle-working activity of Jesus, his death on the cross and his role as the
eschatological judge. The Jewish tradition knows nothing of Wisdom in any such roles,
but for Matthew they are some of Jesus’ distinctive functions as Sophia incarnate. The
evangelist has therefore constructed his Wisdom Christology from both his Jewish and
Christian sources, reworking and adapting them to fit his own Christological schema. It is
the demonstration of this point that fulfils the major intention of this thesis.

3. Presuppositions

Any study of Matthew’s Gospel necessarily raises the issues of Synoptic
interrelationships and Matthew’s sources. In this thesis I accept the major scholarly view
of the Two Document hypothesis. This involves the proposal that Matthew used Mark
and Q as his major sources.15 However, there are two main alternative hypotheses. One
hypothesis introduced by A. M. Farrer, M. D. Goulder and M. Goodacre also gives
priority to the Gospel of Mark but claims that the Gospel of Matthew used it, while the
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15 For a recent defence of the Two Document Hypothesis see J. S. Kloppenborg, *Excavating Q: The History
Gospel of Luke used both.\textsuperscript{16} This theory thus dispenses with the necessity of Q. Another hypothesis against Q is the neo-Griesbach Hypothesis (or Two Gospel Hypothesis), which claims that Matthew was the first Gospel, that Luke’s Gospel was written using Matthew as a source, and then Mark’s Gospel was written using both Matthew and Luke.\textsuperscript{17} There are problems with each of these theories\textsuperscript{18} however, so it is valid to presume the consensus view.

I also agree with the majority of scholars that Matthew was written after the Jewish revolt against Rome, probably circa 80-90 C.E.\textsuperscript{19} The location of the Gospel and its underlying community is not precisely known. Of the many competing theories, there are only two plausible locations. One is Antioch on the Orontes, the capital of the Roman province of Syria and one of the largest metropolises in the Roman Empire.\textsuperscript{20} Another is


\textsuperscript{18} See the recent discussion of R. A. Derrenbacker, \textit{Ancient Compositional Practices and the Synoptic Problem} (BETL 186; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2005).


\textsuperscript{20} Sim, \textit{Matthew and Christian Judaism}, 40-62.
in the general region of Galilee, either Sepphoris or Tiberias. While there is better
evidence for the Antiochene hypothesis, the issue of Matthew’s location does not directly
affect the major arguments in this thesis.

The issue of Matthew and its relationship with Judaism is a complex matter,
which needs careful consideration within Matthean studies. It is generally accepted that
the evangelist and his community were Jewish, but there is an intense debate as to
whether they still regarded themselves within Judaism22 or as outside the parameters of
Judaism.23 While this debate has dominated Matthean studies for the past two decades,
the majority view, that this Christian community still identified itself with the Jewish faith, will be accepted here. The major argument in favour of this view is that the Matthean community continued to observe the Torah (cf. 5:17-19). Its dispute with other Jewish groups, notably the scribes and Pharisees, was therefore an internal Jewish dispute and not a conflict between Judaism and Christianity. However, it needs to be noted that the acceptance of this view does not radically affect our topic. Matthew’s Wisdom Christology remains unaffected no matter whether his group was still within Judaism or had recently separated from that tradition.

4. Methodology

Historical-critical methods will be the major methods employed in this study of Wisdom Christology in Matthew’s Gospel, especially redaction criticism. The historical-critical method seeks to establish the original meaning of the text by reconstructing: the pre-history, history and dating; the author’s original intentions; historical events; and political, social and religious settings of the text. These disciplines need to be further refined.

Firstly, the historical-critical method has as its main concern, the pre-history and the history of the text. The method analyzes when and by whom writings came into existence. It is believed that a biblical writing has a history of its own, which includes its time of composition and author. The dating of a text helps reinforce a chronology that
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24 Overman, Matthew’s Gospel; Saldarini, Matthew’s Christian-Jewish Community.

provides a development of ideas as it can be used to study the meaning of all ancient texts. The chronological outline assists the reader to collate the facts that are required for interpreting a biblical passage. Also, it provides the bones on which the body of biblical history is structured.26

Furthermore, chronology is the basis for the development of the ideas over a period of time. With the application of the historical-critical method, one is given insight into a particular aspect of the historical characteristics over a given time span. This would emphasize the development of the particular aspect as to whether there has been change, growth, productivity, devaluation or extinction.

Secondly, the investigation includes reconstructing the biblical authors, especially their life and background. The method seeks to establish the intended meaning of the author, while not denying that the text can have different meanings.27 Its primary concern is in the original meaning of the text since each work was written for specific readers. Furthermore, due to inaccessibility of personal contact with the biblical author, reliance on circumstantial evidence is essential in establishing the original intended meaning of the author. This evidence can be found from the words, expressions the author chose, the ways he presented the writing and the genre. Moreover, the genre of any given text assists in presenting the structure and the content of the text. Different genres imply a particular method of reading on the part of the addressees. Distinct genres in the Bible include history, wisdom literature, apocalyptic literature, letters, poetry, love songs,

hymns and biographies.\textsuperscript{28} Therefore, the method assists in understanding the original meaning of the biblical author which can be detected from the author’s literary expression. It depicts the author’s feeling and communicates what he wants to present.

Thirdly, the historical-critical method is used to present the biblical texts in their historical settings in which the documents were written. The Old Testament arose from the Near Eastern village culture and the semi nomadic life of the times. It is a reflection of the culture and local society of the era. The New Testament came into being as a result of influences from east and west interacting with each other. These influences began in Palestine, moved through Greece, Asia Minor, and finally reached the Roman Empire.\textsuperscript{29} Furthermore, to advance the study of the biblical texts, it is important that the historical settings are first understood. Without this knowledge placing the events in their correct place in history, it is not possible to create a comprehensive understanding of the text.

Fourthly, this method assists an interpreter to understand the biblical texts in relation to other historical events that were happening at the same time. The Bible, a collection of many books, engages all events from Creation to the end of time. However, the key events in the Jewish tradition include the stories of Creation (Gen 1), Adam and Eve (Gen 2-3), Moses leading the Israelites out of Egyptian slavery (Exo 1-15) and King Solomon building the Temple in Jerusalem (1 Kgs 6-8). Also, the Christian tradition includes, the birth of Jesus (Mt 1; Lk 2), crucifixion of Jesus (Mt 27; Mk 15; Lk 23; Jn 19) and the apostle Paul’s missionary journeys and his writings (Act 13-28). With the use

\textsuperscript{28} Boadt, \textit{Reading the Old Testament}, 75.

of this method, some questions including when, where and why the biblical events took place can be answered.

Moreover, the correlation and interrelation of these events explains the meaning of the surrounding biblical texts. By studying key events in the biblical world, an interpreter can come to understand and to write in detail about the historical and biblical context. The method seeks to establish the best possible text, to determine the origin and authenticity of the biblical writings in their original context.

Fifthly, the historical-critical method plays an important role in delineating political, social and religious milieus in which any given text was written. The setting of the document directly influences the character and emphases of the text. The interpretation of a biblical text cannot be seen as an isolated function but it must be seen as part of the political, social and religious activities of the times. It places biblical history into the history of humanity thus showing its uniqueness and therefore removes many of the difficulties encountered when studying biblical language. Political settings such as ancient systems of oppression like Babylonian and Roman imperialism, the exile, monarchy, the notions of the Kingdom of God and salvation need to be investigated. Religious aspects of biblical life are also required to be studied for example activities of worship in Jerusalem and in early Christianity and their understanding of and faith in God.

Through the study of the historical-critical method, the political, social and religious settings, the functions of human society, the patterns of changes and the
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30 Miller, *Reading the Bible Historically* 17-34.
circumstances can become evident. The Bible provides many examples and aspects of changes occurring in a society. This method would imaginatively place an interpreter into the political, social and religious circumstances where the text was first created.

Therefore, in general, the method functions as a tool for collecting all aspects of data within a given timeframe. The data includes dating, chronology, authorship, historical settings and political, social and religious circumstances. This data provides an interpreter with the necessary facts to evaluate and relate all aspects of the discovery in a coherent manner, which is both comprehensive and methodical. Once all this evidence is gained, it is then possible to make a concluding interpretation of a biblical text.34

As studied above, the historical-critical method covers a number of disciplines. However, in the study of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology it will be restricted to two. They are dating and original meaning of the text that comes from the study of the original intention of the author.

Firstly, dating a composition is often crucial in determining the history of a text. It gives the chronological direction of the historical sequence. This method will become evident as the various writings and books are studied in their chronological order throughout the thesis. The thesis with its emphasis on Matthew’s Wisdom Christology will illustrate the influence given by writers prior to the writing of Matthew’s Gospel. As is revealed in the thesis, Matthew’s Gospel was written towards the end of the first century, and in order to understand the context of his writing it is important to trace the chronological order and the influence of previous writings.

Therefore, the thesis will establish the chronological order of the Jewish tradition and the following books will be categorized, Proverbs, Job, Sirach, Wisdom, Baruch and

34 Krentz, Historical Critical Method, 41.
1 Enoch. Following this, the early Christian tradition will chronologically be ordered beginning with the Pauline writings followed by Q, Mark, John and Matthew. The results of using the historical-critical method in the study, will demonstrate the influence regarding the Wisdom tradition Matthew received, from other traditions prior to his writing. It will show that the Wisdom tradition, beginning with the Jewish tradition will move into the Christian tradition thus passing into the teachings of Jesus and finally, that, which proclaims and identifies Jesus with Jewish Wisdom in the Matthean tradition. Additionally, this shows in the range of Jewish notion about Wisdom, available to the early Christian, and in terms of Matthew, the Jewish and Christian traditions available to him.

Furthermore, the original source of the terms such as ḥokmah and ἔσοφα is will be reconstructed in order to discover the meaning of the texts in their context and era. The original meaning of the word Wisdom is ḥokmah in Hebrew for the Jewish tradition and ἔσοφα in Greek is the original term for the early Christian tradition. Both these terms have a commonality in as much as they are both feminine nouns and biblical Wisdom is sometimes presented in a female personal form. As we look beyond this study, we find that in the ancient Near East the origins of Wisdom can be traced to prominent goddesses, which share some characteristics with personified Wisdom.

More importantly, we can discover the significance of the development of the Wisdom notion over the timeline. In the Judaism era, Wisdom will be studied in terms of her roles and status. It is important to question, in her relationship with God, is she a divine being or subordinate to God? Then this can be studied in comparison to how she appears in the period of early Christianity, her role and connection with Jesus. Within the
time condition, the study can show the development or change the notion of Wisdom tradition in a proper manner.

Secondly, in the context of the Matthean Wisdom Christology, important original meaning of the text can be reconstructed using the historical-critical method. The method is concerned about the biblical text’s author or authors as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, it detects the original intentions of the author in some books in the Jewish tradition. In terms of early Christianity, the proposed plan of the study will indicate the basic understanding the author had, regarding his or her theological agenda in its original presentation.

A particular historical-critical method that is important for this study is redaction criticism. This method studies how the final author of a work combined and edited their sources to produce the completed whole. Redaction criticism can therefore show how an author such as Matthew has creatively structured his material to suit the communication of his theological and social message. These theological emphases and intentions of Matthew can be discerned by examining Matthew’s treatment of his sources, especially Mark and Q.

Redaction-criticism, which deals with all aspects of an author’s treatment of his or her sources, has four major components. One is their conscious and deliberate alteration of their sources. This redactional activity indicates their dissatisfaction or disagreement
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with their sources. The second emphasizes how Matthew creates material to supplement his sources. Again this is a firm indication that the author was not completely satisfied with his source, and so expanded it to make it more acceptable to his or her readers. The third component is the author's omission of his or her sources, which once more is a certain guide as to what he or she likes or dislikes. The fourth is an author's faithful conservation of his or her written sources. In these cases we are dealing with the material that met with the author's approval, which is why these sections were preserved unedited or almost so. This wholesale approach to Matthew's redaction of his sources is quite different from the work of the original redaction critics. These scholars were of the opinion that the only significant adjustments to a text were either alteration, addition or creation; the adoption of a passage was of no editorial importance. This has now changed, and scholars now appreciate the full gamut of Matthew's redactional activity.\footnote{These scholars include D. C. Sim, \textit{Apocalyptic Eschatology in the Gospel of Matthew} (SNTSMS 88; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 15-17; C. M. Tuckett, \textit{Reading the New Testament: Methods of Interpretation} (London: SPCK, 1987), 116-122.}

As a final point in this connection, Matthew's redaction of Mark can be discerned easily and accurately because of the availability of Mark's text. However, Matthew's redaction of Q is less easy to reconstruct. The original text of Q (if such there was) is no longer extant and the original Q passage has to be reconstructed from the Matthean and Lukan versions that appear in these Gospels. This makes it difficult to be certain of the original Q text and the nature and extent of Matthew's (or Luke's) redaction. This problem of identifying Matthew's redaction is also apparent in unique Matthean passages. Yet the difficulties associated with these texts are not insurmountable. No matter whether the evangelist copied from his source or edited them, the fact that these pericopes appear in his Gospel means that he agreed with them to a large extent.
Redaction criticism has been used with great success in previous studies of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology and is the preferred method in this study.

A further method of considerable utility in this study is that of intertextuality. The writing of a book can never be entirely treated in isolation from other writings, authors, or the authors’ context. Whether the author has explicit or implicit reference to other text in their writings, this forms the core concept of intertextuality. Similarly, in order to understand the way a biblical writer uses Scripture, an interpreter needs to engage in intertextual studies and approaches. The method is a tool to examine the relationships between the precursor and successor texts, by perceiving it in the broader contexts of the linguistic, literary and semiotics conventions it employs. The relationship between the writings of the original and later texts present meaning for an individual text. Through intertextuality the interpreter uses both direct and indirect references including echoes and allusions of all previous texts to understand a biblical text.37

Moreover, intertextual studies that identify allusions may sometimes lead to a new understanding of the given text. It is necessary to realise that an allusion to a precursor text does not always signify agreement with the author’s intentions. On occasions, this may even revise or change the intentions of the original text in its new setting. However, not every allusion or echo is clear. According to R. B. Hays, there are seven criteria in justifying the association including availability, volume, recurrence, thematic coherence, historical plausibility, history of interpretation and satisfaction. However, other scholars such as R. Brawley and D. Sim with whom I agree declare that only the first two are sufficient to establish an intertextual relationship between texts.38

37 D. C. Sim, ‘Matthew and the Pauline Corpus: A Preliminary Intertextual Study’ JSNT (2009), 402.
38 Sim, ‘Matthew and the Pauline Corpus’ 404-405.
For the purpose of this intertextual study, the criterion on availability is important, without it, all further study is in vain. When looking at this criterion a question we must ask is, was the writer of the given text able to access the preceding text that we are examining? It is not possible to obtain a definite answer but using the other less satisfactory measures it is possible to obtain probable evidence. Also, the criterion of volume indicates the need to look for intertextual links between the precursor texts and the successor texts. Indicators of this criterion being used are the use of repetition in the text, syntax and the significance or the degree of demand for the inclusion of earlier texts.

Therefore, the method generally requires the reader to be open minded and to be integrally involved during the process of interpreting. By reading intertextually, an interpreter generates a fresh comprehension between texts therefore, the understanding is not limited, as the meaning is not an isolated phenomenon. Admittedly, the method of intertextuality utilizing either a direct or an indirect reference or even an allusion does not always give a definite answer; however, using the criteria of at least availability and volume gives creditability at some level.

In the context of the study of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology, the intertextuality may be employed as a key tool in establishing the relationships between a specific Matthean text with earlier Jewish writings. In this case, the method helps in the study of how we read Matthew’s meaning in the context of Judaism. To prove the authenticity of the relationship between these two traditions, the first question needing to be addressed is the availability of the Jewish materials for Matthew at the time of his writing. If Matthew had access to them and they were circulated in his community, it is probable that they influenced him when writing his Gospel.
The first point to make with respect to this issue is that the Gospel of Matthew is chronologically much later than the Jewish writings employed in the study of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology. These are Proverbs, Job, Baruch, Sirach, Wisdom and 1 Enoch. To begin, Proverbs dates from the latter part of the 6th Century B.C.E. and Job was written in the period after the Exile. While Baruch was written in the 2nd Century B.C.E, the Book of Sirach was written in 180 B.C.E.. The book of Wisdom appeared in the last half of the first century B.C.E. and 1 Enoch was written over a period from early 2nd Century B.C.E. to the 1st Century C.E. However, the Gospel of Matthew did not come into being until 80-90 C.E. Hence, Matthew’s writings are dated at least three or four decades after the last of the Jewish writings being examined in this study giving a clear indication, that he had access to the availability of the Jewish materials which is the part of the Sacred Scripture of Israel. Furthermore, Matthew and his community were Jewish and as a Christian community, they still considered themselves as a part of the Jewish faith. It is reasonable to conclude that he knew the Jewish materials and had access to the Jewish writings.

Evidence of the volume criteria being used to justify the intertextual connection between the Matthean writings and the earlier Jewish materials is indicated in the following references. In Mt 11:19, the Matthean text echoes the Jewish texts in Prov 1:20, 21; 8:2-3; 32-36; 9:3; Sir 4:17; 6:20; 23-31. The preaching rejected in Mt 11:16 alludes to Prov 1:22-25. Also, Wisdom is the sole mediator in Wis 6:12-9:18 and can be referred to the Son as the sole mediator in Mt 11:25-27. Furthermore, the cities reject Jesus’ mighty works in Mt 11:21, 23 can be linked to Wisdom is rejected in 1 En 42. The verbal agreement can be found in the text regarding Jesus’ invitation to come to learn from him in Mt 11:28-30 which is in parallel to Wisdom’s invitation in Prov 8-9 and Sir
51:23, 26. Moreover, the metaphor of yoke in Mt 11:29 can be connected Sir 6:30 and 51:26.

Additionally, Jesus's sending messengers in Mt 11:34 can be associated with Sophia's sending the prophets in each generation in Wis 7:27. The protective motherly image in Mt 11:37 is a reflection from Wisdom's protective role in Prov 2:12-22. Also, Jesus's salvific role in Mt 1:23 is a thematic parallel to Sophia's salvific role in Wis 10. Finally, the command of love in Mt 22:34-40; 7:12; 5:17-48 is an echo of Sir 2:15, 16; 4:16; 7:30; 15:1 and Prov 8:15, 20.

Therefore, there is clear evidence that Matthew uses of the Jewish writings in his Gospel. In the study of Matthew's Wisdom Christology, the intertextual relationships a Matthean Wisdom text has with one or more other Jewish texts can be detected by reading the text intertextually. Through the direct, indirect reference, echo or allusion, there is affirmation that the two traditions are intertwined. The thematic and verbal parallels between the two traditions strengthen the idea that there are Jewish elements in Matthew’s Wisdom Christology. This is confirmed by the discovery that Matthew is Jewish Christian who knows and has access to those Jewish materials by the time of his Gospel’s composition. The above study also demonstrates that those Jewish materials had already come into existence before Matthew’s writing of his Gospel.

By utilizing the intertextual method, as a reader we are given the meaning of the Matthean Wisdom texts by investigating how the words, images and themes from the Jewish texts broaden and enhance Matthew’s meaning. The method generates the production of the study of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology when read with other Wisdom traditions in Judaism. Moreover, it investigates the shaping of Matthean Wisdom texts
meanings by other Jewish Wisdom texts. This includes Matthew’s borrowing and
transformation of a Jewish text or to a reader’s referencing of one text in reading another.
The result of the method in the thesis, demonstrates both dissonance and harmony
between the Matthean Wisdom tradition and Jewish Wisdom traditions.

5. Terminology

The final matter for consideration is that of terminology. This thesis will utilize a number
of certain terms throughout its discussion, and these need to be defined. The terms or
notions in question are pre-existence, incarnation and Christology.

According to Hamerton-Kelly, there are at least four types of existence before in
the Jewish tradition: before manifestation, before creation, ideal and actual. Firstly,
before manifestation means an entity exists before its own manifestation but not before
creation. This kind of pre-existence can also be known as the eschatological pre-
existence. Secondly, before creation means an entity exists both before its own
manifestation and before creation. This kind of pre-existence can also be known as the
protological pre-existence. Thirdly, ideal pre-existence means an entity exists before
creation but may not be manifested at all. Fourthly, actual pre-existence means entities
exist in heaven, without any reference to creation or manifestation. However, in
general, Hamerton-Kelly defines the term pre-existence as, a term describing an entity
as having an actual existence prior to it becoming evident in the world.

---


40 Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-Existence, 11.
In regards to the study of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology, it is important to question whether Jewish Wisdom is a pre-existent being or not. There are a number of passages which become the central point of attention regarding this issue. In the Jewish tradition, Wisdom is quite clearly presented as a pre-existent being in Prov 3:19-20; 8:23 she exists before the beginning of the world, in Sir 1:4, 9a and Wis 7:25-28, 29 she exists before creation. Thus, it can be claimed that Wisdom in the Jewish context is presented as pre-existent being.

Nevertheless, in early Christianity, Wisdom appears as pre-existent clearly only in the Johannine tradition. In the prologue, John identifies the Word with Wisdom and certainly sees Wisdom as pre-existent. Outside the prologue, John also presents the divine sonship of the Johannine Jesus as justified in his pre-existence. The Johannine Jesus proclaims publicly that he is aware of his sonship to God prior to his existence on earth. This can be confirmed when he says, ‘I have come down from heaven not to do my own will, but the will of him who sent me’ in Jn 12:49. Furthermore, we can see from that the Johannine writings the understanding of Jesus’ divine sonship in terms of the personal pre-existence of a divine being who was sent into the world and whose ascension was simply the continuation of an intimate relationship with the Father. Other Christian traditions need to be discussed in regards to Wisdom Christology. In the Pauline tradition, there is a sense of pre-existence but this applies to Jesus not Wisdom. However there are no pre-existence Christological elements in Q and Mark.

In terms of the Matthean tradition, I would argue that there is pre-existence of Jesus and also of Wisdom. Similar to John’s Wisdom Christology, Matthew employs the pre-existence of Jesus in his Wisdom Christology. There is a continual action of the pre-
existent Jesus Christ throughout Israel’s history, as is indicated by the Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often have I longedō tôî in Mt 23:37. The argument in the text is based on: Jesus speaking as a person who transcends the time of his earthly ministry throughout the entirety of Israel’s history to call the nation to God. Also, through the ā have comeō sayings in Mt 5:17a; 5:17b; 9:13; 10:34a; 10:34b; 10:35 and 20:28, Matthew uses the pre-existent element to continue to create his Wisdom Christology.

The term āincarnationō is defined in a number of ways. However, in general, the term refers to the act of any heavenly beingō incarnation in a human body. The exalted heavenly being would descend to earth in order to incarnate as Jesus Christ, Messiah, the Son of God, the Word or Wisdom. The word āincarnationō does not appear in the bible. However, in the Johannine tradition, the incarnational language, āmaking fleshō in Jn 1:14 is used by the evangelist to describe an incarnation act. More importantly, John proclaims that the heavenly being who is described in Jn 1:1 as with God in the beginning becomes incarnate in a human form. That heavenly being is the Word who becomes one with Wisdom. Thus when the Word becomes incarnate it is Wisdom becomes embodied in a human form.

However, the incarnation of Wisdom is not found in the Jewish tradition as it appears in the Christian tradition. Jewish Wisdom is pre-existent but not incarnate. But in the Christian tradition the statement proclaimed by John that the heavenly being, Wisdom becomes incarnate in a human form. And this where the marriage of the two terms come into the Christian tradition.

Therefore, in the context of the Matthewō Wisdom Christology, a question can be raised as to whether Matthew adopts the Johannine tradition of incarnation in his
composition of Wisdom’s Christology. It is important to examine whether Matthew sees the pre-existent Jewish Wisdom embodied in a human. Therefore, the personal pre-existence of the Word, or Wisdom is a basic ingredient in the understanding of the incarnation of the Word or Wisdom becoming flesh. By personally pre-existing before becoming flesh, the Word who is Wisdom can mediate creation. More importantly, the study of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology will argue that the Matthean Jesus, who is identified with Wisdom incarnate, is the one who dwells among us for redemptive purposes in Mt 1:23.

Christology is a term that is primarily concerned with the person and nature of Jesus Christ. There are many types of Christology including cosmological, anthropological, eschatological, dialectical, ontological and functional. Other types of Christology which concentrate on the titles applied to Jesus include Logos (the Word), Messiah and Wisdom. Each type focuses on Christ from a different aspect and could be mingled with or inseparable from another type of Christology.

Moreover, in the process of elaborating a Christology, a study of how Jesus is to be thought of in human and divine terms is established. The tools used by the biblical writers when developing a Christology in their writings fundamentally comes from a pair of ideas or types, ascending (or low) and descending (or high). These two basic types of Christology, which govern most theological agenda, will be discussed.

Ascending Christology begins its analysis with the earthly life and ministry of Jesus. It is deeply embedded in the Synoptic Gospels. This low Christology begins with

the man, Jesus of Nazareth and then moves forward to consider his significance and his relationship to God. Descending Christology begins its focus in heaven with the themes such as incarnation of the Son, pre-existence and intimate relationship of the Father and the Spirit. This form of high Christology begins with the concept of the incarnation of divinity in a historical human life and works towards the significance of the person of Jesus.43

Wisdom Christology refers to a type of Christology, which focuses on how Jewish Wisdom is identified in the life and person of Jesus. In studying Wisdom Christology in the Matthean tradition, we need to acknowledge the fact that it is sourced from other traditions. The Q tradition, one of Matthew’s sources, has a low Christology which presents Jesus as only a servant or representative of Sophia. However, Matthew takes that low Christology from Q and transforms Jesus into Wisdom. Here we can see a developing of Christology from low to high.

Moreover, Matthew uses the pre-existence theme as another example of high Christological material in developing his Wisdom Christology. He claims that it is the pre-existent Jesus who is identified with divine Wisdom in the text Mt 1:23 through the virginal conception. More significantly, Matthew’s high Christology is confirmed when he applies the term pre-existence and incarnation in his Wisdom Christology in the text Mt 1:23. Also, he promotes the pre-existence of Jesus as Wisdom in Mt 23:34-39 when Jesus refers to his deeds in the time before his birth.

43 Wildman, Basic Christological Distinctions, 286-289.
CHAPTER 1: WISDOM IN JUDAISM

1. Introduction

Wisdom’s nature and roles are significant in various books throughout the Hebrew Bible, the Apocrypha and the Pseudepigrapha. As mentioned earlier, Wisdom derives from the Hebrew word *hokmah* and its Greek equivalent *soφία*. The gender of the nouns *hokmah* and *soφία* are feminine. Thus, Wisdom is a grammatically feminine noun, personified as *She* in the Old Testament. The Jewish Wisdom tradition has a number of different forms. It can refer simply to *human wisdom* which can be taught and learnt. In this sense it applies to knowledge, skills, virtues and morals, and has affinities with the wisdom traditions of other ancient Near Eastern cultures. But wisdom also has a more transcendent or divine connotation, and often appears as a particular being who can variously be viewed as an aspect of God or as a created subordinate. This figure of Wisdom also has its roots in the cultures surrounding ancient Israel. In the Jewish tradition the personified figure of Wisdom appears significantly in the book of Proverbs, Job, Sirach (Ecclesiasticus or Ben Sira), Wisdom, Baruch and 1 Enoch.

This chapter will firstly examine briefly the background to the Jewish wisdom tradition before focusing exclusively on the figure of transcendent Wisdom. The
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discussion of the relevant texts will attend to two major issues. What is the nature of Wisdom in these documents? Is she a distinct being in her own right, or is she an aspect of the Israelite God? Moreover, what are her particular roles? Towards the end of this chapter there will be an analysis of other figures in Judaism who are pre-existent. This discussion will demonstrate that Wisdom was simply one pre-existent being among others in the Judaism of Matthew’s time.

2. The Meaning of Human Wisdom and Divine Wisdom

As mentioned above, the term ‘wisdom’ has a range of applications which can be grouped into two types: human wisdom and divine or transcendent Wisdom. Human wisdom is about learning and relates to the quality of human life and its many aspects. It refers to technical skills including the design and tailoring of garments (Ex 28:2-4), those who can work with precious metals and gemstones (Ex 31:3-6) and those who build (Ex 35:10-19). Also, it refers to administrative skills (Gen 41:33, 39-40), King Solomon’s gift (1 Kgs 2:6-9), native wit (Ex 1:10; Prov 17:16) and lifelong learning (Ex 1:10; Prov 4:1-5). For R. B. Y. Scott, wisdom in ancient Israel was seen as a guide for the Israelites’ life; it includes the values, discipline, intelligence, integrity and the truth of the life of the people. The term ‘wisdom’ also applies to the achievement of success and social approval. Human wisdom also has religious connotations. The instruction of sages starts with faith, recognizing the validity and authority of the commandments of God.

---

The sapiential instruction reflects obedience to the will of God by recognition that God is beyond human limitation.\textsuperscript{47}

This notion of human wisdom developed over time and resulted in the personification of Wisdom. Divine or transcendent Wisdom eventually appears in the form of a personified female figure and is modeled on the ancient Near East goddesses. It is debatable as to whether she is a feminine dimension of the divine or a separate being entirely, but in neither case was there a threat to Jewish monotheism. Wisdom becomes a principle permeating the cosmos, a mediator of divine revelation and the teacher of nations. She is a gift from God to humans and is instrumental in the offer of salvation to those who seek her. Eventually, divine Wisdom is identified with the Torah in Sir 24 and Bar 3-4.\textsuperscript{48}

3. The Origin of Human Wisdom and Divine Wisdom

3.1 Human Wisdom in the Ancient Near East

Many scholars agree that the idea of wisdom did not arise originally in Israel, but was influenced by the traditions of the ancient Near East. This is substantiated by connections between ancient Near Eastern writings and the Jewish literature. R. B. Y. Scott states that the Jewish wisdom writings are similar to those of the Egyptians and the Babylonians.\textsuperscript{49} The Egyptian wisdom texts were used for teaching purposes, particularly in the court. Many of these writings are comparable to the book of Proverbs. L. Boadt also states that Israel had borrowed the genre of ancient Near Eastern writings. A famous poem in

\textsuperscript{49} Scott, \textit{Way of Wisdom}, 2.
Assyrian literature, ‘I will Praise the Lord of Wisdom’ has a similar context to that of the book of Job. Thus, many writers call the poem the ‘Babylonian Job’.\(^{50}\)

K. J. Dell traces wisdom’s roots chronologically in the ancient Near Eastern world. Dell states that the oldest of the Mesopotamian civilizations, Sumer, is the place where ancient wisdom sayings are first recorded. This occurred by the second half of the third millennium B.C.E. However, by 1000 B.C.E, the Sumerians were ruled by the Babylonians. At that time, there was a change in the understanding of wisdom where the emphasis was transferred from the gods to human beings in relation to the term ‘justice’. Moreover, the new emphasis of the Babylonian wisdom writings is paralleled in the story of the suffering just man in the Jewish wisdom book of Job.\(^{51}\) The story says, ‘A man served his god faithfully but did not secure health and prosperity in return’.\(^{52}\)

### 3.2 Divine Wisdom in the Ancient Near East

Likewise, divine or transcendent Wisdom has close connections to the cultures surrounding and influencing ancient Israel. Her origin can be traced to certain prominent goddesses, such as the Canaanite love goddess Astarte, the Mesopotamia goddess Ishtar, the Egyptian goddess Maat and the Hellenized form of the Egyptian goddess Isis. The characteristics of these goddesses have had a strong influence on Jewish Wisdom, particularly Isis and Maat.

Some biblical scholars model Jewish Wisdom on the Egyptian goddess Isis, while others prefer to look to Maat for the origin of Sophia. As J. Griffiths states, ‘Sophia and


*Isis* both save their devotees from danger and to those who honor them each grants long life and wealth; they each bestow knowledge on those who seek diligently.\(^{53}\) Alternatively, other scholars, including E. Würthwein, who likens Sophia to the Egyptian goddess *Maat*, states that *Maat* was highly significant in the portrayal of Egyptian Wisdom. Belonging to the Heliopolitan religious system, *Maat* is seen as the daughter of the sun-god. Also, *Maat* came down to be with humans at the time of creation. At his coronation, each new Egyptian king resolved to bring the order of *Maat* to his reign. The order of *Maat* brings peace and righteousness.\(^{54}\) The Jewish figure of Sophia has affinities with both *Isis* and *Maat*.

Therefore, human wisdom and divine Wisdom have their origins in the ancient Near East where literary and chronological parallels have been discovered. The theme of wisdom as a way of life, as well as Wisdom writings, were already well entrenched in the ancient Near East before Israel existed. Similarly, the concept of divine Wisdom is influenced by the ancient Near East. The ancient Near East goddesses of *Isis* and *Maat* in particular have shaped the Jewish notion of personified Sophia. They had their roles in creation, saved lives and created prosperity for their followers.

### 3.3 Human Wisdom in Ancient Israel

As stated above, the concepts of human wisdom and divine Wisdom originated in the ancient Near East but then influenced ideas in Israel. Also, the term *wisdom* is an indication of a genre of material found in the Jewish Bible and the other books. In the

---


context of Jewish tradition, the concept of wisdom and wisdom writings can be accessed through five literary works, which are Job, Proverbs, Qoheleth (Ecclesiastes), Sirach (Ecclesiasticus or Ben Sira) and Wisdom (Wisdom of Solomon). The books of Song of Songs and the Psalms are sometimes accepted as wisdom writings.\[55\]

Originally it was perceived that wisdom literature was handed down through teachings in a court atmosphere. Wisdom as expounded by Solomon (1 Kgs 4:10) and the men of Hezekiah (Prov 25:1) echoes Egyptian wisdom teachings known to have their origins in court surroundings. This enabled the preservation of wisdom experience and practice as responsible courtiers were trained to hand down this wisdom tradition. This connection between royalty and wisdom is explained in Qoheleth and in the Wisdom of Solomon.\[56\] The traditional teachers in Israel were priests, prophets and wise men, but only the wise men had connections with both the King and political affairs. These people often conflicted with the ideals of the prophets, who reacted against rampant materialism and the influence of pagan cults. After the fall of Jerusalem (587 B.C.E) and the subsequent exile in Babylon (587-539 B.C.E), the Israelites were forced to re-examine their fidelity to the Torah.\[57\] The wise men of Israel played an important role in this process by maintaining that wisdom is useless without the fear of God (Prov 1:7;

---

\[55\] See G. O’Collins and E. G. Farrugia, *A Concise Dictionary of Theology* (Mahwah: Paulist Press, rev. edn 2000), 289, where the definition and the details of wisdom literature can be concisely explained.


J. T. Forestell states that in post-exilic Judaism, the wisdom tradition became integrally linked to observance of the Law.⁵⁸

There was another aspect to human wisdom in ancient Israel quite apart from the royal court and its professional practitioners. This is wisdom in the context of the family. Deuteronomy 32:7 states, ÒRemember the days of old, consider the years long past; ask your father, and he will inform youÓ Similarly, in Prov 4:3-4 we read, ÒWhen I was a son with my father, tender and my motherÓ favorite, he taught me, and said to me, ÒLet your heart hold fast my words; keep my commandments, and liveÓ⁶⁹ This demonstrates the importance of the father passing on wisdom to the young. In this tradition as well, we find the close connection between wisdom and the keeping of the Law.

### 3.4 Human and Divine Wisdom in the Jewish Wisdom Literature

As mentioned above, the canonical wisdom books are the main entrance to the wisdom tradition in Israel. One of the most important characteristics, besides the literature genre, must be a specific concern with ÒwisdomÓ as a central theme.⁶⁰ These texts contain a mixture of both human wisdom and references to personified Wisdom. R. E. Murphy has characterized five distinct wisdom elements in these books.⁶¹ Firstly, there is the fear of the Lord which, according to the sages, is the beginning of Wisdom (Prov 1:7; 9:10; Job 28:28; Ps 111:10). However, this concept is absent from the book of the Wisdom of Solomon. Secondly, there are times when the wisdom tradition has links with creation theology, particularly in Proverbs and Sirach. Thirdly, wisdom serves as a moral source,
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⁵⁸ Forestell, ÓProverbsÓ 496.
⁶¹ R. E. Murphy, ÓWisdom Literature and Biblical TheologyÓ BTB 24 (1994), 5.
particularly where warnings and reprimands occur. Fourthly, wisdom literature contributes to the problem of theodicy. Lastly, wisdom literature views Wisdom in female terms.

It is the final point that is of importance in the present context. Wisdom as a personified and female entity emerges clearly in the midst of Wisdom literature and alongside but not in competition with the elements of human wisdom. Her presence there is one of the most significant theological aspects of the Wisdom literature. Having emerged in the early texts, she continued to attract interest and speculation, and there are further references to her in later Apocryphal and Pseudepigraphical texts, notably Sirach, Baruch, the Wisdom of Solomon and 1 Enoch. We shall examine below what all of these texts have to say about Sophia.


The focus here will be on two related elements. First, what is the precise nature of Sophia? Here there is a serious division among scholars. Wisdom is understood as a woman preacher or prophetess, wisdom teacher, the personification of cosmic order, a metaphor used for academic purposes, and a poetic expression of a divine attribute. Also, she is seen as a hypostasis with the meaning of a quasi-personification of many
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62 See too O’Collins and Farrugia, Concise Dictionary of Theology, 262.
64 Schnabel, Wisdom 967-968.
67 Johnson, Jesus, the Wisdom of God 271.
68 R. N. Whybray, Wisdom in Proverbs: The Concept of Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9 (SBT 45; London: SCM Press, 1965), 92-104. See also Johnson, Jesus, the Wisdom of God 271 where Whybray’s study is cited.
attributes of God,\textsuperscript{69} a personification of God\\textsuperscript{70} own self in a creative and saving power in the world,\textsuperscript{70} an expression of the divine presence, using female imagery,\textsuperscript{71} and a symbol and not an anthropomorphism.\textsuperscript{72} Additionally, Wisdom is interpreted as a distinct being created by God and subordinate to God. The second issue is less divisive. What roles does Wisdom play in the various texts?

The discussion of these questions will involve a detailed study of the relevant texts, particularly Prov 1, 3, 4, 8, 9; Job 28; Sir 1, 4, 6, 24, 51; Wis 6, 7, 8, 10; Bar 3-4 and 1 Enoch 42. Prior to the analysis of Wisdom in these books, some preliminary comments will be made in terms of genre, author, date and purpose of these texts.

\textbf{4.1 Wisdom in the Book of Proverbs}

Proverbs is the earliest of the Old Testament wisdom books.\textsuperscript{73} It appears as a compilation or collection of instructions, speeches, poems and two line sayings designed to educate human beings in wise living.\textsuperscript{74} The following are the nine titles of these collections: (i) Prologue; (ii) Proverbs of Solomon (10:1-22:16); (iii) Thirty Sayings of the Wise (22:17-24:22); (iv) Further Sayings of the Wise (24:23-24); (v) Hezekiah\\textsuperscript{70} collection of Solomon (25:1-29:27); (via) Agur\\textsuperscript{70} Oracle (30:1-14); (vib) Agur\\textsuperscript{70} Numerical Sayings
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\textsuperscript{69} H. Ringgren, \textit{Word and Wisdom: Studies in the Hypostalization of Divine Qualities and Functions in the Ancient Near East} (Lund: H. Ohlssons, 1947), 174. See also Johnson, Jesus, the Wisdom of God 271 where Ringgren\\textsuperscript{69} study is cited.

\textsuperscript{70} Gathercole, \textit{Pre-Existent Son}, 207-209; See also Johnson, Jesus, the Wisdom of God 271.

\textsuperscript{71} Johnson, Jesus, the Wisdom of God 274; Schüssler-Fiorenza, \textit{In Memory of Her}, 130-140; Wainwright, \textit{Shall We Look}, 3-116.

\textsuperscript{72} Murphy, Wisdom Literature 6.


Most scholars agree that *masal* is the genre of the book of Proverbs. The author could be Solomon. However, some collections are not assigned directly to him (Prov 25:1). Thus, they could have other authors as well. Scholars, particularly C. R. Fontaine, T. P. McCreesh, B. K. Waltke and R. N. Whybray, date the final editing as early as post-exilic times, probably the latter part of the sixth century B.C.E. The book aims to encourage all to embrace the goals of Wisdom with the conviction that Wisdom is accessible to all (1:1-6). The transcendent figure of Sophia mainly appears in 1:20-33; 3:13-20; 4:5-9 and most significantly in 8:1-36 and in 9:1-11.

(a) 1:20-33

In 1:20-33 Wisdom appears in a personal form and feminine gender, playing a prophetic role. In vv. 20-21 she invites all to follow her way. Her loud cries (v. 20a) show her passionate desire to be heard. This is evident when, she raises her voice (v. 20b) in a

---


78 McCreesh, *Proverbs* 453-454. See also where some scholars agree with McCreesh regarding the date of Proverbs. Clements, *Proverbs* 437; Waltke, *Proverbs*, 29; Whybray, *Proverbs*, 6-7. However, Murphy disagrees with this. See Murphy, *Proverbs*, XXII where he states while the dating of the book of Proverbs remains uncertain, the most satisfactory division is pre-exilic and post-exilic (respectively, chs. 10-29 and 1-9).


situation that is fervent and emotional. She publicly distributes her own instructions to the audience, the simple ones (v. 22). The reception or the rejection of Wisdom's instructions can bring security or disaster. Wisdom also uses God's language, especially in v. 23, Give heed to my reproof and in v. 28, they will seek me diligently but will not find me. These echo many passages in the Psalms and prophets (cf. Ps 78:34; Hos 5:15), which speak of calling upon and seeking God. In vv. 22-33 the third person has switched to the first person, thus denoting that Sophia speaks as a distinct person.

In vv. 24-25 after beginning her address with denunciation, she concludes with judgment. This denunciation is followed with warnings of consequences to those who have rejected her counsel (v. 25). These warnings are spelt out in the imagery of a storm or whirlwind, being a metaphor of judgment (Isa 17:13; Amos 1:14), particularly that of divine theophany (Ps 18:7-15; Nah 1:3-5). In v. 26 Wisdom does not rejoice in disaster but rather in the triumph of good over wickedness.

While panic often describes the dismay of those who have been punished by their rejection of the divine will (cf. Isa 2:10-21), Wisdom's role is that of being a gratified onlooker (v. 26; cf. Ps 2:4; 59:8). In v. 28 the motif of Wisdom's withdrawal is presented. As the street preacher, Wisdom says then they will call upon me, but I will not answer; they will seek me diligently, but will not find me. In vv. 29-30 the sense of reproach is again experienced. It is made clear that the rejection of Wisdom becomes synonymous with that of the rejection of the fear of the Lord. Misfortune is seen as the natural
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83 Whybray explains further about Wisdom's use of God's language. See Whybray, *Proverbs*, 44. Waltke supports this by stating, Submission to Wisdom is equated with submission to God. See Waltke, *Proverbs*, 210.
84 Whybray, *Proverbs*, 43.
consequence of the fate of the foolish for their waywardness and complacency.87 This section ends with a promise of security for those who follow her way (v. 33).88

(b) 3:13-20

Wisdom is depicted as a source of happiness for her followers (v. 13), and is represented as more precious than silver, gold and jewels (vv. 14-15). Verse 16 speaks of  long life is in her right hand; in her left hand are riches and honour. She appears with the sign of life, the ankh and a scepter in one hand, and a symbol of riches and honour in the other,89 which reflect images of wisdom and justice associated with the Egyptian goddess Maat.90

Waltke makes a connection with Wisdom and the saying ‘the fear of the Lord’ when he refers to Prov 22:4. He states that Wisdom and  the fear of the Lord are connected by riches and honour, which are Wisdom benefits. The value of ‘life’ is emphasized by being placed in the right hand of Wisdom. Also, it shows that Wisdom is of greater value than wealth and honour. However, instead of focusing on which benefit is the best, these benefits from Wisdom should be aligned to Wisdom characteristics or personality as indicated in the following verse (v. 17). Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace is seen as a connotation of Wisdom being kind and beneficial.91 Wisdom bestowal of ‘life’ and ‘happiness’ are greatly re-emphasized in v. 18 where she is presented as a tree of life and making her followers happy.

In vv. 19-20 the creative and mediating roles of Wisdom are revealed. She plays a creative role when God created the cosmos. The text shows that she was there with God
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87 Aitken, Proverbs 407.
88 Whybray, Proverbs, 44.
89 McCreesh, Proverbs 456 and also see Murphy, Proverbs, 22; Waltke, Proverbs, 258; Whybray, Proverbs, 67. However, Murphy comments further that, ‘Riches and glory [honor] have royal associations; e.g.1 Ch 29:28 and Prov 8:18, they are attributed to Woman [personified] Wisdom.’
90 Murphy, Proverbs, 22; Waltke, Proverbs, 258; Whybray, Proverbs, 67.
91 Waltke, Proverbs, 258.
in creation, but does not present how she functioned in this role. However, it probably presents what can be called her cosmological role, being a creative instrument of God. Moreover, she is presented with having another role of mediating as a bridge between God and human beings. In this section, some scholars such as Murphy and Whybray, state that Wisdom appears in a personal form. By referring to the text, which speaks of Wisdom’s hands in v. 16, Murphy agrees with Whybray that Wisdom in these verses appears as God’s instrument in creation and not as a divine attribute.\(^92\)

Wisdom is important to the Lord, for it was through Wisdom he created the earth (3:19; cf. 8:22-31) and maintained it (3:20). Thus, the Lord with Wisdom as his helper creates the universe. Likewise, according to Waltke, the firmness, stability and permanence of the universe can be likened to Wisdom, reflecting her gift of long life to humankind and thus being portrayed by the metaphor of a tree of life.\(^93\) The implication of God’s creation of the earth, heavens and sea can metaphorically be seen as a house built on firm ground. This makes gaining Wisdom, understanding and knowledge by the followers, equal to building a house by the acquisition of Wisdom’s virtues (24:3-4; cf. Ps 127:1).\(^94\)

(c) 4:5-9

In this section, there are human actions, which suggest that Wisdom is personified as a bride or lover. In v. 5 parental advice emphasizes the importance of gaining Wisdom (cf. 16:16). In this verse, Wisdom is interchangeably used with the term insight. While the personification of Wisdom is implied in v. 5, there is a clearer indication of this in


\(^{93}\) Waltke, *Proverbs*, 261.

\(^{94}\) Waltke, *Proverbs*, 263.
vv. 6-9. In v. 6 Wisdom is seen as a person who cannot be forsaken but loved. Her lover will be guarded in return. In v. 7 the parental advice emphasizes the importance of the son striving for the acquisition of this pearl of great price, (cf. 3:13-18; 23:23; 31:10), which is synonymous with Wisdom. Likewise, all he treasures that is not Wisdom must be relinquished. In v. 8 Wisdom is metaphorically portrayed as a bride or lover who needs to be highly respected and embraced by her lover and she will give her lover honour in return. In v. 9 by elevating her, her lover will be honoured by a decoration of a wreath and a crown.

(d) 8:1-36

In vv. 1-3 Wisdom’s invitation is opposite to the calls of the woman in 7:6-23. Moreover, Wisdom’s speeches here are the personification of Solomon’s teachings, appearing as a heavenly mediatrix. She equates her speeches to Solomon’s wisdom, which is the fundamental reason for Proverbs (1:1-2). Likewise, Solomon identifies his book’s aim with Wisdom’s understanding of knowledge and the fear of the Lord (1:29; cf. 1:7). He parallels his preamble (1:1-7) of her two speeches to the gullible (1:20-33; 8:1-36).

Whybray compares the setting of Wisdom in 8:1-3 and 1:20-21. There are some similarities between the two scenes. The terms call, raise her voice, cries aloud and gates appear in both passages (1:20-21; 8:1-3). Another similarity between these two

95 Waltke, Proverbs, 281.
96 Whybray, Proverbs, 78. Wisdom here could be seen as a virtuous woman who was either a virgin in her father’s house or a married woman. See Waltke, Proverbs, 282.
97 Whybray explains that a beautiful crown is not necessarily kingly. It can be used by a bridegroom at his wedding (Song 3:11) or during a festival occasion (Isa 28:1) or it can be used as an ornament to signify an honorable status (Ezek 16:12; Lam 5:16). See Whybray, Proverbs, 77.
98 Murphy, Proverbs, 49; Waltke, Proverbs, 367-368; Whybray, Proverbs, 122.
texts is that Wisdom is found in public places: in the street, in the markets, on the top of the walls (or on the noisy street) and at the gate of the city. However, in 8:1-3, Wisdom appears on the heights, beside the way, at the crossroads she takes her stand; beside the gates in front of the town and at the entrance of the portals.

In v. 4 Wisdom embraces all of her audience, including fools (cf. 1:22), and she speaks in a domineering and commanding manner. However, she offers both moral and intellectual messages. She commends her speeches for their ethical style and content in vv. 6-9. In this section, Waltke discovers the seven qualifiers: firstly what is right or straight; secondly what is upright (v. 6), thirdly truth, fourthly what is reliable; fifthly righteousness; sixthly not deceitful or perverse (v. 8) and lastly straight or right (v. 9). She calls all to follow her ways which she believes cannot compare to any precious jewels (v. 10).

In v. 11 Wisdom interrupts her discourse by the use of the third person. It closely resembles 3:15. However, in v. 12 the first person is again used. In vv. 12-16 Wisdom speaks of her intellectual prosperity, gifts and promises to those who follow her ways. She has power and insight in politics and her teaching can be used to influence and calls for respect for those who govern the nation. Verse 13 is in keeping with Wisdom's

---

100 See Murphy, Proverbs, 49 for the description of city gate as the most important designation in vv. 2-3.
101 Whybray, Proverbs, 121-122.
102 Murphy, Proverbs, 49. See the agreement in Murphy, Proverbs, 49; Whybray, Proverbs, 122.
103 Waltke, Proverbs, 396.
104 Murphy, Proverbs, 50.
105 Murphy, Proverbs, 49; Waltke, Proverbs, 396.
106 Both Waltke and Whybray offer the emendation of the word noble things which is found in some translations such as NRSV. They prefer to use the sense of what is right. See Waltke, Proverbs, 397; Whybray Proverbs, 123.
107 The qualifying noun truth parallels wisdom in Ps 51:6[8] and contrasts to wickedness See Whybray, Proverbs, 123.
108 The verses 7-8 echo the description of the Lord in the Song of Moses which is found in Deut 32:4-5. See Murphy, Proverbs, 50.
109 Clements, Proverbs 444. See also Waltke, Proverbs, 400.
description of herself, but it interrupts the flow of v. 12 and v. 14. While the fear of the Lord is in keeping with the sage's teachings, the second and the third lines reflect earlier ideas (cf. 4:24; 6:12). However, they support the morality of the Wisdom tradition.  

In v. 13b to evil behavior, Wisdom adds, and a perverse mouth indicating that this evil is opposed to God's teaching. Also, hate signifies that vices cannot be aligned with Wisdom's virtues. Wisdom implies in v. 14 that because she possesses these virtues, she can bestow them on those who love her. These virtues include counsel (advice in NRSV) and resourcefulness (sound wisdom in NRSV). It is possible that in this context these could refer to the political and military advice given to a king (cf. 2 Sam 7:7; 1 Kgs 1:12; Prov 20:18). In v. 14b Wisdom identifies herself in the expression, am to show that is her fundamental quality and her other attributes encircle this quality. These attributes are dispersed to humans when they accept her teachings. Again Wisdom speaks of owning (or have strength as found in NRSV translation).

Verses 15-16 are statements about Wisdom's influence over diverse types of rulers including kings, governors and nobles. What is just (v. 15b) can be referred to Prov 8:8. However, in these verses, Wisdom guides these rulers to govern justly. Wisdom's influence over the authorities is indicated as both verses begin with (or have strength in both Murphy and Waltke translations). Similarly, in 1 Kgs 3:28

---

110 Murphy, Proverbs, 50-51. Waltke finds that here fear of the Lord although similar to Job 28:28 and Prov 3:17; 16:6 is worded differently. See Waltke, Proverbs, 401.

111 Waltke, Proverbs, 401.

112 NRSV and Waltke both use the words understanding and strength while Murphy chooses understanding and power. See Murphy, Proverbs, 46.

113 Waltke, Proverbs, 402.

114 Waltke, Proverbs, 401-402. Strength is often used to denote the political or military power of kings. Closely associated with strength is a Hebrew word counsel See Whybray, Proverbs, 125.

115 Murphy, Proverbs, 51; Waltke, Proverbs, 402-403.

In v. 17 Wisdom is revealed and declares the mutual love that exists between herself and those who love her.117 This mutual love conveys a personal bond between Wisdom and her lovers, which can be likened to the spiritual affection developed between the sage and his pupils who accept his teachings. They will become an integral part of each other (2:1-5).118 In v. 18 ‘riches and honour’ (cf. 3:16; 10:4) either complement (cf. Esth 1:4; 5:11) or oppose each other (cf. 11:16). ‘Are with me’ suggests that sustaining wealth is closely associated with gaining Wisdom. Thus, she is free to offer those gifts as she wishes, but she bestows them on her lovers.119 As mentioned in 3:14-15, the riches offered by Wisdom and obtained through Wisdom have a greater value than silver or gold. This wealth will be enduring.120

In v. 19 the metaphor ‘my fruit for her’ affirms Wisdom’s fruit as being superior to worldly wealth, which highlights the essential relationship between the spiritual internal cause and the material external effect. ‘As better than gold’ (cf. 3:12, 14) raises Wisdom’s favours to the realm of the spiritual rather than material. Wisdom’s lovers will avoid a materialistic outlook (8:10-11; 23:40) but rewards could be bestowed upon the

116 Waltke, Proverbs, 402-403.
117 Murphy, Proverbs, 51.
118 Waltke, Proverbs, 404.
119 Waltke, Proverbs, 404.
120 Whybray, Proverbs, 126.
faithful follower (cf. 8:18, 21). ‘And my yield’ (cf. 3:14) connects the discovery of Wisdom’s virtues and their ensuing benefits.\(^{121}\)

A close relationship between Wisdom and morality is demonstrated in vv. 20-21. In v. 20 the metaphor of the way or path is used. Unlike 1:15; 2:13-15 and 4:14-15, which depicts the paths of evil, here it is Wisdom herself who travels the path of righteousness and justice.\(^{122}\) Only those who love Wisdom will prosper and they will be given rich rewards (v. 21). These ‘treasuries’ might refer to the treasure houses and vaults filled with valuable things (1 Kgs 7:51; 14:26) or to precious metals and expensive furnishings (cf. Josh 6:19, 24; Isa 2:7; 39:2; Jer 15:13; 38:11).\(^{123}\)

More important for our purposes are vv. 22-31. These verses speak of Wisdom’s priority in all things and her presence in creation. She speaks of being in and even before creation, making her its first product, and this raises the question of her origin and nature. The translation in Prov 8:22 of *qanani* as either ‘acquired’ ‘established’ ‘conceived’ ‘formed’ or ‘created’ by God, is important in establishing her particular status. Many scholars accept that it means ‘created’ in which case Sophia here is depicted as a being in her own right,\(^{124}\) but there is some ambiguity. The same can be said of v. 23; ‘Ages ago I was set up, at the first, before the beginning of the earth’ Wisdom is certainly pre-

\(^{121}\) Waltke, *Proverbs*, 405. Whybray connects this verse with 3:14, 16:16 and 18:20 where the words ‘fruit’ and ‘yield’ are expressed in a figurative sense of the consequence of the action. They are used as material advantages to be gained from Wisdom. See Whybray, *Proverbs*, 127.

\(^{122}\) Murphy, *Proverbs*, 51; Waltke, *Proverbs*, 406. Both Murphy and Waltke agree that v. 20 is spoken by Wisdom herself, and demonstrates the connection between Wisdom and morality. However, Murphy prefers the word ‘justice’ as it is found in NRSV while Waltke uses the word ‘righteousness’


existent, but her exact nature is not certain. Some scholars see that Wisdom in this verse cannot be separated from God. According to M. Turner, Wisdom’s existence coincides with Yahweh’s existence as creator. That means that if God is eternally creator then Sophia is eternally creator. Others agree and suggest that Wisdom is a personification of Yahweh’s wisdom, or a self revelation of the female personification of God’s own being or the personification of God’s own being. 

The dispute about the nature of Wisdom in this passage extends to the verb amon in Prov 8:30. It could mean ‘little child’ or ‘master architect’. J. J. Collins and J. M. Hadley believe that images of a divine child at play, being present before creation are the result of the Egyptian influence and are ideas usually associated with the goddess

126 Turner, *God as Wisdom* 2-12.
128 Scholars who hold the view that Wisdom is a female aspect of God include Johnson, *She Who Is*, 91.
130 See the detailed discussion of the interpretation of the verb amon in Waltke, *Proverbs*, 417-422.
Moreover, this group of scholars view Wisdom as connected to divinity but subordinate to God as God’s creation. Whybray explains that Prov 8:22-31 is a demonstration of the relationship between Yahweh and Wisdom. Wisdom is described as being subordinate to Yahweh but having authority over human lives. This relationship is peculiar to the monotheism of the Israelite tradition. He states further that the act of Yahweh begetting Wisdom would only be a metaphor for Yahweh’s act of creation. Likewise, he takes the verb born in vv. 24-25 as a metaphor for Yahweh’s creation of Wisdom. No matter how the association was formed, Wisdom was present when Yahweh brought forth the various acts of creation. Whybray’s argument is supported by Waltke’s statement regarding Wisdom’s nature, she is no ordinary prophetess [but] a one-of-a-kind heavenly mediatrix who mediates God’s wisdom to humanity. Though more closely related to God than human beings.

Also, R. E. Clements argues that Prov 8:22-31 shows Wisdom as the first creation of Yahweh. He maintains that all polytheistic features have been eliminated from Proverbs as well as the notion that God needed an assistant at creation. Instead, Sophia speaks of her own presence at creation. Wisdom observes the order of creation with its wholeness.

---

133 Collins, *Jewish Wisdom*, 11; Hadley, Wisdom and the goddess 238. See also the detailed discussion in Hurowitz, Nursling, Advisor, Architect 391-400.
138 Clements, Proverbs 444.
139 Clements, Proverbs 445.
creation before anything else. In explaining about her origin and age, Murphy looks at the syntactical constructions that appear in these verses. The words ἀπὸ τῶν ἀρχῶν or ὑπὸ τῶν ἀρχῶν in vv. 22-23 are used four times, while the expressions of ἄκομη ἀπὸ ἡδύ or ἢ ὅτε ἐπὶ ἡδύ in vv. 24-26 are used five times. These prepositions shows ᾿Wisdom’s origin is before all else.140

McCreesh holds a different interpretation of Wisdom’s identity in stating that the word amon could indicate that Wisdom is seen as a part of God. The word amon may be translated as either ἄρχη τῶν ἀρχῶν or ἀρχηγός (or craftsperson or artisan) ὁ. He suggests that interpreting amon as ἄρχη τῶν ἀρχῶν fits in the Proverbs context of Wisdom as God’s creation, a separate being from God. However, the interpretation as master architect could fit with the reference to Wisdom in Wis 7:22-8:1 where the nature of Wisdom is portrayed as identifying with God. By inferring this, McCreesh implies that as master architect, Wisdom could be seen as a part of God. The study of Wis 7:22-8:1 will be found later in this chapter.141

Another alternative view regarding Wisdom’s nature in Prov 8:22-31 can also be found. Some scholars view Wisdom simply as a woman preacher or prophetess,142 wisdom teacher143 or self-revelation of creation.144 As G. von Rad states, ᾿ἀρχηγός ὁ ἀνθρωπος best

140 Murphy, Proverbs, 52.
141 McCreesh, Proverbs 457. There is little support available for McCreesh’s suggestion that Wisdom in Prov 8:30 could be seen as a part of God. However, there are scholars who see that the word amon refers to God and not Wisdom. These scholars include Dahood, Proverbs 8:22-31 513, 518-519; Rogers, The Meaning and Significance of amon 208-220.
142 Scholars who hold the view that Wisdom is a woman preacher or prophetess include S. L. Harris, Proverbs 1-9: A Study of Inner-Biblical Interpretation (SBLDS; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1995), 87-109; Ringgren, Word and Wisdom, 95-96.
143 Scholars who hold the view that Wisdom is not a prophetess but a wisdom teacher include McKane, Proverbs, 273.
144 von Rad, Wisdom in Israel, 144-176.
element of creation, [Wisdom] was herself already a witness of creation\(^\text{145}\). Also, von Rad argues that Wisdom in Proverbs has no divine status; therefore she is not a hypostasised attribute of Yahweh. He believes that Wisdom is created by Yahweh to do God’s work. Nevertheless, Wisdom is clearly distinguished from the whole of creation. She is an entity, who belongs to this world, but is the first of the works of creation and becomes the creature above all creatures.\(^\text{146}\) She is also seen as an attribute of the earth as, creation was raised by God to a state of wisdom or understanding\(^\text{147}\). Other scholars identify her persona with different kinds of women, the wise wife, the lover, the provider and the scorned lover\(^\text{148}\). Therefore, it is important to bear in mind that these texts are open to interpretation.

The text Prov 8:32-36 speaks of the fact that Wisdom needs her appeal to be heeded. In this section she addresses her audience as children\(^\text{149}\). She calls all to follow her ways (v. 32a) and her instruction (v. 33). Those who follow her ways will be happy (v. 34). Her statement in v. 35, for whoever finds me finds life\(^\text{150}\) shows that she is a life-giver. This statement is further clarified in v. 36, where Wisdom warns that those who reject her will face injury and death\(^\text{151}\). However, Wisdom’s statement in v. 35 is a matter of debate regarding Wisdom’s nature. While E. A. Johnson also holds the view that

\(^{145}\) von Rad, *Wisdom in Israel*, 151.
\(^{146}\) von Rad, *Wisdom in Israel*, 151-157. Also in p. 147 n. 3 von Rad refers to S. Mowinckel’s definition describing the term hypostasis as a divine being which is half independent and half regarded as a revelatory form of a higher deity, a being which represents the personification of an attribute of an efficacy, of a part, etc. of a higher deity.
\(^{147}\) von Rad, *Wisdom in Israel*, 155.
Wisdom is presented as divine,\textsuperscript{149} Whybray states that she speaks as an independent entity.\textsuperscript{150}

(e) 9:1-11

Chapter 9 of Proverbs can be divided into three sections. The first theme tells about an invitation to the banquet of Wisdom (vv. 1-6). Wisdom is seen as a teacher and a house symbolizes her school. She sets up the banquet inviting all people to come and enjoy with her. The banquet symbolizes her teachings in which she calls every one to follow her way. The second section in vv. 7-12 relates how the scoffer is ignored and is not corrected by Wisdom but made to take responsibility for his own actions. He is left to his own fate. The third section relates to an invitation to the banquet of Folly (vv. 13-18). Folly appears in a person. She sets up a rival banquet, which contradicts Wisdom in all ways enticing others by the promise of an easy life rather than the long discipline of Wisdom. The choice between Wisdom and Folly becomes a choice between life and death.\textsuperscript{151}

In v. 1 there has been much debate over the meaning of \textsuperscript{\textdagger}house\textsuperscript{\textdagger}.\textsuperscript{152} Whybray suggests it has three main aspects; the cultic, the cosmological and the literal. Firstly, the house is to be regarded as a temple where Wisdom is a substitute for a foreign goddess of love or the \textsuperscript{\textdagger}Queen of Heaven\textsuperscript{\textdagger}. Secondly, in the cosmological sense, the house represents the world, as the seven pillars connect or hold up the seven heavens or the seven planets.

\textsuperscript{149} Johnson, \textit{She Who Is}, 94.
\textsuperscript{150} N. Whybray, \textit{Wisdom: The Collected Articles of Norman Whybray} (SOTSM; Burlington: Ashgate, 2005), 42.
\textsuperscript{151} McCreesh, \textit{Proverbs}, 457. Waltke distinguishes the words \textsuperscript{\textdagger}Wisdom\textsuperscript{\textdagger} and \textsuperscript{\textdagger}Folly\textsuperscript{\textdagger}. By the use of the feminine \textit{hokmah} and \textit{kesilut} both Wisdom and Folly are personified as a woman (Prov 9:13-18). Waltke, \textit{Proverbs}, 83-85.
This house is also seen as the ‘inhabitable world’ of 8:3, Wisdom being both its builder\(^{153}\) and inhabitant. Thirdly, today scholars do not base this interpretation of Wisdom’s house solely on this verse, but discover a wider hypothesis about the figure of Wisdom from the interpretation of other texts. It is possible that it is an example of poetic imagery when compared with the figurative language of Prov 1:20-33; Prov 8 and elsewhere in chs. 1-7.\(^{154}\)

Verse 2 relates that Wisdom requires a house where guests can be invited for a meal. The food is briefly indicated. \(\text{She has slaughtered her animals}\) refers to Gen 43:16; Ex 22:1 (21:37); Deut 28:31 (cf. Mt 22:4; Lk 15:23). Both slaughtering and the activity of building a house were jobs for men (cf. Gen 18:7; Judg 6:19; 1 Sam 25:11). However, Wisdom being an extraordinary woman, prepares a feast,\(^{155}\) considered a lavish banquet.\(^{156}\) \(\text{She has prepared her table}\) (in NRSV) is used as a substitute for a symbol of joy highlighting Solomon’s teachings in contrast to Folly.\(^{157}\)

In v. 3 Wisdom delivers her invitations through \(\text{maidservants}\) (or servant-girls in NRSV). Referring to 8:2 (cf. 1:21), Wisdom addresses her speech at the city gates (cf. 8:3) where the invited will be reached.\(^{158}\) The invitation of Wisdom is demonstrated in vv. 4-6. This is open to all including the gullible. Similarly, in Sirach, invitations are given to the students: \(\text{Draw near to me, you who are untaught, and lodge in my school}\)

\(^{153}\) The term may allude to Wisdom’s architectural role in creation (cf. 8:30). See Fontaine, *Proverbs*, 508.
\(^{154}\) Whybray, *Proverbs*, 142-143. Murphy focuses on the ownership of Wisdom’s house as he mentions in Prov 14:1 and Prov 24:3, it is explained that the house is built by Wisdom, and established by understanding. See Murphy, *Proverbs*, 58-59. For Waltke, ‘seven’ becomes symbolic of perfection (cf. 6:16; 24:16; 26:16, 25) in Waltke, *Proverbs*, 433.
\(^{158}\) Murphy, *Proverbs*, 59. Waltke explains that Wisdom, being feminine chooses feminine maidservants, not male to create a close intimacy between Wisdom and the maidservants. These ‘young women’ invite young men to school rather than to bed. See Waltke, *Proverbs*, 435.
(Sir 51:23). This point will be followed up later in this chapter. The gullible are invited to come to her house (v. 4) and to dine on her food (v. 5). Wisdom’s invitation is contrary to the invitations of the wicked. It contradicts the diet of the wicked, which contains the food of wickedness and the wine of violence (Prov 4:17).

In v. 6 Wisdom contributes the metaphor of way (see 1:15, 20-33) to the fool. She demonstrates that repentance is a turning back to Wisdom’s way, which brings life (3:18; 4:13, 22; 5:6, 6:23; 8:32-35). She also encourages the foolish to turn aside and desert their old companions (v. 6a) with the promise of eternal life. By inviting them to dine on her food, she is also inviting them to the way of insight. Leave your ways (Lay aside immaturity in NRSV) emphasizes turn aside (v. 4). And live (v. 6) can be seen as synonymous with life connecting to abundant life in union with God.

Verses 7-12 are seen by scholars as an interruption of Wisdom’s invitation. They show the different ways of acceptance of corrections between the scoffer and those who have chosen Wisdom. While the scoffer abuses the corrector and rejects his correction, the Wisdom’s follower accepts his correction with love. Verse 10 has the only reference to God in Prov 9. The phrase the fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom shows that Wisdom is the way leading to God. Whoever participates at

---

159 The phrase Dine on her food is a metaphor meaning do accept her teaching cf. Isa 55:1-3; Sir 15:3; 24:19; Jn 6:35. See Waltke, Proverbs, 437. As food and drink are needed for life, the teachings of Solomon give spiritual life. Waltke relates these ideas to the invitation Jesus gave to the banquet in the Kingdom of God (Lk 14:15-24).
160 Waltke, Proverbs, 437.
161 Waltke, Proverbs, 437-438. See also Waltke, Proverbs, 104-105. In these pages, Waltke clarifies the connotations of life in a detailed way.
162 Murphy, Proverbs, 59; Waltke, Proverbs, 438; Whybray, Proverbs, 141.
163 Waltke, Proverbs, 439.
Wisdom’s banquet is justified and accepts the Lord’s authority. In v. 11 the first person refers to Sophia even though she finished her speech at v. 6. Because Wisdom is connected with life as in v. 6b (cf. 3:16, 18; 4:13b; 8:35), it appears that these are the words of Wisdom rather than those of the parent teacher.

To summarize the discussion of Wisdom in Proverbs, this figure connects the heavenly and the earthly in order to link the created order and the human search for knowledge and wisdom. She exists before the beginning of the world, and has a primary role in the creation of the cosmic order. As such she is superior to the rest of creation. Her immanence appears in creation generating all meaning throughout this world. Proverbs is not always clear as to the exact nature of transcendent Wisdom. The ambiguity of the relevant passages makes it difficult to decide whether she is an aspect of God responsible for creation or a created being who assists God in this endeavour. The second possibility, which is well supported in the scholarly literature, perhaps has the better part of the argument. She does, however, rejoice in God’s presence, playing everywhere in this new world and taking delight in human beings.

Wisdom's invitation to all to become her followers can be found in 1:20-21; 8:1-3, 32-36 and 9:1-11. In these passages, Wisdom also plays a prophetic role. She appears as a prophet in public places in 1:20-33; 8:1-36. She is a counsellor in 1:25; 8:14. In 9:1-11 she is depicted as a street preacher, compelling hostess, building a house, setting her table and inviting all to come to her banquet and take her instructions. Her rewards for her followers are security (1:33; 4:6), happiness (3:13), life, riches and honour (3:16),

---

164 Waltke, *Proverbs*, 441. The plural normally relates to *qadosim* and refers to holy, saintly or heavenly beings. However, most scholars equate the Holy One as singular, representing Yahweh. See Murphy, *Proverbs*, 60; Whybray, *Proverbs*, 146.

165 Murphy, *Proverbs*, 60.

pleasantness and peace (3:17), life and happiness (3:18; 8:34-35) and exaltation and honour (4:8-9). Also, Wisdom can be withdrawn from humans (1:28) or revealed to them (8:17). She is not only about knowledge but also about love and all the moral issues with which she associates (8:20-21). More importantly, she speaks God’s words (Prov 1:23, 28) and her way can be seen as God’s way (Prov 9:6).

4.2 Wisdom in the Book of Job

The book of Job is difficult to categorize in terms of literary genre.167 Also, there are different theories regarding the authorship of Job.168 However, by analyzing the author’s characteristics, the theory of J. E. Hartley seems to be credible. Hartley argues that Job’s author could be a highly educated and wise person who was dedicated to the service of Yahweh.169

Various dates have been proposed for the book of Job ranging from the time of the patriarchs to the post-exilic era.170 However, most recent scholars are in agreement that the book of Job is more likely to have been composed in the period after the exile.171 The purpose of the book is to explain how Job dealt with his suffering. The book shows how Job, who is known in the Hebrew tradition as a holy man, a man of unblemished

---


character and piety, richly blessed in his family and possessions\(^\text{172}\) showed patience, steadfastness and perseverance in a time of trial. The way Job came to understand the mystery in suffering was through the understanding of wisdom of that time, which was to do good and retain trust in God.\(^\text{173}\)

(a) Job 28

In vv. 23-24 God alone knows where Wisdom can be found. Unlike human beings, this omniscient God has knowledge of the whole universe. Therefore, Wisdom is known and mastered by God.\(^\text{174}\) This is followed in vv. 25-26 by a reference to God’s creative works. This refers to Wisdom being present within creation rather than being present before it. Scholars include D. Bergant, N. C. Habel and Hartley believe that there is a similarity here to the image of Sophia in Prov 8:22.\(^\text{175}\) Dell compares this hymn with Prov 8 and Sir 24, where personification of Wisdom also appears. Wisdom both participates in the mystery of creation and can only be found by God.\(^\text{176}\)

Habel and Hartley also link Sophia in v. 27 with that of Prov 8:22-23. In both, Wisdom is perceived as being known by God and sharing his creative role.\(^\text{177}\) Habel further clarifies the four main verbs, which occur in v. 27: ἀνακαλέω ἀνακαλέω (some

---

172 Rowley, Job, 2.
173 R. W. L. Moberly, Ἰσακς and Job: Divine Wisdom in Human Life in S. C. Barton (ed.), Where Shall Wisdom Be Found? Wisdom in the Bible, the Church and the Contemporary World (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1999), 16-17. Moberly compares Job’s request for Wisdom (Job 1:1-2:10) with Solomon (1 Kgs 3:3-28). Habel also observes the association of the word ἀνακαλέω (bina) and the word ἀνακαλέω (hokmah). He sees Job’s complaint as expressed in not being able to discern the presence of God. See Habel, Job, 397.
174 Hartley, Job, 382; Dell, Ἰσακς 357.
175 D. Bergant, Ἰσακς: Ecclesiastes (OTM 18; Wilmington: Glazier, 1982), 140-141; Habel, Job, 400; Hartley, Job, 382-383.
177 Habel, Job, 400; Hartley, Job, 382-383.
scholars including Habel prefer to use the verb ἀπραίσε, ἀστήλησαι, ἄφηλε to see means recognizing Wisdom all pervading presence in nature. She co-operates with God in the design and establishment of the world as he ἀπραίσεαι and ἀστήλησαι her as a focal point in creation. Searching can be metaphorically likened to the probing of the dark earth (v. 11). It can also be likened to the process of closely examining a jewel (vv. 15-19) in order to discover any flaws. Wisdom becomes a pivotal point in the universe discerned only by God.\footnote{Habel, \textit{Job}, 400. See too Hartley, \textit{Job}, 382; M. H. Pope, \textit{Job} (AB 15, Garden City: Doubleday, 1973), 183. For Pope, the verb ἀπραίσεαι could mean ἄλογον, number and evaluate.}

In v. 28 Wisdom is revealed for mankind.\footnote{Hartley, \textit{Job}, 373-384; Rowley, \textit{Job}, 179.} At least two scholars differentiate between Wisdom found in v. 27 and v. 28. Wisdom in v. 27 is accessible only to God. Habel calls this the Higher Order of Wisdom, while S. L. Harris names it divine Wisdom, which is directly accessed only by God. However, in v. 28 human beings can indirectly access Wisdom through piety or practical religion. Human beings should learn to embody the virtues of \textit{musar}: ἄφεις the fear of the Lord and ἄπειρωμεν from evil (v. 28). Habel calls this Lower Order while S. L. Harris names it human wisdom.\footnote{Habel, \textit{Job}, 400; Hartley, \textit{Job}, 382-383. Harris argues that by using the third person as ἄφεις rather than ἄπειρωμεν the object of the verb in v. 27 can be seen as ἄφεις rather than ἄπειρωμεν see S. L. Harris, ἄφεις Wisdom or Creation? A New Interpretation of Job 28:27? \textit{VT} 33 (1983), 421. I have not found any other scholars agreeing with Harris.}

As mentioned earlier, some scholars such as Bergant, Habel and S. L. Harris agree that Wisdom in Job 28 is Sophia who has a close relationship with God. However, there has been much debate regarding Wisdom’s nature in Job 28. Some scholars, including Murphy, claim Wisdom’s nature in Job 28 is similar to that of Prov 8:22-31 in

\footnote{Hartley, \textit{Job}, 383 n. 3; Rowley, \textit{Job}, 206.}
which they view Wisdom as a divine attribute. 182 However, other scholars disagree. 183 G. Fohrer claims that Wisdom’s nature in Job 28 is a heavenly pre-existent and distinct entity side by side with God at a place to which God alone had access. It is not here a personified power of God or a distinctively evolved entity in the form of a hypostasis. 184 Also, S. E. Balentine and J. A. Wharton argue that the words he gave (v. 25), he made (v. 26), he saw (v. 27a), he declared (v. 27a) and he searched (v. 27b) imply that God created Wisdom. Moreover, Balentine believes that Wisdom should not be seen as God but God’s possession. 185 Hence, this group of scholars argues that Wisdom in Job 28 is close to God but separate from God.

However, D. J. A. Clines, R. W. L. Moberly and von Rad have some differing views regarding Wisdom in Job 28. Clines believes that Wisdom in this text is not closely connected to Wisdom in Proverbs 8. Even though he acknowledges Wisdom’s coexistence with God in creation, he emphasizes Wisdom in terms of religious and moral behaviours. 186 Also, Moberly sees Wisdom in Job 28 as the reality of God, which is shown in human life. Moberly compares this view of Wisdom in the book of Job with that of von Rad. He agrees with von Rad who asserts that Wisdom in Job 28 is neither directly divine and mythological nor Sophia. Because of the references to human activities, such as men digging the earth, von Rad believes that Wisdom here, while

182 Murphy, *Tree of Life*, 34-135; Murphy, *Wisdom Literature* 5.
183 Dell, *Job* 357; Dell, *Get Wisdom*, 41; MacKenzie and Murphy, *Job* 482; Perdue, *Wisdom* 96. For instance, Perdue claims that Wisdom in Job can be seen as knowledge, as discipline and as world-construction. See his detailed claim in Perdue, *Wisdom* 73-97.
elusive, is to be found in the world. He sees Wisdom as separate from creation. However, Moberly disagrees with von Rad that Wisdom is beyond human beings’ accessibility and comprehension. Moberly clarifies further that Wisdom in Job 28 can never be separated from human life. Although being inaccessible to human beings, human beings can reach Wisdom according to how they respond to God. They are encouraged to fear God and turn from evil. Therefore, in this tradition, the qualities of Wisdom are both inaccessible and accessible to those who desire her. These qualities appear to be God’s qualities, both transcendence and immanence.  

To summarize, Wisdom in Job 28 appears as a personified divine entity, playing creative and mediating roles. She is inaccessible to human beings (vv. 1-22) and only God knows her and can master her. The creative role of Wisdom in vv. 25-26 does perhaps differ from her role in Prov 8. Here Wisdom is within creation while in Prov 8 she exists before creation. In v. 28 humans are able to access the elusive Wisdom by having fear of the Lord and by departing from evil. Thus, Wisdom in Job is seen as a bridge between divinity and humanity. Therefore, in spite of some apparent differences, Wisdom in both Job 28 and Prov 8 share similar characteristics.

4.3 Wisdom in the Book of Sirach or Ecclesiasticus or Ben Sira

The original title in Hebrew is Teacher of the Wisdom of Yeshua [Jesus] ben [son of] Eleazar ben Sira. The title of the book Sirach, is a transliteration of the name found in Greek. It is one of the deuterocanonical Old Testament books. The author of the book is Ben Sira.  

187 Moberly, Solomon and Job 3-17.
A plausible date given for the composition of this text is 180 B.C.E. The panegyric in 50:1-21 on Simeon II, high priest from 219 B.C.E. to 196 B.C.E., points to this date.\(^{189}\)

Ben Sira who was highly regarded as a scribe and teacher, committed his life to the study of the Law, Prophets and Writings. He endeavored to illustrate that the Jewish way of life had superiority over Hellenistic culture. He also emphasized that it was in Jerusalem, not Athens, where true wisdom was to be found.\(^{190}\) In Sirach, Sophia appears mainly in five texts: 1:1-10; 4:11-19; 6:18-37; 24:1-29 and 51:13-30.

(a) 1:1-10

Sir 1:1-10 introduces the theme of Wisdom’s origin, pre-existence and her residing among humans. God is Wisdom’s source and seat (vv. 1, 4, 8). In v. 1 Ben Sira asserts that the source of all Wisdom is God, while in v. 4 he asserts that Wisdom existed before all other things which echoes Wisdom as existing before all else in Prov 8:22-23. God created her (v. 9), and only God can know her (v. 6). She is given by God as a gift for those who love him (v. 10). This also echoes Wisdom in Job 28 where Wisdom is described as being known and understood by God alone. Particularly in v. 8, God is declared to be the only one who possesses Wisdom.\(^{191}\) Her dwelling among all living

---

\(^{189}\) Di Lella, *Sirach* 496-497. Various kinds of literary genres similar to that of the book of Proverbs are found in Sirach. See Di Lella, *Sirach* 496.


all flesh in v. 10 indicates that she is present throughout all creation and resides among human beings.¹⁹²

(b) 4:11-19

In Sir 4:11-19 Wisdom is personified as a concerned mother who explains that only those who follow her way can be called her children. She both instructs her children and assists them to find her (v. 11). Similar to Proverbs, in v. 12, to love Wisdom equates to loving life.¹⁹³ A pattern emerges in vv. 12-14; those who love her (vv. 12a, 14b); those who seek her out (v. 12b); those who hold her fast (v. 13a) and those who serve her (v. 14a). This pattern implies that Wisdom speaks in the accent of Yahweh. The verbs seek and serve can be seen in many places for God or Yahweh as a direct object (e.g. Deut 4:28; Zeph 1:6; 2:3; Hos 3:5; 5:6; 1 Chr 16:10; 2 Chr 11:16; 20:4). Those who seek Wisdom seek God, while those who serve Wisdom serve the Lord. The words life in v. 12a and joy in v. 12b represent the Lord's favour, while the references to glory and honour in v. 12a represent the Lord's blessing.¹⁹⁴

Ben Sira urges the seeker and the lover of Wisdom to worship the Lord, who will love in return. Also, Wisdom is connected with fear of the Lord (cf. 1:11-30). In vv. 17-19 Wisdom tests her followers (cf. Gen 22:1; Ex 15:25; Deut 8:2). For the faithful who accept her discipline she will reveal her secrets, but those who fail to do so will be abandoned.¹⁹⁵

¹⁹² Perdue, Wisdom Literature, 238.
¹⁹³ Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 48.
¹⁹⁴ Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 170-171.
(c) 6:18-37

This section is delivered by the sage, Ben Sira and not by Wisdom herself. The section is unclear as to what the term ‘wisdom’ really means. However, there are places where the words ‘her’ and ‘she’ appear, which could imply the presence of the personified Wisdom figure. There is an invitation to come to Wisdom (vv. 19, 26). The invitation also encourages all to put [their] feet into her fetters, and [their] neck into her collar. Bend [their] shoulders and carry her, and do not fret under her bonds (vv. 24-25). By doing so, those who accept the invitation will be under her protection and glory (v. 29). Her yoke is seen as a golden ornament, her bonds will be a purple cord, the collar will become a glorious robe (v. 31), and will belong to those who seek her. Those who accept her invitation (vv. 30-31) will no longer be burdened but will become free. Moreover, they will receive knowledge of her (v. 27), rest and joy (v. 28), cleverness (v. 32), wisdom (v. 33), insight (v. 37) and their desire of her will be attained (v. 37).

(d) 24:1-29

Sir 24 speaks in praise of Wisdom and is another place where Wisdom speaks for herself. In vv. 1-2 Ben Sira sets the scene for Wisdom’s speech. She praises and glorifies herself and associates with the heavenly council (cf. Ps 82:1), being likened to an angelic being. Her people in v. 1 could refer to this heavenly gathering, or to Israel, where Wisdom establishes her home (vv. 8-12). Therefore, she speaks simultaneously from an earthly and a heavenly point of view.

In v. 3 Ben Sira illustrates that Wisdom is created by the word of God (cf. Gen 1:3-3:22), being as a spirit that pervades the earth. Then in v. 4 Wisdom states that she

---

196 See Collins, Ecclesiasticus 678; Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 49.
197 Collins, Jewish Wisdom, 50.
lives on the heights.\(^{198}\) The term pillar of cloud in v. 4b is a reminder of God manifesting his nearness during the desert wandering (Ex 13:21-22), emphasizing that Wisdom dwells with God. In vv. 5-7 Ben Sira derives the imagery and ideas from Prov 8:15-16, 24, 27-30. In these verses, Wisdom is presented circuiting everywhere throughout the heavens and earth searching for a residing place. Also, it is shown that Wisdom was present and active throughout history.\(^{199}\)

In Sir 24:8-12 Wisdom is presented as God’s creation and her settlement in Israel is also depicted. Wisdom calls God her creator (v. 8), and states that God created her before the ages (v. 9). In v. 8b God commands Wisdom to find a dwelling place in Jacob and Israel. She ministers before God in the temple at Zion in v. 10, and her settlement in Israel is emphasized in vv. 11-12. Her settlement could be likened to the command Israel received to create a place of worship (cf. Deut 12). Sirach suggests that Wisdom’s settlement took place before Israel was formed as a nation. This indicates that Wisdom had already ministered in the tabernacle, which was contained in the tent shrine of the desert (Ex 25:8-9).\(^{200}\)

In Sir 24:13-17 the metaphor of Wisdom taking root among the people is further emphasized in the description of various types of native trees. She is compared to a cedar in Lebanon and a cypress on Hermon (v. 13), a palm tree in Engedi and roses in Jericho (v. 14). Wisdom gave forth perfume, myrrh and different rich spices and incense (vv. 15-16). The description ends with the statement that she grew like a vine and gave forth abundant fruit (v. 17). The imagery here is similar to Prov 3:18 where she

\(^{198}\) The words on the heights also appear in Prov 8:2. However, Collins suggests its meaning should be understood as heavenly for this context. See Collins, *Jewish Wisdom*, 51.
\(^{199}\) Di Lella, *Sirach*, 504.
\(^{200}\) Collins, *Jewish Wisdom*, 51.
was identified with the tree of life.\textsuperscript{201} Also, in vv. 19-22 Wisdom issues a special invitation to her disciples to come to her and be filled with \textit{her fruits} or her rewards. Her invitation has parallels with Prov 9:1-6.

The first explicit identification of Wisdom with the Jewish Law or Torah appears in vv. 23-24 (cf. 1:11-30; 6:32-37). After Ben Sira shows how Wisdom reaches Israel where she takes up residence, he shows that she no longer stands at the gates and streets of cities. She has come to reside in the Torah, the book of the covenant of God. By doing so, Ben Sira makes the claim that she is the book of the covenant of God which is identical with the Law that Moses gives to all. This is a significant development in the history of the Wisdom tradition, and understandable in the light of the central role occupied by the Torah in post-exilic times. Wisdom makes her home in Israel in the form of the Torah. This indicates a strong theology of presence.\textsuperscript{202} Wisdom becomes the presence of God, traveling with Israel to the settlement in Jerusalem, dwelling in the tent and then finally in the Law (Sir 24:23; cf. Deut 33:4).\textsuperscript{203}

The imagery of flooding rivers (Pishon, Tigris, Euphrates, Jordan, Nile and Gihon) in vv. 25-27 is presented as \textit{Wisdom}’s life-giving powers to creation and sovereignty over the nations\textsuperscript{204} These rivers refer to the waters in the Garden of Eden which flow all over the earth (Gen 2:10-14). Moreover, Wisdom’s instruction is seen as the two rivers, the Nile and the Gihon, which brought life to Egypt. Thus, the abundance

\textsuperscript{201} Perdue, \textit{Wisdom Literature}, 246.
\textsuperscript{203} Murphy, \textit{The Personification of Wisdom} 226.
\textsuperscript{204} Perdue, \textit{Wisdom Literature}, 247.
of these rivers metaphorically presents the life-giving powers of Wisdom. In v. 28 Wisdom is beyond human understanding, an idea also found in Job 28:23-24. This is further emphasized in v. 29; Wisdom is beyond the total grasp of humans.

(e) 51:13-30

In Sir 51:13-30 Ben Sira also echoes his invitation to Wisdom as it is found in Prov 8:1-3; 32-36; 9:1-6 (cf. Sir 14:20-27; 24:7-8, 19). This section is an acrostic poem written for the instruction of students in order to encourage them to persevere in their own search of Wisdom. In v. 23 ‘Draw near to me, you who are uneducated’ implies that Wisdom is calling for her chosen ones to learn from her. Verse 26, which reads: ‘Put your neck under her yoke and let your souls receive instruction; it is to be found close’ shows that the yoke is identified with Wisdom. By following the instructions of Wisdom, her followers will be able to access God and also be rewarded and gain full life and satisfaction (v. 30).

To summarize, Ben Sira reproduces many of the Wisdom traditions that are found in the earlier texts. Her existence before the creation of the world separates her from humans (Sir 1:9a), which recalls Wisdom’s superiority over humans in Prov 3:19-20. Wisdom is from God (Sir 1:1), being created, but before all else (Sir 1:4). She is found only in God or dwells with God (Sir 1:6). She is a gift from God (Sir 1:10). She is a concerned mother (4:11). In Sir 24:3 she is once again shown that she is from God and is created by God. She issues her invitation to all to follow her way in Sir 24:19-22. In this book, Wisdom serves as a mediator between the human and divine realms, as she does in

---

205 Perdue, *Wisdom Literature*, 247. Perdue claims that in vv. 30-34, Wisdom’s life-giving powers are emphasized. She is portrayed as water nourishing the garden. However, I am unconvinced as the text appears to mention Ben Sira’s portrayal as water not Wisdom’s.


both Proverbs and Job. However, Wisdom is even more accessible to human beings in Sirach, since she dwells in the human realm and is identified with the Torah. Wisdom is poured out by God on all creation, but especially on human beings, even those outside Israel, because God is generous in giving.208

4.4 Wisdom in the Book of Wisdom

The book of Wisdom, also known as the Wisdom of Solomon, is recognized both as a Wisdom book and a deuterocanonical book. Wisdom is dated many centuries after the time of Solomon, possibly the last half of the first century B.C.E. Despite claims of Solomonic authorship, the author of the book remains anonymous. It is probable that Wisdom was written by a learned Greek-speaking Jew who was familiar with philosophy, rhetoric and culture. Likewise, that it is the work of more than one author is often debated.209 The genre is the protreptic discourse, which is known from Hellenistic literature.210

The main purpose of the Wisdom of Solomon is to encourage its readers, who were being lost to the dominant Greek culture, to become once again proud of their Jewish cultural heritage and to return to their ancestral beliefs.211 The structure of the book has two main parts. The first part Wis 1:1-11:1, the Praises of Wisdom is where divine or transcendent Wisdom is found. The second part Wis 11:2-19:22, is known as

211 Hayman, Wisdom 764.
God’s fidelity to his people in the Exodus\(^{212}\) and has little or no emphasis on Sophia. The relevant passages in the first section are Wis 6:22; 7:7-8:1; 8:2-21 and 10:10-14.

(a) 6:22

In this verse the author, speaking as King Solomon, promises to search for answers as to who Sophia is, as well as her origins and her secrets. These will be traced \(\text{from the beginning of creation}\) (v. 22), which echoes her origins at the time of creation (cf. Job 28:23-28; Prov 8:22-31; Sir 1:4; 24:9), and how God at that time possessed her (cf. 1 Kgs 3:1-15).\(^{213}\)

(b) 7:7-8:1

This section can be divided into two different parts, Wis 7:7-22a and Wis 7:22b-8:1. In the first part, when Solomon prayed, Wisdom came to him from God. This shows that Wisdom has a divine origin bringing special powers and gifts. Further, in v. 12 Wisdom is briefly described as a mother, and she is valued as one of the highest gifts that any person could receive. Wisdom is the ultimate prize for Solomon who esteemed her above all else. Those who gain Wisdom and follow her way will be considered as having a close friendship with God. Among the gifts that belong to Wisdom are \(\text{our words}\), \(\text{understanding}\) and \(\text{skill in crafts}\) found in God’s hands (cf. v. 16).

In the latter section of Wis 7:22b-8:1, the characteristics of Wisdom are revealed. She is presented as \(\text{the fashioner of all things}\) (v. 22b), she is identified with the Spirit and \(\text{pervades and penetrates all things}\) (v. 24) and \(\text{renews all things}\) (v. 27). In fact


Wis 7:22b-24 speaks of twenty-one attributes in relation to Wisdom, including intelligence, holiness, uniqueness and subtlety. By the use of terms such as 'breath', 'emanation', 'reflection', 'mirror' and 'image' in vv. 25-26, Wisdom's relationship with God can be perceived as extremely close. This intimacy between Wisdom and God makes it appear impossible to separate the two. Also, v. 27 speaks of every generation she passes into holy souls and makes them friends of God and prophets. In Wis 7:29 there is a return to the cosmic dimension of Wisdom as she is described as above the sun, stars and light, and in 8:1 she is said to order all things well. Finally, there is a moral dimension of Wisdom against which evil cannot prevail (v. 30).

The exact status of Wisdom in this text is a subject of much debate. Some scholars argue that Wisdom here is not an aspect of God but is an independent being who is close to God yet subordinate to him. J. S. Webster maintains that Wisdom in the book of the Wisdom of Solomon cannot be equated with God, even though she is intimately connected with God, because she is presented as mobile and active in her own right. The text emphasizes her mediating and prophetic roles but not her divine status. Moreover, Webster claims that the text emphasizes her identification with the Word, a masculine term, not with God (Wis 18:14-16). Furthermore, D. Winston prefers to present

---


215 Hayman, *Wisdom* 769. In vv. 22-23, the qualities attributed to Wisdom are much the same as those attributed to Isis a Greek pagan goddess of Wisdom. See Wright, *Wisdom* 516.


217 J. S. Webster, *Sophia: Engendering Wisdom in Proverbs, Ben Sira and the Wisdom of Solomon* *JSOT* 78 (1998), 78. Webster also claims that Wisdom in the book of Wisdom grades into a male deity through
Wisdom’s nature in the book of Wisdom by referring to Wis 8:4; that is, he portrays Wisdom as the chooser of God’s works. He further refers to Wis 9:9 which states, “Wisdom who knows [God’s] works and was present when [God] created the world” This text also suggests that Wisdom and God are separate beings.

However, other scholars interpret the nature of Wisdom in this text differently. For these scholars she is a personification of God with no independent reality. L. L. Grabbe believes that Wisdom in the Wisdom of Solomon is a hypostasis, which he understands as “Wisdom is both product of God and also a manifestation of him. She represents him and she is him. Thus, many statements about God are interchangeable with statements about Wisdom.” Perdue’s understanding is similar. He defines Wisdom in this text as “an attribute of God, who, partaking of his essence becomes not a divine virtue. Thus, cosmic Wisdom is transcendent and participates in the nature and activity of God.” J. D. G. Dunn also supports the idea that Wisdom is the personification of God, even though he states that Wisdom’s nature in the book of Wisdom is unclear. He argues that Wisdom should not be interpreted outside the Jewish monotheistic context. For him, there is no clear indication that the Wisdom language [in the book of Wisdom] has gone masculine verbs and the association of Sophia with the Logos and a male deity in Webster, Sophia: Engendering Wisdom 74-76.

219 L. L. Grabbe, Wisdom of Solomon (GAP 3; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 78; Grabbe’s understanding of Wisdom as a hypostasis is supported by Dell, Get Wisdom, 137; Gench, Wisdom, 311.
beyond vivid personification. 221 E. A. Johnson also agrees with the idea that Wisdom presents herself as a female personification of God’s own being in creative and saving involvement with the world. 222 Furthermore, S. Schroer claims that in the book of Wisdom, Wisdom’s attributes, speaking and doing are God’s. For her, Wisdom is Israel’s God in the image of a woman and a goddess. 223

Once again the evidence is ambiguous, and texts can be cited to support both sides of the debate. One point, however, is worthy of note. Dunn’s argument that any view of Wisdom as a being distinct from God compromises Jewish monotheism is not tenable. The Jewish tradition knows of many supernatural or transcendent entities who were created by God. Apart from the heavenly angels, there are figures such as the Messiah and the Son of Man. Provided the being in question is created by God and comes below him in the heavenly hierarchy, there is no threat at all to monotheism.

(c) 8:2-21

In Wis 8:2-21 Wisdom is portrayed as a bride, and Solomon brings his bride to his home (cf. Sir 15:2). 224 It is her all-knowingness, not her beauty that becomes the reason for the wise king making her his spouse. Only because Wisdom has knowledge of the divine and of all things, she can be a perfect counsellor to a wise king (cf. Prov 8:14). It is only with the help of Sophia that a human being can recognize and execute the divine will (cf. Wis 9:17). Her instructions are of the utmost importance for human salvation. 225

222 Johnson, She Who Is, 91; Johnson, ðesus, the Wisdom of God ð 275; A. M. Sinnott, The Personification of Wisdom (SOTSM; Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), 163.
223 Schroer, Wisdom Has Built, 110.
224 Hayman, ðWisdom ð 770.
225 Schroer, Wisdom Has Built, 102.
As well as her loving relationship with Solomon (Wis 8:2), Sophia also has an intimate relationship with God (vv. 3-4). What she has to offer is greater than all human possessions (v. 5) and understandings (v. 6). Wisdom becomes the beginning of all virtues (v. 7), the first being righteousness which in the biblical sense means the proper relationship with God and with all humans. Other virtues are familiar from Greek philosophy: self-control, prudence, justice and courage.  

In v. 8 Wisdom is described as having knowledge of the things of old and infers the things to come. She has an understanding of speech and the solutions of riddles and a foreknowledge of signs and wonders. Through her all-knowingness, Solomon desired her as his counsellor and consoler who provides care, encouragement, glory, honour, respect, immortality, rest, companionship, joy, delight and wealth (vv. 9-18). However, Wis 8:19-21 makes clear that Wisdom cannot be attained by human effort. She is a gift from God.

In this particular text, we find that Sophia has a number of dimensions, a cosmic dimension, a personal dimension and an historical dimension. A. M. Sinnott believes that the portrayal of Wisdom as saviour in Wis 9:17-18 encouraged Jews, distracted by Hellenistic views, to study their ancestral heritage and thus return to and live anew the significant traditions of their own culture.  

(d) 10:1-21

In ch. 10 Sophia is a saviour and imparts her gifts on the heroes of God's chosen people. This material celebrates how the Israelite tradition offers salvation to true believers.

---

226 Harrington, Invitation to the Apocrypha, 66.
227 Harrington, Invitation to the Apocrypha, 75.
228 A. M. Sinnott, Wisdom as Saviour ABR 52 (2004), 30. Sinnott also states that Wisdom as a saviour is unique and offers a new line of thinking in the book of Wisdom on pp. 19-31.
In vv. 1-2 by using the term ‘first-born’ the author makes reference to Adam who was protected by Sophia. The responsibility to direct all things was not limited to him alone (cf. 9:2-3). Verse 4 alludes to Noah, while v. 5 highlights Abraham’s heroic obedience as an example of Sophia’s role in teaching ‘what pleases’ God (9:18). In vv. 6-9 the fate of Lot’s enemies is likened to the future punishment of Israel’s oppressors. Sophia is portrayed as a rescuer of this righteous man (v. 6). Then in vv. 10-12 Sophia becomes a protector of Jacob. Opening to him an understanding of godliness, enabled her to enlighten others as to what is possible for those who trust in God. Following the biblical narrative further, Joseph was delivered by Sophia from his unjust and dangerous situation (vv. 13-14). Here Sophia is seen as a liberator.

Finally, vv. 15-21 speaks of God’s chosen people and Wisdom’s salvation. It begins by presenting Wisdom as delivering the people of Israel from their oppressors, entering Moses’ soul and then accompanying the Israelites on their Exodus journey. She performs salvific functions by rewarding, guiding, sheltering and protecting the Israelites and by drowning their foes in the Red Sea. Those who were saved by Wisdom praised God for their salvation (vv. 20-21). On the other hand, similar to the Egyptians, those who reject Wisdom and her ways will be destroyed.

To summarize, Wisdom in the book of Wisdom is also seen as a personal form. The author brings together both the Greek and the Hebrew aspects of Sophia. The Greeks viewed Wisdom as a means of gaining knowledge both cosmic and divine. However, for the author, Wisdom in Wis 6:22, who is present with God, is revealed and given as a gift to humans by God. The author also uses the sapiential traditions from Prov 8, Sir 24 and Job 28, in his personification of Wisdom. Here, he emphasizes her specific role both

---

229 Murphy, ‘Personification’ 229.
in creation and in human affairs. Because she was present in creation, she becomes a bridge between humans and God. As she knows God's works and what is pleasing to God, she brings others to this relationship. The Wisdom of Solomon is not altogether clear on the exact nature of Sophia. It is possible to interpret her either as a personification of God or as an independent and inferior being, though the point needs to be mentioned again that the second alternative does not compromise Jewish monotheism.

Also Wisdom is seen as the lover, a perfect counsellor to a wise king, and the teacher of the virtues. She knows the past and can foretell the future and understands riddles and clever speeches. By following her guidance one can gain honour, glory and respect over others. She also brings immortality and lasting remembrance for those who desire her. Similar to Job 28, Wisdom is presented as a gift attained only from God. It is Sophia who redeems the holy people Israel from her oppressors, and who acts as their saviour.230

4.5 Wisdom in the Book of Baruch

The book is known in Greek tradition as Baruch, the Epistle of Baruch or 1 Baruch. The meaning of Baruch in Hebrew is the Lord blesses which is a shortened form of Berechya με, the Lord blesses.231 There has been much debate over who is the author of the book; however, none of the arguments put forward has been conclusive.232 The time of writing was the second century B.C.E. This is based on the use of Sirach (c. 180

---

230 Schroer, Wisdom Has Built, 102.
232 A. Fitzgerald argues that the first three books are attributed to Baruch while the fourth is attributed to the prophet (Bar 6:1). D. J. Harrington disagrees with Fitzgerald. See the argument A. Fitzgerald, Baruch in R. E. Brown, J. A. Fitzmyer, and R. E. Murphy (eds), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary (London: Chapman, 2nd edn 1993), 564; Harrington, Baruch 855. See further Salvesen, Baruch 699.
B.C.E.) in Bar 4:36-5:9.\textsuperscript{233} The earliest existing text is written in Greek. However, there are indications that it was originally written in Hebrew.\textsuperscript{234} The book of Baruch consists of an introduction (Bar 1:1-14) together with a prayer written about the Jewish exiles in Babylon (1:15-3:8). This is followed by a poem telling of Wisdom being one with the Law (3:9-4:4) and another poem in Israel's exile depicting restoration (4:4-5:9).\textsuperscript{235}

In compiling his writings, Baruch relied heavily on earlier Old Testament writings. In the prayer, extracts from Dan 9, Deut 28 and Jer 11 are freely used. Ideas from Job 28 and Sir 24 are incorporated in the Wisdom poem. The poetry of Bar 4:5-5:9 relies on Isa 40-66, while the criticism against idolatry is similar to that in Jer 10 and Isa 44. Baruch emphasizes that God is with his chosen people. The exile is over and now Israel must serve God faithfully by studying and following the Torah.\textsuperscript{236} Since in Baruch, as in Sirach, Wisdom and the Law are one and the same, the possession of Wisdom and observance of the Torah are inseparable.\textsuperscript{237}

(a) 3:9-4:4

In Bar 3:9-4:4 Sophia is patently identified with the Law. The opening line implies this by stating that ‘to hear the commandment of life’ [is] to give ear and learn from Wisdom. This initial identification is substantiated in vv. 10-13 where the text points out that the Israelites are in exile, as they did not follow the way of God; that is, the way of Wisdom leading to a peaceful life.

\textsuperscript{233} J. J. Schmitt, \textsuperscript{234} Fitzgerald, \textsuperscript{235} Harrington, \textsuperscript{236} Schmitt, \textsuperscript{237} Fitzgerald.
The section in vv. 15-31 spells out that Wisdom is beyond human reach. This section has a likeness to Job 28. Precious metals and stones can be found by careful searching but Wisdom is beyond all this. No one is capable of discovering her as Wisdom; this can only be obtained by practising the Law.\textsuperscript{238} Moreover, only God knows her (v. 31) and can find her (v. 32). In vv. 33-35 Baruch personifies the sunset, the sunrise, the sun and the stars to emphasize that God who governs the universe gives Wisdom to Israel (v. 36) where she dwells with humans (v. 37).

Then in 4:1 the equation of Wisdom and the Law is made complete; ōshe is the book of the commandments of God, the Law that endures foreverō This recalls Sir 24:23. Her dwelling with humans in v. 37 is further clarified so that she lives with people in the form of the Law. In vv. 1b-4 Israel is called to return to the Torah. The Israelites are fortunate to be in possession of the Torah and thus know what is pleasing to God. It is in the book of the Law, given by God to Moses where Wisdom dwells.\textsuperscript{239}

It is clear that the identity of Sophia in the book of Baruch has some connections with Proverbs, Job and Sirach. The role of Sophia in the book of Baruch is seen as that of Godōs assistant. She also is a mediator between divinity and humanity. By gaining Wisdom, human beings can understand what life is and how to live wisely. Thus, human beings can reach God by Wisdom. The poem within the book of Baruch (Bar 3:9-4:4) both combines the questions of Job 28 (cf. Bar 3:15) concerning the mysteries of Wisdom with definite answers about the ways and understanding of Wisdom (Bar 3:20, 23, 27, 31, 36). The answer is similar to that found in Job. Wisdom is with God (Bar 4:36) who has

\textsuperscript{238} Fitzgerald, Baruch 566.
\textsuperscript{239} Schmitt, Baruch 801. This implies that if Israel fails to obey and follow the Torah, it will be abandoned by God and the Law will be given to another nation (Ex 32:10; Num 14:12; Deut 9:14). See too Fitzgerald, Baruch 566.
given her to Israel. The poem seems to be searching for a reason for the exile. Israel in
exile is a punishment for forsaking Wisdom (Wis 3:10-12) rejecting its knowledge and
Law, which has been given to Israel (Bar 3:36-4:1).\footnote{Murphy, \textit{Personification} 228.}
Bar 3:9-4:4 also shows how
difficult it is to understand divine Wisdom. It is equally challenging to understand why
God allowed the exile to happen. In many ways, the poem portrays similar language and
content to that of Job 28. The poem, however, makes an important theological
contribution of its own. It identifies Wisdom and the Torah, which complements and
reinforces the same notion in Sirach.

Like Sir 24, Wisdom becomes accessible by following the Law. The Wisdom
poem in Baruch speaks forcefully and with surety to the paradoxes and tensions of
modern life. In Baruch, Wisdom is perceived as both personal and universal. The God
who created and controls the universe knows the world and humankind intimately. God
gives human beings Wisdom to overcome their ignorance and limitations. This brings
about an understanding of our world in all its depths, as well as the knowledge of how to
live well. For Baruch, Wisdom is the commandments and the Law. She is found in a
simple accessible place, Israel's accepted biblical tradition, the Law of Moses. The
Wisdom poem offers a knowledge that demands commitment and total involvement. It
shows that to acknowledge and obey God in union with the world is the way to Wisdom,
while to reject God leads to chaos.\footnote{A. J. Saldarini, \textit{Baruch: Letter of Jeremiah} in D. L. Peterson and G. M. Tucker (eds), \textit{The New Interpreter’s Bible vol. VI} (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1994), 970.} This re-emphasizes the concept of Wisdom in Prov
9:6 that Wisdom’s way is God’s way.
4.6 Wisdom in the Book of 1 Enoch

The book is known by the title Ethiopic book of Enoch (Henok) or 1 Enoch.²⁴² It is the oldest of the Pseudepigraphal books ascribed to Enoch.²⁴³ The book of 1 Enoch was composed of five main sections written from the early second century B.C.E. to the first century C.E. As has been substantiated from the finding of the Dead Sea scrolls, apart from the Parables of Enoch (chs. 37-71), Enoch was written in Aramaic. The original Aramaic seems to have been translated into Greek and possibly again translated into Ge'ez, the language of ancient Ethiopia. The book of Enoch is part of Holy Scripture in today's Ethiopian Church.²⁴⁴ 1 Enoch is neither wisdom literature nor apocalyptic literature. Nevertheless, the book illustrates the concept of divine or transcendent Wisdom, and betrays some influence from both Sirach and Baruch.

(a) 1 En 42

The reference to Sophia appears in the section known as the Parables of Enoch, and chapter 42 in particular. The Parables provide a discourse on the future judgment both of the righteous and the wicked. Other themes depicted here are that of the Messiah, the Son of Man and the Elect One. Heavenly secrets are revealed as well as the resurrection of the righteous and the punishment of the fallen angels.²⁴⁵ The figure of the Son of Man is an important factor in Enoch's vision of Wisdom. Like Wisdom, the Son of Man pre-exists

²⁴² The book is called 1 Enoch to distinguish it from two later Enoch books. See D. C. Olson. 1 Enoch in J. D. G. Dunn and J. W. Rogerson (eds), Eerdmans Commentary on the Bible (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 904.
²⁴⁵ Isaac, 1 Enoch 5. This fragment of a wisdom poem is introduced somewhat abruptly. Isaac makes a comparison of Wisdom in some passages: Job 28:12f.; Sir 24: 7. However, here Wisdom is rejected by men and returns to heaven. See M. Black, The Book of Enoch or 1 Enoch: A New English Edition (SVTP 7; Leiden: Brill, 1985), 203.
(1 En 48:3) and like Wisdom he is both hidden and revealed (1 En 62:7). The figures of the Messiah and the Son of Man will be discussed further in relation to the notion of pre-existence in the following section in this chapter.

Wisdom in 1 En 42 has a connection with both humanity and divinity. She descends from the heavens to live among humankind. Not finding a suitable dwelling place, she returns to the heavens (vv. 1-3). In this way she becomes inaccessible to those who desire her as she remains among the angels. This is in contrast to Sir 24 and Bar 3-4, where Wisdom had come to be equated with the Law of Moses and thereby dwelt in Israel, but it does bear some similarity to Job 28. While only a short text, 1 En 42 does emphasize Wisdom’s desire to live among humans and her rejection by that group. By returning to God, she becomes inaccessible and can only be found through God. In this late text, there is no indication that Wisdom is anything but a being in her own right who lives in the heavenly realm.

4.7 Summary

The study shows the various roles of Jewish Wisdom and her nature to some extent. She plays a mediating role in creation being present with God from the beginning (Prov 8:22-31; Job 28: 25-26; Wis 6:22) and existing even before creation (Prov 3:19-20; 8:23; Wis 7:25-28, 29; Sir 1:4). She is a fashioner of all things (Wis 7:22), speaking God’s word and showing the way of God (Prov 1:23, 28; 9:6). Wisdom also plays a salvific role as a saviour, showing saving power in the world (Wis 9:10), as a protector (Wis 10:1-5, 10-12, 13-14), a rescuer (Wis 10:6-9) and a liberator (Wis 10:15-21). She has prophetic and

---

247 Deutsch clarifies this further when personified (Deutsch uses the word *Lady* Wisdom was forced to withdraw not because of her transcendent quality, but rather because she did not find acceptance or a suitable dwelling place among humans. See Deutsch, *Lady Wisdom*, 18.
teaching roles (Prov 1:20-33; 8:1-36; 9:1-11; Sir 24:19-22; 51:13-30). Moreover, she is portrayed as a bride or lover (Prov 4:5-9; Wis 8:2-21), a concerned mother instructing and protecting her children (Sir 4:11; Wis 7:12), and a counsellor (Prov 1:25; 8:14; Wis 8:8; 9:19). She is connected to moral issues including righteousness and justice (Prov 8:20-21; Wis 8:6-7; Bar 3:10-14).

At times she dwells with human beings (Sir 1:10; 24:23; Bar 3:37), while at other times she is rejected by humans (1 En 42:1-3). She is beyond human understanding (Job 28:23-24; Sir 24:28; Bar 3:15-31), and can become inaccessible to humans (Prov 1:28; Job 28:1-22). She is revealed to human beings (Job 28:28; Wis 6:22) and reveals her secrets to them (Sir 4:18). Her revelation to human beings is further shown when she is identified with the Torah (Sir 24:23; Bar 3:9-4:4). She has been present and active throughout the history of Israel (Sir 24:5-7; Wis 7:24; 8:1). Moreover, Wisdom extends her invitation to all to follow her ways (Prov 1:20-21; 8:1-3, 32-36; 9:1-11; Sir 24:19-22) and to take up her yoke (Sir 6:19, 26; Sir 51:13-30). In Sir 6 she will give her followers knowledge of her (v. 27), rest and joy (v. 28), cleverness (v. 32), wisdom (v. 33), insight (v. 37) and their desire of her will be attained (v. 37). Also, she provides security (Prov 1:33; 4:6), life and happiness (Prov 3:8, 13-20; Sir 24:13-17, 25-27; 51:30; Wis 8:5) and life, riches and honour (Prov 3:16; 4:8-9) for her followers.

As for the nature or status of this figure, there is no easy answer because of the often ambiguous nature of the texts. When she performs actions that traditionally were associated with God, does it necessarily mean that she is a mere aspect, personification or attribute of God himself?248 Or was Wisdom considered to be a creation of God, the first

248 Scholars who see Jewish Wisdom as a part of God include Dunn, Christology, 168, 176; Gathercole, Pre-Existent Son, 207-209; Gench, Wisdom, 335-348, Kloppenberg, Isis and Sophia, 73-78; Johnson,
creation who acted as God's assistant in the process of cosmic creation and in his interaction with the human world? Texts can be produced to support both views, and it may well be the case that both were held by different people in the Jewish tradition. It does, however, appear that there are sufficient texts which do seem to speak of Sophia as a created being who was intimately connected with God but independent of God.

This figure was with God in the beginning, even prior to creation, and she played a major part in the creative process (Prov 3:19-20; 8:22-31; Sir 1:1; 24:3, 8; Job 28:27; Wis 6:22). She is God's gift to humanity (Sir 1:10; Wis 8:19-21), which comes to fullest expression once she was identified with the Torah (Sir 24:23-24; Bar 3:9, 4:1-4). Sophia is the mediator between the divine and heavenly realms, and the revealer of God's will, and she plays an integral role in protecting those who follow her path (Wis 10:1-21). Such a figure, both created and subordinate to God, posed no problem for Jewish monotheism. If 1 En 42 provides any guide, then it may well have been the case that this notion of Sophia had become well established by the first century of the common era. In any event, the above review of the relevant texts demonstrates that Jewish speculation about Wisdom was an ongoing process, a living tradition that developed significantly over the centuries.

---

249 Scholars who see Jewish Wisdom as a separate being from God include Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 55-63; Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 15; Suggs, Wisdom, 44. Also, Clements, Proverbs, 444; Hadley, Wisdom and the goddess, 234-243; Perdue, Wisdom Literature, 57; Vawter, Proverbs 8:22-27; 205-216; Waltke, Proverbs, 83-87; Weeks, Early Israelite Wisdom, 75; Whybray, Wisdom in Proverbs, 76-104; Williams, Proverbs 8:22-31; 276-277; Witherington, Christology of Jesus, 51.
5. Pre-Existence in the Jewish Tradition

One of the important characteristics of Wisdom in Judaism is that she is pre-existent. R. G. Hamerton-Kelly defines pre-existence in general terms as a mythological term which signifies that an entity had a real existence before its manifestation on earth, either in the mind of God or in heaven. Wisdom of course was created before the act of general creation and existed in heaven before her manifestation on earth in the form of the Torah. But it is important to note that Sophia was not the only pre-existent being in the second temple Judaism. Other figures who were pre-existent include the Messiah and the Son of Man, and a brief discussion of each is in order.

The concept of the Messiah, an eschatological saviour or liberator anointed by God, arose in the second temple period in response to the oppression of the Jewish people by foreign powers. There was no single view of this figure. In the Psalms of Solomon 17, he is depicted as a fully human warrior figure in the likeness of King David who will destroy the Romans. There is no indication in this text that this conception of the Messiah involved pre-existence, since he does not come down from heaven to achieve his aims. The Dead Sea scrolls know of two Messiahs, a royal Davidic figure and a priestly Messiah, but again there is no suggestion that either was pre-existent prior to their manifestation.

Despite the claim that a pre-existent Messiah can be traced back to certain Old Testament texts, the first clear and unambiguous reference is found in 4 Ezra, a Jewish

---


251 This view is especially associated with W. Horbury, who cites Isa 9:5-6; 11:2-4; 61:1; Amos 4:13; Lam 4:20; Num 24:17; Jer 23:5; Zech 3:9; 6:12; Ps 2:7; 72:17 (cf. 1 En) and Ps 110:1-3. He regards these texts as reflecting a broad understanding of the Messiah as a pre-existent being. See W. T. Horbury, *Jewish Messianism and the Cult of Christ* (London: SCM Press, 1998), 90-96. For a critical response, see A. H. I.
apocalyptic work that was written towards the end of the first century C.E. Two texts in particular, 4 Ezra 7:28 and 12:32, are important in this regard. The first and less important of these states that, ‘For my son the Messiah shall be revealed with those who are with him’ The suggestion here is that the Messiah is kept hidden by God and then finally revealed. A clearer statement is found in 12:32, which reads: ‘This is the Messiah whom the Most High has kept until the end of days, who will arise from the posterity of David, and will come and speak to them’ This verse testifies that the Messiah, now resident in heaven, will be revealed at the end of time. He is pre-existent before his manifestation on earth.

The concept of the Son of Man has its origins in the one like a Son of Man in Dan 7:13-14. The identity and nature of this Danielic figure are not immediately clear, and there are many scholarly hypotheses. He is variously believed to be a heavenly being, God in human terms, a divine figure, an angel, a collective symbol, or a

Lee, From Messiah to Pre-Existent Son: Jesus’ Self-Consciousness and Early Christian Exegesis of Messianic Psalms (WUNT 2/192; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005), 105-110.


personification of the people of the saints of the Most High.\textsuperscript{258} Given that the identity of this figure is not clear, it is difficult to speak in terms of his pre-existence.\textsuperscript{259} It is apparent from later literature, both Jewish and Christian, that the \textit{one like a Son of Man} in Daniel became the object of intense speculation, and was eventually transformed into \textit{the Son of Man}. Such a figure is found in 1 Enoch, and he is clearly a development of the earlier figure in Daniel.\textsuperscript{260}

In 1 Enoch the Son of Man is identified with the Elect or Chosen One in 46:3 and the anointed one or Messiah in 1 En 48:10 and 52:4. His pre-existence is referred to in 48:3, 6 and 62:6.\textsuperscript{261} In 1 En 48:3, \textit{the Son of Man} was given a name, in the presence of the Lord of the Spirits, the Before Time\textsuperscript{2} and in 48:6 \textit{[He]} became the Chosen One; he was concealed in the presence of (the Lord of the Spirits) prior to the creation of the world, and for eternity\textsuperscript{2} 1 En 62:7 provides further evidence; \textit{for the Son of Man} was concealed from the beginning, and the Most High preserved him in the presence of his power; then he revealed him to the holy and the Elect ones\textsuperscript{2} Most scholars accept that these are clear and unambiguous references to the pre-existence of the Son of Man.\textsuperscript{262}

\begin{flushright}
York: Crossroad, 1982), 178-182. Dunn has a different classification for the possible character of the second figure in Dan 7:3. See Dunn, \textit{Christology}, 68.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
258 R. A. Anderson, \textit{Signs and Wonders: A Commentary on the Book of Daniel} (ITC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984), 87. Furthermore, Anderson states that there is also no specific connotation of messiahship. Thus, he should be seen simply as a man.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
259 McCready, \textit{He Came Down from Heaven}, 174.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
261 Dunn, \textit{Christology}, 75. Dunn claims that the Son of Man who is identified with Enoch in 1 En 71:14 should not be seen as a pre-existent man. See Charlesworth, \textit{From Jewish Messianology} 225-247; Dunn, \textit{Christology}, 296, n. 64.
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
The depictions of the Messiah in 4 Ezra and the Son of Man/Messiah in 1 Enoch demonstrate that Judaism conceived of figures other than God as having pre-existence. They too are created by God for a particular purpose and reside in the heavenly realms until the appointed time. Sophia was therefore only one of a number of such heavenly and pre-existent figures in Judaism at the time of the birth of the Christian tradition.

6. Conclusion

The preceding discussion of the Wisdom tradition in Judaism has established a number of important points in the context of this thesis. The origins of this feminine figure lie in the cults of the ancient Near East where she is modeled on the Egyptian goddess Maat and the Hellenistic goddess Isis. In her manifestation in the Jewish tradition, she is a central feature of some texts and a peripheral figure in others. The various descriptions of Sophia and her roles do not always correlate with one another, and this suggests that there were a number of different notions concerning Wisdom rather than a unified and cohesive tradition. This lack of clarity is evident when we try to pin down Wisdom’s status and nature. She can be variously depicted as an aspect of God and not distinct from him, or as a created and subordinate being who carries out the will of God. These two notions of Sophia’s nature can appear even in the same Jewish text, which reveals that the Jewish tradents of the Wisdom tradition were not always clear on this issue.

In either case, however, there is no doubt that Wisdom enjoys an intimate and unique relationship with God. She plays a significant role in creation, and is God’s gift to human beings. She can share a relationship with humans and reveal heavenly secrets to them. In an important later development, she becomes identified with the Torah and
invites her followers to take up her yoke. Her presence and active involvement in salvation can be seen throughout Israel’s history, but there are alternative traditions where she is hidden from humans and beyond their reach or where she is rejected by humans and returns to heaven. In the texts reviewed in this Chapter, Wisdom plays various roles; creative, mediating, liberating, salvific, protective, prophetic and teaching. Her feminine aspect is emphasized when she is seen as a bride and a protective mother. She is strongly associated with all the virtues, including righteousness and justice.

It is clear from the above that by the time of the emergence of the Christian church the Jewish Wisdom tradition was firmly established. It was not, however, a single or unified tradition, but rather a composite of interrelated themes, motifs and concepts. In the case of the nature of Wisdom, her relationship with God was open to interpretation, and different texts could be cited to support one view or the other. What is important is that all the documents analysed above were written well before the Christian period and were widely distributed in Jewish circles. All of them, therefore, were available to the early Christians when they pondered the significance and the nature of Jesus the Christ. The early Christians had at their disposal a range of views concerning Sophia, and in the next two Chapters we shall investigate how the variety of possibilities played out in the diverse Christian tradition. It will be shown that some Christians, like Mark and Paul, showed little interest in the Wisdom tradition as an interpretive lens for understanding Jesus, while others, such as John and Matthew, were heavily influenced by it.
CHAPTER 2: WISDOM IN EARLY CHRISTIANITY

The early Christian tradition emerged as a response to the life, death and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. In the initial decades of the Christian movement, there was considerable interest in the exact identity of Jesus and the roles he played in the divine plan. Many Christological titles were utilized to define just who Jesus was (and is) — Messiah, Lord, Son of Man, Son of God, Son of David and others. It is the purpose of this chapter to examine whether and in what ways Jesus was linked or associated with the Jewish Wisdom tradition. This will enable us to see how Matthew fits into his Christian context, how he developed the Christian traditions that preceded him and how he relates to those that were contemporaneous. The discussion will begin with the pre-Matthean traditions, the Pauline corpus and the Sayings Source Q, both of which have been claimed as having a clear Wisdom Christology, and will then turn to the Johannine tradition.

1. The Pauline Tradition

While Paul seems to identify Jesus as the Wisdom of God in 1 Cor 1:24, 30, there is dispute about the meaning of this in his Christology. Some scholars believe other texts that do not mention Wisdom (σοφία) refer to Jesus in the role of Wisdom (cf. Rom 8:3; Gal 4:4; Phil 2:6-11), but other scholars disagree and view Wisdom as a minor aspect of Pauline Christology. In this section, I will examine the relevant texts and consider two
main issues: one is the pre-existence of Jesus and the other is whether this pre-existence can be identified with Jewish Wisdom.\textsuperscript{263}

(a) 1 Cor 1:24, 30

In 1 Cor 1:24 Paul makes the statement that Christ is the Wisdom of God (Χριστοῦ θεοῦ σοφίαν), but the issue is whether this was intended by the apostle as a Christological statement. Paul here is responding to a situation where the Corinthians believe that they already have wisdom. He replies by telling them that true wisdom is the Wisdom of God because he also realizes that the Corinthians need to distinguish between human wisdom and God’s Wisdom. The point of comparison here between human wisdom and divine Wisdom indicates that Paul is probably not making a Christological declaration that Jesus is Sophia incarnate.

The meaning of the statement that Christ is the Wisdom of God needs to be related to what directly precedes in vv. 21, 23. In v. 21 Paul states that God cannot be known or accessed through human wisdom. Therefore, God can be reached only through his own self-revelation. As Paul explains, this wisdom from above or the Wisdom of God is associated with salvation through Christ’s witness, which brought him to the cross.\textsuperscript{264}

Through the cross, the wisdom of this world becomes folly, because it does not provide

\textsuperscript{263} The first letter to the Corinthians was written sometime in the 50s. See S. C. Barton, 1 Corinthians in J. D. G. Dunn (ed.), Eerdmans Commentary on the Bible (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 1315; N. M. Watson, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (EC; London: Epworth Press, 1992), xix-xx. See also H. Doohan, Paul’s Vision of Church (GNS 32; Wilmington: Glazier, 1989), 243; M. J. Gorman, Apostle of the Crucified Lord: A Theological Introduction to Paul and His letters (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 44-45.

\textsuperscript{264} B. Witherington, Conflict and Community in Corinth: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary on 1 and 2 Corinthians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 79, 116-117. See also A. C. Tolpingrud, Light Shines in the Darkness and the Darkness Has Not Overcome Her: Women and Wisdom WW 7 (1987), 292-297 particularly pp. 295-296 and see G. D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2edn 1987), 87 where Fee states that Jesus is Wisdom who redeems from sin and leads to holiness.
the knowledge of God and the understanding of the true meaning of the cross. This association of Christ and the cross can be found in v. 23 where Paul connects it with the Wisdom of God when he proclaims Christ crucified. This is part of Paul's overall statement about the Wisdom of God, which commences in v. 22 and is completed in v. 24. Thus, Paul's statement that Christ is the Wisdom of God in v. 24 shows that he understands that the Wisdom of God is associated with Christ's death on the cross and not that he is identified with Jewish Wisdom.

In v. 30 Paul also makes another possible statement about Jesus as Wisdom when he affirms that Christ, who became for us Wisdom from God (ἐν Χριστῷ Ἰησοῦ, ὁς ἐγενήθη σοφία ἡμῶν ἀπὸ θεοῦ). Paul explains further that Wisdom is contained in a series along with three other benefits provided by God in the crucified Christ. These benefits are righteousness, sanctification and redemption. Wisdom is now redefined through the cross, and is recognized as the means of salvation with Jesus Christ as the real wisdom from God. Through his salvific act, Christ the Wisdom of God brings righteousness, sanctification and redemption to the Corinthians. The redemptive role of Christ in v. 30 is supportive of his salvific role found in v. 24.

What does Paul understand of Wisdom (σοφία) in 1 Cor 1:24, 30? Even though Paul clearly named Jesus Christ as the Wisdom of God, the exact meaning of the expression is not clear. Scholars are in dispute as to whether it suggests that Jesus is

---

266 See the controversy over the interpretation of the benefits righteousness, sanctification and redemption in Fee, First Corinthians, 85-88; A. C. Thiselton, The First Epistle on the Corinthians: A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 190-195.
Sophia, or whether it simply refers to God’s salvific plan. Some scholars, including A. C. Thiselton and Dunn, argue that Paul uses wisdom language, as it was already familiar to the Corinthians, to challenge the opposition in Corinth. It can be seen that the Christians in Corinth have tried to define their knowledge as the Wisdom of God (1 Cor 2:10-3:4). Thiselton and Dunn argue further that wisdom in Paul’s statement (1 Cor 1:24) is Christ crucified, and in that respect Christ becomes wisdom from God for us (1 Cor 1:30). Paul makes no connection to Jewish Wisdom; rather he emphasizes the salvific action of God in Christ rather than the identity of Christ.

Moreover, Thiselton agrees with Dunn’s assertion that Paul has his own view of God’s Wisdom (1 Cor 1:24). For Paul, Jesus Christ is not Wisdom as pre-existent, but he is subject to the fulfilment of God’s salvation plan through his death and resurrection (1 Cor 1:30). Jesus Christ is the one who realizes God’s wisdom, righteousness, sanctification and redemption. Therefore, wisdom here is seen as a quality, which characterizes Christ and is imparted by Christ. The notion of wisdom here has no link to pre-existent Sophia in the Jewish tradition. Other scholars support this

---


270 Dunn, Christology, 177; J. D. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 274; Thiselton, First Corinthians, 192. Other scholars who believe that Jesus in 1 Cor 24, 30 is not Wisdom incarnate include Fee, First Corinthians, 76-77; G. D. Fee, Pauline Christology: An Exegetical-Theological Study (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 2007), 102-107, 599-600.

271 A. C. Thiselton gives the details of scholars’ discussion of wisdom seen as a quality along with righteousness, sanctification, and redemption. See Thiselton, First Corinthians, 190-192.

272 See Dunn, Christology, 167, 177-179. On p. 179, Dunn states that, the embodiment of God’s plan of salvation and the measure and fullest expression of God’s continuing wisdom and power Dunn believes that Wisdom is presented as God’s attribute. Therefore, he does not claim that Jesus is Wisdom incarnate. Rather, he claims that Jesus is God incarnate. See Dunn’s argument in Dunn, Theology of Paul, 274-275 (cf. Fee, Pauline Christology, 607).
view. While it is true that the salvific role of Christ in these texts finds a very faint parallel in the role of saviour that Wisdom plays in Wis 9-10, it is not certain at all that Paul was even aware of it.

(b) 1 Cor 8:6

1 Cor 8:6 speaks of ὑπὲρ for us there is one God (ἀλλ’ ἡμῖν εἰς θεὸς), the Father, (ὁ πατὴρ) from whom are all things (ἐξ οὗ τὰ πάντα) and for whom we exist (καὶ ἡμεῖς εἰς αὐτὸν), and one Lord (καὶ εἰς κύριος), Jesus Christ, through whom are all things (Ἰησοῦς Χριστὸς δι’ ὑμᾶς πάντα) and through whom we exist (καὶ ἡμεῖς δι’ αὐτοῦ). This text seemingly shows the participation of Christ in creation and salvation. The phrase ἀπόρρητον whom are all things can be taken to mean that Jesus Christ is the instrument of creation. It shows that everything comes from God through Jesus Christ. Therefore, Jesus Christ can be seen as the mediator of creation. Likewise, the phrase ἀπόρρητον whom we exist speaks of Jesus Christ as the mediator of salvation, which brought us life from God in Jesus Christ. Therefore, to exist in Christ means to stay alive in Jesus Christ.

Besides the creative and salvific themes, the Jewish monotheistic tradition is also emphasized in this text. The formulae ὁ οὐς Lord and ὁ οὐς God show the contrasting features of many gods and many lords of the pagan world (cf. 1 Cor 8:5;

---


274 Cf. Deut 6:4, Ἡρέω, O Israel: The Lord is our God, the Lord alone, χάρις ὁ θεὸς ἡμῶν χάρις εἰς ἐπίτιθεν See Dunn, Christology, 180; Dunn, Theology of Paul, 28-50; Hurtado, One God, One Lord, 97-99; Thiselton, First Corinthians, 636-637. See also C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthian (BNTC; London: A. & C. Black, 2nd edn 1971), 193.
Deut 6:4). Therefore, the text embraces monotheism by emphasizing that there is only one God and one Lord. Moreover, the formulae ὁ Θεός and ὁ Κυρίος are designated as ὁ Θεός and ὁ Κυρίος.275 The reference to the Lordship of Jesus is explained by Dunn when he states that the unity of creation and salvation is emphasized to prevent divisions in the Corinthian community. Such divisions might be caused by different beliefs in spiritual power and the material world. The unity, which Paul insists on, is that there is only one Lord Jesus Christ and one God the Father of the believers, the creator who is God, and the Lord who is God's instrument through salvation.276 The apostle emphasizes the intimate relationship between the two.277

Is there any connection with the Wisdom tradition in 1 Cor 8:6? Certainly some scholars have noted the thematic parallels between the depiction of Sophia and roles attributed to Jesus in this Pauline text, especially his participation in the act of creation and his implicit pre-existence.278 While it is tempting to make this simple identification, there are grounds for caution. It can be conceded that Jesus here is a pre-existent figure,279 but which pre-existent figure? A. H. I. Lee argues that Jesus here is depicted as the pre-existent Son and not as Wisdom.280 Yet this is debatable once we recognize that Jesus in this text is not called ὁ Σοφός just as he is not called Ὁ Wisdom Jesus is

275 Collins, First Corinthians, 314-315. However, Dunn argues that the prepositions ἀπὸ and ἐν in 1 Cor 8:6 were widely used in the ancient world particularly in Stoic thought. However, none of them parallels Paul's formulation. See Dunn, Christology, 179.
276 Dunn, Christology, 180. Scholars are divided on whether the text is cosmological or soteriological. See the discussion in Fee, First Corinthians, 374 particularly n. 23. Also Thiselton, First Corinthians, 635. Cf. J. Murphy-O'Connor, 1 Cor VIII, 6-8 Cosmology or Soteriology? RB 85 (1978), 253-267.
277 Dunn, Christology, 212; Johnson, Jesus, the Wisdom of God, 278.
279 This, however, is not conceded by Dunn, Christology, 165, 182; Dunn, Theology of Paul, 272-275.
280 Lee, From Messiah, 288. See also Fee, First Corinthians, 374-375.
designated the Lord both in 1 Cor 8:6 and throughout the letter (1:2-3, 7-10; 5:4-5; 6:11; 8:6; 9:1; 11:23; 12:3; 15:31, 57), and it is as the Lord that Jesus is involved in creation. Had Paul wished to denote this creative work to Jesus as Wisdom, he presumably would have expressed his intentions more clearly. Rather, he speaks of the pre-existent Lord who has a close relationship with God the Father and who assisted God in the creation of the cosmos.

(c) Gal 4:4-5 and Rom 8:3-4

Most scholars who argue for Wisdom Christology in Paul also see as important the brief clauses in Gal 4:4-5 and Rom 8:3-4. They claim that these texts, which refer to the sending of Jesus, echoes God’s action in sending Wisdom to protect and save those who follow her instructions (e.g. Wis 9:10, 17). The text of Gal 4:4 reads:  

\[ \text{When the fullness of time had come, God sent his Son (ἐκπέστηκεν ὁ θεὸς τῶν υἱῶν αὐτοῦ).} \]

The purpose of his coming is explained in v. 5. He was sent to redeem those who were faithful to the Law. The sentiments in Gal 4:4 are similar to those in Rom 8:3-4. God’s action accomplishes what the Law cannot. He sent his Son in a human form to condemn sin and to fulfil the requirements of the Law. This text goes further by speaking of the importance of living according to the Spirit, which also is sent by God in Gal 4:6.

E. Schweizer sees a strong link between Gal 4:4-5 and the Jewish Wisdom tradition. Schweizer states that pre-existence is part of a traditional Wisdom sending formula where God sent Jewish Wisdom and the Holy Spirit from the heavens (cf. Wis

---

If we look further, we can see why Wisdom is sent. She is to instruct and work with Solomon, teaching him how to serve God and be pleasing to God. Also, Solomon is to be protected and saved by Jewish Wisdom. This occurs after the Holy Spirit has been sent from the heavens. Verse 18 explains that those under Wisdom’s instructions will be saved. R. N. Longenecker agrees with Schweizer when he concludes that Gal 4:4-5 could implicitly be connected with the Jewish Wisdom tradition for its functional stress. Christ was sent as a redeemer (ὁ redeemοὖνατε ἡγαγόμαι) of humanity (Gal 4:5), which is parallel to the role of Jewish Wisdom (Wis 10) when she redeems the ἄγιοι (holi people) of Israel from her oppressors (Egypt).

However, some scholars disagree that these Pauline texts are related to the Wisdom tradition or even involve the concept of pre-existence. They contend that the brief clause of Rom 8:3 may be simply signifying that Jesus Christ was born of a woman to the world. Dunn also states that the sending formula (ἐστειλαπον) does not necessarily mean that Christ is sent from heaven, as the formula is used both in the Jewish and Christian traditions to refer to the sending of human messengers such as the prophets (Judg 6:8; Jer 7:25; Ezek 2:3; Hag 1:12) and even Paul himself (Acts 22:21).

Dunn argues further that the sending formula (ἐστειλαπον) in Gal 4:4 is used in the more specific context of the Christian tradition. Jesus thought of himself as God’s

---


284 W. Fairweather, *The Background of the Epistles* (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1958), 320; Kim, *Origin of Paul’s Gospel*, 117-119. Kim also rejects the parallel to Wis 9 when he states that, these parallels are not close enough or substantial enough for us to suppose that Paul was consciously dependent upon Wis 9:10-17. In agreement is J. M. Scott, *Adoption as Sons of God: An Exegetical Investigation into the Background of Huiothesia in the Pauline Corpus* (WUNT 2/48; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1992), 121-186.

Son and sent by God (Mk 9:37; Mt 15:24; Lk 4:18; 10:16). Dunn claims that Wisdom has never been called God’s Son in the Jewish tradition.\(^\text{286}\) J. M. Scott agrees with Dunn’s view and argues further that in Wis 9:10-17 Wisdom is sent as an answer to Solomon’s personal prayer for Wisdom to guide him and has nothing to do with the salvation plan for Israel’s people. Most importantly, Wisdom is rather to be seen as identified with the sending of the Spirit in Wis 9.\(^\text{287}\)

G. O’Collins also supports Dunn’s argument by stating that the texts Gal 4:4 and Rom 8:3 confer on Jesus the title ὁ ἤγγειλεν τὸν θεόν (rather than ὁ Προφητῆς τοῦ Θεοῦ) for Jesus in either Galatians or Romans. However, he uses the title ὁ θεόν in a number of passages (Gal 1:16; 2:20; 4:4, 6; Rom 1:3, 4; 8:3, 29, 32). As well as in the texts Gal 4:4 and Rom 8:3, the title ὁ θεόν also appears in 1 Cor 15:28; 2 Cor 1:19; Gal 2:20; Rom 1:3-4 and 32. In total, Paul speaks of Jesus as Son of God seventeen times. However, the title ὁ Προφητῆς is not used in Galatians and Romans.\(^\text{288}\) This makes it difficult to claim that the Sonship of Gal 4:4 and Rom 8:3 is associated with Jewish Wisdom.

Furthermore, Dunn claims that in Rom 8:3 the verb used ὁ ἤγγειλεν τὸν θεόν (πέμψας) is not enough evidence to claim that it is the sending of a divine being from heaven. The verb ὁ ἤγγειλεν (πέμψας) could be synonymous with ἔξ ἀποστέλλειν. This is suggested by the interchangeability of the terms in Mk 9:37 ὁ θεόν ὁ ἤγγειλεν τὸν θεόν (πέμψας) who sent me (ἡ ἄποστελλα ἡμῖν); in Lk 4:26 ὁ ἤγγειλεν τὸν θεόν (πέμψας) was sent (ἡ ἄποστελλα ἡμῖν); in Lk 10:16 ὁ θεόν ὁ ἤγγειλεν τὸν θεόν (πέμψας) who sent me (ἡ ἄποστελλα ἡμῖν); and in Lk 20:13 ὁ ἤγγειλεν τὸν θεόν (πέμψας) who sent me (ἡ ἄποστελλα ἡμῖν). Therefore, the sending formula in


\(^{287}\) Scott, *Adoption*, 169.

Rom 8:3 could provide a closer connection to the Synoptic tradition than the sending of Wisdom found in the Jewish Wisdom tradition.\(^{289}\)

It is uncertain whether or not the formula ὁ θεὸς τοῦ υἱοῦ αὐτοῦ ἐστειλαὶ τὸν υἱὸν (God sending his son) implies the pre-existence of Jesus. Dunn argues that Gal 4:4-5 could speak of Christ as a child of Adam and Eve according to the words ὁ υἱὸς τῆς γυναῖκας (born of a woman) and ὁ υἱὸς τῆς νόμου (born under law). Dunn claims that Jesus Christ is a human being in terms of Jesus sharing the human condition: humanity, frailty and bondage to the Law. Dunn concludes that there is no possibility of claiming that Paul implies Christ in Gal 4:4 as either pre-existent Son or Jewish Wisdom.\(^{290}\)

However, Lee disagrees with Dunn and states that the texts in Gal 4:4 and Rom 8:3 speak of the Son as pre-existent. Lee explains that these texts echo the content of Ps 2:7, where the Sonship of God appears signifying the pre-existent Son, and Ps 110:1, which speaks of the divine mission where God sends his Son. The sharing of the throne with God can also be seen here as reference to the δικαιοσύνη (right hand of God) indicating Jesus’ divine identity and pre-existence. Furthermore, being sent into the world emphasizes Jesus’ divine mission in response to his transcendental origin. This can explain Paul’s probable claim that God sent his son in order to fulfill his plan of salvation. However, according to Lee, Paul does not state or indicate that God sent his Wisdom as saviour to fulfill a salvific role.\(^{291}\)

There is not enough evidence to indicate any connection with Jewish Wisdom in the texts of Gal 4:4 and Rom 8:3. These texts might indicate the pre-existence of Jesus.


We know from our previous discussion of 1 Cor 8:6 that Paul probably held that view, but it is difficult to see any strong connection between Jesus in these verses and pre-existent Wisdom. The functional parallels between the two are even more faint than in other cases, and Paul uses the title Σον rather than Wisdom in both of these verses. It is as the Son of God that Jesus is sent into the world for salvific purposes.

(d) Phil 2:6-11

Although Jesus Christ is in the form of God (ὁ ἐν μορφῇ θεοῦ ὑπάρχων οὐχ ἄρπαγμόν ἤγῆσατο τὸ εἶναι ἵσα 292 θεό), he does not regard himself as having equality with God (v. 6). With a sense of humility he surrenders himself as a slave, being born in human form (v. 7). This sense of humility is reflected again in v. 8, where together with his obedience, this leads him to death on the cross. Consequently, he was exulted by God who raised him above all other humans (v. 9). So, likewise, all should show deference to Jesus by bending the knee at the mention of his name (v. 10). Therefore, by proclaiming Jesus as Lord, God the Father is glorified (v. 11).

The first point to make in relation to this text is its obvious Adam Christology. Verses 6a-7c show a double contrast. The first contrast is presented both in the θεοῦ form of God (θεοῦ) (v. 6) and in the θεοῦ form of a slave (v. 7). The second contrast is between θεοῦ equality with God (θεοῦ) (v. 6) and ἰδιο likenesses of men (v. 7), which was what Jesus became. This echoes Gen 1-3 when Adam, being made in the image of God, shared his glory.

292 ἵσα should be interpreted within the context of the culture even though the word can be used to describe equality of size, shape, or mass of material objects. Here it is more likely to mean equality of status or importance in a hierarchical order. See F. W. Beare, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Philippians (BNTC; London: A. & C. Black, 1959), 78; C. Osiek, Philippians: Philemon (ANTC; Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2000), 60-61.
However, this was lost as a result of his fall and so he became a slave. Therefore, there is a similarity in the form of God between Adam and Christ, but a dissimilarity in that they have different endings. Adam later in Gen 3:5, 22 had eaten the forbidden fruit, which could mean that he had become like God knowing good and evil. But he ceased to be like God, disobeyed God’s command and he ceased to be in the likeness of God. Because of his sin, Adam not only lost his God-likeness but also his immortality. This is in stark contrast to Christ, who is also in the form of God. Christ is the last Adam or the true Adam who chose to do God’s will on the cross. Christ restores what Adam had lost as a result of his sin.

Is there also a Wisdom Christology in this text? Some scholars contend that there is on the grounds that Phil 2:6-11 alludes to the pre-existence of Christ, which parallels the pre-existence of Sophia in Prov 3:19-20; 8:30; Wis 7:22 and 9:2-4. Other scholars reject this hypothesis, since there is no mention of Wisdom and Jesus is referred to as Lord (cf. 1 Cor 8:6). This title is often used by Paul in his letter to the Philippians (1:2, 14; 2:11, 19, 24, 29; 3:1, 8, 20; 4:1, 4, 5, 10, 23). The significance of the Lordship terminology is emphasized in the writings of scholars such as G. D. Fee, G. F. Hawthorne and P. O’Brien. These scholars have similar views regarding the meaning of the Lordship which is given to Jesus in Phil 2:11. They state that Lord is used interchangeably with God (Yahweh) and Jesus. The Lordship of Jesus is to claim, the

293 Dunn, Christology, 115. See further M. D. Hooker, From Adam to Christ: Essays on Paul (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 97-98. The letter to the Philippians was written sometime in the 50s. See G. D. Fee, Paul’s Letter to the Philippians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 34.
294 These scholars include Deutsch, Wisdom in Matthew & Johnson, Wisdom and Apocalyptic in Paul; Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 260-263, 266, 290, 292, 331. See also Fairweather, Background, 317-318.
has the right to reign and has been exulted by God to the Lord of the cosmos lordship in Phil 2:11 therefore acknowledges Christ as the ruler of the world.  

The significance of the Lordship is explained further by P. O'Brien when he states that the hymn in Phil 2:6-11 might have been written to instruct the Philippians in Christian living by presenting Christ as the ultimate model for the Philippians. Jesus is portrayed as emptying himself, humbling himself by taking a human form, becoming obedient to the point of death on a cross. Therefore, God exulted him bestowing on him the name of highest distinction Lord exalting him above all creatures.

Dunn and J. Murphy-O'Connor argue that the hymn could be best understood as an expression of Adam Christology, as noted above, rather than of pre-existent Christology. Christ's ministry and sacrifice is described in the language used for Adam. Christ should be understood in a close connection with Adam in this context. If Adam is understood as not a pre-existent being but only a pre-historical being or the first man, so is Christ. If Adam is first, Christ is the last Adam.

However, M. Zerwick puts forward a differing view even though he too reads the hymn in the context of Adam Christology. He accepts Jesus' pre-existence in Phil 2:2-11 when he gives the definition of the word ὑπόψωκων (v. 6). He defines it as being from the beginning and as being from all eternity. He believes the word contains connotations of timelessness and an implication of pre-existence. So, he claims that the hymn could describe Jesus as a pre-existent being, which parallels the Adam stories. By referring to vv. 6-7, it could be seen that the texts refer from pre-existence to existence.

---

and from existence to death (v. 8). This death refers to the suffering servant in Isa 53 with whom Jesus is also identified. Understanding the Adam narratives as the mythic stage of pre-history can explain the pre-existence of Christ. It was Adam who transforms from pre-humankind to the progenitor of Seth and other children. However, Adam ends with the double conception of death: the first death was seen when he was banished from the tree of life, which means the presence of God (Gen 3:22-24), and the second death when he was subject to physical death (Gen 5:5).299

The discussion of OôCollins is perhaps the most pertinent and relevant for our purposes. OôCollins argues that the interpretation of Phil 2:6-11 should be taken in a similar way to other Pauline passages, particularly 1 Cor 8:6.300 Therefore, Phil 2:6-11 probably refers to the pre-existence of Jesus, but this pre-existence cannot be automatically transferred to Jewish Wisdom. Apart from the common theme of pre-existence, there is little else to link together these two figures. Furthermore, the hymn emphasizes Adam Christology and uses the title ôLordô rather than ôSophiaô or ôWisdomô. Wisdom Christology cannot be read out of this text, and it should not be read into it.

(e) Summary

Despite the optimism of some exegetes, there is no clear Wisdom Christology in the Pauline tradition. It is true that Paul viewed Jesus as a pre-existent figure who had a role in creation, but these convictions about Jesus are never expressed in Wisdom terminology or language. Even in 1 Cor 1:24, 30, where Paul refers to Jesus as the Wisdom of God, there is no indication that he is using the expression christologically. His language was probably dictated by the prior problem of wisdom in the Corinthian community. When

---

Paul does mention Jesus as a pre-existent figure, it does not necessarily point to him as Sophia. There were a number of pre-existent beings in contemporary Judaism. Moreover, Paul uses the titles ‘Lord’ and ‘Son (Son of God)’ when referring to the prior existence of Jesus. The fact that Paul never refers to the person of Jesus as ‘Wisdom’ makes it difficult to assign to the apostle a clear and definitive Wisdom Christology. Even the parallels between Jesus and Wisdom, and some of these are rather faint, are not enough to substantiate such a Christology. The most one can say is that Paul may have considered Jesus to have performed some of the traditional roles of Sophia, but he has yet to make the identification between the two. It is much more important for Paul that Jesus is known as Messiah, Son of God and Lord.

2. The Markan Tradition

Previous discussions have indicated that there are no references to Wisdom Christology in either Pauline or Q tradition. It is also a matter of debate as to whether there is Wisdom Christology in Mark’s Gospel. There are a number of issues, which need to be discussed such as the meaning of the word σοφία (Mk 6:2), the meaning of the phrase ὁν the beginning (Mk 1:1), the symbol of the dove (1:9-11), Jesus’ deeds (2:16-20; 2:23-28; 5:43; 6:34-44; 8:1-9) which allegedly are attributed to Wisdom and the Markan ἀ have come sayings (Mk 2:17; 10:45).

Firstly, some scholars believe that the word σοφία which only appears in Mk 6:2 indicates that Mark sees Jesus as Wisdom.301 The text reveals that when Jesus was teaching in the synagogue, they said ὅWhere did this man get all this? What is this

301 O’Collins, *Christology*, 38-39. Also, scholars who see the Markan Jesus is identified with Jewish Wisdom include H. M. Humphrey, *Jesus as Wisdom in Mark* *BTB* 19 (1989), 48-53; M. N. Sabin, *Wisdom in the Gospel of Mark* *BibTod* 47 (2009), 11-17.
wisdom that has been given to him. Others disagree with this argument. They believe that σοφία in this context means power, teaching and extraordinary charisma. Each of these scholars refers to the teaching of Jesus as being significant in capturing the attention of the congregation and not as divine Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. The power of Jesus' teaching was for many a mystery as he was not trained as a speaker nor came from a home of scholars. None of these factors point towards Jesus as being personified Jewish Wisdom in the Gospel of Mark, rather he was perceived as one full of human wisdom and wise teachings.

Secondly, the opening words in the book of Genesis are repeated in Mk 1:1 οἱ beginning. Some believe that this beginning is the beginning of Wisdom. Moreover, they argue that the phrase οἱ beginning reflects Wisdom's role in creation. They refer to Jn 1:1, where the phrase ὁν the beginning was the Word is found and the Word is identified with Wisdom.

In response to this argument, it is noted that Mark does not use the exact expression from the Genesis. While Genesis uses the preposition in preceding the beginning, Mark does not. Also, we need to look at both Genesis ον the beginning and Mark οἱ beginning as each carries a different implication. Genesis opens with ον the beginning referring to God's creation and where God's role is dominant. In Mk 1:1, however, the phrase, οἱ beginning refers to Jesus as being the good news and does not

---
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necessarily mean that Jesus is God or Wisdom, but rather the Son of God which is the title given to Jesus here. Moreover, in this text, there is no other Christological reference to Jesus. Further discussion on this topic will reappear later in this chapter in the context of the Johannine tradition where the phrase ὢν the beginning ὢ is also a matter for debate.

Thirdly, there is also an argument that the symbol of the dove as depicted at the baptism of Jesus in the text Mk 1:9-11 represents Wisdom. According to Schroer, divine Wisdom is called ἄρπυθεν, one who is ὁμήλιος, gentle, and fond of society in the writing of Philo of Alexandria (Quis Rerum Divinarum Heres Sit (126-128)). She also argues that the identification of Jesus with Wisdom is confirmed by the actions of Jesus when he is inclusive in his invitation to share a meal. The generosity of Jesus is a reflection of the love, openness and kindness of Wisdom, Schroer claims.307

However, not every one agrees with Schroer’s claim. Edwards argues that the ‘dove’ is mentioned in each of the following passages as a symbol, contrary to the argument presented by Schroer. In Hos 7:11 the dove is recorded as being a ὡμήλιος dove waiting for capture. Moreover, in Gen 8 we read of the dove flying over the waters in the story of Noah.308 Additionally, Edwards claims that the appearance of the dove at the baptism of Jesus in Mk 1:9-11 was not something metaphorical but rather an appearance likened to a supernatural reality.309 Harrington supports Edwards’ writing by stating that the language of the dove in Gen 1:2 and 8 has no influence on the understanding of the words and actions in Mk 1:9-11.310 Also, when we look further at the Baptism event,

307 Schroer, Wisdom, 113-118, 140-143. Edwards also claims that the dove in Philo represents Wisdom in Edwards, Mark, 36. Edwards argues that there is a ὡμήλιος in Gen 1:2. The dove is named as the spirit above the waters at the time of creation. I have not found this convincing, as the appearance of a dove is not clearly mentioned but rather ὡν wind from God.
308 Edwards, Mark, 78-79.
309 Edwards, Mark, 36-37.
310 Harrington, Mark, 64-65.
there was a voice from heaven: You are my Son, the Beloved. This voice identifies Jesus as the Son of God. This is a further indication that the Christological title of Wisdom does not apply in this scenario but is rather Christologically presenting Jesus as Son of God.

Therefore, it is difficult to make the conclusion that the 'dove' in the Markan tradition can only be understood as divine Wisdom. Also, the voice from heaven describes Jesus as the faithful servant of the prophecy of Isaiah (Isa 42:1). Furthermore, the Gospel that is most commonly accepted by scholars as having similar elements to Philo is John and not Mark. This issue will be put forward in detail later in this chapter in regards to Wisdom Christology in John’s Gospel. Divine Wisdom in Philo is seen as the dove but there is no evidence that Philo had any influence on Mark.

Fourthly, the Markan Jesus’ activities reflect Wisdom’s deeds in the Jewish tradition. Thus some scholars argue that the deeds of Jesus and Wisdom are identical. This leads them to an understanding that the two figures are also identical. Like Wisdom in Prov 8, Jesus calls the ordinary people to follow his teachings in Mk 2:16-20. Moreover, he provides them with the necessities for life. Both Wisdom in Prov 9 and the Markan Jesus are seen as caregiver and provider in Mk 2:23-28, 5:43, 6:34-44 and 8:1-9. Just as Jesus’ blood was poured out for many in Mk 14:24, so too in Sir 1:9 Wisdom is poured out upon all [God’s] works. Also, Jesus is seen throughout Mark’s Gospel as the one who is above all others, the one who filled his followers with awe at the Transfiguration (Mk 9:5). This echoes Wisdom as radiant and unfading a reflection of eternal light and an image of God’s goodness (Wis 7:25-26).311 Moreover, through the

---

311 Sabin, Wisdom in the Gospel of Mark 16.
cross (8:37), death and resurrection (16:1, 6-7), some scholars including M. N. Sabin believe that the Markan Jesus presents himself as Wisdom.

However, the claim that the Markan Jesus can be identified with Jewish Wisdom through the deeds they share, is not valid on all occasions. It might be considered as connecting Jewish Wisdom and the Markan Jesus when they are seen calling others for their discipleship. Also, both can be seen as caregiver and provider. However, these deeds are not sufficient proof that Jewish Wisdom and the Markan Jesus are one and the same. Since the Evangelist establishes the term σοφία with no relation to Wisdom Christology at the beginning of his Gospel, it is difficult to anticipate any significant Wisdom elements later in his writing.

To support the above argument, we need to look at the Christological title of Jesus as Son of God and not Wisdom as evident through his salvific action, transfiguration and passion. This could be explained by the prominence of this Christological title, the suffering Son of God, as used throughout Mark’s Gospel. The title, Son of God begins in Mk 1:1. In the incident of Baptism, a voice from heaven proclaims, ὦ θεός ὦς θεός ὦς θεός οὗτός ἐστιν, ὁ υἱὸς ὁ ἐλπίδας. Also, the unclean spirits acknowledged him as the Son of God in Mk 3:11 and as the Son of the Most High God in 5:7. Mark emphasizes the significance of the title, even though in the story Jesus silences the demons so that they will not reveal his identity to the disciples. At his transfiguration in 9:7, a voice from heaven proclaims, ὦ θεός ὦς θεός ὦς θεός οὗτός ἐστιν, ὁ υἱὸς ὁ ἐλπίδας In 12:1-2, Jesus spoke to the crowd and told them a parable about the only suffering son of a vineyard owner who was rejected and killed by wicked tenants. Jesus was thus giving an indication of what he was to suffer as the Son of God. Furthermore, in Mk 13:32, even though there is an implication of a great intimacy
between the Son and Father there are some things only the Father knows. It is this knowledge that only the Father possesses that becomes central to Jesus’ teachings. At his death on the cross, Jesus showed again he is Christologically titled as Son of God when the Roman centurion proclaims, ἄρυλα this man was the Son of God in 15:39.312 Thus, the deeds, actions and words of the Markan Jesus show him to be loyal to the Christological title of the Son of God not Wisdom.

Fifthly, some critics claim that the ἐὰν have come sayings as shown in Mark Gospel indicated the connection between the Markan Jesus and Jewish Wisdom. The sayings imply Jesus as pre-existent313 thus identifying himself as pre-existent Wisdom. The sayings in Mk 2:17 and 10:45 use a definite form, ἐὰν have come, followed by the infinitive where Jesus reveals the purpose of his coming. The ἐὰν have come sayings originally come from Mark but are repeated in Matthew (9:13; 20:28; 5:17a, 17b) and in John (12:47). These Matthean texts will be examined later in chapter 3 and the Johannine text will be examined later in this chapter.

In Mk 2:17 the text says ἐὰν have come to call not the righteous but sinners and likewise in Mk 10:45 ἐὰν for the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many. Both these texts could represent Jesus as having pre-existence and as one who has come into the world from heaven. However, some scholars including Edwards and France prefer to see these texts in the light of the mission of the Isaianic servant rather than in the Jewish Wisdom tradition. They argue that the unique mission of Jesus in these Markan texts was connected to sinners (Isa 53:5, 6, 8, 10-12). Jesus’ mission was of service and self-sacrifice for all and his followers were to continue

---
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this mission. Furthermore, Mark (10:45) does not claim Jesus as Wisdom but rather as the Son of Man.

Moreover, it is hard to claim any Wisdom Christology in the Markan Gospel, beside the significant use of the title ōthe Son of Godō Mark also uses the title ōSon of Manō 314 and not the title ōWisdomō for Jesus. This can be seen in three main passages. Firstly, the Son of Man is referred to in the passion, death and resurrection of Jesus (8:31; 9:31; 10:33-34). Secondly, Jesus refers to himself as the Son of Man, being the one who can forgive sins (2:10). Jesus’ own remarks at the Last Supper reveal what was written about him as the Son of Man (14:21) and in (14:41) the Son of Man is betrayed into the hands of sinners. Jesus is the Christological figure in the presentation of the title ōSon of Manō Thirdly, Mark 13:26 reaches its pinnacle when the Son of Man is seen coming in the clouds, thus referring back to Dan 7:13. 315 Through the Markan sayings of ōI have comeō there is no pre-existence. Therefore, we cannot presuppose any connections of the Markan Jesus as Wisdom in terms of pre-existence.

To summarize, since Mark never refers to the person of Jesus as ōWisdomō it is not possible to allocate a clear and definitive Wisdom Christology in his writing. The parallels between the Markan Jesus and Wisdom are not strong enough to substantiate such a Christology. The writing of Mark’s Gospel can only be credited with acknowledging Jesus as performing the core traditional roles of Jewish Wisdom at some level. However, the evangelist has no interest in identifying Jesus as Wisdom. It is more relevant for Mark to christologically title Jesus rather as Son of God and Son of Man.

314 The majority of scholars agree that the main Christological titles applied to Jesus in Mark’s Gospel are Son of God, Son of Man, Christ and Lord. Samples of scholars in this group include Edwards, Mark, 15-16; France, Mark, 23-27; Harrington, Mark, 25-27.
315 Harrington, Mark, 26-27.
Furthermore, with no Wisdom Christology interest, Mark does not have strong Wisdom elements in his work, but it may have been developed by one of his work redactors, the writer of Matthew’s Gospel. However, before moving towards that study, we need to examine the Q tradition, which is one of Matthew’s richest sources for Wisdom Christology.

3. The Q Tradition

We will now focus on the Q tradition which may pre-date the letters of Paul. While Paul seemingly made no reference to the Jewish figure of Wisdom, Wisdom looms large in the alternative Q tradition. It will be shown that in Q, Sophia begins to play an important role in the Christian tradition about the mission of Jesus. But the question is, what does Q say about Wisdom and what is the relationship between Jesus and Wisdom in this tradition?

In order to understand Wisdom in the Q tradition, it is necessary to discuss a number of key texts in this source. The texts selected for discussion are those that earlier scholarship has identified as the more important witnesses to this theme in Q. These texts are Q 7:18-35 (Lk 7:18-35//Mt 11:2-19); Q 11:49 (Lk 11:49//Mt 23:34); Q 13:34-35 (Lk 13:34-35//Mt 23:37-39); Q 10:21-22 (Lk 10:21-22//Mt 11:25-26) and Q 11:31 (Lk 11:31//Mt 12:42). However, the particular texts of Q 7:18-35 (Lk 7:18-35//Mt 11:2-19) and Q 11:49 (Lk 11:49//Mt 23:34) are of most importance for determining the figure of Wisdom in this source. My analysis of these texts has a bearing on Matthew’s view of

the connection between Jesus and Jewish Wisdom, and this will be fully examined in Chapter 3.

(a) Q 7:18-35 (Lk 7:18-35//Mt 11:2-19)

Although the main reference to Wisdom in Q 7:18-35 (Lk 7:18-35//Mt 11:2-19) is in the last verse Q 7:35 (Lk 7:35//Mt 11:19b), the earlier section is also important. The text falls into three main parts: Q 7:18-23 (Lk 7:18-23//Mt 11:2-6); Q 7:24-30 (Lk 7:24-30//Mt 11:7-11) and Q 7:31-35 (Lk 7:31-35//Mt 11:16-19). Firstly, the text Q 7:18-23 (Lk 7:18-23//Mt 11:2-6) speaks of John’s enquiry and Jesus’ reply. John’s question about whether Jesus ðis the one who is to come ðis answered by reference to the mighty works performed by Jesus. These works include healing, raising the dead and preaching the good news to the poor.317

Secondly, in Q 7:24-30 (Lk 7:24-30//Mt 11:7-11), Jesus praises John as a prophet and also more than a prophet. He comments on him as a messenger of God to prepare the way for the Messiah, and ranks him as the highest of men. Jesus also proclaims that there is something more important than following John which is entry to the kingdom. Therefore, John is placed in a subordinate position to Jesus.318

Thirdly, in Q 7:31-35 (Lk 7:31-35//Mt 11:16-19), Jesus comments on John and himself and gives a verdict on the men of ðhis generation ðwho rejected both of them. He comments that they are like children unwilling to play with others. They reject the ascetic lifestyle of John and criticize him as having a demon. Jesus also comments that they

317 Generally, the wording in Luke is almost identical with Matthew. However, Luke is more specific in terms of how John sent two disciples who repeated exactly what he had commanded them to ask Jesus (Lk 7:20). Another difference between the two texts is that Luke inserts an account of how Jesus performed mighty works in the presence of witnesses before Jesus verbally replied to the question (Lk 7:21). These mighty works could be seen as the fulfillment of Isa 35:5-10.

318 Generally, Luke and Matthew agree. However, the differences are mostly literary. Luke is more specific in describing the messengers and the kings’ court when he includes the words ÑgorgeouslyÑ Ñrichly appareledÑand Ñlive in luxuryÑ The theme of the coming messenger echoes Mal 3:1 and Isa 40:3.
criticize him for mixing with tax collectors and sinners, and criticize him for being a libertine (Q 7:31-34). Luke probably omits the passage in Mt 11:12-13 and moves it to Lk 16:16a.\textsuperscript{319} Therefore, the text Q 7:18-35 generally spells out the relationship of John and Jesus to the execution of God’s plan of salvation, and recounts the reaction of John’s disciples and of Jesus’ generation to Jesus’ mission.

Central to the discussion in Q 7:35 (Lk 7:35//Mt 11:19b) is the issue of Wisdom and her relationship with Jesus. Lk 7:35 states, δικαιώθη ἡ σοφία ἀπὸ πάντων τῶν τέκνων αὐτῆς, whereas Mt 11:19b states, δικαιώθη ἡ σοφία ἀπὸ τῶν ἔργων αὐτῆς. Between the two texts, there are only two words that are different. Luke uses the word τέκνα, which suggests that Jesus is one of Wisdom’s children. However, Matthew uses the word ἔργα, which seems to identify Jesus with Wisdom herself (cf. Mt 11:2).\textsuperscript{320} Also, the word τὰ ἐργά (πάντων) is found only in the Lukan text, presumably added by Luke. As a starting point, it is perhaps more probable that Luke’s low Christology, where Jesus is not identified with Wisdom, is more original than Matthew’s high Christology where he is. Since the usual pattern is the development from low Christology to a high Christology where he is. Since the usual pattern is the development from low Christology to a high Christology, Matthew’s text seems to be redactional.\textsuperscript{321} This

\footnotetext[319]{Generally Lk 7:33-35 is close in wording to Mt 11:16-19. However, in Lk 7:33-34, Luke is more descriptive than Matthew is. While Matthew has neither eating nor drinking Luke expands the words to eating no bread and drinking no wine.}


suspicion can be confirmed by a detailed redactional critical analysis of these variant texts.

Would Luke omit the word ἀδελφο (ἐργά) and put in the word ἅδελφο (τέκνα)? The following argument points to the conclusion that this is not likely. The word ἀδελφο (ἐργά) and its cognates occur eight times in Luke. The occurrences in Luke are as follows: ἐργάσι (11:48; 24:19), ἐργαζόμενοι (13:14), ἐργάτης (twice in 10:2 and also in 10:7; 13:27 and ἐργασία (12:58). In four out of eight occurrences, Luke adopts the word ἀδελφο and cognates from Q (Lk 10:2//Mt 9:37-38; Lk 13:27//Mt 7:23 and twice in Lk 10:7//Mt 10:10). This alone shows that Luke has no aversion to it. Luke possibly adopts the word ἀδελφο from Q on two further occasions. In Lk 11:48 and Lk 12:58, the wording and order of each text is close to the texts of Mt 23:31 and Mt 5:25 respectively. ἐργά is found in both Lukan texts, but not in the Matthean parallels. Even though it is difficult to claim whether the word ἀδελφο (ἐργά) in Luke is original or secondary, in either case it shows that Luke has a preference for the word. Twice more, Luke uses ἀδελφο in unique material (Lk 13:14 and Lk 24:19), which again demonstrates that Luke is happy to use the word as it appears in his sources.


On the other hand, it is likely that Matthew redacts the word *children*(*τέκνα*) from Q and changes it to *deeds*(*ἐργα*) in Mt 11:19b and also Mt 11:2 for his own purpose.323 In Matthew the word *deeds*(*ἐργα*) and its cognates occur at least 16 times; *ἐργον* (5:16; 11:2, 19; 23:3, 5; 26:10), *ἐργαζόμαι* (7:23; 21:28; 25:16; 26:10) and *ἐργάτης* (9:37, 38; 10:10; 20:1, 2, 8). The occurrences of these terms in 5:16; 7:23; 20:1, 2, 8; 21:28; 23:3; 25:16 appear in unique material, while Matthew follows Q on three occasions (Mt 9:37//Lk 8:2; Mt 9:38//Lk 8:3; Mt 10:10//Lk 6:3). He also adopts them from Mark (Mt 26:10//Mk 14:6; Mt 26:10//Mk 14:1). All of this reveals that Matthew has a preference for *ἐργον* and its cognates.

On the basis of this, one can suspect Matthean redaction in Mt 11:2, *deeds of the Messiah*(*τὰ ἐργα τοῦ χριστοῦ*). The title *Messiah*(*Χριστός*) is used by Matthew eleven times in Mt 1:1, 16, 17, 18; 2:4; 11:2; 16:20; 23:10; 26:68; 27:17 and 22.324 Matthew likes both the word *ἐργα* and the title *Messiah*(*χριστός*) and he includes both in Mt 11:2.325 That Matthew’s text in 11:2 is redactional is confirmed by other evidence. The unique material in Lk 24:19b reads as follows: *Jesus of Nazareth, who was a prophet mighty in deed and word* (*Ἰησοῦ τοῦ Ναζαρηνοῦ ὁς ἐγένετο ἀνὴρ προφήτης δυνατὸς ἐν ἐργῳ καὶ...*)

323 Also, both Matthew and Luke use the word *children*(*τέκνοι, παιδίον*) a number of times in a number of passages throughout their Gospels. This indicates their preference for this word. Therefore, if the word *deeds*(*ἐργα*) is original, there is no reason for Luke to change it as he likes it. Similarly, if the word *children*(*τέκνοι, παιδίον*) is original, there is no reason for Matthew to change it as he also likes it. However, Matthew changes the word *children*(*τέκνοι*) to the word *deeds*(*ἐργα*) so he can further develop his own theological agenda.

324 The text 16:21 has no word *Messiah*(*Χριστός*) but implicitly contains the meaning of *Messiah*(*Jesus *action. See Gench, *Wisdom*, 247-249.

325 Scholars who claim Mt 11:2 is redactional include Davies and Allison, *Matthew II*, 240; Gench, *Wisdom*, 247-249; D. Senior, *Matthew* (ANTC; Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998), 124-125; Suggs, *Wisdom*, 56-58. See also Deutsch, *Lady Wisdom*, 50-51; T. Manson, *The Sayings of Jesus* (London: SCM Press, 1949), 66 where Mt 11:4 also indicates that the deeds of Wisdom in Mt 11:19b is redactional of Q. Matthew redacts the text *Go and tell John what you hear and see*(*πορευεθέντες ἀπαγγείλατε Ἰοάννη ἃ ἰκάνους καὶ βλέπετε*) (Mt 11:4) instead of *what you have seen and heard*(*Πορευθέντες απαγγείλατε Ἰοάννην ἃ ἴδετε καὶ ἰκάνουστε*) (Lk 7:22). Matthew changes the *heard*(*ἰδέτε*) and *see*(*ἰκάνουστε*) from the aorist to the present tense in order to emphasize the deeds and the work of Jesus in his time.
λόγω). Here Luke uses the word ἔργα (ἐργα) to identify Jesus as a prophet who performs miracles. Since Luke can use the word ἔργα to refer to the miracles of Jesus, it can be assumed that he would not have omitted the similar notion in Mt 11:2 (healing, raising the dead and preaching the good news to the poor). Thus, there is no need for Luke to omit τὰ ἔργα τοῦ Χριστοῦ if it had originally appeared in Q 7:18.

And if it is likely that Matthew inserts ἄλλα deeds of Christ in Mt 11:2, then it is probably the case that he included ἔργα in 11:19 as well. Matthew changes the wording in both texts so that he can make a distinctive Christological point. For Matthew, Wisdom's deeds in Mt 11:19b are the Messiah's deeds in Mt 11:2, so he has edited these texts to reflect this conviction. The ἔργα of the Messiah or Christ in Mt 11:2 are identified as healing, raising the dead and preaching the good news to the poor (v. 5). Therefore, Matthew has redacted the text 11:19b in order to identify Jesus with Wisdom. The identification can also be seen through the Messiah's deeds, which are Jesus' deeds and Wisdom's deeds.

However, Lukan redaction can be found in Lk 7:35. Luke adds the word ἀllō (πάντων) in 7:35 to echo ἀll the people (πᾶς ὁ λαὸς) in v. 29. The material in Lk 7:29 is also found in Mt 21:32, and so probably reflects a Q tradition. But πάντων can

---


328 Havener, Q, 68, 78-80. See also Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 235; J. P. Meier, Matthew (NTM 3; Wilmington: Glazier, 1980), 124; C. M. Tuckett, Q and the History of Early Christianity: Studies on Q (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1996), 214. The title Κυρίος (κύριος) is used occasionally in Q (Q 6:46; 7:6). However, Q identifies Jesus with Wisdom's children but not with the deeds of Wisdom and also not with the Messiah. In Q 7:18-35, Q does not refer to Jesus as ὁ Messiah or ὁ Christ (Χριστός), but ὁ Lord (κύριος) in Q 7:19. However, Matthew calls Jesus the Messiah (Χριστός) (Mt 11:2). Therefore, Wisdom's deeds (Mt 11:19b) can be referred to as the Messiah's deeds in Mt 11:2. See Piper, Wisdom, 168. See also Dunn, Christology, 197; Suggs, Wisdom, 37, 56-57; Tuckett, Revival, 150.
be found only in Lk 7:29 and is probably redactional. If that is the case, then the presence of the word in Lk 7:35 is also editorial.329 The text Lk 7:29-30 differentiates between two groups of people: all the people and the tax collectors who accept God and the Pharisees and lawyers who reject God. The difference continues in Lk 7:33-35. The children in the market place in Lk 7:32 and those who criticize John the Baptist and Jesus the Son of Man (7:33-34) reject God. However, all the children of Wisdom in Lk 7:35 accept God.330 The tax collectors and the prostitutes are those who accept baptism from John the Baptist, but the Pharisees and the lawyers do not. Therefore, the purpose of Luke’s insertion of the word πάντων is to reject that Jesus and John alone fall into the category of Wisdom’s children.331

Thus, redaction criticism confirms that Lk 7:35 is more original than Matthew’s parallel text in 11:19. Luke takes τέκνα from Q but adds πάντων himself. The Matthean redactional word ἔργα can be referred to τὰ ἔργα τοῦ Χριστοῦ in Mt 11:2, which is also redacted by Matthew himself. Therefore, Q 7:35 can be reconstructed as, Ὁ Wisdom is justified by her children (ἐδικαιώθη ἡ σοφία ἀπὸ πάντων τῶν τέκνων αὐτῆς). For Q, Wisdom is justified by her children, who are John and Jesus.

This Q text recalls the idea that Sophia in the Jewish tradition has followers or representatives. For example, Wis 7:27 speaks of Wisdom appearing alone and distinct,

---

329 U. Luz, Matthew 21-28: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg Press, 2005), 145 n. 3. See also the discussion in much detail in Tuckett, Revival, 148-149. Tuckett also explains why it is difficult to claim that Luke’s version depends on Matthew.  
330 Dunn, Christology, 197-198; Piper, Wisdom, 168. See also Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 51; Fitzmyer, Luke I-IX, 681; Gench, Wisdom, 261-262; Tuckett, Revival, 150-151. The Son of Man in Q 7:33-34 is a matter of debate. However, it can not be interpreted as an apocalyptic figure as in apocalyptic texts. The Son of man is a future figure who is not the one who has come. This is because the Son of man has the mundane activities of eating and drinking which are improbable if he is to identify with an apocalyptic figure. The text simply indicates Jesus’ superiority over John. See Jacobson, First Gospel, 123.  
331 Dunn, Christology, 197-198. See also Fitzmyer, Luke I-IX, 681; Gench, Wisdom, 155; Piper, Wisdom, 168-169; Suggs, Wisdom, 39-44; Tuckett, Revival, 148-149.
renewing all things and bringing her followers into contact with God and the prophets.\textsuperscript{332} She communicates with humanity in every generation, and this notion is picked up and developed by this later Christian tradition. Wisdom now interacts with the human world, and John and Jesus have become her prophets or her representatives.

As Wisdom’s children, Jesus and John the Baptist share the prophetic role as well as the prophetic fate by experiencing opposition and rejection by the ‘children of this generation’ (7:31-32; cf. Q 11:47-48). The opposition which Jesus and John experience is the conflict with what his generation regard as their contradictory lifestyle. John fasts, so he is rejected and they conclude that he has a demon (Q 7:33). Similarly, Jesus is rejected as he eats and drinks, so it is concluded that he is a glutton and a drunk (Q 7:34).\textsuperscript{333} Not only are Jesus and John identified as Wisdom’s children in terms of the prophetic fate they experience, but also as Wisdom’s way which they follow. Jesus and John follow Wisdom’s ways of preaching and instructing in the expectation of being accepted (Q 7:22-23). Therefore, they are seen as envoys or representatives of Wisdom.\textsuperscript{334}

The text in Q 7:23 also reflects Wisdom in Prov 8:32. In this verse Jesus, one of Wisdom’s children, motivates his generation to follow his preaching and instruction with the laudatory exclamation, ‘blessed are those who take no offense at me’ This echoes Prov 8:32, ‘And now, my children, listen to me: happy are those who keep my ways’ Wisdom’s children are those who listen to her and follow her ways. By the laudatory exclamation, Wisdom also blesses those who keep her ways. The text has a

\textsuperscript{332} Robinson, ‘Jesus as Sophos’ 6-7.
\textsuperscript{333} Hartin, ‘Yet Wisdom’ 154, 163 n. 15. See also B. L. Mack, The Lost Gospel: The Book of Q and Christian Origins (New York: HarperSanFrancisco, 1993), 144-145. Mack thoroughly explains the connection of the fathers who killed all the prophets and his generation.
\textsuperscript{334} Havener, Q, 79-80.
connection with the following text in Prov 8:33-34. While v. 32a (my children, listen to me) parallels v. 33 (Hear instruction and be wise and do not neglect it), v. 32b (happy are those who keep my ways) parallels v. 34 (happy is the one who listens to me).\(^{335}\)

Wisdom encourages her children and motivates them to follow her ways.

Furthermore, Q 7:35 also reflects the imagery of Sophia as a mother. In Sir 4:11 and 15:2 Sophia is a mother and her followers are described as her children. Sir 4:11 states, Wisdom teaches her children and gives help to those who seek her. Here Wisdom is a mother who is deeply concerned about her children's welfare; her children are those who seek her.\(^{336}\)

In Sir 15:2 Wisdom will come to meet him like a mother. The word him in v. 2 refers to the righteous: those who fear the Lord and hold to the Law (v. 1). The righteous are also following Wisdom's way. As a mother, Wisdom will come to the righteous.\(^{337}\)

Therefore, Wisdom plays a mothering role to her children who are her followers.

The meaning of this Q tradition is clear. John the Baptist and Jesus are Wisdom's children.\(^{338}\) They seek her wisdom, are her followers, act on her behalf, and she protects them as a mother does her child. But John and Jesus face opposition and rejection, as do all the prophets who serve Wisdom, and even Sophia herself. Even though John and Jesus are both mentioned as Sophia's children, the superiority of Jesus is made very clear.\(^{339}\)

\(^{335}\) The repetition of listen to me can also be found in Prov 5:7; 7:24. See Evans, Saint Luke, 358-359.

\(^{336}\) Tuckett, Q, 219. The word children in Sir 4:11 echoes son in Sir 4:10. Some scholars prefer the word sons for children. See Skehan and Di Lella, Wisdom of Ben Sira, 170-171. V. 11 resembles Prov 4:8, cherish her (Wisdom), and she will lift you high. See also Evans, Saint Luke, 358-359.


\(^{339}\) Robinson, Jesus as Sophos 5. See also Hartin, Yet Wisdom, 163 n. 14; Piper, Wisdom, 169.
The importance of this Q material cannot be overestimated. We find for the first time in the Christian tradition the mention of divine or transcendent Sophia, and the relationship she enjoys with Jesus of Nazareth.

(b) Q 11:49 (Lk 11:49//Mt 23:34a)

These two Gospel texts are quite similar in wording, but a significant difference between them is the actual speaker. Lk 11:49 portrays Jesus quoting the words of Wisdom, "I will send them prophets and apostles, some of whom they will kill and persecute (διὰ τοῦτο καὶ ἡ σοφία τοῦ θεοῦ ἔιπεν, Ἀποστέλλω εἰς αὐτοὺς προφήτας καὶ ἀποστόλους, καὶ ἐξ αὐτῶν ἀποκτενοῦσιν καὶ διώξουσιν). By contrast, Mt 23:34a has no reference to Wisdom but has Jesus himself speak the words that Luke attributes to Wisdom, "Therefore, I send you prophets and wise men and scribes, some of whom you will kill and crucify (διὰ τοῦτο ἰδοὺ ἐγὼ ἀποστέλλω πρὸς ὑμᾶς προφήτας καὶ σοφοὺς καὶ γραμματεῖς ἐξ αὐτῶν ἀποκτενεῖτε καὶ σταυρώσετε). Generally, Lk 11:49 is accepted as original while Mt 23:34a is deemed to be redactional. The Christological alteration Matthew has made to the text is consistent with his redaction in 11:19 where he identifies Jesus with Wisdom. Luke again follows Q by distinguishing between Jesus and Wisdom (cf. Lk 7:35).

Identifying the identity of the original speaker in Q clarifies other differences between the Gospel texts. The future tense in Lk 11:49, ἄποστελω, is what we would expect of a saying of Sophia spoken in the past. Speaking from a trans-historical perspective, she intends to send the prophets, which probably refers to the traditional prophets of old as well as those up to and including John the Baptist and Jesus. The present tense in Matthew is necessitated by his change of speaker. Now that Jesus is the sender, he uses the present tense when addressing his audience. As we shall see in the next Chapter, in Matthew it is Jesus as Wisdom who sends emissaries. The original Q tradition probably only referred to prophets as those sent by Sophia. Matthew has probably added ἀπόστολοι and συγγραμματεῖς and Luke has added ἀπόστολοι. It is accepted that Luke adds the word ἀπόστολοι which is a patently Christian term. However, the words ἀπόστολοι and συγγραμματεῖς are believed to be influenced by the Christian Jewish tradition and are added by Matthew.

Hence, Q 11:49 can probably be reconstructed as, «Therefore also the Wisdom of God said, Ἐὰν ἦσαν μὲν ἰδίᾳ τοῦτο καὶ ἡ σοφία τοῦ θεοῦ ἔπειν ἀπόστελω εἰς αὐτοὺς προφήτας καὶ ἔστω ἀπόστολοι...»

---

341 Dunn, Christology, 201; Piper, Wisdom, 169; Suggs, Wisdom, 14. See also Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 69.
343 Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 69; Garland, Matthew 23, 174; Suggs, Wisdom, 19.
344 Marshall, Luke, 504; Suggs, Wisdom, 22-24. See also Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 70; Gundry, Matthew, 469; Nolland, Matthew, 944-945.
346 See Davies and Allison, Matthew III, 315; Garland, Matthew 23, 174-175; Marshall, Luke, 504. For Christians, the term συγγραμματεῖς can be seen in Mt 13:52. Luke and Matthew may add their own words to fit with their own idea of the situation of their own church at that time. See also Gench, Wisdom, 85-88.
In this tradition Q continues to identify Jesus as Wisdom’s representative and not as Wisdom incarnate. He quotes the words of Sophia, which are no longer extant in any known source, and so reinforces his relationship with Sophia as attested in Q 7:35. He is the envoy or prophet of Wisdom and she provides him with instruction and insight.

This Q tradition has affinities with the prophetic role of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. In Prov 1:20-33 she sends out the prophets while warning them that they will be rejected, persecuted and executed. She also warns that his generation or those who reject her messengers will receive judgement. In Wis 7:27 Sophia appears as one dwelling with the prophets. She renews all things and those who make use of Wisdom obtain God’s friendship. She is also the one who makes friends and prophets in every generation. The text in Q 11:49 does not identify Jesus with Wisdom but rather illustrates that there is a connection between Wisdom in what Jesus preaches and what Wisdom previously said and did. As Jesus also speaks of judgments, his accusations against his generation have been predicted by Wisdom. Thus, Jesus again is portrayed as an agent of Wisdom and is not identical with her.347

Q 11:49 may also reflect the salvific role of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. Wisdom’s proclamation in this verse refers to Wisdom’s proclamation in Wis 10:1-4 where she operated as Sophia throughout Israel’s history. This is also reflected in Wis 7:27 where she is operative in the world at every age.348 In both passages, Wisdom participates in the history of salvation. She communicates with humanity, making them

---

348 Hartin, Yet Wisdom 156-157.
God’s friends as well as her messengers. These themes are reflected in Q 11:49 where she sends prophets to act as her envoys. These envoys meet with complete rejection, opposition, persecution and even death, continuing into this generation (Jesus’ time). This action highlights her role of coming among humanity to offer salvation.349

The prophetic role and the death of Jesus, who is identified as Sophia’s envoy in Q 11:49, can be explained further in the context of the deuteronomistic understanding of Israel’s history. The motif of the murder of Sophia’s envoys derives from this tradition, which emphasizes repentance, calling Israel to return to Yahweh. The history of Israel can be shown as that of constant disobedience in Q 6:23c; 11:47-51; 13:34-35 and 14:16-24. In these texts, prophets were sent to call Israel to repentance but Israel rejected and killed these prophets. In Q, the impenitence of Israel can be perceived by the death of the prophets, particularly in Q 11:47-51, opposition to the prophets in Q 6:23c and 14:16-24; (cf. 7:31-35; 9:58; 10:2-16) and other accusations in Q 3:7-9; 6:39-46; 7:24-27, 31-35, 11:24-26, 39-52 and 12:54-56. Other examples which shame Israel and highlight her impenitence are found in Q 7:9; 10:13-15; 11:31-32 and 11:19, while this generation emphasizes Israel as impenitent. However, there is a renewed call for repentance in Q 3:7-9, 16-17; 6:20-49; 10:2-12; 7:31-35; 11:29-32 and 11:39-52. Through repentance, Yahweh will restore Israel, gathering again the scattered remnants.350

---

349 Hartin, O’et Wisdom 156-158. See also Dunn, Christology, 201-202.
350 See Jacobson, First Gospel, 73-74 where the catastrophes of 722 and 587 B.C.E are interpreted as punishment by Yahweh for Israel’s impenitence, while Israel’s sentence of condemnation continues. See Jub 1:7-26; cf. Q 11:47-51; 13:34-35. In Q miracles are also explained in the context of repentance. See Q 10:13; 11:14-20; 10:5-12 and cf. Q 11:20 with 10:19.
In this case there is very close verbal agreement between the two Gospel versions, but they appear in different Gospel contexts.\(^{351}\) It is widely accepted that the Matthean text preserves the original Q context and sequence.\(^{352}\) Firstly, the use of the catchwords prophets, (προφήτας), sending (ἀποστέλλω) and killing (ἀποκτείνω) are used in both texts, the oracle (Mt 23:34-36) and the lament (Mt 23:37-39). This suggests that these passages are sequential. Moreover, the themes of maternity, of rejection and the accusation of murder (vv. 31, 34, 35, 37) are expressed in both texts. The consequence of this is that in the context of Q, the material continues to be a quote from Sophia, but in Matthew the speaker is Jesus.\(^{353}\) In preserving the Q sequence, Matthew makes Jesus the speaker of this material as well.

\(^{351}\) Other differences between the two texts are minor as follows: The word ἀδελφοι (ἐδρήμος) (v. 38) can not be found in Lk 13:35. Matthew uses the plural ἄδερ brood (τὰ μη αυτίς) while Luke uses the singular form of ἄδερ own brood (τὴν ἐσύμπλησα μησίν) instead. Matthew prefers ἐπισυναγείν to Luke’s ἐπισυνάξει. In v. 39 Matthew uses γὰρ but Luke uses δὲ. Also, Matthew adds ἰδοῦ now ἀπὸ ἀρτί and omits ὅτε it will come when ὅτε (ὁ δὲ ὅτε). These differences indicate that Luke’s wording preserves more of the original Q tradition and does not affect the similarities the two texts share. See the details of the differences in Gundry, Matthew, 472-473; D. A. Hagner, Matthew 14-28 (WBC 33B; Dallas: Word Books, 1995), 679-680; Luz, Matthew 21-28, 158. However, Hagner and Luz are among those scholars who believe that the Lukan text preserves more of the original Q text. Also Nolland, Luke 9:21-18:34, 739.


\(^{353}\) Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 74; Hartin, James and the Q Sayings, 126-127; Jacobson, First Gospel, 209; Luz, Matthew 21-28, 158; Suggs, Wisdom, 64.
Many scholars believe that Luke has changed the sequence of the lament text. Luke’s lament is found not after the oracle but immediately following the pericope concerning Jesus’ response to the information that Herod is seeking Jesus to kill him (13:31-33). Jesus’ response ends with the exclamation, ‘it cannot be that a prophet should perish away from Jerusalem’ Luke wants to bring together two texts about Jerusalem, 13:22-30 followed by 13:31-33. These two texts are then followed by the lament in 13:34-35. Moreover, as explained earlier, Luke has no interest in identifying Jesus with Wisdom. Luke has the speaker of the oracle text as Jesus quoting Wisdom’s words.

Q 13:34-35 continues to present Jesus as Wisdom’s envoy as in Q 11:49-51. Wisdom is the sender of prophets and those sent just as she was in Q 11:49-51. In the lament, Wisdom calls her followers to repent and acknowledge the murder of her envoys. The text shows the deuteronomistic conception of history according to which God or Wisdom continually sends prophets to Israel (or Jerusalem) in order to call her to repentance. Therefore, Q 13:34-35 connects Jesus to the prophetic role of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. This is reflected in Prov 8 when she publicly calls all to follow her way. Jesus is presented as Sophia’s envoy who is sent to call all to repentance. Nevertheless, he will have the common prophetic fate, which is to be persecuted and finally killed.

Q 13:34-35 has the metaphor of a hen gathering her brood under her wings. The passage refers to many places in the Old Testament, including 2 Esdr 1:30 where the

---

354 Scholars who believe the Lukan text preserves the more original Q text in terms of wording include Bultmann, History, 114-115; Dunn, Christology, 202-204; Gench, Wisdom, 79, 86; Havener, Q, 81-83; Jacobson, First Gospel, 209; Kloppenborg, Formation of Q, 227-228; Nolland, Luke 9:21-18:34, 739; Piper, Wisdom, 164; Suggs, Wisdom, 24-29, 38-48, 66-67; Tuckett, Q, 173, Tuckett, Revival, 163-164. However, Luz disputes the claim that Luke preserves more of the original Q. See Luz’s dispute in Luz, Matthew 21-28, 158-159.
355 Davies and Allison, Matthew III, 312. See also Bultmann, History, 114-115; Piper, Wisdom, 169, 264 n. 72; Suggs, Wisdom, 64-65.
356 Jacobson, First Gospel, 212; Kloppenborg, Formation of Q, 320; Tuckett, Q, 220-221.
wings could be wings of the Seraphim. Wings are typically seen as a place of protection or shelter, Shekinah. Wisdom is linked to Shekinah in Prov 8 and Sir 24. The metaphor of protection can be reflected in the words coming from Wisdom’s mouth. By her instructions, those who follow her can be protected. The protective mother hen in Q 13:34-35 can also be found in the texts: Deut 32:11; Ruth 2:12; Ps 17:8; 36:7; 57:1; 61:4; 63:7; 91:4 and Isa 31:5. However, these texts refer directly to God, presenting him as a protective God; thus the metaphor can be applied to Wisdom as a speaker of the text who partakes of God’s protective role. But this imagery also recalls the idea, that was mentioned above, of Sophia as a mother who cares for her children.

After being rejected, Wisdom leaves her house which could be interpreted as her temple or God’s people (cf. Jer 22:1-8; En 89:50-51, 56, 66, 72). This also echoes Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. In Wis 6:16 Wisdom searches out those who follow her way, while in 1 En 42 she cannot find a place to dwell on earth. In Sir 24 she seeks a resting place, eventually finding a dwelling in the temple in Jerusalem. Similarly, in Jerusalem, Wisdom is rejected in Q 13:35a “See your house is left to you” Finally, Wisdom foretells that she will remain hidden until the coming of the one who comes in the name of the Lord (v. 35b). This future figure has been identified with various

---

357 Suggs, *Wisdom*, 66-67. Cf. Piper, *Wisdom*, 164. Piper emphasizes that the metaphor calls for a divine being particularly a maternal divine being in 4 Ezra 1:30 and 2 Bar 41:3-4. Piper also links the metaphor to Wisdom in Sir 1:15, Ἂθέτεισαν αὐτήν ἐν τοῖς ἀνθρώποις ἐνωπίων ἐν οἰκοδομῇ αἰώνιᾳ καὶ ἀνωτέρωσεν τῇ Θεικήνῃ
358 Dunn, *Christology*, 203. Wisdom is also linked to Shekinah in Jn 1 according to Dunn. See also Gench, *Wisdom*, 115; Nolland, *Luke 9:21-18:34*, 742. However, Jacobson disputes that the metaphor of a hen gathering her brood under her wings in Q 13:34-35 belongs to a divine being. He claims that it is impossible to conclude that Q 13:35a refers to the Shekinah because there is no proof that the Shekinah tradition existed before the destruction of Jerusalem. Also God cannot be the speaker in Q 13:34 because the divine passive is used in Q 13:35a. Therefore, Q 13:34-35 can be described as an oracle of Wisdom. See Jacobson, *First Gospel*, 212. Cf. Isa 49:14-21; 51:17-20; 54 where the sending of prophets to Jerusalem can also be found.
figures, including the Son of Man, the Messiah or Jesus as the coming judge. However, the text is ambiguous and does not provide enough information to explain who is to come in v. 35b. If the text does apply to Jesus, it would reinforce the clear distinction between Jesus and Wisdom elsewhere in Q.

In this passage, Q continues to present Jesus as Wisdom’s envoy and prophet. Jerusalem or his generation have rejected and murdered the prophets sent by Wisdom. As a result, Jerusalem is forsaken by Wisdom until it acknowledges he who comes in the name of the Lord. The metaphor of the caring mother hen reflects the protective nature of Wisdom in Prov 8 and Sir 24. The concept of rejection found in Q also could reflect the rejection of Wisdom in 1 En 42 and Bar 1:4.

(d) Q 10:21-22 (Lk 10:21-22//Mt 11:25-27)

The texts Lk 10:21-22 and Mt 11:25-27 are almost identical in wording and order. The Lukian text reads as follows: thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that thou hast hidden these things from the wise and understanding and revealed them to babes; yea, Father, for such was thy gracious will. All things have been delivered to me by my Father; and no one knows who the Son is except the Father, or who the Father is except

---


the Son and any one to whom the Son chooses to reveal him." Even though there is no specific mention of Wisdom in Q 10:21-22, the text can be connected to her tradition. However, the text only presents Jesus as the envoy of Wisdom taking on some of her roles. The Q tradition elsewhere makes a clear distinction between Jesus and Wisdom, so it can be assumed here as well. The text also emphasizes the intimate relationship between Jesus and the Father. In v. 21 the Father is praised for both revelation and concealment. The Father is a revealer who has hidden these things (ταῦτα) from the wise and the intelligent but has revealed them to infants. However, the Father does not say much about himself.

In v. 22 all things (πάντα) have been transmitted to the Son by the Father, so that the Son alone is privy to the Father and is able to reveal (ανεκαλυφται) him to others. The address of God as ‘Father’ reflects the intimate relationship between the Father and the Son. Here Jesus plays the role of the Son of God who appears to show an exclusive relationship with the Father. Also, he shows that he is the sole mediator of knowledge of God to humanity. The relationship can be claimed as an intimate relationship in terms of Jesus’ consciousness of God as Father. Therefore, in v. 22, Jesus’ characteristics are as revealer, knower, mediator and God’s Son. The characteristics of Jesus in v. 22 reflect

---

364 There are a few differences between the two texts. The verb ‘you have hidden’ appears in Luke as απέκρυψας but in Matthew as ίκρυψας. Luke uses ἀδικοῦσας while Matthew uses ἀδικοῦσας (ἐκεῖνος τῷ καιρῷ). Both are likely to be redactional. Only Luke adds ‘rejoice in the Holy Spirit’ (ὅγγαλισάσθαι ἐν τῷ πνεύματι) but this cannot be found in Matthew. In v. 22 the Lukan text is different from the Matthean text. Matthew uses a compound form of the verb ἀνέκαλυψεν (ἐπιγινώσκει) as ανέκει the Father. However, Luke has ανέκαλυψεν (γινώσκει) who the Father is. In this case the Matthean form is considered to be closer to the Q source. Nolland, *Luke 9:21-18:34*, 571-573.


366 It is debatable whether ανεκαλυφται should be interpreted as concerned with the transmission of knowledge or the transmission of full authority to Jesus, for which appeal is made to Dan 7:14 and 2:37-8. See Nolland, *Luke 9:21-18:34*, 573.
to some extent the characteristics of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition who is also a revealer, knower and mediator of God, but not as God’s Son. Wisdom is entrusted with the secrets of God and reveals them to humanity. The intimate relationship of Wisdom with God can be found in the texts Job 28:1-7; Sir 1:6, 8; 4:8; Bar 3:15-32 and Wis 7-9.367

The relationship between the Father and the Son is similar to the function given to Wisdom as the revealer and redeemer. The fact that only the Father knows the Son is also reflected in the Wisdom tradition where only God knows Wisdom in Job 28:1-7; Sir 1:6, 8; Bar 3:15-32, and only Wisdom knows God in Prov 8:12; Wis 7:25-30; 8:3-4; 9:4, 9, 11 and Wisdom is the one who reveals God to others in Wis 7:27; 9:17 and Sir 4:18. The άΣωνός of God is a person who has knowledge of God and the άΣωνός of God is the one known by God. Also, the άΣωνός of God is the one who assists others to know God. Through this intimate relationship between the Father and the Son, the Son becomes the sole mediator of the revelation of God. However, the content of this revelation finds an echo in Wisdom. In Sir 4:18 Wisdom says άανάκελτος will reveal to them my secretsάανάκελτος The word άανάκελτος can refer to the word άανάκελτος in Sir 4:1. Hence, Wisdom reveals to her children her secrets. This relationship is highlighted in both cases. Jesus and Wisdom become mediators of salvation.368 This is a parallel in function, but not of identity.369

Therefore, the text Q 10:22 (cf. Mt 11:25-26) can be linked to Wisdom in the Jewish tradition regarding characteristics that she and Jesus share in common. However,

368 Robinson, άανάκελτος as Sophosά 9-10. See also Dunn, Christology, 198; Kloppenborg, άανάκελτος Christology in Qό 144; Nolland, Luke 9:21-18:34, 573-574; Tuckett, Q, 278.
369 Robinson believes that Jesus in Q 10:21-22 is Wisdom incarnate since he shares Wisdom’s roles. See Robinson, άανάκελτος as Sophosό 8-10.
the title of ὁ σοῖον ὁ θεότης is designated to Jesus in this particular context. So as God’s Son, it is
difficult to connect Jesus with Wisdom. Wisdom has never been called God’s Son,
though she is known as the child or daughter of God in Prov 8. But it is unlikely that the
Q tradition makes any connection explicit.\textsuperscript{370} It needs to be said as well that Q does not
have a strong ὁ σοῖον ὁ θεότης Christology, despite the presence of ὁ θεὸς Σοῖον ὁ θεότης in Q 10:21-
22.\textsuperscript{371} The Son of God can also include those who listen to Jesus and become prophets
like him (Q 6:35). The Son of God elsewhere in Q is used to give authority to Jesus’
teaching (Q 5:12) and those who see and hear what Jesus does and says can share in
Jesus’ Sonship (Q 10:23b-24).\textsuperscript{372}

Q 10:21-22 continues the Wisdom tradition in Q. Wisdom is not mentioned, and
the emphasis is placed on Jesus’ special relationship with the Father. But that relationship
is depicted in terms of the Wisdom tradition in that Jesus and Sophia share similar
functions. They are not identified,\textsuperscript{373} which is consistent with the other Q traditions that
draw a sharp demarcation between these two figures. In this text Jesus is still an envoy of
Sophia. But this passage might indicate that even in Q there were some tentative
developments towards an identification of the two.

(e) Q 11:31-32 (Lk 11:31-32//Mt 12:41-42)

\textsuperscript{370} Havener, \textit{Q}, 80-81. Havener cites Kloppenborg regarding the designation of ὁ σοῖον ὁ θεότης.
\textsuperscript{371} Kloppenborg, \textit{Excavating Q}, 93; Piper, \textit{Wisdom}, 170; J. M. Robinson, Ὁ Ἠθος Ἑθος Ὁ θεὸς Ὁ θεότης in V.
these scholars claim that Q has little interest in giving Christological titles to Jesus.
\textsuperscript{372} Havener, \textit{Q}, 68-71. Havener sees and describes Jesus as the prophetic Son of God in the Q texts: Q 3:21-
\textsuperscript{373} Dunn, \textit{Christology}, 199; Hartin, \textit{James and the Q Sayings}, 130-131; A. E. Harvey, \textit{Jesus and the
Constraints of History} (London: Duckworth, 1982), 165; Piper, \textit{Wisdom}, 172; Robinson, Ὁ Ἠθος Ὁ θεότης 10. See also Kloppenborg, Ὁ Ἠθος Ὁ θεότης in Q 147. Dunn explains the use of ὁ σοῖον ὁ θεότης in Q 10:22 as
the ὅ Ἠθος Ὁ Ἠθος of his knowledge of God’s will. Harvey states further that as Jesus is the
Son of God, this implies that he is God’s representative. Moreover, Piper states that as Jesus is described as
God’s Son, this shows that the text Q 10:22 does not connect Jesus with Wisdom.
Similar to Q 10:21-22, the wording of Lk 11:31-32 and Mt 12:41-42 is almost identical and is considered to be a Wisdom passage. The Lukan text reads as follows: The queen of the South will arise at the judgment with the men of this generation and condemn them, because she came from the ends of the earth to listen to the wisdom of Solomon, and see, something greater than Solomon is here. The people of Nineveh will rise up at the judgment with this generation and condemn it, because they repented at the proclamation of Jonah, and see, something greater than Jonah is here (vv. 31-32).

However, there are a few differences between the two texts. Matthew has the Jonah material before the Solomon material but Luke has the Solomon material first. While Luke uses ἀδελφὴς (αὐτοῦ Ἁλού), Matthew uses αὐτοῦ (αὐτῆς). Also, the words ἀθώ with the people ἀδελφὸς (μετὰ τῶν ἄνδρων) are found only in Lk 11:31. However, only Matthew has ἀθώ with this generation (μετὰ τῆς γενεᾶς). In this tradition Jesus condemns his generation for their non-acceptance of him. A gentile, the Queen of the South travelled a long way to listen to and accept the wisdom of Solomon (1 Kgs 10:1-10). However, his generation (τῆς γενεᾶς τοῦτος) refuses to accept Jesus who is greater than Solomon. Jesus in Q 11:31 is portrayed as superior to Solomon who is Wisdom.

374 Scholars who consider this text to be a Wisdom passage include Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 61; Hartin, James and the Q Sayings, 131. Scholars who disagree include E. Klostermann and Schweizer and their argument can be found in Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 187 n. 84.

375 Some scholars claim that Matthew preserves Q’s location including Jacobson, First Gospel, 166. However, scholars who disagree with Matthew’s originality include Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 63; Kloppenborg, Formation of Q, 133 n. 140. Kloppenborg cites Vögtle who claims that Matthew probably reversed the order of the double saying so as to bring the Jonah saying into closer relation with the Jonah sayings in 12:39, 40. See more details in Hartin, James and the Q Sayings, 131; Nolland, Luke 9:21-18:34, 654. However, Deutsch comments that αὐτοῦ [is] difficult to understand why Luke would disturb the more logical order of Matthew if, indeed, the latter was more original. See Deutsch in Lady Wisdom, 187 n. 89.
representative in the Old Testament. Again Jesus is identified as an envoy of Wisdom rather than as Wisdom herself.376

In the context of Q the sign of Jonah refers to Jesus preaching.377 It is accepted that Matthew edits this so that the sign of Jonah applies to the Son of Man three days and nights in the tomb.378 Moreover, his saying about the conversion of Nineveh at Jonah preaching (12:40) immediately follows the saying about the sign of Jonah (12:41). Luke, however, has the saying about Nineveh repentance follow the saying about the wisdom of Solomon (Lk 11:31-32). In Matthew, the saying about the Queen of the South and the wisdom of Solomon appear at the end of the series in the Matthean order. Matthew has changed the order of the sayings about Jonah in order to juxtapose them.379 This part of the Q tradition recalls Wisdom’s prophetic role. Jesus is compared to Jonah the prophet which recalls the deuteronomistic interpretation of Israel’s history (Q 11:49; 13:34-35).

Taken together these two elements highlight the status of Jesus as Sophia’s messenger. In prophetic terms he is superior to Jonah, the great prophet of repentance, and in terms of his knowledge and Wisdom, he is greater than Solomon, the Jewish paradigm of wisdom.380 This point reinforces Jesus’ superiority over John the Baptist in Q 7:18-35, and establishes him as the envoy of Wisdom par excellence.

(f) Summary

376 Piper, Wisdom, 169. See also Hartin, Œ et Wisdom 159; Hartin, James and the Q Sayings, 131-132; Marshall, Luke, 486-487.
378 Deutsch also claims that Matthew connects Jesus with personified Wisdom by seeing the Son of Man as a wisdom figure. See more details for this claim in Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 62-63.
379 Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 61. See also Bultmann, History, 112; Manson, Sayings, 91; Harrington, Matthew, 188-189.
The Q tradition witnesses a major development in the inclusion of Sophia in the Christian tradition. Whereas the figure of Wisdom seems to play no real role in the Pauline tradition, she emerges as a central character in the Sayings Source. She is the one who sends the prophets, including John the Baptist and Jesus. Sophia adopts a motherly, protective role for her ‘children’ as they, like her in the past, experience rejection and opposition. Q demarcates strongly between the identities of Wisdom and Jesus; Jesus is perhaps her greatest representative since he is greater than John the Baptist, Jonah and even Solomon. In this capacity Jesus also shares a special relationship with God the Father, and in some respects he plays some of the roles traditionally attributed to Wisdom. It is possible that in presenting Jesus in this way the Q tradition was itself moving towards a Wisdom Christology, but this is not certain. As far as we can reconstruct this source, Q betrays strong Wisdom influences but not yet a clear Wisdom Christology. It is only to be expected that once Sophia became associated with the Jesus tradition, further developments would follow. One important development is to be found in the Gospel of John.

4. The Johannine Tradition

The Gospel of John was probably written at the end of the first century or even the beginning of the second century.\(^{381}\) There is then a good fifty years or so between the composition of Q and the Pauline corpus and the writing of John’s Gospel. A study of John reveals that it demonstrates a much more advanced treatment of the Wisdom tradition than both Paul and Q, but John’s very distinctive character makes it difficult to

---

determine whether this Gospel was related in any way to these earlier traditions. While most scholars accept that the author of this Gospel was familiar with at least the Gospel of Mark, there is no evidence that he knew the Q tradition or was heavily influenced by Pauline themes. This makes it difficult to judge whether John’s more detailed Wisdom Christology had developed from either of these Christian traditions or had occurred independently of them. In either case the witness of John testifies that by the late first century the Christian speculation concerning the relationship between Jesus and Wisdom had undergone significant and dramatic changes.

The Johannine view regarding the relationship between Jesus and Wisdom appears in the very first part of the Gospel in the Prologue (Jn 1:1-18). This text speaks of the incarnation not of Wisdom but of the Word. This anomaly will be discussed later. In the Prologue John introduces the Word’s pre-existence (v. 1a) and intimate relationship with God (vv. 1b, 2). While playing a creative role (v. 3), the Word also has a salvific role (v. 4a). The Word is identified with life (vv. 4a-b) and light (vv. 4b, 5, 9). John also emphasizes the presence (v. 10a), the rejection (vv. 10b-11) and the reception (v. 12) of the Word. The highlight of the Prologue is found in vv. 14a-b where the Word becomes incarnate, and for those who follow the Word, glory, grace and truth are given (vv. 14c-d). The appearance of John the Baptist (v. 15) confirms the identity of the Word in various ways.

There is a major scholarly debate concerning the identity of the Word. Does the Prologue claim that Jesus is God himself, or is he depicted as Wisdom incarnate? Three arguments are usually proposed in favour of the first alternative. Firstly, the phrase ‘in the beginning’ in Jn 1:1a echoes the identical phrase in Gen 1:1. In the Genesis creation

---

382 The word ὁ λόγος and the Greek word ὁ λόγος will be interchangeably used throughout this chapter.
account, the phrase is immediately followed by God who is the actor in creation, and this suggests that the Word should be seen as God the sole creator. It is awkward to use any other titles, such as, ἀθεοῦ κόσμος ἁθεοῦ τοῦ θεοῦ ἀθεοῦ τοῦ Σον of Manô or even θεοῦ as a replacement for God in these two accounts of creation. 383 Secondly, the phrase ἀθεοῦ Word was Godô (θεοῦ Λόγος) in Jn 1:1c is an indication that the Word is God. This is confirmed through the earlier phrase ἀθεοῦ Word was with Godô in Jn 1:1b. The phrase is understood as κωθικόν τοῦ θεοῦ in the presence of Godô ἀθεοῦ the fellowship of Godô and ἀθεοῦ union with Godô so the Word cannot be described as a subordinate being or as κωθικόν. The Word is God and has Godô nature. 384 Thirdly, another affirmation that the Word can be seen as God is implied by the inclusio in Jn 1:1 and Jn 20:28. That the Word is God in Jn 1:1 is affirmed in Jn 20:28 when Thomas proclaims Jesus as κωθικόν Lord and my Godô. After seeing that Jesus is raised from the dead, Thomas comes to realize that Jesus should be addressed as God in his proclamation of faith. 385

However, it is by no means certain that the Word in the Prologue can bear the weight of this interpretation. The phrase ἀθεοῦ the beginningô as found in the Prologue and in the book of Genesis is not necessarily used in the same way. In Gen 1:1, the phrase is used at the beginning of a sentence in which God is the subject, while in Jn 1:1 the identical phrase is used at the beginning of a sentence in which the Word is the subject.

384 Beasley-Murray, John, 11.
This does not necessarily mean that the Word is God. While the Genesis creation account presents God's creation using God's spoken words, the Prologue shows that God created the world by the Word. However, it is clear that there was only God present in Genesis while God was with the Word as another separate being in the Prologue.386

As the identical phrase ὁ̑n the beginning is also found in Prov 8:23 and Sir 24:9; the phrase is also used in the creation account where Wisdom is actively involved with God. Wisdom is created by God showing that she is subordinate to God. The phrase in both Proverbs and Sirach, although identical to Genesis, is used to portray two distinct beings. The same could well apply to this Johannine tradition.

Secondly, in Greek grammar, the word θεός without the article in Jn 1:1 can be translated as either Ὁ God or ὁ divine. To consider Jesus to be only Ὁ God runs the risk of severely misinterpreting the text. The fact that John chose not to include the definite article in the phrase θεός ὁ λόγος probably indicates his intention to differentiate between the Word and God. Thus, the text is better rendered as the ὁ the Word was divine387 which refers to a transcendent heavenly being who is distinct from God. This reading is also suggested by the phrase ἐν and the Word was with God which again serves to distinguish between the two figures. The Word is not God, but he clearly shares an intimate relationship with God.388

Thirdly, if the above arguments are valid, then it becomes difficult to claim that Jesus is God in Jn 20:28 where Thomas confesses that Jesus is ὁ my Lord and my God.

---

An alternative interpretation is needed. The word Θεός was commonly used in Hellenistic culture as a title applied to specific groups of people such as θεός of kings, heroes, emperors, and other important persons in the sense of respect. The Gospel of John was written at a time when the Roman emperors were called Θέλεσσα. The title therefore was used as one of profound respect rather than as a statement of divinity. It is probable that the similar confession of Thomas conveyed the same meaning.

The Word in the Johannine Prologue is not God, but is a distinct and independent being who has a very close relationship with God. He was with God at the very beginning. The Word bears so many striking similarities to Sophia in the Jewish tradition that many scholars have drawn the conclusion that, even though John never mentions Wisdom by name (σοφία), he might indirectly be portraying Wisdom in the form of the Word. There are some links between the Wisdom of God and the Word of God in the

---

389 Dunn, Christology, 16-17.
392 Dunn, Christology, 17.
Jewish Wisdom literature. Like Sophia, the Word can be presented in personal terms in the Wisdom texts; ‘your powerful word leaped from heaven, from the royal throne, into the midst of the land that was doomed’ (Wis 18:15). In Sir 24:3 we find a close connection between the Word and Wisdom. Here Sophia states that she ‘came forth from the mouth of the Most High’ The two figures are further associated in the acts of creation in Wis 9:1-2, ‘God of my ancestors and Lord of mercy, who have made all things by your Word, and by your Wisdom have formed humankind’ A further link between them is that Wisdom was identified with the Torah (Bar 4:1), and the Law was considered to be the Word of God.394

Given the close connection between the Wisdom of God and the Word of God, a later interpreter might indeed identify the two. It seems that John did just this, portraying Jesus as Wisdom but preferring to use the title ‘λόγος. The Wisdom motifs are clearly apparent in the Prologue but they recur in later sections of the Gospel as well. In the following discussion the themes in the Prologue will first be examined, and then those in the other parts of the Gospel.

One major area of correspondence is that of pre-existence. There are a number of indications of the Word’s pre-existence throughout the Prologue. The phrase ‘in the beginning’ in Jn 1:1 specifies that the Word was existent at the beginning of time, and

---

394 Evans, Word and Glory, 197.
this echoes the creation of Wisdom in Sir 24:9: Before the ages, in the beginning, he created [Wisdom], and for all the ages [Wisdom] shall not cease to be and Prov 8:23: Ages ago [Wisdom] was set up, the first, before the beginning of the earth John introduces the Gospel with the phrase ἐν the beginning and thus echoes the first words in the book of Genesis. The Word role in creation in Jn 1:3 (see further below) confirms his pre-existence. Furthermore, the change of the tense from the aorist tense ἐλήμενο in Jn 1:3a, 3b to the perfect tense ἐχθρίσατο in Jn 1:3c shows a pre-historic happening where the consequences are still meaningful now. This too indicates the pre-existence of the Word.

A second correspondence is that both the Johannine Jesus and Wisdom have an intimate relationship with God. Verse 1b, ὁ The Word was with God shows the relationship between the λόγος and God. The literal translation from the Greek is ὁ the Word was towards God as the preposition πρὸς literally means towards. This preposition has the sense of attracting towards. The Word was thus turned towards God. Even though there is oneness in the intimacy of the Word and God, they each remain distinct and unique. Their close relationship is evidenced further in the statement that the Word was divine or transcendent. This too parallels the Jewish Wisdom tradition where Sophia is a heavenly being distinct from God (Prov 8:22-31; Sir 1:18; 24:3-9; Job 28:20-27), but who is very close to God (Wis 7:25-26; Prov 3:19). Only as an intimate associate of God can she fulfil her roles as mediator and provider of salvation (Prov 8:22-31; Wis 7:29; 10:1-21; Sir 1:4; 24:3-9).

395 Keener, John I, 365.
396 Lindars, John, 84. Scott argues that the theme of pre-existence is also found outside the Prologue including 1:30; 8:58; 17:5. See Scott, Sophia, 131-134.
397 Moloney, John, 35. See too Morris, John, 70; Haenchken, John I, 112.
The intimacy, already shown in Jn 1:1-2, continues to be portrayed in Jn 1:3a. The creative aspect of the Word finds a parallel with the sentiments in Prov 3:19; ἄ ο η e Lord by Wisdom founded the earth ὅ Prov 8:30a, ὅ hen I was beside him, like a master worker ὅ Wis 7:22, ὅ ὅ r Wisdom, the fashioner of all things ὅ and Prov 8:22, ὅ ἄ ο η e Lord created me at the beginning of his work ὅ The connection between Wisdom and God in the Prologue is shown clearly in Wis 9:1-2, ο η ο η de God of my ancestors and Lord of mercy, who have made all things by your word, and by your Wisdom have formed humankind to have dominion over the creatures you have made ὅ This shows that Wisdom and ὅ λ ϋ γ ως are the Creator ὅ agents of creation. This description of ὅ λ ϋ γ ως recalls all that has been previously depicted of Sophia in the Wisdom tradition.398

The language expressing intimacy between the Father and the Son is also echoed in Prov 8:30b-31, as Wisdom appears as a darling child of God who always enjoys being with him.399 In Jn 1:14 Jesus is portrayed as the Father ὅ Son who is full of grace. This is similar to Wisdom ὅ branches which are not only full of glory, but also full of grace (Sir 24:16). The close relationship between Father and Son is also found in Jn 1:18a, ὅ no one has ever seen God ὅ but God is revealed by the Son (Jn 1:18b).400 Therefore, the intimacy that exists between God the Father and the Son is established and is extended to all believers. The association between ὅ eeing ὅ and ὅ making known ὅ as found in the Prologue is also expressed in the Wisdom tradition. In Job 28:27 Wisdom was seen and

---

398 Scott, Sophia, 98. See also Willett, Wisdom Christology, 36.
399 Schüssler-Fiorenza, Jesus, Miriam’s child, 153.
400 Willett, Wisdom Christology, 41.
declared by God at creation. Also, Wisdom has seen God in Prov 8:30 and Wis 9:9 (cf. Sir 1:1; 24:4).

Thirdly, by playing an integral role in the process of creation, the Johannine Word reflects Wisdom’s creative role. Jn 1:3 claims that all things were made through the Word, and that nothing was made without his input. In other words, all of creation exists because of God’s Word. This does not deny that God is ultimately responsible for creation. Creation came from God through the Word. The creative role of the Word in the Prologue relates to the creative role of Wisdom in Prov 8:27, ‘when he established the heavens, I was there.’ The heavens are seen as the first created thing in creation. So, both the Word and Wisdom were present before creation. Just as creation was accomplished by an utterance of God, ‘as God said in (Gen 1:3), so the Word emanates from God in the act of creation. This reflects Prov 8:22, ‘The Lord created me at the beginning of his work.’ Moreover, the creative role of the Word echoes Wisdom who is portrayed as God’s assistant in creation in Sir 24:9. Wisdom’s pre-existent creative role also appears when ‘Wisdom was created before all other things (Sir 1:4) and [she] was present when you made the world’ (Wis 9:9). The Word and Wisdom therefore perform the same role in creation.

The creative role of the Word is developed through the phrase ‘in him was life’ (Jn 1:4a). This picks up the theme in Gen 2:7, ‘then the Lord God formed man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and the man became a

---

401 Willett, Wisdom Christology, 42.
402 Scott, Sophia, 96-97. D. L. Morris explains the close connection between ὁ λόγος and God, as God is Father. See further Morris, John, 67-68.
403 Brown, John I, 26.
404 Morris, John, 71-72.
405 Scott, Sophia, 98.
406 Scott, Sophia, 95.
living being. The text of Jn 1:4a thus moves from the creation of the world to the creation of life, and human life in particular. This life refers to eternal life, which can only come from God through the Word. The source of all life is the Father but the Father, granted the Son to have life in himself in Jn 5:26. This recalls the capacity of Wisdom to provide life in Prov 8:35 (cf. Wis 8:13), whoever finds me finds life, because whoever loves [Wisdom] loves life (Sir 4:12). The ability to provide and sustain life is therefore characteristic of both the Word in the Johannine Prologue and Sophia in the Wisdom tradition.

A fourth parallel concerns the idea of salvation. Not only does Jn 1:4a contain the theme of the creative work of the Word, but it also shows his salvific role. Just as the Word brought forth all things, so he brought forth life to the believers. It is his first gift. This is not merely existence but involves the further notion of salvation (i.e. eternal life). The theme of life associated with Wisdom in Proverbs needs to be re-emphasized. After claiming her pre-existence in Prov 8:22-31, she explains that whoever finds me finds life and obtains favor from the Lord in v. 35. In the Wisdom of Solomon, immortality is also seen as the gift of Wisdom in Wis 6:18-19 and 8:13. Creation and redemption become one in the activity of the Word and Wisdom, giving Wisdom a place both in creation and salvation.

A fifth correspondence is that the Word and Wisdom are revealers of light. In the Johannine Prologue we read; And the life was the light of all people (v. 4b), the light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it (v. 5) and And the true
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light, which enlightens everyone, was coming into the world (v. 9). In Jn 1:4b-5 and 9, ὁ λόγος is depicted as a provider of light for all people. The life bestowed by the Word became the light of humanity, and cannot be overcome by darkness (Jn 1:4b-5). God being revealed through the Word as light is similar to images found in the Wisdom literature (cf. Wis 6:12; 7:26; Sir 24:32; Bar 3:14; Prov 4:18). Just as in the Prologue, darkness cannot overcome the light (Jn 1:5), so evil cannot prevail against Wisdom (Wis 7:29-30; Prov 4:19).410 Similarly, light is acknowledged as the first of God’s creation in Genesis, while Wisdom is recognized as the first creation in Prov 8:22.411 In this way the Word in the Johannine Prologue is connected to Wisdom in the Jewish tradition through the shared theme of light.

The sixth connection concerns the themes of presence, rejection and reception. In Jn 1:10-13 the presence, the rejection and the reception of ὁ λόγος are introduced. The text of Jn 1:10a speaks of Jesus being in the world. Yet, despite his presence in the world he created, ὁ οὐ θεωσεν (v. 10b; cf. v. 11). Those who accepted the Word were able to become the children of God (vv. 12-13). This again links the Word to Wisdom. Both are pre-existent and came to the world (Sir 24:4, 8; Wis 9:10).412 The rejection of Wisdom is a common theme and finds clear expression in Prov 1:20-33; 1 En 42 and Bar 3:9-4:4.413 In a similar way to the Word in John 1:1-18, those who accepted Wisdom developed a special relationship with God (Wis 7:14, 27; Sir 4:14), becoming God’s children (Prov 2:1; 3:1, 11; 4:1, 20; 5:1, 7, 20; 6:1, 3, 20; 7:1, 24; Sir 2:1; 3:1, 17; 171
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Furthermore, Wisdom appears in a mothering form in Wis 7:12 and Sir 15:2 and appears with her sons in Sir 4:11(cf. Lk 7:35).\footnote{Willett, \textit{Wisdom Christology}, 39-40.}

Seventhly, there is a common theme of incarnation, although this is not applied in the same way. Jn 1:14 reads: \textit{And the Word became flesh and lived among us, and we have seen his glory, the glory as of a Father’s only Son, full of grace and truth}.\footnote{Scholars including Scott and Willet claim that v. 14 shows a connection between Wisdom and Torah in Scott, \textit{Sophia}, 105-106 and Willet, \textit{Wisdom Christology}, 40. However, I find their claim is unconvincing as v. 14 does not refer to the Torah. My argument in terms of the Law will be found later in this chapter.} The incarnation of the Word thus applies to a specific historical individual, namely Jesus of Nazareth.\footnote{Scott, \textit{Sophia}, 106. See also Moloney, \textit{John}, 39.} The Jewish Wisdom tradition has nothing similar to this, but it does refer to Wisdom dwelling among the wise of Israel in Sir 24:8. It also makes an identification between Sophia and the Torah in Sir 24 and Bar 3-4. While the concept here is not strictly speaking incarnation, there is a general parallel in so far as Wisdom is not confined to the heavenly realm but can be manifested in the human realm. The incarnational doctrine in John, however, marks a substantial development from this. It is one thing to see Sophia \textit{incarnated} in the Torah, but quite another to see this figure incarnate in human flesh.\footnote{Willett, \textit{Wisdom Christology}, 41.}

An eighth relationship is found in the connected themes of glory, grace and truth. The Prologue specifies that the Word incarnate was full of grace and truth, and his glory was visible (v. 14). The reference to glory finds parallels in the Wisdom tradition. Solomon is given glory by Wisdom (Wis 8:10), and it is her glory that guides him and all of those who follow her way (Wis 9:11).\footnote{Willett, \textit{Wisdom Christology}, 42.} Solomon also acclaims her as an emanation of God’s glory in Wis 7:25. The glory of Wisdom, who comes into the world, is similar
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to the glory of ὁ λόγος who becomes flesh and dwells among humans.\textsuperscript{420} The intimate connection between Sophia and truth is well illustrated in Prov 8:6-7, Ἐχεῖς, for I will speak noble things, and from my lips will come what is right; for my mouth will utter truth̄ ὁ.\textsuperscript{421} In the Johannine Prologue, the Word who is full of grace bestows grace upon his followers (v. 16). Wisdom is characterized by grace (Sir 24:16) and Wisdom too treats her children well with acts of grace and benevolence (Wis 1:6).

This list of eight distinct parallels between the Word in the Johannine Prologue and Wisdom in the Jewish literature constitutes impressive evidence that in this short text the author of John was moved to depict Jesus the incarnate Word with the traditional figure of Sophia. But it is important to note that John does not take up all the claims about Wisdom that these texts offer. Perhaps the most striking omission in this regard is in relation to the Torah. It will be recalled from our earlier analysis that Wisdom was identified with the Mosaic Law, but the Gospel Prologue knows nothing of a connection between the Word and the Torah. In fact John denies any such relationship by writing in v. 17 that the Law was given by Moses, while grace and truth came through Jesus Christ. This text establishes a contrast between the Law that Moses (not Wisdom) gave, and the clearly superior gifts of grace and truth given by Jesus the Word incarnate. The low opinion of the Law in this verse is confirmed and emphasized in later sections of the Gospel.

In Jn 5:2-9 Jesus heals a cripple. A few verses later the narrator explains to the readers that the Jews persecuted Jesus because he healed on the Sabbath (v. 17) and thereby broke the Sabbath commandment (v. 18). The same narrator denies in 7:19 that

\textsuperscript{420} Scott, Sophia, 107.
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Moses gave the command to circumcise, and attributes this practice to the tradition of the (Pharisaic) Fathers. The Johannine Jesus refers a number of times to ‘your law’ when referring to the Torah (8:17; 10:34). This serves to dissociate him and his followers from observance of the Law. In its place Jesus gives his disciples a new commandment to love one another as he has loved them (13:34-35; 15:12) and to love Jesus (14:15, 21). It is obvious even from these texts that the Johannine community stood in a Christian tradition that no longer saw any necessity for the Torah in the light of the incarnation of the Word. In the light of this, John could not adopt the perspective in Sirach and Baruch that Wisdom and the Law are one and the same thing. Because of his fundamental opposition to the Torah, John actually draws a contrast between it and the revelation of the Word. It will be argued in the following Chapter that Matthew had an entirely different Christian point of view.

Before leaving the Johannine Prologue, there is one further issue to be considered. This is the role of John the Baptist in this material. There are two references to the Baptist in the Prologue and each of them disturbs the flow of the reflection on the Word’s incarnation. In the first (vv. 6-8) he is describes as a man of God who came to bear witness to the light (Word). The second interruption occurs in v. 15, which attests that John bore witness to Jesus by saying that he who comes after him ranks before him and was before him. These verses serve to identify the Baptist as a messenger of God who validated the nature and mission of Jesus (cf. 1:19-23, 29-35; 3:25-30; 5:32-33). He acknowledges that Jesus outranks him (cf. 1:30), which provides an interesting parallel to the tradition in Q 7:18-35 that John is inferior to Jesus the Son of Man. Of course in Q

---
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Jesus and John are both envoys of Sophia, while in John’s Gospel the Baptist is the precursor of Jesus the Word. The fact that John the Baptist proclaims Jesus as the one who was before him demonstrates that the Baptist was aware of Jesus’ transcendent and pre-existent nature.\(^{424}\)

Having concluded our discussion of the Johannine Prologue and its inclusion of Wisdom elements and themes, we may now move to the rest of the Gospel. Does John provide further parallels between Jesus the Word incarnate and the figure of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition? In answering this question, it is instructive to focus on the so-called ‘I am’ sayings in this Gospel (Jn 6:35, 48, 51; 8:12; 10:7; 11:25; 14:6; 15:1). Jesus uses this distinctive formula, in association with a series of metaphors, to make definitive statements about his identity and mission. The chosen metaphors resonate strongly with the Wisdom tradition, especially in the books of Proverbs and Sirach.

In Jn 6:35 and 6:48 Jesus proclaims ‘I am the bread of life’ This claim appears a little differently in 6:51 where it says he is the living bread which came down from heaven The next sentence clarifies the symbolism. The bread is the body of Jesus and those who eat it will have eternal life. Bread is also associated with Wisdom, ‘Come, eat of my bread’ (Wis 9:5) and ‘She [Wisdom] will feed him with the bread of understanding’(Sir 15:3). An even more interesting parallel is found in Sir 24:21, ‘those who eat me [Wisdom] will hunger for more’ though the motif of bread is missing.\(^{425}\)

The Johannine Jesus also pronounces, ‘I am the light of the world’(Jn 8:12; cf 1:4-8). It is possible that this idea corresponds with the sentiment in Prov 8:22. In this text Wisdom relates that God created her at the beginning of his work. Since the first act

\(^{424}\) Lincoln, John, 107.
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of creation in Genesis was the creation of light (Gen 1:3), Sophia can indeed be described in those terms. However, Wis 7:29 comments that Wisdom is superior to the light.

The close proximity of the next two ‘I am’ sayings means they can be taken together. In 10:7 Jesus states, ‘I am the gate for the sheep’ and in 10:11 ‘I am the Good Shepherd’. These texts present two ways in which salvation is possible. Firstly, just as the sheep coming through the gate will be saved, so too those who come through Jesus will be saved. Secondly, as a good shepherd cares for his sheep, to the extent of being willing to give his life to save his sheep, Jesus as the Good Shepherd lays down his life for his sheep (10:15-18). This salvific role is reflected in Prov 8:34-35. Those who watch daily at the gates will find life. Likewise, in Wis 10, Wisdom is the one who protects, guides, delivers and rescues. Wisdom is the gate to salvation for those who take refuge under her protection.  

In Jn 11:25 Jesus claims ‘I am the resurrection and the life’, which portrays Jesus as the giver of life, especially eternal life (cf. 1:4). This is also reflected in Wisdom, who brings life in Prov 3:16; 8:35 and 9:11. Wisdom also speaks of the gift of eternal life in Wis 8:13. In Jn 14:6 Jesus states ‘I am the way, the truth and the life’. He is also the way to the Father, which becomes the way of salvation. Similarly, Wisdom is the way leading to salvation. She is a life-giver and true Wisdom as opposed to the false woman of Prov 8 and the wicked of Prov 4:19. Wisdom’s followers are encouraged to walk in her way.  

Furthermore, in Jn 15:1, Jesus says, ‘I am the true vine and my father is the vine grower’. The relationship between the vine and the branches in the following verse
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highlights the theme of life. Life flows from the true vine to the disciples. This echoes Sir 24:17-19 where Wisdom is portrayed as the vine. Here, nourishment and abundance of life are received through the fruit of her branches. She invites all to come and partake of all she has to offer.428

The above discussion demonstrates clearly that the Gospel of John depicts Jesus of Nazareth in terms of the traditional figure Sophia.429 The incarnated Jesus and Wisdom share a similar nature and perform the same sorts of roles. Yet John does not refer to Jesus as ὉWisdom† he prefers the term ὍWord† which has some connections with Sophia in the Jewish literature. This prompts a question. Why does this evangelist refer to Jesus as the Word and not as Sophia? Some scholars claim that the answer is to be found in John† Hellenistic Jewish context. He has been influenced by other contemporary Jewish traditions about Wisdom, and scholars normally turn to the writings of Philo to demonstrate this.430

There are a number of passages in the Philonic corpus where the Word of God seems to be identified with Wisdom. These texts are, Leg.All. 1:65, Ὅhis issues forth out of Eden, the Wisdom of God (τῆς τοῦ θεοῦ σοφίας) and this is the Reason or the Word

429 Not all scholars agree. For a dissenting view, see Tobin, ὍPrologue†254-265. T. H. Tobin argues that the functional roles of each figure are presented differently, in which case it is difficult to make an exact identification. For Tobin the roles and attributes of the Word go beyond what is said of Sophia in the Jewish Wisdom literature.
430 These scholars include Dodd, Interpretation, 276-285; Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-Existence, 214; E. Harris, Prologue and Gospel: The Theology of the Fourth Evangelist (JSNTSup 107; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1994), 196-201; W. L. Knox, ὍThe Divine Hero† Christology in the New Testament (HTR 41 (1948), 228-249; E. F. Scott, The Fourth Gospel: Its Purpose and Theology (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 2nd edn 1908), Ch. V. Scholars who disagree with the idea that Philo has influenced John† writing include J. H. Bernard, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel according to St. John vol. I (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1928), cxi-cxli; Also, C. K. Barrett believes that the Prologue writer composes the whole Prologue by himself in Barrett, John, 126; Bultmann sees that the Prologue is taken from the Gnostic Redeemer in R. Bultmann, Interpreting Faith for the Modern Era (Making of Modern Theology) (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988), 18-35. It is noted that there are some scholars who see the Word in Philo as God including Dunn, Christology, 228; Lee, From Messiah, 69-75.
of God (ὁ θεός λόγος); Fug. 97, ὁ θεού λόγος. The Divine Word is the fountain of Wisdom (ὁ λόγος τοῦ θεοῦ οὐκ ὁσφίας ἐστὶ πηγή) and Som 2:242. The Divine Word descends from the fountain of Wisdom like a river to lave and water the heaven-sent celestial shoots and plants of virtue-loving souls.

The Word in Philo and in John’s Prologue is portrayed as a pre-existent being. In the Gospel the Word exists ὁν in the beginning (Jn 1:1a), and Philo uses the same language in relation to this figure (Conf.Ling. 28:146). The notion of intimate relationship is similar too when John refers to the Word ἐν the Word was with God (Jn 1:1b), while Philo speaks of God and Logos as having ἀν no intervening distance (Fug. 19:101). Both John and Philo are definite when referring to the Word as divine or heavenly. The evangelist states ὁ θεός λόγος (Jn 1:1), and Philo refers to the divine Word (Som.1:62). It was noted above that John distinguishes between the Word and God and the same can be said of Philo.431

Both Philo and the Johannine writer refer to the Word as the mediator of creation. The creative role of the Word in the Gospel is expressed in Jn 1:3, ὅτι all things came into being through him, and without him no one thing came into being. In Op.Mund 5:20 (cf. Cher. 35:127; Fug. 18:95) Philo comments that ὁ λόγος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκ τοῦ διακόνου ἐκ τῆς ἐκχύνας ἐκ τῆς δημιουργίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας. In John’s Prologue, ὁ θεός λόγος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκ τοῦ διακόνου ἐκ τῆς δημιουργίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας. In John’s Prologue, ὁ θεός λόγος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκ τοῦ διακόνου ἐκ τῆς δημιουργίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας.432

The parallels extend to the themes of light and life, as well as darkness. While John writes, ὁ θεός λόγος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκ τοῦ διακόνου ἐκ τῆς δημιουργίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας. While Philo notes ὁ θεός λόγος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκ τοῦ διακόνου ἐκ τῆς δημιουργίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας.432

The parallels extend to the themes of light and life, as well as darkness. While John writes, ὁ θεός λόγος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκ τοῦ διακόνου ἐκ τῆς δημιουργίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας. While Philo notes ὁ θεός λόγος ἐκ τοῦ θεοῦ ἐκ τοῦ διακόνου ἐκ τῆς δημιουργίας ἐκ τῆς σωτηρίας.432
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source of life in Op.Mund. 8.30. The antithesis between light and darkness is found in Jn 1:5, and the light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome the light and in Philo statement in Op.Mund. 9.33, darkness, the adversary, withdrew. Moreover, both Philo (Poster.C. 48.169) and the Johannine Prologue (Jn 1:18a) declare that no one has seen God, not even the great Moses.

There are of course some differences too. John stipulates that the Word met with rejection in the world (Jn 1:9-11), but Philo offers no indication that the Word is rejected. Furthermore, there is no real parallel between the Word in both traditions in the context of incarnation. John states unambiguously that the Word became flesh (Jn 1:14a). The closest Philo comes to this is his statement in Conf.Ling 28:146 that God's Word is the human being after his image (Conf.Ling. 28.146), which makes a rather different point. These differences should occasion no surprise. John's views about the Word (or Wisdom) were distinctly coloured by his Christian convictions about the role and fate of Jesus.

Yet the close parallels between the Johannine Prologue and the Philonic texts raise the question of influence. There is no reason to accept that the evangelist had read the extensive works of Philo so a direct influence of one on the other cannot be entertained. A much more likely hypothesis is that both John and Philo had access to similar Hellenistic Jewish sources that emphasized the importance of the Word of God in creation and in other roles. John's dependence upon such sources might explain why

---

he chose to depict Jesus as the Word rather than as Wisdom. Another factor is that even in the Christian tradition the term ὁ λόγος had long been associated with the Christian message about Jesus (cf. 1 Thes 2:13; 1 Cor 1:18; 2 Cor 4:2; Gal 6:6).437

It might also be the case that this evangelist preferred to denote the male Jesus using a masculine term. The term ὁ λόγος is masculine while σοφία is feminine.438 The Christian church had traditionally used masculine terms and titles to articulate the identity and status of Jesus. The Ὁ σοφίας του Θεοῦ which appears in all Christian traditions, is perhaps the best example, and this terminology is found regularly in John’s Gospel (Jn 1:14; 11:41; 12:27-28; 17:1, 5, 11, 25).439 The early Christians also consistently referred to God with masculine imagery. The idea of God as Θέος is again found right throughout their writings. John may have had an aversion to depicting Jesus in a female guise or as a female figure, and so chose a male equivalent that was available from his Jewish sources. This issue had not arisen in the Q tradition where Jesus was viewed as quite distinct from Wisdom, but it emerged once these two figures were identified as one and the same. As we shall see in the next Chapter, Matthew had no such qualms. Unlike John who portrays Jesus as the masculine Word, Matthew is content to identify the historical male Jesus with the feminine figure of Sophia. If John sees a problem in the gender of Wisdom, Matthew does not.

To summarize this section, it is clear that the Gospel of John has a highly developed Wisdom Christology, especially in the Prologue. Jesus is no longer an envoy
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of Wisdom, as in Q, but is in reality this figure who was made incarnate in human flesh. He is not God, but a separate being who is subordinate to God. John testifies to Jesus’s pre-existence, his intimate relationship with God, his creative work and his roles in revelation and salvation. But John reinterprets the traditional Jewish notions about Wisdom in conformity to his Christian convictions. Wisdom becomes incarnate in a real historical person, Jesus of Nazareth. But despite depicting Jesus as Sophia, John never uses that name. In his schema Jesus is the Word of God, an expression that has some links with Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. His preference for this alternative title can be explained in a number of ways. Perhaps he was influenced by certain Hellenistic Jewish sources that were also available to Philo, or perhaps he had an aversion to using a feminine title for the male Jesus.

5. Conclusion

This Chapter has attempted to determine how the Jewish tradition about Sophia or Wisdom has influenced the early Christian traditions about Jesus of Nazareth. In the light of Jesus’s life, death and resurrection, the Christians made a variety of claims about the identity and roles of Jesus and these were expressed through Christological titles, such as ὉMessiah ὉSon of God ὉSon of Man ὉLord But what of Wisdom? How did the early Christians understand the relationship between Sophia and Jesus?

Our review began with the Pauline epistles, which were written in the 50s of the first century. Despite the claim of some scholars that Paul did have a clear Wisdom Christology, in that he identified Jesus with Wisdom, it was argued that this was probably not the case. Paul certainly sees Jesus as a pre-existent being who had a role in creation,
but he does not make a clear connection with Sophia. He uses other Christological titles, such as \( \text{Lord} \) to denote Jesus in this role. It is true that the apostle uses the term \( \text{Wisdom of God} \) in relation to Jesus in 1 Cor. 1:24, but not as a Christological title. His language was dictated by the problems concerning wisdom and knowledge in the Corinthian church. Therefore, while Paul applies a rich range of Christological titles to Jesus, he never articulates that Jesus is Wisdom.

The independent Q tradition, which perhaps was composed a little earlier than the Pauline epistles (c. 50 C.E.), is much more promising. Here there is a clear and unambiguous reference to the figure of Wisdom (Q 7:35). She appears as a heavenly pre-existent being who relates her message through the prophets. But while Q has a Wisdom tradition, it does not have a Wisdom Christology. Jesus is identified only as a messenger or prophet of Sophia. He might be superior to her other envoys, John the Baptist, Jonah the prophet and even Solomon, but he ultimately serves the purposes of heavenly Wisdom. There is perhaps some evidence in Q 10:21-22 that the Q tradition was moving towards an identification of Jesus with Wisdom, since Jesus is attributed some of her traditional roles, but this is never clearly articulated. The Q tradition therefore testifies to an important development in early Christianity. It provides the first witness for any sort of connection between Jesus and Wisdom. But in this early tradition the Christology is comparatively low, Jesus is merely the messenger of Sophia, albeit her greatest envoy, but a \( \text{child of Wisdom} \) nonetheless.

A further development of the relationship between Jesus and Wisdom appears in the Gospel of John which was written some fifty years later. John depicts Jesus of Nazareth in overtly Wisdom-like terms, especially in the Prologue but not confined to
that section. Jesus is pre-existent, has a role in creation, is the giver of life and salvation, and so on. But John develops the traditional Jewish view of Wisdom on the basis of his Christian beliefs. Wisdom has become flesh in the person of Jesus. In a further departure from the Jewish tradition, John sees no connection between Jesus as Wisdom and the Mosaic Law. On the contrary he contrasts the two, and depicts Jesus as one who breaks the Law and criticizes it. Despite his clear portrayal of Jesus in Wisdom terms, John does not refer to him as σοφία. John prefers the alternative term ὁ λόγος. As noted above, this can be explained by the theory that John was influenced by certain Hellenistic Jewish sources or by his aversion to identify the male Jesus with a feminine figure.

By the end of the first century, the Christian movement witnessed a number of alternative traditions about the relationship between Jesus and Jewish Wisdom. The Pauline tradition seems to have been unaware of any connection, despite Paul’s affirmation of Jesus’ role in creation. The Q tradition noted a link between the two, but made no identification of them. In Q, Jesus was a prophetic envoy of Sophia. The later and probably independent Johannine tradition represented a significant development in that Jesus is no longer a messenger of Wisdom, but is identified as pre-existent Sophia herself. Yet John fails to make the identification complete. He refuses to call Jesus ὉSophia and refers to him by the alternative title Ὁthe Word. John thus provides a Wisdom Christology without a Wisdom title.

The question to pose now is how Matthew fits into this fluid situation. Written perhaps in the 80s or 90s, Matthew’s Gospel comes between the Pauline and Q traditions, and the Johannine tradition. The next Chapter will examine just how Matthew
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utilized all the sources at his disposal, both Jewish and Christian, when constructing his own response to the question of the relationship between Jesus and Sophia.

CHAPTER 3: WISDOM IN THE MATTHEAN TRADITION

As noted in the closing remarks of the previous Chapter, Matthew composed his Gospel well after Paul and Q and probably just before the writing of John. There is no evidence that Matthew was particularly influenced by the prior Pauline tradition or by the contemporaneous Johannine tradition. But, as accepted in the Introduction, Matthew knew and used the Sayings Source Q. Any investigation of Matthew’s Wisdom tradition must therefore begin with the evangelist’s treatment of the Q material that refers to Sophia. Matthew’s specific redaction of this material was spelt out in our previous discussion of the Q tradition, and need not be repeated here. This Chapter will be more concerned with the meaning of this edited material in the context of the whole Gospel, as well as any other passages or motifs that have a bearing on this aspect of Matthew’s Christology.

It will be argued that Matthew radically transforms the existing Q tradition by making the explicit identification of Jesus with Wisdom. He does this clearly in two distinct passages, Mt 11:2-19 and 23:34-39. Having thus established this identification, Matthew understands the other Q traditions about Wisdom to be applicable to Jesus. This applies to 11:25-27, which even in Q may have been moving towards a Wisdom Christology, and the evangelist cements this interpretation by appending the extra
material in vv. 28-30. It is likely that almost all Matthean passages reflect this Christological conviction. The temptation to read Wisdom into most Matthean passages, as does Witherington, will be resisted, but it will be maintained that it does appear in Mt 1:23 as well as in the α I have come sayings (Mt 5:17; 9:13; 10:34-35; 20:28).

The examination of this material will demonstrate that Matthew understands Jesus to be Wisdom incarnate. He is a pre-existent figure who becomes incarnate in the body of a human. While there is a strong parallel here with the Johannine tradition, it is most likely that these two Wisdom Christologies developed independently of one another. The tradition represented in John elected not to use the title Ὑσοφία in relation to Jesus but used the ὙWord instead. By contrast, the Matthean tradition has no problems equating Jesus with the feminine figure of Wisdom.

Apart from the theme of pre-existence, Matthew adopts other traditional Wisdom motifs and applies them to Jesus – a role in creation, hiddenness, rejection, a prophetic and teaching role and, of particular importance, his identification with the Torah. The Gospel of John drives a wedge between Jesus the Word and the Mosaic Law, but Matthew completely differs from this. For him, Jesus is Wisdom and is the Torah. Matthew, however, is similar to John in that he too reinterprets the roles of Wisdom on the basis of his Christian views about Jesus. His figure of Wisdom is a miracle-worker who dies on the cross for the sins of others, and will return to earth as the eschatological judge. Matthew therefore adopts and transforms all the traditions at his disposal, both Jewish and Christian, and constructs his own distinctive Wisdom Christology.

1. Mt 11:2-19
It was argued in Chapter 2 that Matthew has seriously edited the Q material in 11:2-19. The evangelist’s redaction forms an *inclusio* between τὰ ἔργα τοῦ Χριστοῦ in 11:2 and ἡ σοφία...τῶν ἔργων αὐτῆς in 11:19, which serves to identify the works of the Christ with the works of Sophia. In short Matthew informs his readers that Jesus the Christ and Wisdom are one and the same.441 The works of the Messiah in Mt 11:2 are later defined by Jesus himself in vv. 4-5; the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised and the poor have good news brought to them. These activities have been mentioned in the miracle chapters of 8-9 where the lepers are cleansed (8:1-4), the lame walk (9:1-8), the dead are raised (9:18-19, 23-26), the blind receive their sight (9:27-31), the deaf hear (9:32-34) and the poor have good news brought to them (9:36). The language here echoes Isaiah’s visions of God’s liberating work and reign. These echoes are found in Isa 26:19 (the dead), 29:18-19 (the deaf, blind and poor), 35:5-6 (the blind, deaf, lame), 42:7 (the blind) and 61:1 (poor, blind).442

---


442 Davies and Allison, *Matthew II*, 242; France, *Matthew*, 424; Gundry, *Matthew*, 206; Wainwright, *Shall We Look*, 69. There is evidence that some Jewish people did expect a Messiah to work miracles (2 Bar 73:1-2). However, in terms of Jewish Messianism in general, there is a more critical belief that a Messiah was supposed to save the people, not necessarily heal them. See Luz, *Matthew* 8-20, 132, n. 20. The reference is related to the reported works of Jesus, whom John and the other disciples believed may have been the Messiah, even though these works were not usually expected of the Messiah. See France, *Matthew*, 423 n. 17.
The evangelist thus identifies the works of the Messiah/Wisdom in terms of preaching and the performance of different types of miracles and healings. How do these ideas conform to the Jewish views of Wisdom? It will be recalled from Chapter 1 that Wisdom was considered as a teacher and preacher. She speaks publicly in various places, including the street (Prov 1:20), corners (Prov 1:21), crossroads (Prov 8:2), gates (Prov 8:3) and the highest places (Prov 9:3). In Prov 8:32-36 Wisdom is presented as a teacher exhorting all to listen and follow her ways, to hear her instructions and to become wise. Happiness, life and favours from the Lord will be bestowed on all who do not neglect her instructions.⁴⁴³ Wisdom’s teaching role can be found in Sirach where she is portrayed as a strict disciplinarian (Sir 4:17; 6:20; 23-31).

As well as a teacher, Wisdom fulfils the public roles of prophet and/or preacher. In the book of Wisdom she knows the things of old and has knowledge of the things to come (Wis 8:8). She is clearly depicted as a prophetic figure in Prov 1:20-33 and 8:1-36. In these texts she stands in public places calling for those who hear her to repent and follow her teachings.⁴⁴⁴ In Prov 1:22-25 the preaching of Wisdom is rejected, and this may parallel the rejection of Jesus in Mt 11:16.⁴⁴⁵

There is, however, no clear witness in the Wisdom literature that Sophia was considered to be a miracle worker. Despite the view of Deutsch to the contrary,⁴⁴⁶ the closest it comes to this view is in Wis 8:8, She [Wisdom] has foreknowledge of signs

---

⁴⁴⁶ Deutsch, *Lady Wisdom*, 12. However, I am not convinced about Deutsch’s references to Wisdom in the role of wonder worker in Qumran, 1 En 54:4-6 and 2 Baruch. Deutsch’s claim does not give sufficient details in terms of where in Qumran and 2 Baruch she finds Wisdom and Wisdom’s relation to the role of wonder worker. Also, in her claim she emphasizes the role of some sages including Solomon, and their relation to the role of wonder worker more than Wisdom and her role of wonder worker. See Deutsch, *Lady Wisdom*, 84.
and wonders. But there is no hint in this text that these miracles would be performed by Wisdom herself. Matthew’s emphasis on this theme is clearly influenced by the Christian tradition he inherited that Jesus was a miracle-worker, and this view has been incorporated into his own conviction that Jesus was Wisdom incarnate. In doing this Matthew has introduced a new element into the ever-changing perceptions of Wisdom current in his day. It is quite possible that the evangelist looked upon Wis 8:8, and interpreted this as a prophecy by Wisdom concerning her own miracles in her incarnation as Jesus, but this cannot be demonstrated. What can be said is that in 11:2-19 the evangelist emphasizes the roles of Wisdom as both teacher and miracle-worker, which recalls the teaching of Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount in chs. 5-7 and his many mighty works in chs. 8-9.

However, there are two main arguments raised by scholars to oppose the claim that Matthew identifies Jesus in 11:2-19 with Wisdom.447 Firstly, some scholars, including M. D. Johnson, argue that Mt 11:2-19 only highlights Jesus’ ministry and not Jesus’ identification with Wisdom. He explains that in Mt 11:5, Matthew might mean

447 Other minor arguments include a tendency to support Wisdom’s association with God. This text should be seen as merely an analogy not an identification of the presence of the Wisdom of God in Christ’s deeds as Wisdom here does not refer to the mythical figure of Wisdom but to the manifestation of the Wisdom of God in Christ’s deeds. See Gench, Wisdom, 310; D. R. A. Hare, Matthew (IBCTP; Louisville: John Knox Press, 1993), 124-125; Johnson, Reflections on Wisdom 57-58. See also J. C. Laansma, I Will Give You Rest: The Rest Motif in the New Testament with Special Reference to Mt 11 and Heb 3-4 (WUNT 98; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1997), 168-169 where Laansma does not see Jesus as Wisdom in Mt 11:19 by stating that the only real evidence that the referent of this noun σοφία in v. 19b was understood to be the mythological figure aside from the question begging assumption that Matthew and his readers would have had her in mind is the reconstructed myth of Wisdom’s envoys. Also, Gathercole suggests that the conventional interpretation of Mt 11:19b can be challenged with the following argument; Wisdom has been absolved of her actions. He qualifies this statement by arguing that this is a complaint by Jesus that this generation has zealously put Wisdom in the clear by denying that she has any connection with the ministries of John and Jesus. However, accepting this interpretation requires a difficult mental adjustment by the audience to realize that Jesus is not expressing his own view, but rather the view of one of his critics. S. J. Gathercole, The Justification of Wisdom (Mt 11:19b/Lk 7:35) NTS 49 (2003), 480. I have found that Laansma’s and Gathercole’s argument is not convincing. The conventional interpretation is accepted by the majority of scholars.
by ἀθέ deeds of the Christo the healing, teaching and preaching activities of Jesus in chs. 8-9. Furthermore, the verbs διδάσκων, κηρύσσων and θεράπευόν are used to highlight Jesus’ ministry in Mt 4:23; 9:25.448

For M. D. Johnson, Wisdom Christology is not a major interest of Matthew’s Gospel. He claims that if it is, then the focus should be placed on Mt 13:54 rather than 11:2-19. In Mt 13:54 Jesus is seen as the man who acquires wisdom and ὀνιγthy works (τοῦτω ἡ σοφία σὕτη καὶ ὁ δυνάμεις). However, Matthew takes this text from Mark (6:1-6a). Therefore, if the text of Mt 13:54 is an important central text of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology, then Matthew has simply inherited this Christology from Mark.449 Thus, M. D. Johnson argues that it would be improbable to support the claim that Matthew redacts 11:2-19 because of his own interest in Wisdom Christology.

In response to this argument against Matthew’s identification of Jesus in 11:2-19 as Wisdom, it was shown earlier that Matthew links Jesus’ deeds to Wisdom’s deeds in the Jewish tradition. Suggs claims that Matthew views the deeds of the Christo ἀθέ deeds of Wisdom and ὀνιγthy works as being those of Jesus in Galilee.450 E. A. Johnson supports Suggs’ claims by stating that the deeds of Christ and the deeds of Wisdom both proclaim librating deeds, indicating that the deeds are fundamentally likened. E. A. Johnson further argues that the deeds of Jesus described in chs. 8-9 and

---


449 Johnson, Reflections on Wisdom 57. Other scholars including Hare and Keener believe that Mt 13:54 is a Wisdom passage. See Hare, Matthew, 125; Keener, Matthew, 343; Wainwright, Shall We Look, 61-62, 78; Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 190-192.

11:20, which precede and follow the text of 11:2-19, substantiates the claim that Jesus’ deeds and Wisdom’s deeds are equated.\textsuperscript{451}

Even though the role of wonder worker cannot really be shared between Jesus and Wisdom, Jesus takes up Wisdom’s roles as preacher and teacher. E. A. Johnson clarifies the connection between Jesus’ deeds and Wisdom’s deeds further by arguing that the deeds of Jesus such as healing, preaching and teaching are re-establishing the right order of creation; Wisdom is justified by her deeds (Mt 11:19b). It is the deeds of Wisdom shown by actions, such as healing, resurrection, preaching the good news of God to the poor and table fellowship with tax collectors and sinners, that vindicate Wisdom and concurrently identify Jesus with her.\textsuperscript{452}

Wainwright also supports E. A. Johnson when she states that the creative works of Wisdom continue in Jesus. A new creation is established in the works of righteousness, the reordering of resources and relationships.\textsuperscript{453} Wainwright clarifies the deeds of Wisdom further. They are seen as salvific, liberating and creative deeds (Wis 10-19). Wisdom speaks of being present in creation (Prov 8:22-31; Sir 24:1-22; Wis 9:9).\textsuperscript{454} Thus, according to Wainwright, the text of Mt 11:2-19 highlights Wisdom Christology and not simply Wisdom influence.\textsuperscript{455} In other words, Matthew identifies Jesus with Wisdom.

\textsuperscript{451} Johnson, ḅēsēs, the Wisdom of God ḏ 282. See also France, Matthew, 420 n. 13.
\textsuperscript{452} W. F. Albright and C. S. Mann, Matthew (AB 26; Garden City: Doubleday, 1971), 139-140; Johnson, She Who Is, 156-157. See also Johnson, ḅēsēs, the Wisdom of God ḏ 281-282. Scholars who see that Wisdom’s deeds in Mt 11:2 refer to Christ’s deeds in Mt 11:19 include Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 276; Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 28-29; Gundry, Matthew, 213; Harrington, Matthew, 167; Keener, Matthew, 343; Patte, Matthew, 157, 202; Suggs, Wisdom, 88-89.
\textsuperscript{453} Wainwright, Shall We Look, 76-79; Deutsch, ḅēsēs as Wisdom ḏ 99, 112; Harrington, ḅWisdom of Jesus ḏ 279.
\textsuperscript{454} Wainwright, Shall We Look, 77-78. See also France, Matthew, 434-435; Senior, Matthew, 129.
\textsuperscript{455} See the details of scholars’ claims that Jesus in Mt 11:19b is identified with personified Wisdom in n. 1.
The second argument opposing the claim that Matthew identifies Jesus in Mt 11:2-19 with Wisdom is that the deeds of the disciples should be identified with Jesus as well. M. D. Johnson contends that in Mt 10:1, 7-8 the disciples are to preach and heal. Thus, their deeds seem to be included in the deeds of the Christ or the deeds of Wisdom. Gench supports M. D. Johnson's claim and suggests that Wisdom in the text Mt 11:19b cannot be identified simply by Jesus' deeds. If these deeds only referred to the deeds of Jesus alone and excluded John's ministry, then a clear connection between Jesus and Wisdom is established. However, Gench argues that there is insufficient evidence to reach this conclusion. The deeds in Mt 11:2 not only deal with Jesus' deeds, but also the deeds performed by John and Jesus' disciples. Also, Mt 11:16-19, in conjunction with the whole of Matthew's Gospel, presents both Jesus' and John's ministries in such a strikingly similar fashion, that they must be included in Wisdom's works. The combination of all these things prevents a simple connection between Jesus and Wisdom. Thus, it would be difficult to argue that Jesus is Wisdom because his own ministry is not so different from the ministries of John and the disciples.

In response to the argument about Wisdom incarnate in John's deeds and the disciples' deeds, John's subordination to Jesus, which is highlighted in Mt 11:9-14, needs to be emphasized. Significantly, in v. 9c John is identified as more than a prophet. There are four points relating to John's identity. Firstly, in v. 10, John is the figure foretold in Mal 3:1. Then, in v. 11 he is the greatest of those who were born among women. In vv. 12-13 he is the turning point in salvation history. This is substantiated from the fact that from the days of John the Baptist until now, violence always existed in

the Kingdom. Also, the prophets and the Law prophesied until the time of John. Thus, a description of what precedes and follows John is described, pointing to John’s place in God’s plan of salvation. Lastly, in v. 14 Jesus describes John as Elijah, the one who is to come, thus highlighting John as the forerunner of Jesus.458

Consequently, it is unlikely that Matthew sought to equate John and Jesus in terms of their deeds or status. John’s subordination to Jesus is clear in Mt 11:9-14, and also in the earlier baptism narrative (Mt 3:13-17). In this narrative, Matthew rewrites the simple Markan account so that the Baptist refuses to baptize Jesus on account of Jesus’ superiority, and only does so when Jesus convinces him to do so. Matthew also makes clear throughout his text that Jesus and the disciples are in no sense equated. Even if it is true that the disciples perform similar actions to Jesus, the reference to the works of Sophia in 11:19 do not refer to them. It is Jesus as Sophia who is justified by his (or her) works, and this remains unchanged whether others preach and perform miracles.459

Therefore, by forming the inclusio of Mt 11:2 and 19b, Matthew identifies Jesus with Wisdom. The deeds of the Messiah are the deeds of Jesus and the deeds of Jesus are the deeds of Wisdom. By being equated with Wisdom, Jesus is no longer Wisdom’s representative as he was in Q, and this marks a major development in this trajectory of the Jesus tradition. If Matthew predates John, then we find for the first time in the Christian tradition a clear and completely unambiguous identification of these two

458 Gench, *Wisdom*, 230-231. While vv. 2-6 present Jesus’ identity, vv. 7-15 introduce John’s authoritative nature including John’s prophetic role as Elijah as well as his subordination to Jesus (cf. Jn 1:6-8). This section contains the material taken from two different parts of Q (cf. Lk 7:24-28; 16:16) and includes Matthew’s redaction (vv. 14-15). It is introduced by Jesus’ three questions. The first question is found in v. 7c, and is answered by another question in v. 7d. However, the second and third questions in vv. 8a, 9a are first answered by a question in vv. 8b, 9b and then by a statement in vv. 8c, 9c. See also Davies and Allison, *Matthew II*, 246 where it shows that in 11:20-24, immediately following the saying about Wisdom’s deeds, Jesus speaks prophetically to the Galilean cities which reject him. See also France, *Matthew*, 421; Gundry, *Matthew*, 208-209.

figures. Matthew portrays Jesus in the traditional Wisdom roles as teacher and prophet, but he introduces the new element that Jesus as Wisdom is a performer of miracles.

2. Mt 11:25-30

Having made the identification between Jesus and Wisdom clear in 11:19, Matthew continues this theme in the unit of material in 11:25-30. The earlier examination of the original Q text (Q 10:21-22) showed that in the context of that source Jesus was depicted as the envoy of Sophia, though now being attributed some of her distinctive roles. It was suggested that Q may have been moving towards a Wisdom Christology, but Matthew accelerates this movement. Jesus is equated with Wisdom in Mt 11:19, and now he defines his nature and roles as Wisdom in this passage. The important themes here are pre-existence, reciprocal knowledge, revelation of these things, rejection and discipleship.

Matthew appends to the Q material a further tradition in vv. 28-30, which serves to elaborate further his Wisdom convictions about Jesus. In this material the evangelist identifies Jesus with the Torah and so brings to the Christian tradition one of the fundamental notions about Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. By doing this, the Matthean trajectory differs considerably from its Johannine counterpart where any such equation was discounted. However, the identification of Jesus as Wisdom in Mt 11:25-30 is

460 Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 54; Gench, Wisdom, 153; Suggs, Wisdom, 77.
461 Scholars who claim that Jesus in Mt 11:25-27 is identified with Wisdom include Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 272; Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 103-107; Deutsch, Jesus as Wisdom, 99-100; Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 54-57; France, Matthew, 441; Harrington, Matthew, 169-170; Johnson, Reflections on Wisdom, 59-60; Keener, Matthew, 347; Johnson, She Who Is, 96; Robinson, Jesus as Sophos, 9-10; Schroer, Wisdom Has Built, 143-144; Senior, Matthew, 134; Suggs, Wisdom, 95-97; Wainwright, Shall We Look, 79-83; Witherington, Christology of Jesus, 227; Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 205.
disputed by some scholars, and the following discussion will examine their arguments. We will begin with the Q tradition in vv. 25-27 and then turn to the added material in vv. 28-30.

(a) vv. 25-27

The text of 11:25-27 reads: \(\Delta\)At that time Jesus said, \(\tilde{\iota}\) thank you, Father (\(\pi\'\alpha\tau\varepsilon\rho\)), Lord of heaven and earth (\(\kappa\upiota\rho\iota\ \tau\omicron\upsilon \omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\nu\omicron\upsilon \kappa\alpha\iota \tau\iota\varsigma\ \gamma\eta\varsigma\)), because you have hidden (\(\epsilon\kappa\rho\upsilon\psi\alpha\varsigma\)) these things (\(\tau\alpha\upsilon\tau\alpha\)) from the wise and the intelligent and have revealed (\(\alpha\pi\kappa\alpha\lambda\upsilon\psi\alpha\varsigma\)) them to infants (v. 25); yes Father (\(\pi\'\alpha\tau\varepsilon\rho\)), for such was your gracious will (v. 26). All things have been handed over to me by my Father (\(\tau\omicron\upsilon \pi\alpha\tau\rho\omicron\varsigma\ \mu\omicron\nu\)); and no one knows the Son (\(\tau\omicron\upsilon \upsilon\iota\omicron\varsigma\)) except the Father (\(\omicron \pi\alpha\tau\iota\rho\omicron\)); and no one knows the Father (\(\omicron \pi\alpha\tau\iota\rho\omicron\)) except the Son (\(\omicron \upsilon\iota\omicron\varsigma\)) and anyone to whom the Son (\(\omicron \upsilon\iota\omicron\varsigma\)) chooses to reveal him (v. 27)\(\ddot{\omicron}\). This tradition falls into two main parts. Firstly, Matthew highlights Jesus' thankfulness for the way his teaching is not for the learned and intelligent, but for little children. Secondly, Jesus reflects on the relationship between the Father and the Son.

A number of scholars deny any connection between Jesus and Wisdom in this passage on the grounds that it does not present the pre-existence of Jesus, which they

---

462 Scholars who dispute the claim that Jesus in Mt 11:25-27 is identified with Wisdom include Dunn, Christology, 198-200; D. Hill, The Gospel of Matthew (NCBC; London: Marshall, Morgan and Scott, 1972), 208; Gundry, Matthew, 217-218; Kloppenborg, Wisdom Christology in Q\(\Omega\) 144-147; Luz, Matthew 8-20, 161-170; Pregeant, Wisdom Passages in Matthew\(\Omega\) 227.

463 Suggs, Wisdom, 76. There are scholarly debates over which clause comes first in the original order. Also, it is debatable whether the clause \(\omicron \chi\omicron\omicron\iota\ \omicron\mu\omicron\nu\omicron\) one knows the Son except the Father\(\omicron\)existed in the original text. However, it does not matter which one comes first as long as the saying presents the same meaning. See details of debates in Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 34-35; Suggs, Wisdom, 71-77.

464 Vv. 25-27 are best understood as a unit. The verb \(\delta\epsilon\nu\epsilon\alpha\nu\omicron\omicron\upsilon\delta\omicron\) in v. 25 and v. 27 forms an inclusio linking vv. 25-27 together. Moreover, by using the word \(\delta\pi\alpha\tau\varepsilon\rho\omicron\) five times throughout the text, a unity of the texts is confirmed. See Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 39; Gench, Wisdom, 153-154. However, Mt 11:25-27 can also be treated as separate sayings by some scholars who put an emphasis on the difference of the address. While God in vv. 25-26 is being addressed in the second person, God in v. 27 is being addressed in the third person. See France, Matthew, 440-441.

465 Morris, Matthew, 291. See also Harrington, Matthew, 168-169.
believe is an essential element in any Wisdom Christology. They do not accept that the verb ὄν hand over (παρέδόθη) indicates Jesus’ pre-existence, but rather that it points to an historical act in time. But this is not certain in the context of Matthew. A number of scholars emphasize that παρέδόθη is in the third person aorist passive indicative singular, which implies the pre-existence of the Son as it is directed back to a time in eternity. The implication of the pre-existence theme is clarified further in the whole phrase ὅλα παρέδόθη should be best understood as all the authority given by the Father to the Son at the beginning of creation, from pre-existing time to historical time. Likewise, all of God’s revelation, which is presented by Jesus in words and actions over his entire life, can also be found in 7:29; 9:6, 8; 10:1; 21:23-27 and 28:18. In these passages, Jesus has acted with the authority given by God.

Secondly, the term knowing in Mt 11:25-27 is a matter of debate. Some scholars claim that the reciprocal knowledge between God and Jesus reflects the relationships between Yahweh, Israel and other figures in Judaism who are not Wisdom. To know (εἰπογεγραμμένοι) conventionally is to refer to a sense of relationship rather than any intellectual attainment. One knows God’s is found in other passages throughout the Bible,
including Jer 9:24; 31:34; Hos 6:6; Jn 14:7 and 17:3. Moreover, those who do not accept Wisdom Christology as presented in Mt 11:25-27 claim that the intimate relationship between the Father and the Son could be connected to the concept of knowing. The notion of being elected by God is shown in the context of being known in particular passages. In Gen 18:19 and Num 16:5 (LXX), Yahweh is known by Abraham, and in Jer 1:5 Yahweh is known by Jeremiah. Also, the Father-Son imagery is characteristically portrayed in terms of Israel’s relationship of being elect with Yahweh in Ex 4:22; Jer 31:9; Hos 11:1; 13:5 and Amos 3:2. In addition, the reciprocal knowledge of the Father and the Son should be understood as a reflection of the relationship between God and Moses in Ex 33:11-23; Num 12:1-8 and Deut 34:9-12. Thus, for some scholars, the reciprocal knowledge between God and God’s Son does not indicate the relationship between God and Wisdom.

However, it can be argued that by saying no one knows the Son except the Father Jesus indicates his relationship with God as God’s unique Son. The Sonship is confirmed in Jesus addressing God as Father together with using the Son as a title for Jesus. As God’s Son, Jesus also presents himself as Wisdom. Moreover, Matthew uses the word ἐπιγινώσκει while Luke uses γινώσκει for the parallel account in Lk 10:22. Both words mean know and can be used interchangeably. Matthew’s word is

470 France, Matthew, 446. I am unconvinced in interpreting the saying οὐκ εἰσὶν καὶ οἱ γνωστοί αὐτῶν ἐν τῷ θεῷ as a relationship between sons and fathers. A son is more likely to be closer to his wife or friend rather than his father. See discussion in France, Matthew, 446; Keener, Matthew, 347; Schweizer, Matthew, 271.
471 Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 54-60; Dunn, Christology, 198-200; France, Matthew, 441-442; Gench, Wisdom, 197-198.
473 Gundry, Matthew, 217.
474 Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 296; Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 143; Keener, Matthew, 347-348; Nolland, Matthew, 472; Witherington, Christology of Jesus, 227.
probably redactional. He uses ἐπιγνωσκεῖ in 7:16 (cf. Lk 6:44), 20 and in 17:12. It is noted that every time he uses ἐπιγνωσκεῖ, he apparently puts an emphasis on a term of recognition in that particular context. The recognition of the good and bad tree in 7:16, 20 and of Elijah in the person of John the Baptist in 17:12 is emphasized by Matthew.\footnote{Deutsch, \textit{Hidden Wisdom}, 36-37.}

Only the Father knows the Son and only the Son reveals the Father to the ones chosen by the Son. This reciprocal knowledge can also be explained in terms of the intimate relationship between God and Wisdom. Wisdom reveals herself in creation as God’s firstborn and only associate in creation in Prov 8, in mediating God’s truth and instruction for living in Prov 8:22-31, 32-36, in the Law of the Most High in Bar 3:9-4:4; Sir 24:23, everywhere in the cosmos in Wis 7:24-26, and in heaven in 1 En 42:1-3. Wisdom is the breath of God’s power, his emanation, reflection and image in Wis 7:25-26. Just as Wisdom in the Jewish tradition is the sole mediator of divine revelation in Wis 6:12-9:18, the Son is the sole mediator of divine revelation in Mt 11:25-27.\footnote{Deutsch, \textit{Hidden Wisdom}, 56-60; Harrington, \textit{Matthew}, 169-170; Schorer, \textit{Wisdom}, 143-144; Witherington, \textit{Christology of Jesus}, 227.}

Therefore, just as only Wisdom knows God, so only Jesus knows the Father (v. 27). Jesus’ knowledge of God comes from God’s revelation to him. This revelation can refer to Ex 33:12-14 where God knows Moses by name and Moses questioned God that he may know God.\footnote{Davies and Allison, \textit{Matthew II}, 283-287; Laansma, \textit{I Will Give You Rest}, 187.} However, the reciprocal knowledge in Mt 11:25-27 is the intimate relationship between the Son and the Father. It is the intimate relationship between God and Jesus, which requires a divine or transcendental status. This status...
cannot be established in Moses’ life. Moses never called God Father. Moreover, the discussion of 11:28-30 will show Jesus’ superiority over Moses.

Thirdly, some scholars argued against a Wisdom Christology in 11:25-27 on the grounds that the text never mentions a role in creation, which is one of the definitive activities of Sophia in the Jewish tradition.\textsuperscript{478} This argument is questionable. There is no reason to expect every Wisdom passage to contain every Wisdom theme. Not every Jewish text alludes to Wisdom’s creative work. But having said this, it has been claimed that this text does contain such a reference. By addressing the Father as Lord of heaven and earth, Jesus may well be reminding his audience of his own role in creation. R. T. France relates the tradition to Prov 8:22-31 where Wisdom is God’s firstborn and sole associate in creation.\textsuperscript{479} France’s claim is based on the phrase Father, Lord of heaven and earth which reflects the creation account in Gen 1:1, In the beginning when God created the heavens and the earth. In the context of Matthew’s Gospel, where the evangelist has already identified Jesus with Wisdom, France’s argument is probably right. If Matthew thinks Jesus is pre-existent Wisdom, then it would be understandable for him to assign Jesus one of Wisdom’s definitive tasks.

There are also other Wisdom motifs in the passage. What the Father has hidden is referred to by the following demonstrative pronoun these things (ταῦτα). There are various interpretations of the pronoun ταῦτα. The revelation of these things in v. 25 is considered by many scholars to recall the deeds of Wisdom in 11:19b and the deeds of

\textsuperscript{478} Kloppenborg’s argument can be found in Kloppenborg, Wisdom Christology in Q 147 and it is cited by Gench, Wisdom, 199.

\textsuperscript{479} France, Matthew, 441.
Christ in 11:2. These things also include the further reference to miracles in vv. 20-24, which are significant in Jesus’ ministry. In the Matthean woes against Chorazin and Bethsaida, the cities reject Jesus’ mighty works in them (vv. 21, 23). As a result, they fail to repent. Taking 11:12, 19, 20-24 together, Matthew portrays Jesus as thanking the Father for hiding his mighty works from the wise and intelligent. The theme of hiddenness and rejection is also a Wisdom motif. In 1 En 42 Wisdom is hidden and seeks to reveal herself, but is refused. She is forced to withdraw because of the wickedness of humankind. By returning to heaven, Wisdom is again hidden from the human world.

The wise and intelligent who have these things hidden from them comprise more than just the citizens of Chorazin and Bethsaida. They include the major opponents of Jesus in this Gospel, the scribes and Pharisees, who appear in the immediate context in Mt 12:2, 14, 24 and 38. Deutsch and Gench go further and identify the people of Israel who reject Jesus and his mission. This can refer to the crowds in 13:2 and those in 13:11 who are not given the secrets of the Kingdom of Heaven.

On the other hand, those who are granted the revelation, the infants, are the disciples and others who respond appropriately to Jesus. The disciples are those to

---

480 Nolland’s interpretation of these things is God’s purpose through Jesus’ ministry. See Nolland, Matthew, 470; For Davies and D. C. Allison, Deutsch, Harrington and Suggs, these things means the deeds of Jesus (11:2, 19) particularly his miracles (11:20-21; cf. 11:5-6). See Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 276; Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 28-29; Gundry, Matthew, 213; Harrington, Matthew, 167; Keener, Matthew, 343; Patte, Matthew, 157, 202; Suggs, Wisdom, 88-95; Wainwright, Shall We Look, 80.
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whom are given the secrets of the kingdom of heaven in Mt 13:52. The word παιδίον, also meaning an infant, can also be found in 18:3, 4-6 and 10 where it relates to those who are welcomed to the Kingdom of Heaven, as they are ready to receive the revelation made by the Father. The imagery here of a helpless child resonates with the traditional image of Wisdom as a mother who cares and protects her children (cf. Sir 4:11; Wis 7:12).

Sophia’s relationship with her followers is further evidenced in other Wisdom passages, especially in the book of Proverbs. She extends her invitation to those who wish to follow her way in 1:20-21; 8:1-3, 32-36 and 9:1-11. For those who follow her way, they will be rewarded with security (1:33), happiness (3:13), life and happiness (3:18), intellectual prosperity, gifts and promises (8:12-16), all her attributes and virtues (8:14), internal spirituality (8:19), prosperity and richness (8:21), life (8:35), knowledge of God (8:32-36) and security (8:33). In Sirach, Wisdom is God’s gift to her followers, and in ch. 4 she will love them and reveal her secrets to them. There are invitations to learn her ways and to gain immeasurable treasures under her instruction (Sir 24: 19, 22-23; 51:26). In the book of Wisdom, care, encouragement, glory, honor, respect, immortality, rest, companionship, joy, delight and wealth will be given to her followers (8:9-18).

(b) vv. 28-30

Matthew’s Wisdom Christology continues in the unique material in 11:28-30. The text reads: Ὅμως πᾶντες, ἐλθεῖν ἀποκλίνετε, καὶ τὰ ζητάσαντα τούτους ἐν ἀγάπῃ καὶ προσφυγνόνω τὸν ζωοῦν μου ἐφ’ ἀσκητὴν ἑλπίδας, καί ἐμοὶ μάθετε ἀπὸ μου ἐμοῦ; ἵν’ ἐμοὶ ἡμῖν ἡμῖν ἑλπίζω. For I am gentle and humble in heart (τὴν ἐκ τῆς ἀγάπης τοῦ ζωοῦν μου ἐφ’ ἀσκητὴν ἑλπίδας), and learn from me (καὶ μᾶθετε ἀπὸ μου ἐμοῦ); for I am gentle and humble in heart (τὴν ἐκ τῆς ἀγάπης τοῦ ζωοῦν μου ἐφ’ ἀσκητὴν ἑλπίδας).
καρδία), and you will find rest for your souls (v. 29). For my yoke is easy (ό γὰρ ζυγός μου χρηστός) and my burden is light (v. 30) ὃ

This text presents Jesus’ invitation to those who are weary and burdened to come to him and they will be given rest. Jesus also invites them to take his yoke and learn from him. The origin of this material is uncertain. While some scholars contend that it comes from a source, others maintain it is Matthew’s own creation.485 For the purposes of this study, it does not matter. Whether adopted from a source or created, the presence of this material indicates that the evangelist agreed with its sentiments. The fact that he placed it after 11:25-27 suggests that he viewed it as relevant to the development of his Wisdom Christology. Matthew equates the yoke of Jesus with the yoke of Wisdom, and his invitation is her invitation.487 Additionally, as Wisdom, the Matthean Jesus reflects Wisdom in terms of the role of teaching and the motif of discipleship.

Jesus’ invitation, Κοιμέω μελετήσας με is likened to Wisdom’s invitation in Prov 8-9. The invitation has a close connection to those invitations in the book of Sirach, both by the sage Sirach (6:18-37) and by Wisdom herself (51:23, 26). Moreover, the conclusion can be drawn that Matthew is projecting Jesus not only as Wisdom but also as a sage. The invitation Κοιμέω μελετήσας με (v. 29) implies Jesus the speaker is a teacher calling for discipleship. Jesus thus becomes the sage with wisdom greater than Solomon in 12:42, and is applauded for his wisdom by those in the

485 Scholars who see that the text Mt 11:25-27 came from a source include Albright and Mann, Matthew, 146; Suggs, Wisdom, 95-96.
486 Scholars who see that the text Mt 11:25-27 was Matthew’s own creation include Bruner, Matthew, 537; Gench, Wisdom, 172-173, 202.
487 Scholars who claim that Jesus in Mt 11:28-30 is identified with Wisdom include Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 289; Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 141-143; Deutsch, Jesus as Wisdom 99-100; Dunn, Christology, 200-201; France, Matthew, 441-442; Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-Existence, 68; Johnson, She Who Is, 95-96; Keener, Matthew, 348-349; Meier, Matthew, 127; Robinson, Jesus as Sophos 10-11; Schroer, Wisdom Has Built , 144; Senior, Matthew, 131-134; von Rad, Old Testament Theology, 334; Wainwright, Shall We Look, 79-83; Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 205, 208; Suggs, Wisdom, 96-97.
synagogue in 13:54. Matthew here becomes explicit in this portrait of Jesus. Just as Wisdom is a teacher in Proverbs and Sirach, Jesus as teacher is here once again portrayed as Wisdom the prophet and sage.488

The Matthean Jesus’ invitation needs to be further discussed. The terms κοπιῶντες κόι τεφορτισμένοι, οἱ those who labour and are heavily burdened are synonymous. They probably should not be understood as relating to the ἄνφιασοι in v. 25, who metaphorically represent the disciples. Rather, they relate to the people of Israel. Matthew presents Jesus extending an invitation to all Israel to come to him,489 which parallels the open invitation of Wisdom in the Jewish texts. Here too, Jesus as Wisdom invites all.

In Sir 6:24-37 we find a cluster of themes that are contained in this Matthean text. Ben Sira advises his readers to ο>({Wisdom})(v. 26), for she will provide rest (v. 28), and they should take up her yoke (v. 30). The motifs of rest and the yoke are important Wisdom themes. The ἀνάπαυσις that is promised by Jesus to all who come to him can be contrasted with the toil and burden imposed by the scribes and Pharisees. These groups are criticized by Jesus for their lack of solidarity with their followers who are struggling under the weight of an enormous amount of legal code (23:4). In 12:1-14 the scribes and the Pharisees focus only on the Sabbath regulations and neglect the important concept of mercy. Those who follow the scribes and Pharisees are not liberated; they are burdened by an inaccurate application of the Mosaic Law. This stands in stark contrast to Jesus himself, who offers ἀνάπαυσις. The concept of rest here probably represents the presence of Jesus with his disciples. For those who come to Jesus,

489 Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 41.
the rest, which is the peace and contentment and fullness of life, can be reached.\footnote{Davies and Allison, \textit{Matthew II}, 288-289; Deutsch, \textit{Hidden Wisdom}, 41-42; France, \textit{Matthew}, 448; D. E. Garland, \textit{Reading Matthew: A Literary and Theological Commentary on the First Gospel} (New York: Crossroad, 1993), 133; Senior, \textit{Matthew}, 133; Suggs, \textit{Wisdom}, 106-107.}

Similarly, for those who come to Wisdom to learn and follow her instructions, they will be presented with plentiful gifts such as happiness (Prov 3:13), life (Prov 3:18), intellectual prosperity (Prov 8:12-16) and particularly rest (Wis 8:16; Sir 6:28).

The metaphor of rest also can be found elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible. In Jer 6:16 Jeremiah offers rest for the soul to those who walk in the good way, while in Ex 33:14 God offers rest to Moses and his people. Again in Gen 2:2-3 the Sabbath rest was established on the seventh day of creation.\footnote{Witherington, \textit{Jesus the Sage}, 82.} Here there is also an important eschatological dimension. The entire messianic age was to become a time of rest, similar to a great Sabbath. According to Jewish eschatology, the end is like the beginning and the first creation is like the last. For as in the first creation, God rests, so in Mt 11:28 (cf. Heb 4:3) we find Jesus the Messiah offering eschatological rest to those who become his followers.\footnote{Barton, \textit{Gospel Wisdom}, 97. See also Gench, \textit{Wisdom}, 188-195.}

That this eschatological reality is already present is implied by the fact Wisdom\'s offer of rest in 11:28-30 is followed by narratives concerning rest and the Sabbath (12:1-8, 9-14). These texts illustrate the paradoxical easy yoke and the light burden, that contribute to a foundation for evaluating changes that need to be made to traditional customs and laws, even the Torah itself. For this Lord of the Sabbath (12:8), Jesus as the Wisdom of God is greater than Moses, David, Solomon or the Temple. Jesus teaches with authority that acts of mercy and neighbourly love should flow from the life given by the
The text of 12:1-14 will be further treated later in this chapter.

The yoke (_DLLY_LG_) metaphorically means obedience, and is sometimes used as a metaphor for the Torah (Jer 2:20; 5:5; cf. Acts 15:10) and Wisdom (cf. Sir 6:30; 51:26). In Sir 6:29-31; 51:26-28, it is claimed that Wisdom is identified with the Torah. Here Sirach equates Wisdom with the Law who is acquired through the hard work of study and total dedication. Moreover, Wisdom in Sir 24 moved throughout the whole earth seeking a dwelling place among human beings (vv. 6-12) and is ultimately identified with God's Law, the Torah (Sir 24:23). Wisdom is also identified with the Torah in Bar 3:9, 37-4:1 and 2 Bar 38:4. Eventually, she dwells among her people in the Torah.

By commanding his followers to take up his yoke, Jesus shows that he is Wisdom and also Torah. This is because Torah is all that God has made known of his nature, character and purpose and of what he would have man be and do. Moreover, Torah is God's full revelation and God will for human beings. Thus, by identifying with the Torah, Jesus is the full revelation of God and the will of God for human beings.

---
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A further aspect of this appears in Jesus's revelation to his disciples in Mt 11:25-27. Jesus reveals the Father and all the secrets of the Kingdom to his disciples. Just as the sage learns the Torah, his disciples learn about the life and the teaching of Jesus. In this way too, Jesus can be identified with the Torah.502

The verb χρηστάνω (μανθάνω) in Mt 11:29 appears again in the wider context of 11:2-13:58. Of particular importance is 13:52, where Jesus speaks of a γραμματεύς who has been trained for the Kingdom of Heaven (γραμματεύς μαθητευθείς τῇ Βασιλείᾳ τῶν οὐρανῶν) This text immediately follows the parables of the Kingdom of Heaven, which guide those who have not yet received the secrets of the Kingdom (13:11) and will reveal hidden things in 13:35. Therefore, μανθάνω (to learn) should be best understood as not only Jesus giving an invitation to come to take up his yoke, but also to learn the things he reveals, the secrets of the Kingdom and the significance of his words and deeds.503

The words ὑπεκούοντο γεννησίως (πραύνος) and ἰδιωμενόν (ἀπειροῦν) in 11:29 are interchangeably used in denoting Jesus' humility.504 Matthew uses the word πραύνος in other passages including 5:5 and 21:5 (cf. Zech 9:9), while he does not use the word ἰδιωμενόν elsewhere. The word πραύνος can be used to describe one who is in humble circumstances and ἀπειροῦν can be used to designate one who is reduced to a lowly position. The word ὑπεκούουν connects Jesus to those he admires as examples in Mt 5:5 when he states, Ὑπεκούουν are the meek, for they will inherit the earth. He also uses the

502 Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 290-291; France, Matthew, 449. The theme of the invitation to embrace the yoke of Jesus according to this understanding of Torah, which could be seen as an encouragement in discipleship can be found in M. Trainor, The Begetting Wisdom: The Teacher and the Disciples in Matthew 4 Community Pac 4 (1991), 153; Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 82, 205.
503 Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 44; Hare, Matthew, 129; Morris, Matthew, 296; Nolland, Matthew, 477.
504 Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 44; Harrington, Matthew, 168. Both words appear together in Zeph 3:12, however, the words are used in a different way in Mt 11:29. See Nolland, Matthew, 447 n. 106.
word to describe himself in Mt 21:5; ἐκ look, your king is coming to you, meek and mounted on a donkey. The notion of lowliness appears in Mt 12 where Jesus cites the Servant Song of Isa 42:1-4. The usage of both words is ethical which can be explained by the use of ἀνθρωπός כַּרְדִּיס in 11:29 after the actual words πρόσωπός and ἀπειρόος. The phrase τῇ καρδία presents the meekness and humility in Jesus that are at the centre of his being. Therefore, disciples learn from Jesus’ example as being humble and lowly in heart. For his disciples, Jesus is portrayed as gentle and lowly in relation to his command to take up his yoke and they can learn from him. Jesus’ personal character makes his burden lighter than other burdens. The light burden will be emphasized further later in this Chapter.

After Jesus is described as gentle and lowly in 11:29 the promise of rest is again stated. However, the promise of rest in this verse differs from that in v. 28. In v. 28 it is expressed as a first person singular verb ἀνάπαυσον ὑμᾶς. In v. 29 it is a second person plural future verb with an object, εὐρήσε τοὺς κατά θυσίας ὑμῶν. This is probably due to different contexts. In v. 28, ἀνάπαυσεν is promised by Jesus to those who come to him. This denotes a passive quality. However, in v. 29 there is an active two-fold command, to take up Jesus’ yoke and learn from him. The rest thus comes after the acceptance of the yoke and of the invitation to discipleship.

Similar to that of the Torah and of Wisdom in Sir 51:26, ὑoke (ζυγός) is concerned with learning. Likewise discipleship comes from the same Greek root, μαθητεύω. Thus, the invitation to discipleship is a lifelong process of learning God’s requirements. This learning brings not the weariness of the scribes and Pharisees (23:4)

505 Deutsch, Hidden Wisdom, 45.
506 Morris, Matthew, 297.
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but rest for your souls could be interpreted as psyche or life (Mt 2:20; 6:25; 10:39). This life refers to rest at the deepest level. This (again) that Jesus offers is a new relationship with God which is different from scribal demands. It becomes a new kind of yoke, which makes the burdens light.508

There is a paradox in the association of yoke and rest, which is heightened in v. 30. How then can Jesus’ yoke be easy? In v. 29 Matthew associates Jesus’ yoke with discipleship and the promise of rest. Therefore, the yoke of Jesus is easy and the burden light simply through fellowship with the gentle and humble one. The promised rest is already present for those who have accepted his discipleship.509

An ideal situation would be a well fitting yoke and a light burden. The oppressive burdens imposed by the scribes and Pharisees (23:4) are in sharp contrast to the lightness of Jesus’ yoke (v. 30). In 23:4 those teachers do not stand with their people as they lay heavy burdens on them.510 The lightness of Jesus’ yoke is made possible through the personal character of Jesus in v. 29 and his new interpretation of the Torah. His character, which include meekness and humility in heart, make his demands much easier to bear compared to the demands of the scribes and Pharisees who not only impose burdens, but who also lack, mercy, justice and faithfulness (cf. Mt 23:23).512 Jesus’ new interpretation of the Torah is in sharp contrast with the scribal concern for detailed regulation. It enables the disciples to move beyond what they do and what they do not do and discover the underlying purpose of God (cf. Mt 5:17-48). This different approach is
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found immediately after 11:28-30 in 12:1-14 where two contrasting ways of understanding ἀστήρ are presented. One is the way of the Pharisees, and the other is the way of Jesus as Wisdom.513

Despite the wealth of evidence that Matthew in 11:28-30 reinforces his identification of Jesus with Sophia, not all scholars agree with this interpretation. Three major arguments have been proposed against this reading of the text. The first is put forward by D. E. Garland who does not identify Jesus in Mt 11:25-30 as Wisdom but as Moses who is given a revelation by God in Ex 33:12-13. Moses knows God in Deut 34:10.514 However, any such identification is not certain. While Matthew’s rich Christology does at times present Jesus in terms of Moses, this theme probably does not underpin this passage. Moses is the Law-giver but is never identified with Torah. Moreover, Moses never invites anyone to take up his yoke. The passage is more easily read as a distinct Wisdom passage rather than as an example of the evangelist’s Moses typology.

The second argument against the identification of Jesus with Wisdom in the text of 11:28-30 is provided by J. C. Laansma, who argues that this text does not directly relate to Sir 51. He believes that the verbal links are not especially strong. Syntactically, the parallel words ἀο μεθ᾽ ὀουλς sublice ὑοκε ὁlabour ὁand ὁfind rest differ. Therefore, Matthew appears to have used these words coincidently rather than having taken them from Sir 51. For instance, the concept of labour (κοπία) is used differently in the two accounts. In Matthew, it is the labourers who are offered ἀστήρ while in Sirach those

513 France, Matthew, 450; Gench, Wisdom, 194; Keener, Matthew, 348. Matthew’s own interpretation of Torah is also indicated by the clauses 29c and 30a-b which function similarly. See Laansma, I Will Give You Rest, 245.
514 Garland, Reading Matthew, 133. See the details of this argument in Davies and Allison, Matthew II, 290-291; Witherington, Jesus the Sage, 207.
searching for Wisdom are called to labour in this search in order to find rest (cf. Sir 6:19, 24, 34). Likewise as ὑστεραῖος ἁπάντας and ἡμερῶν ἑκάστην are natural themes, it is likely that Matthew used them for his own theological purpose. This makes the connection between Mt 11:28-30 and Sir 51 vague. Laansma suggests that, although there are similarities between Mt 11:28-30 and Sirach, the differences are much greater. Mt 11:28-30 contains echoes of the language and imagery of Sirach, but because it is completely adapted to Jesus, most of Sirach’s message has been lost. Thus, the invitation and promise of Jesus competes with rather than being linked to Wisdom. Also, it was Ben Sira the sage, not Wisdom who issues the invitation in Sir 51:23. In Mt 11:28-30 it is Jesus who offers the invitation and promise to his disciples.

Laansma’s argument is not altogether cogent. He requires almost exact parallels between the texts in order to make a connection between them, but this does not allow for a later author developing the earlier tradition in a creative way relevant for his or her readers. It is much more probable that the cluster of motifs in these two texts (yoke, labour and rest) has occurred by design than by coincidence. As W. D. Davies and D. C. Allison state, Ὄμνιτ 11:25-30 and Sir 51 exhibit certain similarities because they both incorporate the Torah and Wisdom motifs. Despite the differences between the texts, there is more than enough evidence to acknowledge a link, and conclude from this that the Matthean Jesus is identified with Wisdom.

The last argument against the idea that the Matthean Jesus in 11:28-30 becomes one with Wisdom is presented by Gench who argues that the text might only emphasize
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another Christology rather than Wisdom motifs. Mt 11:28-30 could present Jesus as the authorized Son of God, not as Wisdom incarnate. Jesus points to his weary heavy-laden disciples, calling them to himself, which might have presented him as the pre-eminent Son of God who has received all things from the Father. By using reflective mythology, Matthew appropriates the language of Wisdom for his own purposes. In the preceding verses, Matthew presents the Father alone determining access to revelation. He assigned the Son as his revealer, entrusting the Son with divine authority. Therefore, through his teaching authority, the Son is the Father’s representative in the world. He reveals the Father’s gracious, saving purposes and the Father’s will. Therefore, Mt 11:25-27 emphasizes Jesus’ person and authority. The added material in vv. 28-30 continues the same Christological theme. It is as the Son of God that Jesus issues his invitation to those who are heavy laden.

Gench’s argument depends upon her prior argument that a Son Christology dominates Mt 11:25-27. If that is so, then it would be reasonable to read the additional verses along the same Christological lines. But, as argued above, Gench’s interpretation of the initial material is questionable. While Jesus is indeed the Son of God, Matthew also makes the further claim that he is Wisdom incarnate, and vv. 28-30 were added by him to confirm and to develop this element of his Christology.

To summarize this discussion of Mt 11:25-30, even though Matthew does not use the title Ὀσιδᾶ in this passage, he nonetheless clearly identifies Jesus as Wisdom in other ways. In doing so, he makes explicit what was probably implicit in the original Q

---

material which he includes in vv. 25-27. He links the phrases ‘these things’ to the deeds of Christ and the deeds of Wisdom in 11:2, 19 and ‘all things’ to all the revelation given to Jesus by the Father at creation. In addition, the expression ‘all things have been handed down to the Son by the Father’ implies the pre-existence of Jesus, which is one of the main characteristics of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. Matthew’s portrayal of Jesus has many similarities to the traditional representation of Wisdom, including the themes of rejection, hiddenness and revelation. The Father-Son imagery reflects intimacy and knowledge similar to Wisdom’s association with God, and by having God’s knowledge and revealing it to those he wants, Jesus plays a mediating role just as does Sophia. There is more than a hint in vv. 25-27 that Jesus also plays a role in the creation. Finally, the theme of discipleship reflects the strong sense of Wisdom’s relationship with her followers.

The same parallels between the Matthean Jesus and Wisdom occur in the appended material in vv. 28-30. The invitation Jesus issues is the invitation of Wisdom, and the rest that he offers is the rest offered by Wisdom. The easy yoke of Jesus recalls the yoke of Wisdom and the yoke of the Torah, and those who take up this yoke and learn from Jesus become his disciples in the same manner as those who follow the way of Wisdom become her disciples. In adding this unique material to the existing Q tradition (Q 10:21-22), the evangelist presents a highly developed and reflective Wisdom Christology.
3. Mt 23:34-39

Matthew 23:34-39 is another important witness to the evangelist’s Wisdom Christology. The previous discussion of this material in the context of Q (see Chapter 2), established two points in relation to Matthew’s treatment of this tradition. First, it was argued that in Q the speaker of these verses was Sophia, and that Matthew altered the first sentence and made Jesus the speaker. Thus Jesus as Wisdom utters the words. The direct affect of course is that the claims made by Q in relation to Wisdom are now applied to the Matthean Jesus. Secondly, it was maintained that Matthew follows the Q arrangement of this material in presenting it as a unit, while Luke separates it. This discussion in this section will largely presuppose these conclusions, and focus on the meaning and importance of this text in the context of Matthew’s Gospel. For the sake of clarity and convenience, the oracle in vv. 34-36 will be examined first and then followed by the lament in vv. 37-39. While many scholars understand this pericope to be an important statement of the evangelist’s Wisdom Christology, there are some objections to this claim.

(a) vv. 34-36

The text reads: Therefore I send you prophets, sages and scribes, some of whom you will kill and crucify, and some you will flog in your synagogues and pursue from town to town (v. 34) so that upon you may come all the righteous blood shed on earth, from the

---
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blood of righteous Abel to the blood of Zechriah son of Barachiah whom you murdered between the sanctuary and the altar (v. 35). Truly, I tell you, all this will come upon this generation (v. 36).

As noted above, Matthew has changed a Q saying of Wisdom into an *I* saying of Jesus. Since the evangelist has elsewhere made clear that Jesus is Wisdom incarnate, his redaction here is perfectly consistent. Speaking in the present tense Jesus states that he sends to the scribes and Pharisees, prophets, wise man and scribes. The reference to prophets cannot apply to the prophets of old, as it did in Q, but is a reference to Christian prophets. Likewise the editorial references to wise men and scribes have a Christian application and reflect the importance of these offices in Matthew's community. There are various interpretations of the precise function of these wise men and scribes, but they both clearly reflect leadership and teaching roles. These prophets, wise men and scribes include the disciples of Jesus' day as well as their counterparts in the time of Matthew. The connection with Wisdom is clear. Just as Wisdom sends the prophets of old, Jesus as Wisdom incarnate sends a whole new group of prophets and other messengers.

Matthew focuses on the fate of these messengers, and in doing so refers to another prominent Wisdom theme. Jesus as Wisdom predicts that some will be killed and crucified, while others will be scourged in the synagogues and persecuted from town to town. A number of these themes appear in other Gospel missionary texts. The scourging
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in the synagogues and the persecution from one town to another receive mention in the
mission discourse of ch. 10 (10:17, 23), while Matthew alludes to the killing of Jesus’
messengers in 22:6, which may suggest that some missionaries in his own community
had suffered this fate. The reference to Jewish crucifixion of Christians is problematic. At
that time, the governing Romans authorized the death penalty in its conquered regions,
and there is no evidence at all of Christians being crucified by Jews. It is possible that the
evangelist linked this reference to 16:24-25 where Jesus specifies that his followers must
reckon with the possibility of crucifixion. Be that as it may, Matthew’s overall point here
is clear. The messengers sent by Jesus will suffer appalling treatment.530

The instigators of this persecution are the hypocritical scribes and Pharisees, who
are the recipients of Jesus’stinging rebukes in ch. 23. Even though they claim that they
would not have participated in the persecution of the prophets, they are the sons of those
who did and so share some of the responsibility in the eyes of Matthew (23:30-32). Matthew
even implicates them in all the murders from the time of Abel to the time of
Zechariah, the son of Barachiah (23:35). At the end of the oracle, Matthew links together
the scribes and Pharisees with ‘his generation’(Mt 11:16; 12:39, 41; 16:4; 17:17; 24:34),
and spells out the judgement they will face for their crimes.

The connections with the Wisdom tradition are clear. Sophia sends the prophets in
each generation (Wis 7:27; cf. Wis 11:1) and calls Israel to repentence (Prov 1:23). When
they do not repent, she reproves them (Prov 1:28). The evangelist picks up this traditional
Wisdom theme and applies it to the time of Jesus and his own time. In her incarnation as
Jesus, Wisdom again sends prophets and other messengers who are persecuted. Their

530 Deutsch, Lady Wisdom, 70-71; Deustch, Wisdom in Matthew 43; Dunn, Christology, 202.
rejection and suffering is a continuation of the long rejection of Wisdom’s messengers.\footnote{Suggs, Wisdom, 60; εWisdom in Matthew 43.} Jesus rebukes his own generation, including the scribes and Pharisees, as being no better than those who persecuted and murdered the prophets of old, and he prophesies that they will meet with judgment in their lifetime.\footnote{France, Matthew, 881-882; Harrington, Matthew, 328; Luz, Matthew 21-28, 155-156.}

A further theme in this material is that there is a distinct parallel between the fate of Jesus’ messengers and that of Jesus himself. As the Gospel narrative unfolds, Jesus meets with disbelief, rejection, persecution and finally death by crucifixion. This aspect of Jesus’ earthly life finds an obvious correspondence with the rejection of Wisdom, particularly in 1 En 42 where Wisdom comes down from the heavens to dwell with humankind. However, she is rejected. On account of her rejection she returns to heaven and makes her home there again. This can be compared with Jesus’ incarnation, his rejection during his historical manifestation, and his return to heaven after his resurrection and vindication.

However, as noted above, certain scholars dispute any identification of Jesus with Wisdom in these verses. Three arguments have been put forward for this view.\footnote{These scholars include Gench, Wisdom, 125-132; Hengel, Early Christology, 83-84; Laansma, I Will Give You Rest, 152-153.} Firstly, Gench argues that Wis 7:27 does not refer to Wisdom sending prophets. She claims that the emphasis is on the status of those who seek Wisdom, including the prophets, and not that Sophia sends them. This casts doubt upon any parallel with the Matthean Jesus who sends prophets and other messengers. Moreover, in Wis 7:14, the underlying concept of ‘friendship with God’ suggests that even though such a friendship may exist, it is
unrelated to being a spokesman of God or of Wisdom. Gench’s counterargument can be called into question. The fact that Wisdom passes into holy souls and makes them friends of God and prophets suggests that she is responsible for their status. She makes some people friends of God and others prophets. Since Wisdom is responsible for the sending of the prophets, the link with this Matthean text cannot be so easily dismissed.

Gench presents a second argument. The theme of the ‘sending of the prophets’ and the ‘killing of the prophets’ might reflect the deuteronomistic conception of the history of Israel rather than a notion embedded in Wisdom mythology. In this material Matthew repeats some of the traditional malice against the Jewish people that is also stated in 1 Thes 2:15-16. This includes the killing of the Lord and his prophets, the persecution of Christians, filling up the measure of sins and having God’s wrath descend upon them. The sending function in Mt 23:34a should be viewed in relation to this material and should be recognized as God’s function. There are a number of passages where God is a sender of messengers who are not accepted, including 2 Chr 24:19-22; 2 Kgs 17:13-18; 2 Chr 36:15-17; Ezra 9:11 and Neh 9:26. Also, the idea that God sends messengers can be found in 2 Sam 12:1 and Jer 7:25-26; 25.

This second argument of Gench is similarly specious. The fact that God in some or even many Jewish texts is said to send rejected envoys, including the prophets, in no way affects the point that there was an alternative tradition in which Wisdom performed this function. The parallel Pauline tradition in 1 Thessalonians is not relevant. Even if this

traces back to Paul and is not an interpolation, it was shown in Chapter 2 that Paul does not have a Wisdom Christology, in which case he would of course adopt the tradition that God sent messengers rather than Wisdom. But Paul’s non-Wisdom Christology cannot be appealed to when examining the Christology of Matthew. As demonstrated above, the evangelist makes a clear identification of Jesus with Wisdom.\(^{539}\)

The third counterargument, again raised by Gench and others, has two parts. One is that we might suspect that Matthew has attributed the words of Sophia in Q to Jesus because we have access to the Lukan parallel, but Matthew’s intended readers would have had no suspicion of his redactional activity. What clue in his text does the evangelist give them that Jesus is speaking as Wisdom? Secondly, the phrase ‘Behold, I send’ in v. 34a also appears in Mt 10:16, and there is no indication in this text that Jesus speaks as Wisdom.\(^{540}\) Neither of these arguments is convincing.

The first of them assumes that Matthew’s intended readers were not familiar with Q. If they were, then they could easily compare Matthew with Q and make the connection that words of Sophia in Q were now attributed to Jesus in Matthew’s Gospel. But on what grounds can we assume that Matthew’s community did not have access to Q? Most scholars accept that the evangelist’s community was likely to be wealthy and highly educated.\(^{541}\) There is no reason why, if Matthew had access to Q, then others in his community would not have similar access to this source.\(^{542}\) There is also the additional point that Matthew was moved to write his own Gospel because he was dissatisfied in

---

\(^{539}\) Deutsch, *Wisdom in Matthew* 43.


some ways with the Christian sources that were circulating in his community, i.e. Mark and Q. His comprehensive redaction of these sources is evidence enough of this. Therefore, Matthew wrote his own narrative and corrected Mark and Q where he saw fit. A further point is that Matthew corrected the inaccuracies in Mark and Q in response to the request of his own Jewish community. It may well have been the case that a Wisdom Christology was already prominent in the evangelist’s community, and that Matthew was correcting the Q account on behalf of his readers.

With regard to the significance of Mt 10:16, the argument has no force at all. While it is true that Wisdom is not referred to in this text, Matthew may well have intended it as such. The text states that Jesus sends out the disciples as sheep in the midst of wolves, and he advises them to be as wise as serpents and as innocent as doves. There is of course a direct correspondence with the theme of sending in 23:34-36. That the mission charge in chapter 10 and the sending of Jesus’ emissaries in 23:34-36 are connected is clear from the evidence noted above; i.e. the dual references to scourging and persecution. Matthew 10:16 constitutes another parallel in that it too refers to the persecution of Jesus’ envoys. Therefore, one can just as easily argue that Mt 10:16 is a Wisdom tradition in the light of Mt 23:34 as contend that Matt 23:34 is not on the basis of 10:16. In itself this third argument has no independent worth.

(b) vv. 37-39

The oracle in vv. 34-36 is followed immediately by the lament in vv. 23:37-39. This Matthean text reads: Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the city that kills the prophets and stones those who are sent to it! How often have I desired to gather your children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you were not willing! See, your house is left
to you, desolate. For I tell you, you will not see me again until you say, "Blessed is the one who comes in the name of the Lord." Matthew continues to have Jesus as the speaker of the lament but the audience changes from the scribes and Pharisees to the city of Jerusalem. In this material Jesus repeats the theme of the killing of the prophets, and so ties in Jerusalem with the rejection and murder of the prophets (23:29-32) and implicates the city in the spilling of the righteous blood from Abel to Zechariah. The reference to stoning specifies the method used in the murder of Zechariah (cf. 2 Ch 24:21). As in v. 34, it is Jesus as Wisdom who sends the prophets. This material reinforces the rejection of Wisdom's prophets but it now confines the rejection to Jerusalem.

The next sentence, "How often would I have gathered your children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you would not," can only be seen as Jesus speaking as Wisdom. The phrase "how often" does not refer to the earthly Jesus and his activities in Jerusalem; Matthew refers only to a single visit. Rather it refers to Wisdom, who has made repeated calls to Israel to repent. The imagery here, of a hen protecting her brood under her wings, is a well attested metaphor in Judaism (cf. 2 Esdr 1:30). Furthermore, the wings of God appear in many cultic contexts where wings are used to describe the Seraphim and have a connotation of protection. In the Syriac Apocalypse of Bar 41:3-4, the unfaithful are spoken of as having been thrust from the yoke of God's Law, while the faithful find shelter under God's wings. When speaking of conversion, the
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Rabbis were unwilling to use God’s name but used the term ‘bringing him under the wings of the Shekinah’.548

There is also a strong connection between Wisdom and the notion of motherly protection.549 Suggs cites the following texts as relevant in this respect; Prov 8 where Wisdom calls she raises her voice by the paths and at the gates in Wis 6:16, she goes about seeking those worthy of her, and she graciously appears to them in their paths in 1 En 42:2, she went forth to make her dwelling among the children of men and Sir 24 tells how Wisdom sought a resting place.550 Another text where Wisdom is very protective is Prov 2:12-22, where she acts as a protector of her audience from those who are evil. These texts show how Wisdom gathers and seeks her children, to dwell with them and protect them. In Mt 23:37 Jesus too claims to act in a protective manner, offering to gather his children under his wings. But this does not apply to the male historical Jesus. Jesus here is speaking as the feminine pre-existent Sophia, who has offered her protection of Jerusalem in the past and has been rejected.551

There are various interpretations of the next saying, ‘your house is left to you, desolate’. Does the ‘house’ refer to the city of Jerusalem because the lament is addressed to Jerusalem (cf. Isa 64:10), or to the temple (cf. Jer 12:7; 26:6) as the saying is spoken in the temple precincts? Or does it allude to the whole nation of Israel? Each is possible in the context of the Gospel. The evangelist refers metaphorically to the destruction of Jerusalem in 22:7. In the immediate context, when Jesus leaves the temple a few verses

549 See Suggs, *Wisdom*, 66 where Suggs cites T. Arvedson who relates that the metaphor of a bird with its brood could be reserved to that of the maternal Sophia. It is only by Matthew identifying Jesus as Wisdom that this lament can be interpreted as he intended it to be.
551 Deutsch, ‘Wisdom in Matthew’ 44.
later, he predicts its destruction (24:1; cf. 24:15). The punishment or desolation of the people of Israel is expressed in the saying about "his generation" in v. 36. According to Garland, the evangelist may have had all three possibilities in mind, since the city, the temple and the national life of the people were all bound together. Whatever Matthew's precise understanding of this tradition, there is no doubt that the rejection of Jesus as Wisdom incarnate and his messengers will have the most serious consequences, which will affect Jerusalem, its temple and its people. Matthew again emphasizes the deuteronomistic tradition of the rejection and murder of the prophets.

In the final verse, "For I tell you that from this time on you will not see me until you say "Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord" Jesus states that he will leave the temple and Jerusalem, and not return until the arrival of another figure. The Matthean Jesus is probably referring to his Parousia, when he returns as the Son of Man in judgement (cf. 10:23; 13:36-43; 16:27-28; 19:28-30; 24:4-31; 25:31-46). At that time the Son of Man will dispense wonderful rewards to the righteous, and terrible punishments to the wicked. Matthew here contributes a further new element in his Wisdom Christology. The links between the Son of Man and Wisdom in 1 En 42 are now solidified in the person of Jesus of Nazareth. He is Wisdom incarnate and he will return in judgement as the Son of Man. In this way the figure of Wisdom becomes associated with the final judgement, a role she does not clearly possess in the Jewish Wisdom.
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literature. Once again the evangelist has developed and expanded the roles of Wisdom in conformity to his Christian convictions about Jesus.

The other important motifs in this verse, the departure from the temple and the subsequent hiddenness of Jesus have close parallels in the Wisdom tradition. The withdrawal of Wisdom as a response to her rejection is most clearly expressed in 1 En 42 (cf. Prov 1:24-28), and her hiddenness from the human realm is attested in Job 28:12; Sir 15:7; Wis 8:19-21 and again in 1 En 42. In this Matthean passage Jesus acts just as Wisdom acts in the earlier texts. Having met with rejection and disobedience, Jesus withdraws and hides himself until he is revealed again at the time of the Parousia and the judgement.

Needless to say, certain objections have been raised to the above understanding of Mt 23:37-39. Gench maintains that in this material Jesus acts not as Wisdom but as God. In Mt 23:37 Jesus speaks on behalf of God with Israel’s long history of apostasy in view. Further, the protective image of a hen and her brood relates to God in the Old Testament (Deut 32:11; Isa 31:5; Ps 36:7). An example of this is the phrase ‘under the wings of the Shekinah’. Here the Shekinah is the presence of God referring to the people who have converted to Judaism. They are now under protection from God whose place is taken by Jesus. When Jesus applies this imagery to himself, he does so as God and not as Wisdom.

Gench also notes that God is closely connected with the temple. The temple is identified as God’s living space in Mt 23:21 and Jesus’ departure from the temple heralds

---
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the ‘desolation’ and ‘destruction’ in the events to come. Jesus states that God’s abandonment is God’s punishment of Israel for their sins, which indicates that Jesus and God are one and the same. \(^{562}\) This is substantiated by Mathew’s description of Jesus as ‘God with us’ (1:23). Further evidence comes from the use of the words ‘for’ and ‘me’ in ‘Behold, your house is being left to you desolate, for I say to you, from now on you will never see me’. The words emphasize Jesus and God, implying that they may be the same person. The departure of the Shekinah from the temple is symbolized in the phrase ‘See, your house is left to you, desolate’ which can also be construed as a divine passive. As well the Rabbinic writings regard the Shekinah as the temple, the sanctuary and the congregation where God’s presence is apparent. \(^{563}\) The departure of Jesus from the temple, which leaves it desolate, is thus the departure of God from the temple. \(^{564}\)

This cumulative argument of Gench is not persuasive. While she is correct to point out that many of the themes in this Matthean material can be applied to God, they can also be related to transcendent Wisdom, as the above discussion demonstrated. Sophia too is related to the tradition of prophetic rejection, the Shekinah, the temple, and the further themes of withdrawal and hiddenness are characteristic of this figure. The importance of Mt 1:23, which Gench mentions, will be discussed shortly below. Given Matthew’s clear identification of Jesus with Wisdom in 11:2-19, the Matthean material in 23:37-39 can and should be read as a further instance of his Wisdom Christology.

To summarize this section, Mt 23:34-39 is another important witness to the evangelist’s Wisdom Christology. Because he has previously identified Jesus with Wisdom in 11:2-19, he has no qualms about taking a quote from Wisdom in Q and


\(^{564}\) Gench, *Wisdom*, 119-120.
placing it directly into the mouth of Jesus. As Wisdom Jesus sends prophets and other envoys who meet with opposition and persecution. This sending by Wisdom in the time of Jesus and the Christian church is a continuation of her sending of the prophets in earlier times, who were also rejected. Their rejection is also the rejection of Wisdom, who in times past had offered motherly protection but had been refused. The refusal of his generation to respond to Wisdom’s offer in the guise of Jesus will lead to disaster; Jerusalem, the temple and the people will be visited with judgement. Jesus as Wisdom then leaves the temple and will not return until the day of reckoning.

In portraying Jesus as Sophia in this text, the evangelist makes many connections with the roles of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition, but he also develops these roles in accordance with his Christian beliefs. Matthew accepted the common Christian tradition that Jesus was to return in judgement as the Son of Man, and he incorporates this view into his Wisdom Christology in this text. It is Wisdom as the Son of Man who will oversee the final judgement.

4. Mt 1:23

At this point, we may leave the important Q texts that Matthew has adopted and edited to articulate his Wisdom Christology and turn our attention to another significant passage, Mt 1:23. This verse appears in the unique Matthean infancy narratives, and reads as follows; Look, the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they shall name him Emmanuel which means, God is with us ('Iouda h9 parqe/nov e0n gastri_ e4cei kai_ te/cetai ui9o/n kai_ kale_sousin to_ o2noma au0tou= 0Emmanouh/l o3 e0stin meqermhneuo/menon Meo6 _ ήμων ὁ θεός). This material emphasizes the divine origin, pre-existence and
incarnation of Jesus as Wisdom, even though it does not mention her by name. The important themes here are the virginal conception, the phrase ‘God with us’ and the salvific role attributed to Jesus (cf. 1:21).

This Matthean text is almost identical with the Greek text of Isa 7:14 in terms of wording. By using the word ὅγια (παρθένον), Matthew indicates that the woman who is a virgin or a young woman of child-bearing age will be pregnant not by normal sexual intercourse but through special divine intervention. The definite article ὅ indicates a particular woman and points to a particular virgin.

The virginal conception has been interpreted in different ways. Some writers view it as God’s incarnation in the person of Jesus, which implies Jesus’s pre-existence. Their interpretation is based on the belief that Jesus is the Son of God at conception. Having a human mother, but no biological human father implies that he is generated by God the Father within the eternal life of God. Also, his presence is understood as a transcendent presence prior to his incarnation as Jesus of Nazareth. His transcendent presence is also clearly indicated in Jesus as God with us.
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569 Despite having no human father, Jesus is still in the Davidic line because Joseph took the virgin woman, Mary, thus guaranteeing the child a place in his line. Further clarification of the Davidic line can be seen in vv. 24-25.

570 Hamerton-Kelly, Pre-Existence, 77; McCready, He Came Down from Heaven, 239; Aletti, Romans 8: The Incarnation and Its Redemptive Impact 110; I. H. Marshall, The Origins of New Testament
scholars claims that in the story of the virginal conception, it is the Son of God who existed before he became incarnated in the womb of the virgin.

Others argue that incarnation and pre-existence are not necessarily part and parcel of a virginal conception. They claim that Jesus becomes God's Son at other events in the story of his life, such as his baptism or resurrection. They also stress the fundamental difference between conception Christology and pre-existence. Conception Christology means that God through his creative powers begets Jesus who in his conception in the womb becomes the Son of God; there is no necessity to postulate pre-existence or incarnation. Furthermore, they claim that there is no evidence elsewhere in Matthew's Gospel to show that Jesus was with God prior to his humanity.

Even though the text Mt 1:23 read independently need not imply the ideas of pre-existence and incarnation, it does when read in conjunction with other Matthean texts. It is simply not so that no other Matthean passages refer to Jesus' pre-existence. Matthew identifies Jesus with Wisdom in 11:2-19. If he is Sophia, then we would expect the evangelist to accept his pre-existence. The Jewish tradition is replete with references to this aspect of her nature (e.g. Prov 8:22-31; Sir 24:3, 9). That Matthew does so is clear

---
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from 23:34-39 where Jesus speaks as Wisdom and refers to his (or her) actions in the past well prior to the birth of Jesus. Moreover, 11:25-30 contains more than a hint that Jesus as Wisdom was involved in the creation. The Matthean story of the virginal conception therefore must be interpreted within the context of the evangelist’s Wisdom Christology. It details how pre-existent Wisdom became incarnate in the person of Jesus of Nazareth. Wisdom herself descends into the womb of Mary the virgin, and takes the form of a human. The idea here is not so different from the Word’s (Wisdom’s) incarnation in the Johannine Prologue. John perhaps states it more poetically in Jn 1:14, Ὁ ἐννημέρωσεν τὸν κόσμον καὶ ἦν ἐν τῷ κόσμῳ καὶ ὁ κόσμος ἦν ἐν τῷ Λόγῳ. However, Jesus is never called Emmanuel; this is because it is not a child’s name as Ὅσιος is and not a common title either. When Matthew describes Jesus as Ὅσιος some writers believe he is probably presenting Jesus as God. For them, the Matthean Jesus is presented as a more God-like figure compared to the Lukan and Markan Jesus. The nature of Jesus’ presence in 18:20 and 28:20 also seems to reflect a divine status. Moreover, the connection between the clauses

Another significant term in Mt 1:23 is Ὅσιος, which appears only in this text. It translates as Κυρίος with us. However, Jesus is never called Emmanuel; this is because it is not a child’s name as Ὅσιος is and not a common title either. When Matthew describes Jesus as Ὅσιος some writers believe he is probably presenting Jesus as God. For them, the Matthean Jesus is presented as a more God-like figure compared to the Lukan and Markan Jesus. The nature of Jesus’ presence in 18:20 and 28:20 also seems to reflect a divine status. Moreover, the connection between the clauses
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of 1:23 (ὁ God with us ὁ and 28:20 (ἀ I am with you ἄ may signify Jesus ὁ divinity in the phrase ἀ am ὁ in 28:20. However, there are a number of reasons to dispute the claim that the inclusion of Emmanuel in this text implies that Jesus is God.

In the Old Testament tradition, names given by Yahweh indicate the activities and purposes of God rather than that of the person named. This can be found in the texts Isa 8:3 (cf. 7:3); 8:8, 10. There is, however, a slight exception to this general rule when God names Abraham in Gen 17:5. The naming in this text is used as a revelation of God ὁ purposes and also presents a truth regarding the identity of Abraham. Finally, both Jesus and the term ΄Emmanuelȅ present a similar purpose that God ὁ will is to be accomplished through Jesus. Therefore, μεθ’ ἐμματισμὸν ὁ θεός is best understood as ὁ God is or will be with us ὁ It reveals the precise manner in which God ὁ presence will be manifested.

Matthew portrays Jesus as ὁ God with us ὁ in a number of ways. Traditionally the temple was the place where God was present, but by the time of the evangelist the temple was destroyed. Matthew refers to the destruction of Jerusalem in 22:7 and to the demise of the temple in 24:1. All of this was a result of the punishment of Israel for their disobedience to God and Wisdom. In the lament in 23:37-39 Jesus as Wisdom withdraws from the temple (13:38). But from Matthew ὁ point of view, there is no theological problem associated with the presence of God in the absence of the Jewish temple. The evangelist makes clear that in Jesus as Wisdom something greater than the temple is
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present (12:6). It is in Jesus, Wisdom incarnate, that the presence of God is truly manifest. 

Moreover, the evangelist uses the term worship (προσκυνήω) to portray Jesus as God with us. In Mt 4:9-10 Jesus stresses that worship is reserved for only God. Worship of Jesus, the Son of God and Emmanuel, is a way to the divine agency of the Father’s will; worship of Jesus in Matthew is conceptually seen as consistent with worship of God. In the Gospel there are various people who worship Jesus. First, the magi worship Jesus as king of the Jews. By bending their knees and falling on their faces, the magi also reflect prostration as appropriate for the worship of God’s presence in Jesus. Similarly, the mother’s prostration in 20:20 while she is questioning her son’s status in Jesus’ kingdom shows the worship of God through Jesus. Moreover, a leper in 8:2, a father of a dying daughter in 9:18 and a Canaanite woman in 15:21-28 all have faith in God’s power in Jesus as healer. The disciples in 14:33; 28:9, 17 confess Jesus as the Son of God because of their unique experience of the presence of God. In addition, in the story of the transfiguration on the mountain where Peter, James and John fall to the ground filled with fear show their worship of Jesus as God with us. Therefore, as king, divine healer, Son of God and the Son of the Father, Jesus is the object of προσκυνήω. But Jesus and God are never equated. The worship of Jesus leads to worship of God, as it shows God dwelling in the world through Jesus.

Matthew 1:23 and 28:20 form an inclusio. In the first text, Matthew refers to Jesus as Emmanuel, God with us as a term used for Jesus at the time of conception. In the

---

final verses of his Gospel, where the risen Jesus meets the disciples in Galilee, Matthew’s *inclusio* is formed in the promise Ἰ ἰ am with you always to the close of the age ᾿(28:20). What Jesus was at conception, that is, the presence of God with his people, is now being fulfilled through his resurrection, which is emphasized in his declaration that ᾿All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me ᾿(28:18). Just as Jesus was the presence of God during his incarnation as Wisdom, he remains as the presence of God after the resurrection. Rather than identifying Jesus with God, Matthew presents Jesus in the form that God is continually present with his people.⁵⁸⁵ He brings together the concept of Ἐμμανουήλ or ᾿God with us ᾿and Wisdom incarnate in order to establish a bridge between Wisdom in the Jewish tradition and the presence of God among his people.⁵⁸⁶

Some scholars have argued that the concluding verses of the Gospel testify against a Matthean Wisdom Christology. Matthew 28:18-20 seems to imply that all authority was given to Christ only after the resurrection. If that is the case, then it speaks against him as pre-existent Wisdom, for surely as Sophia he would have had authority in his pre-existent state.⁵⁸⁷ This text, however, need not be understood in this way. It could be the case that Jesus as Wisdom always had this authority, and is emphasizing this to the disciples. It will be recalled from the discussion of Mt 11:25-27 that Jesus there probably refers to his role in creation. Or it might be that Wisdom rescinded her power and authority when she became incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth, and these were restored at the resurrection. In any event, the idea of Jesus as Wisdom incarnate is not inconsistent with the Gospel’s conclusion.
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In the context of our analysis of Mt 1:23, it is important to refer to 1:21. This important text reads:  "[the virgin] will bear a son, and you are to name him Jesus, for he will save his people from their sins  (τέξεται δε υἱόν καὶ καλέσεις τὸ ὄνομα αὐτοῦ Ἰησοῦν αὐτὸς γὰρ σώσει τὸν λαὸν αὐτοῦ ἀπὸ τῶν ἁμαρτιῶν αὐτῶν). Matthew 1:21 closely correlates with Mt 1:23 since both texts give Jesus a name. While 1:23 gives Jesus a symbolic name of Emmanuel, identifying Jesus as God with us, 1:21 gives Jesus the actual name of Jesus, identifying him as one who will save his people from their sins. The Greek word Ἰησοῦς is equivalent to the Hebrew word Yeshua which means Yahweh/God is salvation (Sir 46:1). This theme of saving or salvation is clearly an important one for Matthew. The word save (σώζω) appears in a number of passages right throughout the Gospel. (1:21; 8:25; 9:21, 22; 10:22; 14:30; 16:25; 18:11; 19:25; 24:13, 22, 40; 27:42, 49).

In these texts Matthew uses the word save (σώζω) and its cognates to represent the full extent of Jesus’s salvific role. Firstly, it can refer to physical deliverance from death in 8:25, to calming the storm in 9:23-27, and to rescuing Peter from sinking into the water in Mt 14:30. The term can also be used to advert to physical deliverance from disease in the healing of the leper (8:1-3), to the curing of the Centurion’s servant (8:5-7) and to the healing of the woman with a hemorrhage (9:21-22). Secondly, in 1:21 it has the distinct sense of saving from sins. Thirdly, salvation is accessible to all who wish to give their lives for the sake of Jesus (19:25). Finally, it is used to contradict his saving of the others as he cannot save himself in 27:40, 42 and 49.
Further, there are other texts where Matthew expresses Jesus’s salvific role even though he does not use the word σωτήρ (σωτήρ). In Mt 26:26 Matthew shows how Jesus saves people from their sins by giving his life and instituting the Eucharist, and in 9:2-8; 26:28 (cf. 20:28) he saves people by forgiving their sins. The salvation Jesus offers can also be seen through his presence in 18:20; 28:20. Finally, Jesus promises his disciples that their persecution will end with his Parousia in 10:22 and 24:13. Therefore, Matthew’s narrative presents a comprehensive account of Jesus as an agent of salvation. As God with us, Jesus mediates between God and humans in terms of salvific roles.

Jesus’s salvific role in Matthew’s Gospel reflects Wisdom’s action in salvation in the Jewish texts. Wisdom also works within the historical processes to save her chosen people. In Wis 10 Sophia is active in the entire story of Israel’s salvation history from the first human being to the Exodus. Wisdom gives strength to Abraham, rescue to Lot and victory to Jacob. She stays in solidarity with Joseph when he went into the dungeon, and later brings him to victory and power. Moreover, she was in action with Moses to free the people from their Egyptian oppressors. Other texts specify that those who listen to her words will be saved (Wis 9:18), or that she can save individuals through the gifts of life and immortality (Wis 8:13).

---

588 However, I do not focus on Jesus’s saving role in his healing ministry in Mt 8:1-17. He heals the leper in 8:1-4, cures the Centurion’s servant in 8:5-13, and heals many at Peter’s house in Mt 8:14-17.

589 See also Nolland, Matthew, 100. Also, Jesus’s salvific role could be seen through Matthew’s changing the Hebrew text of Isaiah óshe or he will call his name Emmanuel óhe will callē instead of καλέσει óhe or he will callō as in the LXX. The word καλέσουσιν would mean that Matthew presents the impersonal plural as people in general. This can be explained by referring to v. 21, óshe will bear a son and you are to name him Jesus, for he will save his people from their sins. Thus, Matthew uses the plural in v. 23 in order to present the naming of Jesus as a result of Jesus’s salvific activities for people. The plural may also give Joseph in v. 21 an opportunity to name the child.
It goes without saying of course that Matthew develops this notion of Wisdom’s salvation in the light of his Christian convictions. Jesus accomplishes the forgiveness of sins and makes possible the gift of salvation by dying on the cross. This fundamental point is given clear expression in the narrative concerning the institution of the Eucharist. Here Jesus identifies the wine as his blood which is poured out for the forgiveness of sins. This is a major development of the Jewish Wisdom tradition. Not only does Wisdom take human form, which is significant in itself, but in that human body she suffers and dies an ignominious death as an integral part of her salvific role. On the basis of his Christian beliefs, Matthew has therefore developed considerably the Jewish traditions about Sophia and her role in salvation. The Christian Gospel of John also witnesses this major development for the same reasons.

5. The Matthean ‘I Have Come’ Sayings

A further important group of texts are the Matthean ἄλλα περιήγημα (νύχθα) sayings. Matthew uses on seven occasions a particular grammatical form, ἄλλα περιήγημα plus the infinitive, with which Jesus indicates the purpose of his coming (5:17a; 5:17b; 9:13; 10:34a; 10:34b; 10:35; 20:28). This formula is not confined to Matthew; it is also found in Mark 2:17; 10:45 and John 12:47. However, these sayings in Matthew take on new significance on account of the evangelist’s identification of Jesus with Wisdom. On two occasions Matthew takes the saying directly from Mark (Mt 9:13//Mk 2:17; Mt 20:28//Mk 10:45), another two of them appear in a unique verse (Mt 5:17a, 17b). The

590 Mt 8:29 states ἔχεις ἐστιν; ἡμέρα and it is actually said by a demon. Therefore, it will not be taken as a case here.
591 Other Johannine passages, including 1:31; 9:39; 10:10 and 15:22, could be seen as Jesus’ statements of his coming for a purpose. However, these statements do not follow the pattern of ἄλλα περιήγημα plus an infinitive showing a purpose.
The final three instances appear in Q material (Mt 10:34a; 10:34b; 10:35), and are probably redactional.\footnote{See Luz, \textit{Matthew 8-20}, 107-108.}

The first text Mt 5:17 states: \textit{Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the prophets. I have come not to abolish but to fulfil them.} This is the first statement of the Matthean Jesus regarding the Torah, and it assumes great importance in this Gospel. We shall return to it later in this Chapter. For our present purposes, it is enough to make the point that Jesus here states that his earthly mission did not involve the abolition of the Torah in any respect. On the contrary, Jesus specifies that he has come to uphold and even fulfil the Law. His fulfilment of the Torah is accomplished by his definitive interpretation of the Mosaic code, as we shall see later. The coming of Jesus to fulfil the Torah should occasion no surprise; it was argued in the discussion of Mt 11:28-30 that Jesus as Wisdom is also identified with the Law. The evangelist thus makes the point in 5:17 that one of Wisdom's definitive roles in her incarnation as Jesus is to confirm the validity of the Torah and to deliver its true interpretation.

The second text Mt 9:13b (//Mk 2:17) reads: \textit{For I have come to call not the righteous but sinners.} Jesus makes this statement in response to the criticism of the Pharisees that he eats with tax collectors and sinners (v. 11), and he defends his behaviour by tying it to the concept of mercy (v. 13a), which is one of the fundamental elements of the Torah (cf. 23:23). To \textit{call} is the same verb used when James and John were called to follow Jesus (Mt 4:21), and it appears in the parable of the wedding feast 22:3, 9.\footnote{France, \textit{Matthew}, 355.} Jesus' call is an invitation, which parallels the invitation of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition to heed her call. Moreover, the mission of Jesus among sinners coheres
well with one of the major purposes of Jesus, his role of saving people from their sins (cf. 1:21).

The third text Mt 10:34-35 states: Do not think that I have come to bring peace on the earth; I have not come to bring peace but a sword. For I have come to divide man against father and daughter against mother and daughter-in-law against mother-in-law. In this tradition, Jesus unexpectedly explains that one of his purposes is to bring divisions and not peace. The word sword cannot be literally interpreted. The Matthean Jesus is not a violent revolutionary. He commands his disciples to turn the other cheek (5:39), and says that those who live by the sword will perish by the sword (26:32). It is possible that it means destructive hostility but more likely that the word μάχαιρα in this context metaphorically represents the eschatological judgment (cf. Isa 34:5; 66:16; Ezek 21; 1 En 63:11, 91:12; 100:1-2; 2 Bar 70:6). One of the major purposes of Jesus is to initiate the final judgement, though this will not occur until the Parousia.

The saying in v. 35 does not refer to the judgement but to the period before the end. Here Jesus stipulates that he has come to cause serious divisions within families. It is generally agreed that underlying this logion is Mic 7:6: Do not the son treats the father with contempt, the daughter rises up against her mother, the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law; your enemies are members of your own household. The Matthean Jesus thus acknowledges that one of his major roles is to cause dissent and division

---

594 Nolland, Matthew, 440. The word can metaphorically mean conflict and suffering (cf. Lk 2:35). See also France, Matthew, 408; Morris, Matthew, 265.
595 Hagner, Matthew 1-13, 291; Lee, From Messiah, 196.
596 With some slight differences, the antagonistic words used in vv. 34-35 are taken by Matthew from LXX of Mic 7:6. For Matthew, Ἀλλάθη (ἀνθρωπον) is substituted for Ὀνήμα (ὑιός), the two verbs ἀδιστορέω (ἀπειτομαία) and ἅθετο (άστιμο) are dropped while the preposition κατά is substituted for ἔπι. Both words κατά and ἔπι mean against. The Micah text alludes to anxious and unsettled times before the eschatological time of deliverance. See Hagner, Matthew 1-13, 292.
within families. In the Jewish Wisdom literature, the call of Wisdom also caused conflicts and divisions between those who heed her words and those who reject them.

The fourth text Mt 20:28 (cf. Mk 10:45) reads: “For even the Son of Man came not to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many.” The word šransomô is only found in these two texts, and is clearly informed by the Suffering Servant tradition of Isa 53. The word šransomô normally means purchasing the freedom of a slave or captive, but here it has a metaphorical sense as a setting free from sin and its penalty at the cost of the sacrifice of Jesus. This correlates with Jesus saving his people from their sins as shown in the earlier discussion of Mt 1:21. Therefore, the text shows that Jesus has come to the world to set his followers free from sin. One of his purposes as Wisdom incarnate was to serve and his greatest service was to give his life. As noted above, this is one of Matthew’s major contributions to the development of Wisdom reflection.

Therefore, the Matthean šhave come” sayings consistently follow the same pattern. Each one clearly shows one of Jesus” distinct purposes in coming to the earth as Wisdom in human form. Many scholars have argued that these Matthean texts suggest the pre-existence of Jesus. They believe that if Jesus says he has come for particular

597 See Gathercole, *Pre-Existent Son*, 167-168 where he argues that Mark 10:45 gives us a clear indication of the reason for Jesus’ life, that is, to be one of service. The saying šhave come” is for the present purpose and the first coming. His second coming is indicated in the words šhe will come” Gathercole believes that there is an indication of the purpose of Jesus’ life and work. He came voluntarily as the Son of Man with the intention of giving his life for many. Thus, for Gathercole, this points to pre-existence.


purposes, then it is logical to understand that his origin is from somewhere outside the
human sphere and presumably from heaven. While it is true that these texts by
themselves need not imply the pre-existence of Jesus, they certainly do so within the
context of the whole Gospel narrative. The evangelist clearly identifies Jesus with
Wisdom (cf. 11:2-19) and refers to his (or her) pre-existence (1:23). Given these
indications in the Gospel, the ἐὰν have come ὅ sayings must be interpreted within
Matthew’s broader Wisdom Christology. Jesus as Wisdom has come to earth or become
incarnate in a human for a number of specific purposes.

Others interpret Jesus ὅ ἐὰν have come ὅ sayings simply as statements about his
human mission which is given by God; they do not in any way support the view of Jesus
as a pre-existent being. According to W. Carter, the ἐὰν have come ὅ sayings must be
interpreted through the lens of Mt 1:21-23. In 5:17 the ἐὰν have come ὅ not to abolish the
Law may simply mean that Jesus is the Mosaic Law-giver. The actions and teachings
of Jesus are usually considered with what has been revealed in the Scriptures. Carter
finds a strong link with Mt 1:21-23 and through this connection the saying ἐὰν have come ὅ

Matthew, 222, 512; Plummer, Matthew, 75 n. 2. However, Gathercole sees Wisdom in the Jewish tradition
as an attribute of God not a pre-existent being in Gathercole, Pre-Existent Son, 209, 210-227. See also S. J.
Gathercole, On the Alleged Aramaic Idiom behind the Synoptic ἐὰν ὅ Sayings JTS 55 (2004), 84-91.
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Messiah, 197-201.
602 Beare, Matthew, 141-142.
603 Scholars who do not see the pre-existence of Jesus in the Matthean ἐὰν have come ὅ sayings include E. Arens, The ἐὰν ὅ Sayings in the Synoptic Tradition: A Historico-Critical Investigation (OBO 10; Freiburg: Universitätsverlag Freiburg, 1976), 114-115; Bultmann, History, 138, 155; W. Carter, ὅ ἐὰν Have Come Statements in Matthew Gospel CBQ 60 (1998), 44-62; France, Matthew, 184, 355, 408; 763; Fuller, Foundations, 127-128; L. Sabourin, Christology: Basic Texts in Focus (New York: Alba
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Gathercole, Pre-Existent Son, 175-176.
604 Carter, ὅ ἐὰν Have Come ὅ Statements 49-54, See also Gathercole, Pre-Existent Son, 92-94.
in 5:17 can be seen as the way that Jesus shows his salvific role or his authority. Similarly, in Mt 9:13 Ἰδοὺ ὁ θεὸς τῶν πιστῶν ἐστιν Χριστός. This is understood as part of Jesus’ salvific ministry. Through the saying and the various forms of forgiveness (8:17; 9:1-8), Jesus allows others to experience the forgiveness and saving action of God. Carter sees the text of 1:21-23 linked to the ἄλλος of Jesus where Joseph is instructed to ἄλλος the baby Jesus.

Carter comments further that 10:34-35 implies that Jesus has come on a divine mission bringing eschatological judgement. To reject Jesus’ messages through these Ἰδοὺ statements will bring God’s wrath. In contrast, to commit to the call and reject sin enables one to become closely linked to the God-given commission as expressed in the saving action of God in Mt 1:21-23. Carter suggests that the statement in Mt 20:28 can be read as having messianic implications. Here Jesus refers to his death even though he uses the expression Ἰδοὺ ὁ θεὸς τῶν πιστῶν ἐστιν Χριστός. Some of his disciples resist his death; others know that it is part of God’s plan as shown in Mt 1:21-23 when Jesus was given the call to save people from their sins. The name given to him, Jesus, means to save from sins and make God known. Called at conception in 1:21-23 to save people from their sins and to make God known, the whole of Jesus’ life was for this purpose. It was made known through his words and actions and culminated in his death and resurrection. Therefore, Carter claims that the Ἰδοὺ sayings are a clear indication as to what God’s salvific purpose was in sending Jesus to earth.
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It is true, as stated above, that the Matthean ‘I have come’ sayings give no definitive indication of pre-existence when studied individually. Mark too uses the formula and there is no suggestion in that Gospel that Jesus is pre-existent. Carter’s arguments about the Matthean sayings are cogent within the narrow confines of his discussion, but they fail to take into account the broad context of the Gospel and its dominant Wisdom Christology. The evangelist uses this particular formula to stipulate the pre-existence of Jesus as Wisdom and to make some important statements concerning his purposes in coming in human form. Their value for Matthew is evident in that he adopts the formula when it appears in his sources and also sees fit to introduce it.

6. The Matthean Jesus and the Law

In the earlier discussion of Mt 11:28-30, it was argued that the yoke of Jesus correlated with the yoke of the Torah, and that this constituted an important Wisdom motif for the evangelist. As Wisdom Jesus is also the Torah. This aspect of Matthew’s Wisdom Christology requires further exploration. The Mosaic Law is a dominant theme in this Gospel, and the evangelist’s view on this topic needs to be spelt out carefully. The best place to begin is with the four sayings in Mt 5:17-20. These logia are the first statements Jesus makes about the Torah, and they dictate the interpretation of all later references to the Law.

In v. 17 Jesus states: ‘Do not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the prophets; I have come not to abolish but to fulfil’⁶¹ The verb ἀποκαταλύω (katalu/w) means dismantling or destroying a building or institution (24:2, 26:61; 27:40). See Davies and Allison, Matthew I, 483; P. Foster, Community, Law and Mission in Matthew’s Gospel (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004), 184. Moreover, the verb ἐφανέρω (πληρώω) occurs ten times in formula quotations in 1:22; 2:15, 17, 23; 4:14; 8:17; 12:17; 13:35; 21:4 and 27:9. It means establish, make
when he demonstrates the authentic purpose of the Law to his followers. The meaning of the phrase ἡ Law and the prophets can be explained by referring to Mt 11:13, ἀFor all the prophets and the Law prophesied until John came Ὁ The Matthean Jesus reorders the phrase in 5:17. For Matthew, it is impossible to separate the Law from the prophets. The Law is linked with what the prophets said while pointing forward to when their prophecies will be fulfilled. This is clear in 12:7 (cf. 9:13) where the Matthean Jesus interprets the Law according to the text of Hos 6:6; he interprets the Law from the prophetic point of view. According to D. A. Hagner, Jesus' fulfilment is a definitive interpretation of the Law, something now possible because of the presence of the Messiah and his kingdom. These words of Hagner could be revised in the light of Matthew's Wisdom Christology. The definitive interpretation of the Law is now possible because of the presence of Wisdom incarnate.

Having said that the Matthean Jesus came to fulfil the Law and not to abolish it, Matthew also indicates that the validity of the Law is for a particular timeframe. In the next verse the Matthean Jesus declares that ἕκτι τῆς ἀποκάλυψης ἡ ἄλλη ἡ ἐπιλύσεις καὶ ἡ φθορά, not one letter, not one stroke of a letter, will pass from the Law until all is accomplished (ἕως ἂν πάντα γένηται). This text is interpreted in various ways. The difficulty in interpreting the text relates to the meaning of and the relationship between the two temporal phrases, ἕκτι τῆς ἀποκάλυψης and ἕκτι τῆς ἐπιλύσεις Some scholars, including J. P. Meier, have taken the phrases valid and bring into effect. See Davies and Allison, Matthew I, 485-486; Nolland, Matthew, 218 and Witherington, Matthew, 126.

612 France, Matthew, 183; U. Luz, Studies in Matthew (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 200. Scholars who see Jesus in Mt 5:17-19 as a prophet include Snodgrass, Matthew and the Law 542.
613 Luz, Studies in Matthew, 200.
614 Hagner, Matthew 1-13, 106.
as references to the resurrection of Jesus. On this interpretation the Law will endure only until the new age which originates with Jesus’s death and resurrection.615 This view, however, does not cohere with the statement of Jesus in v. 17 that he has not come to abolish the Law. Other scholars have understood these references as poetic expressions meaning ‘never’ the Law will therefore remain forever.616 But this view goes to the other extreme. A much more plausible explanation is that these phrases refer to the Parousia and the judgement that follows.617 As noted earlier, these are dominant themes in Matthew’s Gospel. The Law thus remains valid in the current age, but it will come to an end when Jesus returns as the Son of Man in judgement.

In v. 19 Jesus states: ‘therefore, whoever breaks one of the least of these commandments and teaches others to do the same, will be called least in the kingdom of heaven; but whoever does them and teaches them will be called great in the kingdom of heaven.’ This verse provides the practical implication of the preceding material. Since the Torah remains valid until the Parousia, Jesus states that it must be fully obeyed until that time with no exception. Even the least commandments must be observed because every stroke and letter of the Law remains in force (v. 18). It can be assumed from this that Matthew’s community was just as concerned with keeping the Mosaic Law faithfully as any other Jewish group.618

The next verse Mt 5:20 ties in the concept of righteousness with obedience to the Torah. Here Jesus warns his audience that unless their righteousness exceeds that of the

616 Scholars who support this view include Hagner, Matthew 1-13, 107; Luz, Matthew 1-7, 218 and also others can be found in Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 125 n. 47.
617 Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 125. See also D. C. Sim, ‘The Meaning of παλιγγενεσία in Matthew 19:28,’ JSNT 50 (1993), 9-11; Sim, Apocalyptic Eschatology, 93-128.
618 Luz, Matthew 1-7, 219; Luz, Studies in Matthew, 204; Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 126.
scribes and Pharisees, they will not enter the Kingdom of Heaven. The word ἰσχύς (σπερματικός), means right intention, right word and right deed, and is integrally linked to the observance of the Law.\(^{619}\) ἰσχύς is found in a number of passages throughout the Gospel of Matthew, including 3:15; 5:6, 10, 20; 6:1, 33 and 21:32. Matthew admits to the righteousness of the scribes and the Pharisees as they keep the Law to some degree.\(^{620}\) However, their righteousness is different from what Jesus demands (cf. 23:23). Since ἰσχύς is a complete conformity with God’s Law,\(^{621}\) only the way of Jesus can lead people to the Kingdom.\(^{622}\)

Matthew 5:17-20 spells out that the Law is to be obeyed in full, but other texts including 22:34-40 (cf. Mk 12:28-34); 19:18-19 and 7:12 stipulate the principles by which it is to be interpreted. The text in 22:34-40 is about a Pharisee who asks Jesus a question: Ἡ ἡ πληροφορία τῆς ἐννοίας τῆς νόμου;\(^{623}\) Jesus answers that the whole Law depends on the two greatest commandments: one is to love God completely (cf. Deut 6:5) and the other is to love one’s neighbour as oneself (cf. Lev 19:18). Having answered in this way, Jesus is seen by some interpreters as annulling the Torah. They argue that Jesus means that only the two great commandments are the laws which must be obeyed, while the rest of the Mosaic Law is unnecessary. But any such understanding is contradicted by the clear statements in 5:17-20 that all of the Law remains valid in the present age.\(^{623}\) What this text does is provide the key to the correct interpretation of the Torah. The Law is most effectively interpreted through the lens of the love commandments.

---


Matthew stresses the importance of using the principle of love in 19:18-19. When asked which commandments should be obeyed in order to enter into life (Mt 19:16-17), Jesus replies: 'You shall not murder; You shall not commit adultery; You shall not steal; You shall not bear false witness; You shall love your neighbor as yourself' (Mt 19:18-19). Then, having listed some of the moral commandments from the Decalogue, Matthew inserts the command to love one's neighbour, one of the greatest commandments in 22:34-40. Also, in the Golden Rule of 7:12, the Matthean Jesus emphasizes the meaning and importance of this love of one's neighbour when he states 'In everything do to others as you would have them do to you; for this is the Law and the prophets. It is in loving others and treating them as we would like to be treated ourselves, that the Law and the prophets will be fulfilled (cf. 5:17). Treating others in the appropriate manner is another way of showing love of neighbour.

Examples of Jesus' interpretation of the Law, which is based upon the love commandment and the Golden Rule, can be found in the antitheses (5:21-48) where the following themes are included: murder and anger (5:21-26); adultery (5:27-30); divorce (5:31-32); oaths (5:33-37); retaliation (5:38-42) and love of enemies (5:43-47). These statements are sometimes seen as real antitheses where Jesus contrasts his teachings with those of the Torah. However, it is unlikely that Matthew intended this because it would negate the clear message contained in 5:17-19 to uphold every section of the Law. In order not to allow these antitheses in 5:21-48 to be misinterpreted, Matthew deliberately placed them after 5:17-19. Therefore, Matthew's intentions for his community are clear, that they were to rise above the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees. Those who

---
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follow Jesus must do more by completely fulfilling the Law according to the
interpretation of Jesus. They are required to be as perfect as God in 5:48.627

Moreover, Jesus’ interpretation of the Law goes beyond its literal meaning. In
exposing the hidden meaning, God’s true objectives in bestowing the Torah are revealed.
Thus, to prohibit killing, one is to avoid anger, while to prohibit adultery, one is to avoid
lustful looks. Instead of giving permission to divorce, the Law prohibits divorce except
for the unchaste case and prohibits marrying a divorcee. The Law against swearing of
false oaths is fulfilled by refraining on all occasions from the swearing of oaths and
always speaking the truth. Again the Law is fulfilled by not retaliating against violence
and by not only loving the neighbour but loving one’s enemy as well. These cases show
that the Law is neither annulled nor rejected. Rather, it is affirmed through the concept of
the love command in 22:34-40.628 Therefore, in the antitheses in 5:21-48, Jesus provides
a new and definitive interpretation of the Torah on the basis of the commandment of love.

As stated in 5:17-19, every part of the Law needs to be unequivocally observed.
This must include the ritual requirements that were so tied in with Jewish identity.
Matthew 23:23 is a case in point in that it affirms the validity of the tithing regulations.
The text reads: ὍWoe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you tithe mint, dill,
and cummin, and have neglected the weightier matters of the Law: justice and mercy and
faithfulness. It is these you ought to have practised without neglecting the others’
Matthew takes this verse from Q (cf. Lk 11:42). There are a few major differences
between the two Gospel versions. Matthew uses the terms Ἰhe scribes (γραμματεύς)

627 Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 130. See also Gundry, Matthew, 100.
628 Foster, Community, Law and Mission, 142; Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 130. The term
 fulfilment of the Law also is found in Rom 8:4; 13:8 and Gal 5:14. Moreover, in the last two texts it can
be seen in the love command. See Snodgrass, Matthew and the Law, 547.
and ἁπεικριτής (ὑποκριτής), neither of which is found in Luke. He also refers to ἄδιλλο (ἡδύοσμον) and ἀκουμμίνο (ἀνήθου), while Luke has ἁυεδο and ἀε every kind of ἄρνο (πιγαυο καὶ παῦ λαχαυον). Only Matthew has the clause ἀμὴν ἔχετε ἄλλαν ἅρμονον) of the Law (καὶ ἀφηκετε τὰ βαρύτερα τοῦ νόμου), which is probably redactional. Matthew has the terms ἡστηκτής (κρίσις), ἀμερκυδ (ἔλεος) and ἀθετοιόοτιο (πιστις) in his account, but Luke uses the terms ἡστηκτής (κρίσις) and the ἀθού (ἀγάπη) of God instead. It is uncertain if ἀθού of God or ἀμερκυδ and ἀθετοιόοτιο in Luke is original or redactional. However, it is more likely that the Matthean terms, ἡστηκτή, mercy and ἀθετοιόοτιο are editorial and are based on Mic 6:8.629

Matthew 23:23 highlights the significance of fulfilling the ἁευθυνή or ἀμπλαπραγματικό commandments, namely justice, mercy and faithfulness.630 The word κρίσις or justice could mean ἀδίκημα or ἀδίκημα or ἀδίκημα to have reckoned with God. However, here κρίσις denotes a positive sense of justice.631 Finally, ἀθετοιόοτιο or faith in Matthew could mean faith (πιστις) in God or Jesus. R. H. Gundry and J. L. Nolland argue that πιστις should be translated as ἀθού in this context. ἀθού in God can be seen as an expression of love. Even though for Matthew love of neighbour is linked to the requirement of the Law, love of God still has priority

629 Davies and Allison, Matthew III, 293.
630 Luz, Matthew 21-28, 123-125. On the same page, Luz also states that κρίσις is not used as ἀδίκημα (which is) the claim that every one has by right. It is noted that the meaning in this particular context can not be found elsewhere in the Gospel of Matthew. The word κρίσις also appears in Mt 5:21, 22: 10:15; 11:22, 24; 12:18, 20, 36, 41, 42 and 23:33. In these texts κρίσις is translated as ἀδίκημα except in 12:18 and 23:33 where it is translated as ἀδίκημα and ἀθού respectively.
631 France, Matthew, 873.
(Mt 22:34-40). Gundry and Nolland explain that the word ἀθική is directed toward God.632

Matthew holds the opinion that the scribes and the Pharisees misinterpreted the Law, putting greater emphasis on tithing, while neglecting the more fundamental commandments of justice, mercy and faithfulness. This conflict is substantiated by uniquely using the term ἁπατητή, which is applied to these opponents throughout the Gospel, especially in ch. 23. The Matthean Jesus' objection to the Pharisees who are hypocrites in his eyes is highlighted not in the tithing of the herbs and spices. The text specifies that this should have been done. Rather, it focuses on the hypocrisy of doing this while ignoring the weightier matters of the Law, which are defined as justice, mercy and faithfulness.633 The evangelist spells out in this text that the laws of tithing were to be faithfully observed, and this is consistent with the prior stance of Jesus that all the Torah should be obeyed in 5:17-19.634

In Mt 15:1-20 we find an affirmation of the Jewish dietary and purity laws. This is clear from Matthew's redaction of Mk 7:1-23.635 By omitting Mk 7:2-4, Matthew, however, avoids an attack on all the Jews.636 For Mark the issue at stake in this pericope is the Jewish purity code and dietary rule in particular (cf. Mk 7:19b), but for Matthew it is the Pharisaic ritual of hand washing. In other words, Mark criticizes the Jewish purity and dietary laws, while Matthew criticizes the oral traditions of the Pharisees.

In Mk 7:10 the text states: Ἄρα ποιεῖται ἀδελφὸς... However this is replaced by Θεὸς λέγει... in Mt 15:4. The Matthean Jesus confirms that he does not attack the Mosaic Law. For him the Mosaic Law is the word of God. Matthew also moves the Isa 29:13 quote in 7-9 to a position after the illustration of how the Pharisees do not follow the Law. In these verses, Jesus again calls them ἁπτωματοφόροι While they talk about obedience, their heart is distant from God’s Law. Mt 15:11 (cf. 17), άτι is not what goes into the mouth that defiles a person replaces Mk 7:15 which reads: ἀλλὰ γίνεται διὰ τῆς ἀποκαταστάσεως τῆς σώματος ἡ ἀρπαγματοφυλακή ἐξ αὐτῆς. This can be explained on the basis of the following verse, where Jesus claims that it is not that which is consumed that defiles, but rather that which passes out. This includes all the evil intentions such as murder, adultery, fornication, theft, false witness and slander (15:17-18). Matthew shortened the list of the vices in Mk 7:21-22 from thirteen to seven. By doing this, he adjusted the list to the Decalogue (cf. Ex 13:10-17). Matthew emphasizes sins of the mind and voice which serve as a frame for the catalogue of vices. Moreover, he shortens the catalogue of sins using the second tablet of the Decalogue which he also expands by adding ἁλλοτριοφόροι. Thus, by editing Mark, Matthew shows that he highlights the Decalogue as being the basic expression of God’s will that needs to be upheld.

The most important of Matthew’s changes is his omission of Mk 7:19b, ἀλλὰ ἐκεῖνος ἔλεγεν καὶ ἐξήρεν ἅπαν ἑπετήρα τοῦ φαγμένου. For Mark it was important to present Jesus in this tradition as

---

637 David and Allsion, Matthew II, 522-523; France, Matthew, 579.
638 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 331-332.
639 Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 133-134.
640 There are a number of theories regarding Matthew’s list of vices. Some say that Matthew lessened the list to seven as seven was the number of completeness. Others say he did it for antithetical parallelism purposes. See Davies and Allsion, Matthew II, 536.
641 Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 133-134; Luz, Matthew 8-20, 327; Witherington, Matthew, 299-300.
642 Luz, Matthew 8-20, 334.
annulling the Jewish dietary laws, but Matthew did not share this perspective. His Jesus teaches that all of the Torah, even the dietary requirements, must be observed completely (cf. Mt 5:17-19). He thus omits the offending Markan verse. Matthew restricts the issue in this passage to that of the Pharisaic tradition of handwashing which has nothing to do with the biblical laws concerning clean and unclean foods.

He does this at the beginning by omitting the reference to the general laws of purity (Mk 7:2-4) and at the end by writing ‘but to eat with unwashed hands does not defile a man’ which is not found in Mark’s account. In between these verses he adds the information that the Pharisees were offended by his teaching in defilement (15:12), and the material that the Pharisees are blind guides who should not be followed (15:13-14). These Matthean additions also indicate that the Pharisees and their oral tradition are the centre of attention. Jesus attacks them for placing their own extra-biblical rules above the commandments of God (vv. 6-13).

The Matthean Jesus also comes into conflict with the Pharisees over the issue of the Sabbath, and again the major concern is not the validity of the Torah but the manner in which it is interpreted and applied. In Mt 12:1-8 Jesus faces criticism from his opponents for allowing the disciples to gather grain on the Sabbath, and this is followed by Jesus’ cure of a man with a withered hand (Mt 12:9-14). In each case it is instructive to compare Matthew’s text with his Markan source (Mk 2:23-3:6). The first Markan story begins with the Pharisees accusing the disciples of breaking the Sabbath by plucking

---

heads of grain. Jesus defends them on the grounds that David and his companions entered the temple and ate the bread of presence (1 Sam 21:1-6). He draws the conclusion that ἡ Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath (v. 27) and then adds a Christological comment that ἡ Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath (v. 28). By arguing in this fashion, the Markan Jesus can be seen as annuling or at least relaxing the law of Sabbath rest.647 Jesus as Son of Man has priority over the Sabbath, and his followers are entitled to break it. This Christological point also appears in the next story when Jesus heals a man with a crippled hand.

Mt 12:1-14 differs from Mark’s version of events. In 12:1 the Matthean Jesus gives the reason for the disciples plucking the grain when he adds ἢ disciples were hungry. This shows that they were in need. The Matthean Jesus vindicates his disciples before the Pharisees by quoting David’s actions in v. 4 and by adding the further example of the priests in the temple in v. 5. Then in the redactional additions in vv. 6-7, Jesus tells his critics that something greater than the temple is here, and he quotes Hos 6:6, which places mercy above sacrifice. At the conclusion of this first story, Matthew follows Mark in having Jesus proclaim that he is Lord of the Sabbath.

Matthew makes the point in this narrative that certain priorities exist when applying the Torah. The Law can be categorized into lesser and weightier components (cf. 5:19), and the weightier matters of the Law include mercy (cf. 23:23). Since the disciples were hungry, the merciful response would be to let them pluck and eat the grain. In the Matthean narrative, there is no criticism of the Sabbath. The evangelist specifies in 24:20 that it is right and proper to observe the Sabbath, but the Sabbath presumably belongs with the lesser laws. This means that when resting on the Sabbath day comes into

647 Sim, Matthew and Christian Judaism, 136.
conflict with one of the more important laws, then it can be waived. This does not constitute a breach of the Torah because the demands of the Law have still been fulfilled. In the case of 12:1-8 the Law of mercy is fulfilled at the expense of Sabbath rest.\textsuperscript{648} Moreover, in this text the statement that \textit{For the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath}\textsuperscript{649} refers to the authority of Jesus in terms of the interpretation of the Torah. As the Lord of the Sabbath, Jesus is able to define how the laws regarding Sabbath observance are to be understood and applied.\textsuperscript{649} He fulfils the Law (cf. 5:17) by providing the true meaning of it and by restoring God\textsuperscript{650} original intention for it.\textsuperscript{650}

The same sentiments are contained in Mt 12:9-14 where Jesus explains that it is lawful to do good on the Sabbath (v.12). He exposes the Pharisees\textsuperscript{651} irrational stance regarding healing on this day. They would rescue a sheep from a pit but not assist a person in need. Once more applying the principle of mercy above Sabbath rest, Jesus heals the man with the withered hand.\textsuperscript{651} As in the first story, there is no breach of the demands of the Torah. The command to rest on the Sabbath makes way for the more important commandment to show mercy.\textsuperscript{652} This interpretation of the Law by Jesus is at odds with the Pharisaic application of the Law. Matthew uses these texts to demonstrate how these opponents of Jesus fulfil the lesser laws, while neglecting its weightier elements (23:23).\textsuperscript{653}

\textsuperscript{648} Sim, \textit{Matthew and Christian Judaism}, 136-137. Y.-E. Yang provides such a detailed examination of Mt 12:1-14 in Y.-E. Yang, \textit{Jesus and the Sabbath in Matthew\textquotesingle s Gospel} (JSNTSup 139; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 161-214.

\textsuperscript{649} Suggs, \textit{Wisdom}, 107. God\textsuperscript{6} Lordship of the Sabbath can be found in a number of passages including Ex 16:23, 25; 20:10; 31:15; 35:2; Lev 23:3; Deut 5:14 in Yang, \textit{Jesus and the Sabbath}, 193.

\textsuperscript{650} Yang, \textit{Jesus and the Sabbath}, 213.

\textsuperscript{651} Sim, \textit{Matthew and Christian Judaism}, 137.

\textsuperscript{652} Suggs, \textit{Wisdom}, 107; Yang, \textit{Jesus and the Sabbath}, 206.

Matthew’s depiction of Jesus and the Torah can and should be aligned with his Wisdom Christology. In the Jewish tradition Wisdom was identified with the Law. As Wisdom incarnate Jesus is the Torah as well. This is why the Matthean Jesus can speak with such authority about the Law, why he is able to fulfil the Torah by providing its true interpretation. Since Wisdom is the friend and sender of the prophets, it is little wonder that Jesus’ understanding of the Law is informed by the prophetic voices. Jesus as Wisdom fulfils both the Law and the prophets. The misguided scribes and Pharisees who oppose Jesus have simply misunderstood the meaning and intention of the Torah. They focus on the less important regulations and neglect those that are the most significant – love of God and neighbour, righteousness, justice, mercy and faithfulness. Their opposition to Jesus is nothing less than opposition to Wisdom herself.

It is no coincidence that some of these core elements of Law, as identified by the Matthean Jesus, are all associated with the Jewish Wisdom tradition. A number of passages in the Old Testament (Deut 5:10; 6:5; 7:9; 10:12; Neh 1:5; Is 56:6; Dan 9:41) show that the motive of dove for God is the basis of obedience and integral to keeping the Torah. Likewise, for Ben Sira, those who love God keep God’s commandments (Sir 2:15, 16; 7:30). In this way Ben Sira connects Wisdom to the term dove for God when he identifies Wisdom as the Torah. The concept of righteousness (δικαιοσύνη) in relation to Wisdom is found in Prov 8:15 and 8:20. In 8:15 Wisdom speaks of herself as the one who was responsible for the kings reign and the rulers decree being just or righteous while in 8:20 she portrays herself as walking in the way of δικαιοσύνη.

Wisdom is indirectly associated with the term mercy (ἐλέος) through her various activities. Her many invitations to heed her call and follow her way can be

---

654 Schnabel, Law and Wisdom, 56.
defined as acts of mercy. In addition her role in Wis 10, when she oversees and guards the fortunes of Israel’s heroes, is a further case of her generosity and mercy. She is likewise connected with faith or faithfulness. In Sir 4:16 those who remain faithful to Wisdom will inherit her. Similarly, in Sir 15:1 the ones faithful to the Law will obtain her. The sense of faithfulness is also associated with Sophia in Prov 3:18 where she is a tree of life to those who lay hold (ἐκχω) of her; those who hold her fast (ἐρείδω) are called happy. Even though the writer of Proverbs does not use πίστις in this text, Wisdom is closely linked to the term through the words ἐκχω (hold) and ἐρείδω (hold fast).655

There is nothing in Matthew’s depiction of the Torah that conflicts with the earlier Wisdom tradition. Wisdom and the Law bring the life of the people of Israel to walk in God’s ways (Sir 2:15, 16; 51:15; cf. Bar 38:2). A wise man is characterized as the one who keeps the commandments (Sir 15:1-15). Observance of the Law is to heed God’s Wisdom (Bar 38:4). Wisdom and the Law allow a man to keep his sinful desires under control and to keep away from sin (Sir 21:11; 24:22; 51:15).656 The evangelist would even concur with the sentiments in Sir 1:26, ‘If you desire Wisdom, keep the commandments, and the Lord will lavish her upon you’.657 Observing the Torah according to Jesus’s (or Wisdom’s) correct interpretation will guarantee the continuing presence of Jesus (cf. 18:20; 28:20).

To summarize, the Torah is of primary importance in Matthew’s Gospel, and it occupies a central position in the teaching and activities of the Matthean Jesus. This focus on the Mosaic Law is also not unexpected in the light of Matthew’s dominant Wisdom.

655 Schnabel, Law and Wisdom, 223-224.
656 Schnabel, Law and Wisdom, 82-83, 158-159.
657 Blenkinsopp, Wisdom and Law, 163.
Christology. In the Jewish tradition, Wisdom is often associated with the Law, and in Sirach and Baruch she is clearly identified with it. Matthew simply adopts this perspective and conforms it to his Christian understanding of the significance of Jesus. Jesus is Wisdom and he must be the Torah as well. It is as Wisdom incarnate that Jesus can speak about the Law with such authority. At the beginning of the Sermon on the Mount he specifies plainly that he has not come to abolish the Torah but to fulfil it, and he stipulates that in the present age all components of it, the least commandments as well as the important ones, are to be faithfully observed until the Parousia. This means that the ritual requirements of the Law are to be obeyed as well as the moral commandments.

As Wisdom Jesus articulates the manner in which the Law is to be understood and applied. It is an understanding informed by the prophetic tradition, and Jesus fulfils the Law by providing its definitive interpretation. The core elements of the Law are love of God and neighbour, the Golden rule, and justice, mercy and faithfulness, some of which recall concepts and roles associated with Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. The evangelist makes clear that these aspects in particular must be given priority when they come into conflict with other laws. Thus the regulation concerning Sabbath rest, which must be observed in normal circumstances, can be waived if doing so fulfils the even greater law of mercy or love of neighbour. As the definitive interpreter of the Torah, Jesus as Wisdom mediates the divine will.

Because Jesus is the ultimate revealer of the Law’s intentions and application, he is critical of others who do not follow his teachings. The Pharisees in particular are constantly chastised for their continual misunderstanding of the Law, and the weighting of its constituent parts. They correctly practise tithing but they neglect the important
matters of the Law such as mercy, and they fail to understand that acts of mercy take precedence over the command to rest on the Sabbath. They also place their own tradition, such as ritual handwashing, before the commandments of God. In her incarnate form as Jesus, Wisdom invites the Pharisees to keep the Torah as it was intended to be kept, but they refuse and become her implacable enemies.

Matthew’s understanding of Jesus as Wisdom and Torah stands in stark contrast to the Wisdom Christology in the Gospel of John. As noted in the previous Chapter, John presents Jesus as Wisdom who criticizes and rejects the Torah. The Law given by Moses is contrasted with the grace and truth brought by Jesus. This was clearly one aspect of the traditional picture of Wisdom that John could not assimilate to his own Christian tradition. Matthew, however, stands in a different tradition. In his tradition the Law was still considered to be a gracious gift from God and was faithfully observed. The evangelist therefore had no difficulty in correlating the traditional identification of Jesus with the Law and his own conviction that Jesus was Wisdom.

7. Conclusion

This Chapter has attempted to establish a clear Wisdom Christology in the Gospel of Matthew. It began by emphasizing the *inclusio* of Mt 11:2 and 19b, in which Matthew identifies Jesus with Wisdom. When Wisdom is justified by her deeds in Mt 11:19, the deeds to which reference is made are the deeds of Jesus in Mt 11:2. The evangelist’s redaction of Q at these points shows a considerable development of the Q tradition. In that tradition Jesus was merely a representative or agent of Sophia, albeit her greatest envoy, but Matthew takes this a significant step further by equating these figures. As
Wisdom in this redacted section of Q, Jesus performs Wisdom’s roles of teaching and preaching. But the evangelist also depicts Jesus or Wisdom as a worker of wonders and miracles, a role that is never mentioned in the earlier Jewish texts. Matthew has therefore developed the activities of Wisdom on account of the Christian tradition he inherited.

In Mt 11:25-30 Matthew continues to identify Jesus as Wisdom. The initial three verses stem from Q, and refer to Wisdom motifs such as pre-existence, rejection, hiddenness, revelation, and intimacy with God. The appended verses (vv. 28-30) reinforce and expand the Wisdom themes. Jesus’ invitation and his offer of rest have very clear parallels in the Wisdom tradition, as does his reference to the easy yoke. Those who take up this yoke and learn from Jesus become his disciples just as those who follow the way of Wisdom become her disciples. Just as Wisdom was identified with the Torah, so too does Wisdom as Jesus become one with the Torah.

The evangelist develops this notion considerably in the Gospel material dealing with the Torah. He states that Jesus has come to fulfil the Law, which means that he provides it with its definitive and authoritative interpretation. His understanding of the Law is informed by the prophetic tradition, and its core elements are love of God and neighbour, the Golden Rule, and justice, mercy and faithfulness. All of the Torah remains valid, but Jesus distinguishes between its component parts. Jesus speaks with authority about the Torah because he is Wisdom incarnate and is himself the Law. In the Gospel narrative Jesus clashes consistently with the scribes and Pharisees over the true interpretation of the Law. These figures betray a total misunderstanding of the Law’s meaning and application; they follow the less important commandments and ignore the more important ones.
The material in Mt 23:34-39 is also significant in Matthew’s Wisdom Christology. Because Jesus is Wisdom, he adopts a quote from Wisdom in Q and transfers it to the lips of Jesus. As Wisdom did in the past, Jesus sends prophets and other messengers who all meet with rejection and violence. The ones who reject this message from Wisdom will themselves meet with severe punishment in the form of the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple. Just as the rejected Wisdom leaves the earth and hides herself in heaven, so too does Jesus depart the temple and will not return until the day of judgement. Since Jesus is the universal judge, Matthew once more develops the Wisdom tradition under the influence of his Christian perspective.

Other Matthean texts highlight the pre-existence and incarnation of Jesus as Wisdom. The tradition of the virginal conception is best understood as the incarnation of Wisdom. As Emmanuel or God with us Jesus as Sophia is constantly a presence among his people (cf. 18:20; 28:20). In the context of the Gospel, the Matthean I have come sayings also point to the pre-existence of Jesus, and relate some of the purposes for which he came to earth. One of the more significant of these is that he has come to give his life as a ransom for many. The notion here ties in with Mt 1:21, where it is said that Jesus will save his people from their sins. For Matthew one of the primary reasons for Wisdom’s incarnation is that she, in the form of Jesus, needs to die on the cross. Only this act of self-sacrifice will pay the ransom and save the people from their sins. Needless to say, while the Jewish Wisdom tradition knows of Sophia as a figure of protection and salvation, it has no concept of the incarnation of Wisdom in human form and certainly no concept of her death. Matthew has redefined the nature and roles of Wisdom in conformity to his Christian beliefs.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

This study was concerned with Matthew’s Wisdom Christology in its Jewish and early Christian contexts. It set out to determine precisely what Matthew had to say about Jesus as the figure of Wisdom, to identify the traditions, both Jewish and Christian, that influenced his portrayal, and to place his Christology in its relevant contexts. These aims necessitated the analysis of many Jewish and Christian texts.

We began with the concept of Wisdom in the Jewish tradition. The wisdom phenomenon in ancient Israel had its roots in the surrounding cultures of the ancient Near East. Initially focused on wisdom as a human phenomenon, the concept of wisdom developed and eventually became personified in a female form. This development was probably due to the influence of the Egyptian goddess Maat and the Hellenistic goddess Isis. These goddesses contributed to the shaping of the Jewish Wisdom tradition in many ways, including ethical, cosmological and salvific concepts. The appearance of Wisdom or Sophia posed no threat to Jewish monotheism. She was considered to be either a female personification of God or a distinct entity in her own right who was created by God and subordinate to him. This figure appears prominently in many canonical and non-canonical Jewish texts.

The Jewish figure of Wisdom shares a close relationship with God and a similar relationship with humans. In terms of her relationship with God, she has her origins in God and is the first of God’s creation. Wisdom pre-exists the created order and has a role
in the process of creation. She speaks God’s words, and her way is God’s way. Sophia is a divine or heavenly being and is intimately connected with God. At times it is difficult to differentiate between them. When described as the breath of God and of his power, or as a pure emanation of the glory of the Almighty, she appears almost as a personification of God. She reveals the will of God, and can be identified as the Torah.

Her relationship with humans is variable. Sometimes she is unattainable, beyond human reach and found only with God, but at other times she is portrayed as close to human beings when she mediates or reveals God’s will. Moreover, Wisdom is seen as pleasant, kind and benevolent to people. She describes herself as exercising prudence; she possesses knowledge, which she imparts to her followers as well. She is the beginning of all virtues, exhorting all to follow her ways, and she portrays the advantages of righteousness. Wisdom is also the tree of life, representing immortality, long life and quality of life for those who follow her way. She invites all humans to be under her instructions and also to take up her yoke. She promises her followers that they will receive happiness, joy and rest.

The roles of Wisdom are many. While having a role in creation, she is the fashioner of all things. She plays a part in salvation as a protector, rescuer and a liberator of her people. As a teacher, a prophet and guide, her ideal is to have all accept her messages and practice life-giving ways. She is romantically presented as a lover, who will guard and protect those who accept her. Sophia is also a counsellor who imparts good advice and sound judgment. She invites all to follow her way, inviting them to her table in the role of hostess and she is depicted as a street preacher who preaches at the
city gates. In accordance with her female nature, Wisdom is a concerned mother instructing and protecting her children.

The discussion then turned to the Wisdom tradition in early Christian sources in order to discover whether the rich Christology that emerged in the light of Jesus’s life, death and resurrection was influenced by the concept of Sophia. It was argued that the Pauline tradition had no clear notion of this figure. While Paul uses the term the Wisdom of God in relation to Jesus, it does not possess a Christological sense. The apostle’s word choice was dictated by the problem with wisdom and knowledge in the Corinthian church. There is evidence that Paul considered Jesus to be a pre-existent being, but this does not necessarily mean he was identified with Wisdom. Sophia was not the only such entity in Judaism; in some traditions the Messiah and the Son of Man were thought to pre-exist as well.

The emergence of a connection between Jesus and Wisdom can be traced to the Q tradition. In the Sayings Source, Wisdom is clearly mentioned, and Jesus is described as her greatest envoy. Q’s depiction of Wisdom recalls many of her roles in the Jewish texts. She is a sender of prophets and a protective mother, but her invitation is rejected. It is arguable that the Q tradition itself was moving towards a Wisdom Christology. In at least one text Jesus seems to play some of the roles previously attributed to Wisdom, but as far as this source can be reconstructed such an identification is not clearly made. The Q tradition is important in that it testifies to the influence of the figure of Wisdom in an early Jesus source, but it falls short of developing a Wisdom Christology.

Further developments can be found in the later Johannine Gospel. In this text Jesus appears as Wisdom who becomes flesh in the form of Jesus of Nazareth. This is made
clear in the Johannine Prologue and elsewhere in the Gospel. Distinctive Wisdom themes include an intimacy between Jesus and God, Jesus’ pre-existence and his role in creation, his mediating and revelatory function, and his rejection. But John never refers to Jesus as Wisdom. He prefers to speak of the ‘Word’ a term that has some connections with the prior Wisdom tradition. His choice of term may have been influenced by a certain strand in Hellenistic Judaism or by his conviction that the male Jesus needed a male term of reference. In any event the evidence of this Gospel reveals that at least in this Christian trajectory a fully-fledged Wisdom Christology had developed, but without any direct reference to Sophia herself.

The Gospel of Matthew was then examined. This Gospel chronologically comes between the earlier Pauline and Q traditions, and the later Gospel of John. There is no evidence that Matthew was directly influenced by Paul or that he had any contact with the Johannine tradition, but it is commonly accepted that he knew and used the Sayings Source. Matthew significantly edits the Q material, especially in the key texts 11:2-19 and 23:34-39, and in his addition of 11:28-30, and considerably develops the relationship between Jesus and Sophia in that source. For Matthew Jesus is no longer a messenger of Wisdom; he is Wisdom incarnate. In depicting Jesus in this fashion, many of the traditional roles of Wisdom are attributed to him—a close relationship with God, pre-existence, a creative role, preaching, inviting, mediating between the heavenly and earthly realms, a salvific role, a motherly and protective role, rejected and subsequently hidden, and the identification with the Torah. Other texts confirm and expand some of these motifs. The virginal conception of Jesus is really a story of Wisdom’s incarnation, though it must be conceded that it is not as poetic or as powerful as the Johannine
counterpart. The Matthean \( \text{\&} \) have come sayings although not necessarily in themselves implying pre-existence, do have this particular meaning in the context of the Gospel.

Matthew is not content simply to see Jesus as Wisdom and attribute her traditional roles to him. He also develops the concept of Sophia on the basis of this identification. The incarnation of Sophia as Jesus reveals that she is a performer of miracles, the definitive interpreter of the Law, and will be the final judge. Her major role in coming to earth was to die an inglorious death to save her people from their sins. All of these elements were originally associated with Jesus, but are now attributed to Wisdom.

We can see from the above summary that Matthew’s Wisdom Christology is a distinct amalgamation of Jewish traditions about Wisdom and Christian sources about Jesus. His Christian source Q itself contained a clear reference to Sophia and contained a number of significant Wisdom traditions. It portrayed Jesus, however, as an envoy of Wisdom. But with a few redactional changes Matthew was able to transform Jesus from an agent of Sophia to Sophia herself, and in doing so the Wisdom motifs in Q could be easily applied to Jesus. His pre-existence, his role in creation, his invitations, his hiddenness, his revelations, his protective and nurturing roles, his identification with Law, his sending of the prophets and his rejection were all present to some extent in Q’s Wisdom material.

But Matthew was not content simply to transform the Q tradition. As a scribe trained for the Kingdom of Heaven (13:52) and a knowledgeable exegete, Matthew would have been well aware of the Jewish texts that underlay the figure of Wisdom in Q. He therefore includes further material, based upon the existing Wisdom tradition, that reinforced his Wisdom Christology. An excellent example of this is the added material in
11:28-30, which resonates with Wisdom motifs. He also uses some of his source material to emphasize Jesus’ pre-existence and his incarnation as Wisdom. In short, it is clear that Matthew was heavily influenced by Wisdom traditions, both in Judaism and in Christianity, and he used these traditions in his presentation of Jesus.

On the other hand, it was shown that Matthew’s understanding of the nature and roles of Sophia was just as influenced by his prior Christian beliefs. Because Jesus is Wisdom, the life and activities of Jesus are those of Wisdom as well. Under the influence of the Jesus tradition he inherited, Matthew emphasizes Wisdom’s roles as miracle worker, final judge, interpreter of the Torah and as the one who has to die to save her people from their sins. He therefore conforms Wisdom to the Christian Jesus tradition just as much as he conforms Jesus to the traditional notions about Wisdom. It is a rich Christology that has its roots in all the available Wisdom traditions.

Matthew’s Wisdom Christology probably developed independently of John’s Wisdom Christology. This shows that after a slow start, Wisdom speculation in early Christianity had intensified towards the end of the first century and was developing through a number of different trajectories. The Matthean and Johannine trajectories stood in agreement on many points; for example, Jesus was pre-existent Sophia who became incarnate in the person of Jesus and each of them focused on Wisdom’s role in creation. But there were significant differences too. The Johannine community belonged to a Christian tradition that no longer observed the Torah, so John’s figure of Wisdom becomes a critic of the Torah and a Law-breaker. The Matthean community stood in a different Christian tradition, one which still valued and followed the Torah, and one of
the evangelist’s major concerns is to present Jesus as the Law’s authoritative and definitive interpreter.

The Gospel of John, despite presenting Jesus in obvious Wisdom-like terms, never refers to him as Wisdom. The incarnate Jesus is identified with the Word, a concept that has some links with the Wisdom tradition. John may have been influenced by a Hellenistic Jewish source that emphasized the Word of God. A similar tradition may have been used by Philo. It is also possible that this evangelist had qualms about identifying the male Jesus with a feminine pre-existent figure, so he chose a male equivalent. Matthew of course had no such concerns. In his version of Wisdom Christology, he was willing to make the connection openly and directly that Jesus was Sophia. His incarnational Christology had no problem with the concept that the female Sophia took form in the body of a male human. There are implications in this for feminist hermeneutics and theology, but these lie beyond the scope of this study.
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